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INPE/LIT New Facility for Vibration and Acoustics Tests - Novel Ideas and Lessons Learned

Elbert E. N. Macau and Rovilson E. Silva
Laboratório de Integração e Testes - LIT
Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais - INPE
São José dos Campos, SP, Brazil

ABSTRACT

The Brazilian Institute of Space Research/Integration and Testing Laboratory (INPE/LIT) is conducting a project to implement a new large facility for vibration and acoustic tests of spacecrafts. This new facility was designed to provide an integrated environment where simultaneous tests can be conducted with efficiency, while multiple test results can be easily analyzed and compared, allowing an incremental mechanical structural development. The facility provides resources that allow the running of automatic pretest checks, and fully automatic system and subsystems calibration procedures. Artificial Intelligence technology supports system supervision and helps system operation and data result analysis. Budget constraints required that subsystems of the current vibration facility were used wherever possible. The system is scheduled to be operational in November 2000. In this work we present the system architecture and the novel ideas that have been used in this new facility.

INTRODUCTION

The Integration and Testing Laboratory (LIT) is the Brazilian Institute for Space Research (INPE) laboratory complex where the satellite assembly, integration and test activities take place [1]. It started operating in 1987 to allow the development of satellites for the Brazilian Space Program. At first, LIT facilities were designed to allow the development of small satellites. With the success and continuity of the Brazilian Space Program, there has been a necessity to improve LIT facilities to support assembly, integration and test activities on large satellites. Thus, a 160 KN electrodynamic shaker was installed in 1993, and projects to implement new, larger facilities for vibration and acoustic tests are being conducted [2,3].

The current data acquisition and control system for vibration tests has been operating since 1987. Initially, it was designed to allow the operation of two electrodynamic shakers, one of 13 KN and other of 80 KN. With the installation of the 160 KN shaker, small changes were made to the system to allow the operation of this large shaker. However, the following reasons have contributed to the need for a new data acquisition and control system for satellite vibration and acoustic test, afterwards referred to by the acronymous VIBSIS: The increasing number of failures experimented these days by the dedicated computers that are used for controlling and data analysis; The necessity for having more channels available in the data acquisition and control system; The requirement for supporting three dynamical tests running simultaneously; The desire of the development teams to have the most advanced tools for visualization and analysis available on the system; The plans for building an acoustic chamber.

In this paper, we present the system architecture and the novel ideas that are being used in the design of this new data acquisition and control system. The new data acquisition subsystem will be used to support both vibration and acoustic tests. We also report the difficulties that we are facing during the phases that we have passed through in the development of the project.

THE CURRENT SYSTEM

The current Vibration Test Facility is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. Physically, it is divided into four areas: The High Bay, where the shakers and the strain-gauge conditioners are installed; The Control Room, where two control systems (GenRad-2514), charge amplifiers for control channels, and the shakers actuators control system are located; The Data Acquisition Room, where the data analyzer system, the charge amplifier, and the data recorder system are placed; The Shaker Power Amplifier Room, where the power amplifiers that drive the shakers are installed. The signals that come from the strain-gauge sensors are conditioned in the High Bay by home-made conditioners. The signals that come from the accelerometers as well as the conditioned signal from the strain-gauge sensors are wired to the control system or to the data acquisition system through a connection panel. In the control room, the signals from the control accelerometers are amplified and are connected to one of the controllers. In the
Data Acquisition Room, the signals from the accelerometers are properly conditioned. The conditioned signals from the accelerometers and strain-gauge sensors pass through a multiplex system that multiplex then in groups of four (4 x 1, PCM). The multiplexed signals are stored in two tape recorders. Two demultiplexers (1 x 4) allow the recovery of eight signals, that can be analyzed by the data analyzer system (GenRad 2515). During the test, it is possible to connect in parallel up to sixteen of the signals to the data analyzer system to allow on-line monitoring of these channels during the vibration test and immediate analysis and report generation on them just after the end of the test. The rest of the stored signals must be recover from the tape recorders through the demultiplexers, in groups of eight signals. Up to sixteen channels can be connected to a homemade maximum amplitude selector system which generates a signal that is sent to the Control Room to be used as a notching input signal. The tape recorders also provide two FM recorder channels to be used to store reference signals. The signals recorded in FM mode can be accessed at any time without passing by demultiplexing.

Figure 1: The current Vibration Test Facility

CONSTRAINTS ON THE CURRENT SYSTEM

After operating for more than thirteen years, the current vibration system is almost in the limit of its life time. Comparing the technology and concepts that were used in its design with nowadays technology, concepts and tools available for signal processing we can compile the following list of constraints in related to the system:

a) **Hardware maintenance:** the majority of the hardware used in our system is now out of production, and the manufactures do not support them anymore. For some of them, as is the case of the GenRad equipments, even new circuit boards or subsystems to replace malfunction parts are unavailable. We are keeping the equipments in good operational conditions due to our spare parts and our good maintenance team. However, our supply of spare parts is coming to an end as the system malfunctions become more frequent. At the same time, the confidence in using our equipments is reducing proportionally to the increase of the number of failures.

b) **Impossibility of using advantage softwares:** the GenRad equipments do not support the new releases of the top softwares for signal processing, control, data analysis and modal analysis. Their limitation in memory, disk space and speed impose prohibitive barriers for using or even developing those enhanced software solutions.
c) **Poor real time capability of visualization:** In real time, the system just allows the visualization of up to four channels. It is impossible to follow the history of other channels or even impose safety limits for more channels.

d) **Excessive post-test processing time:** During the vibration test, up to four channels can be processed by the controller and up to sixteen by the data analyzer system. At the end of the test, the results on those “real-time” channels can be displayed immediately and printed in about ten minutes. For the other channels that were stored into the tape recorders using a multiplexer scheme, they can be recovered to be processed by the GenRad 2514 in groups of eight and using the same speed rate that were used during the test. This constraint means for a test involving 150 channels, an analysis and print time of more than three hours.

e) **Reduced automation capability:** The system architecture imposes several restrictions to implement automatic procedures for calibration procedures, test set up, start and end of test, check up system conditions. The system operation requires from the operating team attention all the time, besides the execution of many time intensive and manual tasks. Furthermore, the overall system calibration requires many weeks or intensive work.

f) **Impossibility of real-time channel check:** When all the accelerometers and strain-gauges are connected to the system channels, it is impossible to check if all the channels are properly operating. As the majority of the channels go straightforward to the tape recorder system, they are unaccessible until after the end of the test, during the post test analysis phase.

g) **Tape recorder instability:** The tape recorders fine-tunning is a challenger. It requires a long time of hard and tired work. As they are very sensitive to environmental changes, tuning and calibration procedures must be repeated very often to minimize the occurrence of drop outs.

**REQUIREMENTS FOR A NEW SYSTEM**

Based on our experience in working with the current system, on the top available technology, on the necessity to have a system that supports both vibration and acoustic tests and on the necessities of the structural development team, we came to the following specifications for a new data acquisition and control system for satellite vibration and acoustic tests:

a. Physically, the VIBSIS will extended over five places, as depicted in Fig 2: The High Bay, the Control Room, the Data Acquisition Room, the Visualization Room, the Acoustic Chamber, and the Shaker Power Amplifier Room;

b. Development team and LIT external persons will follow the test from the Visualization Room. In that room will be installed all the facilities needed for following the test, for performing the post test data analysis, and for cross-comparing test results with structural model outcomes. Communication system with audio and video resources will provide full access to the groups in the outer places, while a video system will provide full view of the specimen being tested;

c. The system will be implemented using a distributed architecture for processing and modular implementation so that each functional module can individually perform control or data acquisition tasks or operate interconnected as necessary;

d. Synchronous operation among the modules, with real-time data channels overall measurement and intercommunications to allow the implementation of flexible notching strategies;

e. 390 measurement channels available, with at least two modules with 32 measurement channels to be used as solo vibration controllers; 32 of this channels will have programable bandwidth from 2 Hz to 40 kHz (at least), while the other from 2 Hz to 4 KHz; The anti-alias filters will selectable between Elliptical with 135 dB/Octave of roll-off (or better) and eight order Bessel (or better); Simultaneous samples in all channels;

f. Support for perform random, sine, shock, transient, sine-on-random, random-on-random, and modal analysis tests. Processing tools for analysis in time domain, frequency domain; transfer function generation, wavelet analysis, modal analysis, and structural parametric identification;
Figure 2: The new Vibration Test Facility

g. Parallel data digital storage of raw data and data analysis with associated visualization on all the channels and in real-time. The digital media will support raw data storage for at least 30 minutes of test, with system in the full capability configuration;

h. Data storage files importable and exportable form the following formats: UFF, Word, Excell, MatLab, Mathematica, Grapher Ansy, Nastran. The data files will be accessed from external computer using NFS and ftp protocols;

i. The time interval for overall data reduction and post test analysis using the system in a full configuration will be no longer than fifteen minutes;

j. All system and subsystems calibrations, functional diagnostics, and performance tests will be executed totally automatic; Hardware and software support for programming customized procedures;
k. Series Voltage Insertion Method for overall accelerometer-channel-system status check will be supported on all the accelerometer channels;

l. Auxiliary instrumentation will support automatized calibration procedures and allow to follow in real-time all the channels, with data analysis being executed both in time and frequency domains;

m. All the cabling routing interconnection will be implemented by using electronic switch subsystems;

n. The charge amplifiers that are used in the current data acquisition system will continue to be used in the new system. The other charge amplifiers will come from a home-made development, as well as the strain-gauge amplifier to be used in the project;

o. Artificial Intelligence technology will support system supervision and will help system operation and data result analysis.

p. The current tape recorders will be integrated to the system to allow the reproduction of old data previously stored in tape by using the new system, when necessary.

FROM THE SPECIFICATIONS TO THE NEW SYSTEM

A bid was performed on 1998 to choose the main contractor responsible for supplying and integrating all the system. The main international companies on vibration and acoustic data acquisition and control system replied the bid. The Spectral Dynamics was the winner. That company presented the best technical project with a reasonable price. The system integration and acceptance test will be hold on next November. Figure 3 presents a detailed block diagram of the new system.

Figure 3: Detailed diagram of the new Vibration Test Facility
Budget and technology restrictions imposed changes regarding the above specifications as well as introduced additional constraints to the project concepts, as described bellows:

a. The system will be implemented, as requested, using a distributed architecture for processing and modular implementation so that each functional module can individually performs control or data acquisition tasks as well as operates interconnected with the other modules as necessary; However, in our configuration, we are limited to conduct (control) up to three tests in parallel because of the number of workstations (three) that are integrated in the system. If more workstations are added, more simultaneous tests can be performed in parallel, up to eight;

b. The system can store raw data digitally for up to 45 minutes. When the throughput hard disks are full, the data must be transfer to the long term data storage system. After that, the throughput hard disks can be released to be used again, overwriting the old data. A long term data storage system for both raw and processed data and was not included in the original system specifications. In accordance with the requirements for long term data storage, many options are available. It can be random or sequential access. If the system is intended for permanent archive with rare recall of the data, then sequential access systems such as DAT tape drives may be adequate and cost efficient. If random access is critical, then either magnetic disk media or optical media must be used. The volume of data to be managed or archived is key to defining the design of any system regardless of the type of media. Volume management of data can be handled with either single drive devices or with multiple drives or jukebox systems. Costs vary significantly between the two. Another issue to be considered is if the stored date is to be used for central file management or to make files available to a large number of users served by one common system. In the latter case, speed, access, and usually smaller file sizes are more important. As we intend to have the data available for a large number of users that could access it both locally or remotely, we decide to use a file server with magnetic disks;

e. It is not feasible to have all the cabling routing interconnection implemented by using electronic switch subsystems. The costs involved in it would be prohibited large. It would require a very large switching matrix located in the data acquisition room. While electronic switching will be extensively used, it will be necessary to have one large patch panel responsible for the main interconnections. However, in the control room, just electronic switches will be used;

d. Because a patch panel will be used, it is impossible to have just automatic procedures for system verification and calibration. Those procedures, however, can be automatically performed in sets of sixteen channels. Thus, manual intervention will be necessary for cabling set up and interconnections for each group of sixteen channels in the data acquisition system. In the control room all the procedures for system verification and calibration will be performed automatically;

e. In the data acquisition room, the auxiliary instrumentation can be used to follow the channels in real-time in groups of sixteen. Thus, before the start of the test, up to sixteen channels can be chosen to be monitored using the auxiliary instrumentation. All the auxiliary instrumentations are assembled in mobile carts that can support all the system’s requirements in related to calibration, verification and channel monitoring. Those carts are located in the high bay, in the control room, and in the data acquisition room, and can be remotely operated by network. Furthermore, all the test procedures can be programmed using an object-oriented language for instrumentation;

f. Besides the courses that were requested in the bid specifications, specific training courses on the workstations’ operational system utilization, management, network interconnection, and program development will be necessary. Those courses will be given by the workstations manufacture. The expenses with those courses were not foresighted in the original budget;

g. Completely new channel wiring will be used. Old cables that support the current system will be removed. Because of the wiring, the system integration will take twice more time than it was originally foresighted for it in the bid specifications. During this time, all the vibration system will be shutdown;

h. Artificial intelligence system to help system supervision, system operation and data result analysis will be developed by LIT team. The development will start after the system acceptance.
Delays from third part suppliers postpone the system integration and acceptance test in LIT from September to November this year.

CONCLUSION

Nowadays technology enables us to design a data acquisition and control system for satellite vibration and acoustic tests that is incomparably more advanced and efficient than those systems based on previously available technologies. It is possible to have a fully automated distributed and scalable system that operates with the supervision of an artificial intelligent system, thus making all the tasks easy, efficient and reliable. This system can provide enhanced visualization and analysis capacity, with remarkable response time. In this system, human interfaces are required just to care out the test set up. It is even possible to integrate this system with CAE systems so that they interact in refining structural and dynamical models. Budget constraints, however, are a severe obstacle to implement this system, as well as the requirement of a huge development team with experts in many areas. A complex system like this requires more support subsystems than can be previously foreseen, which implies in budget overpasses. Special attention must be paid to the team training and to the development of operational procedures for the system.
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FEEDBACK AND COMPRESSION PARAMETERS FOR SPACECRAFT SINE VIBRATION TESTING USING EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

B S Jagadesh Babu*, J N Hemanta Kumar*, C V R Reddy** and N K Mishra*
*Environmental Test Facilities, ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore-560017, India
**Structures Group, ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore-560017, India

ABSTRACT

This paper presents an account of the extensive experiments carried out for firming up the feedback loop parameter settings in the SD2550B Digital Vibration Control System from M/s Spectral Dynamics for Sine Vibration testing of a Spacecraft. The Control system offers programmability over compression rate and control amplitude estimation in terms of number of cycles over which the estimation is carried out. An essential feature of the control during sine vibration testing is a stable system performance with minimal amplitude excursions. Instability of control during automatic notching as well as the overshoot immediately after notching, typically observed during the tests, is of serious concern.

A systematic study was initiated to quantify the sensitivity of varying the compression rate and amplitude estimation period parameters of the control system. A series of experiments were performed for this purpose on simple and complex structures with varying natural frequencies and damping factors at different sweep rates. Assessment of control system performance in terms of stability and amplitude excursions over the pre-set levels were made and optimum system parameter settings were evolved. The same has been effectively used during spacecraft tests.

INTRODUCTION

The phenomena of limiting dynamic responses of a large spacecraft during ground vibration tests is well understood in order to protect the spacecraft from exceeding dynamic responses beyond what is anticipated in flight. The basic test specification for the spacecraft sinusoidal vibration testing does not account for this phenomenon. However this is taken care by implementing the automatic notching as part of the control process. Notching or the reduction in the input to the shaker is intentionally done during sine sweep to limit a particular level of response at all identified critical locations of the spacecraft. These levels are obtained by the coupled load analysis of the spacecraft with the launcher.

Almost all the manufacturers of the control systems provide peak response limiting feature in the control systems. However, the process of implementing such a feature is different from one manufacturer to the other. Understanding the implementation is very much essential to get better performance from the control system. Two issues that need to be addressed in this
regard are stability and notching overshoot. Over emphasis on either will tend to undermine the other, which is not acceptable. The setting of the control parameters are accordingly to be arrived at keeping in mind both the factors to achieve an optimum combination.

The vibration lab at ISRO Satellite Centre is equipped with several generations of control systems. Tests on several spacecraft systems meant for scientific, remote sensing and communication applications have been conducted with the many genres of control systems. The latest in the series of control systems in the stable is the SD2550B 32 Channel control system from M/s Spectral Dynamics. The SD2550B of the former M/s Generad design was a major shift in terms of the technology and testing concepts from the earlier 1200/1500 series of control systems from M/s Spectral Dynamics. With respect to notching the system differed very much by not providing the adaptive control that was available in the earlier systems. In the earlier control methodology, the control system has several compression curves defined. The compression curve is defined in terms of dB/sec, which increases linearly over the frequency range. Several such curves with fixed offsets are available. In the Adaptive control the control algorithm would measure the input signal, derive the information in terms of quality factor and select an appropriate curve, with an higher or lower compression rate, and apply the control signal accordingly over the entire sweep in the frequency range of testing.

In the SD2550B, this feature is replaced by giving the control operator more flexibility in selecting the appropriate compression in terms of percentage. One can also set different compression rates over the frequency range in fixed steps. Apart from this, the estimation duration can also be set. The estimation duration by definition refers to for how long the input signal is sampled before the amplitude estimation is arrived at. The sampling frequency is constant and 51.2 kHz over the entire sweep frequency range. The estimation duration is specified in terms of cycles per second ranging from 255 millicycles to several kilocycles. The estimation duration can only be set at the time of programming the test and remains constant through out the frequency range. The compression can be varied from 0% to 200%.

Experiments were carried out on simple beam specimens with varying fundamental frequencies and different damping coefficients. Tests were carried out varying the parameters such as sweep rate, compression and the estimation duration. The optimum control parameters were arrived at based on synthesis of results and used for testing satellites.

**OBJECTIVE**

The basic objective of the work is to optimise the Control parameter settings, in respect of feedback parameters (amplitude estimation period and compression speed) at different Sweep rates, to achieve control stability and minimum response amplitude excursions for notching. This is particularly in view of Lack of adaptive control i.e. provision of control system to sense the on line change in behaviour of response and effect varied Control System settings during the sweep.
CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

SD2550B Digital Vibration Control system perform control and Data acquisition functions during Sine, Random and Shock tests. The system facilitates simulating swept sine, frequency dwell, tracked resonance dwell, random, classical shock and SRS tests in the frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 10,000 Hz. The shaker system safety is protected using in-built shaker safety features limiting the maximum displacement or velocity or acceleration as per user definition. Data storage modes are simplified by providing simple data acquisition methods, which specify various data storage modes.

The system provides an in-built calibration Software package to periodically calibrate and store the calibration constants to maintain the required accuracy. The 16 bit ADC per input channel provides for high precision measurement process. Powerful DSP processors per 4-channel card and the main MDSP processor aid the fast processing of incoming signals. The host workstation is left with the job of programming the MDSP card for operation, receiving the processed data from the front end and storing and display of data. The system is versatile and provides, an experienced user, several options to conduct the test with flexibility.

During Sine testing the swept sine signal is generated using modified phase accumulator method. The generated drive signal is attenuated to the required level by means of two stages, coarse and fine, of attenuators. The amplitude estimation is synchronised with the sweeping frequency. There are three methods of processing the input signal for amplitude estimation. They are Peak, RMS and Tracking Filter processing. For Spacecraft testing the BB RMS processing method is chosen. This is to account for the out of band energy that may be present during resonance. Otherwise, it may result in over testing of the structure. The input signal is sampled at a constant rate of 51000 samples per second. The RMS value is computed within the duration as per user selection made during initial set-up. The estimation duration can be selected from 255 millicycles to 3.31 kilocycles. Error signal is computed with reference to the set level. The percentage of error that is used for correction is termed as Compression. The manufacturer given general guidelines for selecting Compression speeds are primarily based on the frequency region (low, mid and high) and the sweep rate.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A simple experimental set-up is devised to simulate typical situations as seen during Spacecraft tests like global resonant frequencies and associated modal damping, simulation of closely spaced modes, etc.

The experimental set-up consisted of several beams made of different materials and having different lengths mounted on a vibration fixture. Aluminium, Polycarbonate and Acrylic (Methyl-metha-acralite) materials were chosen for the beams. The effective lengths of beams were chosen so as to have the beams fundamental frequency lie between 20 Hz. to 100 Hz. and the damping values ranged from 1% to 4%. All the beams of different lengths made of different materials are mounted on a rigid vibration fixture, which in turn is interfaced with
the shaker. Centre of the vibration fixture is chosen as the location of the control accelerometer.

Ling Electronics 8 Ton shaker system was used for providing base excitation input to the specimen. Endevco 2226C accelerometers were used for response measurement. Endevco 3090C low noise cabling was used to connect the accelerometers to the Endevco 2275A signal conditioners. All the transducers signal conditioners and equipments used for the testing were calibrated prior to the experiments.

DETAILS OF TESTS

Following section describes the details of tests performed and the test results as a part of control system parametric evaluation.

Structural Characterisation Tests

In the first test the set of beams specimens were characterised for their vibration behaviour. The structural characteristics are extracted from the following tests.

A low-level swept Sine Test was carried with the following specifications.
- Frequency Range : 5 Hz. – 100 Hz
- Input Amplitude : 0.5g
- Sweep rate : 4 Oct/min

The Test definition was based on the actual Spacecraft Test frequency range and sweep rate to evaluate the response of the control system for actual conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam ID</th>
<th>Measured resonant response of Beams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency (Hz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam 1</td>
<td>33.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam 2</td>
<td>26.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam 3</td>
<td>46.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam 4</td>
<td>58.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam 5</td>
<td>90.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam 6</td>
<td>20.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam 7</td>
<td>58.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam 8</td>
<td>52.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam 9</td>
<td>23.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupled</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam - 10</td>
<td>25.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table-1 gives the fundamental bending frequencies of the beams and amplification factors ($\beta$) with respect to the input. The fundamental Frequencies of the beams have been tuned keeping in mind typical spacecraft resonant frequencies. The 'Q' factor and the damping coefficients associated with the fundamental mode for different beams are calculated using half power bandwidth method and is presented in the same table. For a typical Control system setting of 255milliCycles Estimation duration and 100% Compression, the percentage overshoot of the notched responses beyond the pre-set levels are given in Table-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam No.</th>
<th>Set Notch Level ‘g’</th>
<th>Notched Level ‘g’</th>
<th>Percentage Overshoot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.68</td>
<td>11.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14.35</td>
<td>18.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18.53</td>
<td>15.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27.99</td>
<td>75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24.72</td>
<td>54.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.88</td>
<td>28.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Not Notched*</td>
<td>Not Notched*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The channel did not notch as the level reached was well below the set notch level.

Control System Parametric studies on 4% Damping Ratio Beam

In the second set of tests, a beam with damping ratio of 4% was used for extensive characterisation of the notching performance with wider compression variations and at selected estimation period intervals. The details of tests performed with different combinations of estimation periods, Percentage Compression and Sweep rates are as given below.

Estimation Periods considered: 255millicycles, 509millicycles, 1.02 cycles and 2.04 cycles
Compression Rates considered: 50%, 75%, 100%, 125%, 150%, 175% and 200%
Sweep Rates considered: 1 Octaves/min, 2 Octaves/min and 4 Octaves/min

- Tests were conducted in the 3 Sweep rate settings.
- To reduce the number of tests successive doubling of Estimation periods were chosen. Tests were stopped at 2.04 cycles as error in terms of percentage overshoot was successively increasing and any experiment beyond this was not considered useful.
- The compression percentage was started at 50% and increased up to 200% in steps of 25 to get better approximation of the effect of compression on notching.

Typical response plots keeping estimation period of 509milliCycles with varying compression speeds from 50% to 200% and at 4 Octaves/min sweep rate is shown in Figure-1. The deviation of the response beyond the pre-set Notch levels is clearly brought out in the
Control System Parametric studies on Low Damped Beam

In the third set of tests, a single beam representing a damping of 1.6% was used to a narrowed down set of fine tuned tests to get the notching performance for low damped structures. The details of tests performed with different combinations of estimation periods, Percentage Compression and Sweep rates are as given below.

Estimation Periods considered: 255millicycles, 509millicycles, 1.02 cycles and 2.04 cycles
Compression Rates considered: 75%, 100%, 125%, 150% and 175%
Sweep Rate considered: 4 Octaves/min

The tests were narrowed to,

- 4 Octaves/min Sweep rates as all Flight units of spacecraft are tested at this Sweep rate.
- 50% and 200% Compression rates were eliminated as 50% compression was leading to under correction and 200% compression was leading to instability even with a higher damped system.

The deviation of response beyond the pre-set Notch levels for this low damped beam is shown in Figure-5 considering Sweep rate of 4 Octaves/min.

Control System Parametric studies on Coupled Beam

In the fourth set of tests, a complex structure was simulated with closely spaced dual resonances and different damping coefficients. The tests were devised to understand the behaviour of the Control system while testing complex structures. The details of tests performed with different combinations of estimation periods, Percentage Compression and Sweep rates are as given below.

Estimation Periods considered: 255millicycles, 509millicycles, 1.02 cycles and 2.04 cycles
Compression Rates considered: 75%, 100%, 125%, 150% and 175%
Sweep Rate considered: 4 Octaves/min

The tests were continued as per the following settings,

- 4 Octaves/min Sweep rates as this is the normal rate of testing on spacecraft
- 50% and 200% Compression rates were eliminated as 50% compression was leading to under correction and 200% compression was leading to instability even with a higher damped system.
- A complex structure with closely spaced resonances was chosen to study the effect of control parameter settings on the notching performance.
Figure-8 shows typical response plots for the coupled beam with notching for the tests with 125% compression and at four different estimation periods. The deviation of the responses beyond the pre-set notch levels for the first and the second peaks is shown in the Figures 6 and 7 respectively.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of the structural characterisation tests performed described in Tables 1 and 2 show that frequency range covered for the study extends from 20Hz. to 100 Hz. The modal damping associated with the fundamental mode ranges from 1% to 4% with amplification factors ranging from 8 to 70. Such structural characteristics are typically encountered during spacecraft tests. With the default settings of the percentage compression and the estimation duration of the control system the notched test results as given in Table-2 indicate higher over shoot as the as the Q factor increases. The percentage overshoot seen in the results of the default settings are not acceptable for tests on spacecraft.

The results of the tests on beam with 4% damping have been summarised below,

- Comparison of the effectiveness of performance of notching in terms of percentage Overshoot/Undershoot
- Apparent instability in the notch zone show that,
  - For all the 3 Sweep rates considered (viz. 1, 2 & 4 Octaves/min), choosing a compression value between 125% to 150% appears to be better for all the estimation periods i.e. 255 millicycles, 509millicycles, 1.02cycles and 2.04cycles
  - It is evident from the observations that for the chosen Compression speed, the estimation period of 509 millicycles setting with 125% compression and all sweep rates from 1, 2 & 4 Oct/min the percentage overshoot is least along with least apparent instability.
  - It is evident from the observation that the control performance in terms of percentage overshoot is least at slower sweep rates as compared to higher sweep rates.
  - Selection of 509 or 255 millicycles at different compressions show that 509 millicycles has least percentage overshoot / Undershoot (least over/under test) from the set notch level. Though 255milliCycles appears like having flat platone, because of larger percentage overshoot this estimation period is not preferable.

The results of the tests on beam having low damping (1.5%) show that,

- Compression of 125 and 150% appear to give the lowest percentage overshoot for all the estimation periods considered namely, 255millicycles, 509millicycles, 1.02cycles and 2.04cycles and for the sweep rate of 4 Octaves/min.
- Keeping compression at 125%, the shape of response curve shows that,
  - The resonant response crossing the set threshold is picked up fast when lower estimation periods are chosen. Subsequently the Control System tries to dip the input and hence the response. This is reflected as dip in response immediately
after notching, which is clearly seen in the results of the tests with estimation period of 255 millicycles as compared to estimation periods in excess of 255 millicycles.

- The off resonant response curve is smoother.
- Higher compression is not proving to be helpful in view of second overshoot which is larger than the first overshoot in the notch duration.
- Recommended setting is 509 millicycles at 125% or 255 millicycles at 150%.

The results of the tests on coupled beam with closely spaced modes show that,

- With respect to the Estimation period, 255 millicycles or 509 millicycles show lower percentage Overshoot.
- Percentage Compression between 125 and 150 appears to yield better results.
- General observation what is seen earlier with simple beam is applicable here also with respect to compression settings.

**CONCLUSION**

The efforts to optimise amplitude Estimation Period and Compression Speed parameters of the SD2550B, 32 Channel control system from M/s Spectral Dynamics by a series of extensive swept sine tests reveal that,

- Best results in terms of control stability and least percentage overshoot is obtained when the estimation Period is 509 millicycle and the associated percentage Compression is 125% to 150%. These results are applicable for test specimens having resonance peaks in the frequency range of 20Hz. to 100Hz. and for damping ratios ranging from 1% to 4%.
- For complex structures exhibiting closely spaced resonant peaks, the Estimation Period and Compression settings applicable for simple beams are valid at 4 Octaves/min.
- The above conclusions have been drawn with RMS processing which is generally used with tests on complex structures like spacecraft.
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ABSTRACT

Future space missions’ requirements on high precision structures get continuously more challenging with respect to structural accuracy. With classical structural technology coming to its limits, adaptive structure technology offers the potential to solve a variety of quasistatic and dynamic problems.

With respect to the dynamic excitation of sensitive equipment, mechanical cryocooler systems, which are often used in aerospace applications to cool specific equipment to their cryogenic working temperatures, represent a typical dynamic disturbance source within a satellite. They either directly excite vibrations at the attached, cryogenic equipment or indirectly by exciting elastic interface structures leading to vibrations of one or multiple remote systems.

One approach to compensate for cryocooler vibrations utilizing adaptive structure technologies is presented in the paper. Within a typical small satellite project, two infrared detectors have to be mechanically cooled by two independent miniature Stirling cryocoolers. The induced cooler vibrations critically excite the detectors, leading to a severe reduction of the quality of the scientific results. Opposite alignment of the coolers was impractical due to mission constraints. Within an ESA project, DLR developed an add-on, long life adaptive vibration compensation system that removes critical vibratory energy and works without launch locking devices. The system has been designed and qualified for general space applications on material and system level. Functional demonstration proved a vibration reduction by 53 dB, representing a significant improvement on the general acceptance specifications for residual cryocooler vibration force levels for future missions. Long life testing showed no performance degradation after more than $10^8$ cycles. The system was designed to be easily transferred to other applications.

INTRODUCTION

Adaptive structural technology offers a tremendous potential to cope with the manifold structural problems of modern space systems especially when compared to adequate conventional technological approaches. Typical problems arise from a variety of disturbance sources – either by the natural space environment e.g. thermal irradiation or artificially generated e.g. mechanical cryocoolers – which lead to performance degradations of quasistatic or dynamic nature. Typical effects are degradations of surface precision, dimensional stability, and pointing accuracy resulting in non-optimal radiation pattern, reduced system efficiency, fatigue, or reduced system lifetime, to name a few. Creating an adaptive structure means to realize a “... load bearing or shape defining system with the ability to measure what is happening to itself (the system) and decide on and undertake counteracting action to bring and then keep the system in the desired..."
In comparison to a passive structure, the adaptive or smart structure is equipped with sensors, actuators and an adaptive control system which is self-optimizing and highly non-linear. Such adaptive structures allow performance levels that are not achievable by passive systems. Additionally, such a system is characterized by its adaptability: it can adjust to changing requirements or even compensate for errors.

This possibility also implies that in comparison to an advanced passive design it could be possible to achieve equivalent system capabilities at a cheaper price with an adaptive structural solution. These price savings could come up at different time periods: during design, validation, manufacturing, assembly, operation or maintenance.

Within the space area adaptive structural technology is expected to be of major importance for future missions for e.g.

- **active vibration control and isolation,**
  
al/ of disturbance sources like cryocoolers or solar arrays, sensible equipment like infrared detectors or within the transmission path like truss structures (SRTM, L/PL interface) to improve system performance, lower structural loads, increase service life
- **active shape control,**
  
of optical surfaces and booms for optical data transmission and interferometry (active/adaptive optics), to reduce rigid, heavy, expensive structures and use flexible ones
- **online health monitoring and system identification,**
  
to increase service life, call for required maintenance missions, study structural mechanical interaction
- **active positioning and pointing,**
  
of instruments, e.g. transmitters, receivers, detectors
- **precision deployment of large structures** and
  
to deploy, put into position and correct the shape of structures like wide-area surfaces of modern space interferometers
- **active compensation of manufacturing errors.**
  
to allow for small manufacturing errors, correct them by active means and with that reduce costs

The following paper concentrates on adaptive vibration control at a typical satellite disturbance source interconnected to sensitive equipment. DLR is engaged in the development of a variety of systems to cope with the above listed research areas.

**MICROVIBRATIONS ABOARD A SMALL SATELLITE APPLICATION**

Microvibrations aboard spacecraft are generated by moving mechanisms like antenna pointing mechanisms or mechanical coolers. The respective vibrational energy is being transferred over the satellite structure via structural paths which, for lightweight satellite structures, are usually poorly damped so that the disturbance energy will not be dissipated. With the stringent demands of modern satellites the residual vibrations
more often lead to critical excitations of sensitive equipment significantly degrading their performance. In the past spacecraft designs have been rendered useless due to incomplete vibration consideration.

The classical approach to the problem is to simulate the complex structural characteristics as accurately as possible. Since the models generally cannot be correlated with the real hardware during the design phase and moreover, with the structure being subject to design modifications which have to be updated in the models, this procedure leads to intensive analyses and design uncertainties. Eventually, this results in more or less conservative, oversized final designs of host structure and instruments as well as high design and verification costs.

In order to increase functional performance of systems, to significantly reduce analysis efforts, simplify structural design and thus reduce future mission costs it is increasingly important to control microvibrations aboard spacecraft. Since passive isolation basing on soft mounts is not straightforward within a space application with respect to launch loads (displacements) and e.g. pointing stability (accuracy) requirements, it is quite challenging to develop advanced structural systems to actively control microvibrations. This brings the potential to realize much higher levels of vibration reduction as well as reduce or omit heavy, expensive, rigid structures and realize flexible structural systems.

The primary goal of the presented work was to develop an adaptive microvibration control (MVC) structure for a demanding small satellite application to cancel critical vibrations at the disturbance source/sensitive equipment. It was of major interest to prove that the smart structure is capable to withstand all relevant environmental loads and function reliably in the extreme space environment.

The mission’s primary payload consists of two infrared sensors, a Medium (MWIR) and a Long Wave Infrared (LWIR) detectors. The satellite is planned to weight about 80 kg, and measure about 500 mm on each side before solar panel and antenna deployment. The major scientific-technical mission objectives are to perform earth observation e.g. for detection of hot spots and to develop next generation IR-sensors.

Due to the weight and volume restrictions, it was decided to use cryocoolers instead of cryostats to ensure the necessary operating temperatures for the IR-sensors. Small tactical cryocoolers (Signal USFA type 7058) have been preselected. These mechanical cryocoolers induce axial forces into the satellite due to their function i.e. due to the movement of piston arms and additional pumping actions. More critically, due to the coupling of the cooling arm to the upper dewar / sensor housing, there is the danger that the sensor orientation will not be fixed to the desired accuracy leading to potential reductions of the usefulness of the scientific results.

The cyrocooler is shown in figure 1. The larger part is the compressor, the smaller is the pump with attached cold finger. Compressor and pump are split to keep residual disturbances at the cryogenic interface as low as possible. A flexible metal tube interconnection serves to transfer the cooling fluid back and forth between the two components.

Experiments did show a drift of the disturbance signal phase and amplitude during cooler operation, with the major disturbance at the cooler’s drive frequency and its higher harmonics. Moreover, there is the danger that system parameters will be shifted during launch loading as well as that external disturbance sources excite the sensor head. This led to the decision to implement an adaptive compensation to cancel any vibrations at the infrared detector.
ADAPTIVE MICROVIBRATION CONTROL STRUCTURE

The primary goal was to develop a system that can drastically reduce the cryocooler induced forces, and resulting vibrations, of the cooler pump by destructive interference. The MVC system was intended not only to solve mission specific problems but moreover to offer a solution potential for similar applications. Preceding measurements with a representative test set-up have shown that the primary disturbance forces can be up to 4 N at 50 Hz with displacements in the sub-millimeter range. Thus, the MVC system, which was to be designed without launch locking devices with a tuned first eigenfrequency above launch load excitation, was to operate at the disturbance frequency far below structural resonance as a compensation system. A force output of 4.4 N at 50 Hz was to be generated. Major design goals were to

- introduce a drastic, fast vibration reduction that is adaptable to changing operational conditions,
- build a very robust system that comes without launch locking devices,
- realize a system which is compatible with the operational environment (e.g. EMC, thermal),
- design a modular add-on system that can easily be transferred into different applications,
- offer a quasi-standard system to be used for uni- or multiaxial vibration control,
- allow broadband or multifrequent vibration control,
- consider general space constraints,
- qualify the system for general space applications using elevated test parameters,
- base the system on a rather simple pattern,
- design small lightweight system this especially wrt the robust design,
- allow for future design optimization and to
- realize a system with long service life.

Figure 2 shows a simple scheme of the adaptive MVC concept. Here, the force is generated by activating a modified piezoceramic stack actuator (axial stiffness $c_A$) which has been qualified as a part of this project. This solid state actuator accelerates its inherent mass plus an additional compensation mass. The reactive control force will be transferred to the cooler pump via a flexible tip (axial stiffness $c_F$) which serves to keep critical bending loads from the stack. The additional compensation mass sheaths the actuator, being connected to its base. The complete actuator-compensation mass assembly is supported to an external housing by use of patented springs (ref. 7) (axial stiffness $c_S$). The disturbing vibration force between optic’s housing (right of figure 2) and MVC system shall be compensated with the piezoceramic stack producing at least the same force with an opposite phase. This meant to control the actuator such that no residual displacement is left at the camera head.

Control forces can be adjusted by variation of the compensation mass and/or the mass and stroke of the actuator. With the help of analytical models the system parameters have been calculated. A piezoceramic stack actuator with a free stroke of 120 μm has been designed. The compensation mass was set to 700 g with a required low axial stiffness of the spring mount of $10^4$ N/mm at maximum.
Actuator components have been tested on a material level for outgassing characteristics according to ESA specifications (ref. 2, 6). Basing on thermal vacuum test results a standard actuator was properly modified. Within the final actuator design, all insulation and adhesive materials were replaced by a qualified epoxy material or omitted where possible. To improve the actuator’s mechanical robustness wrt survivability during launch, a high pre-stress of 1000 N was introduced. Moreover, the stack was laterally stiffened with a suitable silicon compound filling also improving the heat removal from the stack. Electric wiring was done through a bore in the actuator’s base.

The MVC structure set-up is shown in an exploded view in figure 3. The compensation mass is attached to the piezoceramic actuator at its left side. In order to minimize the mass moments of inertia, a rotational symmetrical geometry was realized with the force being generated in the middle of the assembly. Compensation mass and actuator are rested on star-shaped springs made of X12CrNi17 7, shown in figure 4 and 5. Due to the spring’s special design, the required low axial stiffness (\(c_S = 35 \text{ N/mm}\)) was realized allowing at the same time for the desired high lateral stiffness (\(c_{SI} = 20100 \text{ N/mm}\)) to absorb launch loads. Piezoceramic sensors, a PCB force sensor type M208B01 mounted between camera and MVC structure and a PCB accelerometer type 306M118 are employed. The force sensor provides the reference signal for the adaptive feedback controller, the accelerometer is used as error signal.

Figure 7 shows the manufactured MVC-structure being connected to a mock-up of the IR-camera with integrated cooler system. The left picture displays the inner structure, compare to figure 3, whereas the right view shows displays the complete structure with all sensors connected.

The structure has been numerically analysed assuming quasi-static comparative design launch loads of 50 g. To determine maximum stress, displacement and screw forces, eight potentially critical load cases have been verified. Figure 6 indicates the respective loading cases. Having determined the respective forces at the threaded fasteners, a design and strength verification analysis has been performed according to VDI 2230 for the fasteners.

The transfer functions of the MVC system have been determined by exciting the actuator with a pseudo random noise signal in a frequency range from 0 to 2000 Hz with a voltage of 20 Vp. The frequency response spectra of the force sensor and the axial acceleration sensor have been monitored. The system’s main natural frequency is at 945 Hz. This data serves as a reference for monitoring the structural and functional integrity during the qualification phase.

**ADAPTIVE DIGITAL CONTROLLER EXPERIMENTS**

Figure 8, left, shows the equivalent block diagram of the adaptively controlled system. The different blocks represent the continuous transfer functions \(P_1(s), S_1(s), P_2(s),\) and \(S_2(s)\) which are defined in the analogous s-plane and represent the relationships between the appropriate forces and accelerations. The discrete transfer function \(H(z)\) gives the relationship between the measurable control output \(y\) and the force \(f\) (ref. 3). To simplify the block diagram, all A/D and D/A converters have been omitted here.

Functional demonstration was performed at DLR Braunschweig, Institute of Structural Mechanics. For the real-time controller realization, a digital system was chosen within a PC environment, consisting of an AT&T DSP32C Floating Point Signal Processor with 16-bit A/D and D/A converters containing two AT&T DSP16a digital signal processors and an in-house development environment. The controller mentioned above
was programmed in C language, down-loaded in the signal processors, and monitored with a further C program running on the PC processor.

Different tests have been performed to check the quality of the control circuit and to record the transients and spectra of forces and accelerations of the system. Figure 8, right, compares the error signal in the frequency domain with and without control. A very fast microvibration reduction of 53dB was realized.

**ADAPTIVE MICROVIBRATION CONTROL STRUCTURE QUALIFICATION**

Environmental testing has been performed wrt general ESA test requirements specifications (ref. 4) in the laboratories of DLR Berlin, Institute of Space Sensors. Long-time functional testing was done at DLR Braunschweig.

To observe the structure's retention of its functional and structural integrity during all different qualification test sequences, structural mechanical tests to check the functional characteristics of the MVC system have been performed. These functional verification tests have been done, depending on the test type, before, within and/or after each test sequence as well as before and after completion of all tests. The functional tests have been done by exciting the actuator with a pseudo random noise signal, s. above.

Dynamic launch load testing was performed using an electrodynamic shaker system TIRAVIB 51010/LS with a slip table for testing of payloads and subsystems by TIRA Maschinenbau GmbH. The MVC structure, mounted for horizontal testing (here z-axis), is shown in figure 9, left. Random vibration and pyrotechnic shock testing was performed with test parameters given in figure 10. The latter was performed as Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) tests to simulate the structural response of the MVC structure to pyrotechnic shocks. Three shocks per axis have been applied. Overall and intermediate dynamic functional verification tests as well as the resonance survey test, see above, have been performed. No damage was detected.

In addition to launch load testing the MVC structure has been qualified for in orbit environmental thermal and vacuum loading. For this, a vacuum temperature cycling test has successfully been performed. Figure 11 displays the test pattern according to ref. 4. To increase thermal loading on the active elements within the MVC demonstrator structure, additional conductors of heat, copper cables and sheets, have been added to the structure, s. figure 9, right. To simulate the system's in orbit function the MVC system was operated during VTC testing with characteristic drive signals. To check for functional or structural degradations, initial and final dynamic functional verification tests as described above have been performed prior to and after the VTC test, i.e. before and after vacuum has been applied at ambient temperature. Moreover, functional tests have been done as indicated in figure 11. No damage was detected which is in accordance to overall functional tests performed at DLR Braunschweig prior to and after all environmental tests.

Qualification was completed with a long-time functional test. For this, the MVC system was continuously operated for 72 days. To simulate the disturbance the MVC structure was excited with a LDS shaker system, the piezoceramic stack was driven with a high voltage sinusoidal signal. Functional performance was checked prior, within and after the test. No damages have been detected.
SUMMARY

For a typical small satellite application, here a scientific DLR satellite, the operational vibration levels of a mechanical cryocooler system excite an attached infrared detector. There is the danger that the quality of the scientific results would be critically reduced. To reduce these microvibrations an adaptively controlled robust add-on structure was developed employing piezoceramic actuators and sensors. Functional demonstration of the system was successfully performed leading to a vibration reduction of 53 dB! The structure was successfully qualified for launch and space environmental loads as well as for long-time functional performance.

Current DLR activities led to a variety of new MVC designs. Work is focussed on optimizing mass, volume and power demands wrt the original system as well as on performing broadband and/or multifrequency vibration control. One solution is displayed in figure 12.
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Figure 1: Engineering model of the cooler and its integration within the infrared sensor

Figure 2: Scheme of adaptive MVC system

Figure 3: Assembly drawing of MVC structure
Figure 4: Cut views of MVC structure assembly

Figure 5: Inner MVC structure assembly, looking from actuator bottom (left), actuator head (middle, right)

Figure 6: Loadcases for FEM calculations
Figure 7: Manufactured MVC structure with IR-sensor mock-up

Figure 8: Adaptive feedback control block diagram (left), MVC test results (right)

Figure 9: Test assembly for vibration testing, z-axis (left), and for VTC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>PSD Spectrum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 - 50 Hz</td>
<td>+6 dB/oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 - 500 Hz</td>
<td>0.4 g²/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 - 2000 Hz</td>
<td>-6 dB/oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>20.8 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test duration</td>
<td>120 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vibration in all 3 orthogonal axes

Figure 10: Random vibration and shock testing

Figure 11: VTC-Test sequence and parameters

Temperature Extremes: -35...+65 °C
Pressure: <10⁻⁵ torr
Temperature Gradient dT/dt: 10 K/min
Number of Cycles: 8
Dwell Time: > 60 min.

Figure 12: Two MVC systems
SOFTWARE FOR VIBRO ACOUSTIC DATA BANK
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the development of the software for Vibro-Acoustic Data Bank being setup at Shock and Vibration Test Facility, ISRO Satellite Centre. The data bank will facilitate management of vibration and acoustic test data of all the tests, carried out on various satellites and their subsystems.

The software will provide the user a set of comprehensive tools to access and analyze the test data over the network at his/her desktop. It consists of a File System in which the data is archived and organized for easy access, and an Application Server. The application server is designed as web-based application using 3-tier architecture. JAVA programming and principles of Artificial Intelligence and Expert System are employed in the development.

Three layers of the application server consist of client software in the form of applets that provide user friendly GUI, a server module that manages the request, uploads the applets onto client computers, invokes either search engine to obtain the requested data or analysis tool to carry out a given analysis on the selected set of data, and a set of library functions that consist of analysis tools and the search engine. The querying and some of the functions requiring human intelligence and domain expertise are implemented using Artificial Intelligence principles.

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic testing of satellites and their subsystems involve measurement of a large number of responses and analysis of the data resulting out of this measurement. This analysis process is critical to ensure qualification of the specimen for dynamic loads and, to verify its mechanical integrity and electrical functionality. This process involves comparison of signature tests to verify the mechanical integrity, computation of various modal parameters, and computation of stress levels at various locations on the specimen, etc. The process may also involve comparison of the test results with results of earlier tests conducted on similar satellite/subsystem or on qualification model of the specimen. This requires accessing and analysing the required test data. Structural Analysts were required to frequent the test facilities for looking up of data and to carry out the analysis of earlier test data. It would be convenient to the users if the data, along with necessary analysis tools, is available at their desktop for analysis.
Considering this requirement, vibration and acoustic test data is placed on a network enabled mass storage media and users are provided with web enabled tools to access and analyze the data. The Vibro-Acoustic Data Bank is located at Shock and Vibration Test Facility and is connected to the Facility’s LAN. The LAN is part of the Intranet of ISRO Satellite Centre, enabling the users to access the data bank across the Intranet. The mass storage media consists of Jukebox of re-writable Magneto-Optical (MO) disks supervised by a dedicated NFS Server. Data is stored in NFS format in the jukebox. A Windows NT Server sits above the NFS Server and acts as a proxy server while hosting the application server software for the data bank. The software facilitates access to the data bank over the network and provides tools for data search and analysis. An overview of the data bank and its connectivity across the network is shown in Figure 1.

![Diagram of Network Connectivity and Data Bank Configuration](image-url)
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

Software for the data bank resides in the server that supervises the data bank. It archives and organises the data for easy access. It also provides the user a set of comprehensive tools to access and analyze the test data over network at his/her desktop. Requirements of the software are

- **Data archival and management involving,**
  - Definition of a unified file format to store the data.
  - Development of file filters for conversion of the data acquisition system specific flat file formats to the unified file format.
  - Conversion of data of all the tests conducted on various satellites/subsystems into unified file format and archival of the same onto the jukebox.
  - Regular updation of the data bank.
- **Development of a web enabled server that provides following facilities to the user.**
  - Enable the user to access the server through Home Page of Shock and Vibration Test Facility.
  - Search for the required data using either specifying the details of the data or through query in natural language.
  - Enable the user to carry out analysis on selected set of data. Various analysis tools that are provided are as follows.
    - Specifications derivation for subsystems from transmissibility data of low level sine tests of satellite. Also deriving specifications from the PSD data of low level random or acoustic tests.
    - Verification of interchangeability of qualification programs for subsystems of different satellite projects (to enable using subsystems of one project in another project without further additional testing). Similarly verification of the qualification program (specifications) of a subsystem due to revision in the input level (specifications) of a project.
    - Check for the over test and under test of the satellite and subsystems using the response data of acceptance or qualification level sine tests.
    - Provide assistance to the user to verify the mechanical integrity by comparing the results of low level (sine or random) test data.
    - To compute the stress levels and Bending Moments from the strain information.
    - Response prediction for a given test profile.
    - Notching level prediction from the low-level data.
    - Identification of modes (both global and local) and mode shapes using the transmissibility and phase information.
    - Calculation of damping and Q-factors.
    - From the acoustic test data,
      - Check whether the subsystems' actual responses are well within the specification.
      - Check for the under test and over test.
      - Provision for bandwidth analysis with different resolutions.
      - Verifying linearity from low to high in octave band.
OVERVIEW OF THE SOFTWARE

The entire data is stored in a file system hierarchy within NFS specifically defined for the purpose. No commercially available DBMS software is being used, as the data cannot be represented in the table format. A separate file system with specific file formats (i.e., Unified File Format) is defined to store the data. Details of the file system and file formats are explained in the following section.

Aforesaid software requirements can be classified into two categories. First one, involving creation and maintenance of the data bank, is handled by File System Manager. Responsibilities of this software include, accessing the data acquisition systems over network for test data of a specific system/subsystem, converting it into the unified file format and archiving it on the MO jukebox.

Second one involves facilitating the user to access and analyze required data. These features are implemented as Application Server. This software provides client interface with the data bank, capability to search the required data and tools to perform analysis on selected data. This software sits in the server computer and supervises the data bank activities involving client requests.

The software is designed to be modular for easy maintenance and augmentation of the software system, enabling new features such as new analysis tools and improvisation of the existing features to be added easily without affecting other modules of the software. These modules are implemented using Java, as the development involves network and applet programming. As Java provides platform independence, the server computer can be changed at any later date without concern for the platform. Following sections detail these modules.

FILE SYSTEM MANAGER

File System Manager incorporates file filters, GUIs for interface to input details of the test specimen, various tests carried out and listing of source data files, and networking interface to two data acquisition systems to get the source data files and to the MO jukebox for archiving the data in unified file format. The software is used only by the data bank administrator who has access to the server directly. It is not accessed across the network. Also, there would be only one local administrator taking care of the data bank management activities. Hence it is implemented as stand-alone application.

File Filters

Each of the two data acquisition systems stores the data of sine, random and shock tests using separate flat file formats for each of the data type. If data in these flat file formats are archived directly, development of modules that access the data bank would have to be developed 6 times one for each of the file formats. This problem is overcome by storing the data in a single file format for all the three data types and for the two data acquisition systems. For this, a unified file format is defined.
The file system is organized as hierarchical directories corresponding to satellite programmes, individual satellite projects, and their subsystems. Files corresponding to test data of a satellite/subsystem are stored in the respective directory. Two files are defined to store the data, viz., Master File and Data Files. Master file is an ASCII file and is unique for every satellite/subsystem. It stores general information about the test specimen, details of the tests carried out and details of the response locations. Data file is of flat file format and stores entire data of one test. Data file consists of a header in ASCII format, and stores information about the details of the test and responses monitored in the test. Actual data of the test is stored in binary format after the header.

File filters that are developed, to convert data from data type specific file formats to unified file format, include filters for sine, random and shock data.

GUI for File System Manager

Graphical User Interface (GUI) is provided to enter details of the test specimen and test details. Data bank administrator can methodically enter the information pertaining to the test specimen such as project name, model name, satellite serial number, subsystem name and serial number (if applicable), zone details of the specimen, etc. The administrator can also feed in details of the test carried out, viz., type of the test, test name, number of responses monitored, name of the response channel, response location details, etc. Once the administrator inputs these details, he has to provide list of data files corresponding to the test. The Software, using network interface, obtains the data files from the data acquisition system. File filter corresponding to the test type is invoked and files are passed onto it. Resulting master and data files are written to the MO juke box, using the network interface software module. In case of existing test specimen, the master file in MO jukebox is updated with the test details provided. GUI to enter the information about test specimen is updated with the information from the master file and displayed.

Network Interface

File system manager has to extract the source data files from two data acquisition systems and required master file from MO jukebox through network connectivity. It writes the converted data files and master files onto the MO jukebox. It uses the network interface for this purpose. As the network interface is required only for file transfer between the data acquisition systems, server computer and MO Jukebox, FTP is employed for the purpose. Separate functions are defined for file transfer between data acquisition system and server computer, and MO jukebox and server computer. These functions are invoked as and when required.

APPLICATION SERVER

Application server software provides interface to the Vibro-Acoustic Data Bank. It is accessed by the users sitting across the network. This necessitates development of the software using client-server model. However, if traditional client-server model is adopted, client software needs to be loaded onto the computer at the users’ end. This has two
drawbacks. The user has to be bound to a particular computer where the client software is loaded, which will not allow him/her to switch over to an arbitrary computer to access the data bank. Also, whenever there is an updation of the software resulting due to addition of new features or due to fixing of any hitherto unforeseen bugs, client software is to be upgraded at every client computer, which is a tedious job. To circumvent these problems web technology is employed and the software is implemented as web application server using 3-tier architecture containing following modules.

a. Client software in the form of applets that provide user friendly GUI,

b. A server module that manages the request, uploads the applets onto client computers, invokes either search engine to obtain the requested data or analysis tool to carry out a given analysis on the selected set of data, and,

c. A set of library functions consisting of analysis tools and the search engine.

The client requires only web browser and network connectivity to the Intranet to access the data bank, thus avoiding the client software distribution. Software modules implementing these layers are explained in detail in the following sections.

Client Applets

Interface for the users are in the form of applets, which get downloaded to users’ computer, when the user logs in. These applets form first tier of the application server. Applets provide web browser based user front-ends to search data, select data of interest, display the selected data, and carryout analysis on the selected data. Facility is provided for new user to sign in. A small database of the users is created in which users’ details such as user ID, password, etc., are stored. The password is encrypted using IDEA algorithm. A variation of the algorithm is adopted wherein the sub-keys required for encryption are generated using alpha-numerical words. This makes the encryption process more secure. Some of the applets also perform certain basic computations using client computer’s computational power. These computations include, computation of transmissibility, computation of rms value of random data, encryption of the password and other necessary information.

Server

Server module, sitting in the second tier, is the broker between client and the data bank. It provides interface to the search engine and analysis tools. This relation is depicted in Figure 2. Any request from the client, for data or for invoking an analysis tool, has to go through the server module. Search engine and analysis tools do not interact with each other, as well as with the client directly. This design avoids any direct communication between client and search engine/analysis tools, resulting in systematic flow of information between modules. Any new addition of analysis tool or client interface, and improvements in search engine, can be carried out independent of other modules, as long as the addition/modification is within the server module interface definition.

The module receives request from the client, and uploads the required applet. When data search is requested for, it invokes the search engine, by passing information about the
data required. Data obtained from search engine is passed back onto the client. If the request is for analysis, first the required data is obtained by invoking search engine, then, the corresponding analysis tool is invoked and data is passed onto it. Result of the analysis is sent to the client for his perusal.

Figure 2: Flow between different entities in the software

Search Engine

Search Engine module, as part of the 3rd tier, services requests for the data by searching through the data bank, retrieving the requested data and passing it to the server. The module is the only interface between the server module and data bank, wherein the data is archived. It communicates only with the server module to receive the request for data transfer and send the data retrieved from the data bank. Search engine provides the capability for searching the required data. Data can be obtained either by providing complete information (such as response name, test name, satellite name, etc.) or by navigating through the data bank in a step by step manner. The module provides following search capabilities.

Generic Search

User can interactively select a data set by progressively selecting the satellite name, subsystem name (if applicable), test name and the response location name. Data can also be obtained by giving all these information at one step using the GUI.

Subsystemwise Search

For each of the satellite tests carried out, information about the response channels monitored around a particular subsystem is stored in the data bank. Data of all the response channels pertaining to a subsystem for a particular test can be obtained.
Zonewise Search

Similar to the subsystemwise organization of the test data, information about the data channels identified under a particular zone of the satellite is also stored in the data bank. Hence responses monitored in a particular zone of a satellite for a test can be obtained.

Query using NLP

If the user does not have complete information about the data required, or does not want to use the above search capabilities, he/she can query the data bank in the natural language about the required data. This capability is implemented using Natural Language Processing (NLP) principles.

Approach of combined syntactic (structural) and semantic directed analysis is used. With this approach, information conveyed in the sentence is extracted using syntactical and semantical analysis of the input sentence. This involves analysing the sentence using parser, generating the template for sentence by replacing the key words with their syntactic equivalents and semantic tags from lexicon, and extracting the information. Lexicon is a dictionary of words that may appear as part of the query sentence and information about each of the word. This information consists of parts of speech of the word (syntactic information), and a semantic tag that defines meaning of the word. Syntactic parsing verifies grammatical correctness of the sentence and, if found correct, generates the template. A Grammar is defined for this purpose. Grammar is a formal specification of the sentence structures that are allowable in the language. Semantic parsing extracts the information. For this, semantic information is also encoded into the grammar, and the grammar is used to perform syntactic as well as semantic parsing.

The search engine module receives the sentence; using combined syntactic and semantic directed analysis, it attempts to extract the information about the data to be searched in the data bank. If the information is complete, the data is retrieved from the data bank and sent to the client. Otherwise, if ambiguity is encountered, the ambiguity is presented to the user for more clear information about the data required. This continues until all ambiguities are cleared so that the search engine could collect complete information needed for data retrieval.

Analysis Tools

Analysis tools provide user the capability to perform various analyses on selected set of vibro-acoustic test data. These tools, along with the search engine, sit in the third and last tier of the application server. Earlier section on requirements of the software has defined list of analysis tools.

Performing some of these analysis functions require domain expert knowledge and human judgement. Hence these expert system tools are implemented using principles of Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems. Notable functions among these are,

- Derivation of specifications for a satellite/subsystem from the low level test data,
• Verification of interchangeability of qualification programs for subsystems of different satellite projects.
• Verification of mechanical integrity of the test specimen by comparing results of signature tests.

The expert system tools are implemented using the concept of Knowledge Based Expert System. This form of expert system consists of a knowledge base and an inference engine. The knowledge base imbibes domain knowledge. Analysis function and Domain Expertise required to perform the analysis are encoded into the Inference engine, which uses knowledge base to carry out the analysis. Rules, a Non-formal representation of knowledge, are used to encode the vibro-acoustic domain knowledge. Here, knowledge base is represented in the form of a set of rules. Advantages of such a Rule Based Expert System include modular nature of knowledge representation and similarity of such an expert system to human cognitive process.

The user supplies the information about data on which the analysis is to be performed through applet. The Server module invokes the search engine and retrieves the data. It then invokes the required expert system tool and provides the data. The Inference engine processes the data with the help of the knowledge base and produces results of the analysis to the server module. The server module presents the results to the user using appropriate applet.

CONCLUSION

From the simple goal of providing network access to the data bank, software for the Vibro-Acoustic Data Bank has evolved into a comprehensive system. It organizes archival of vibro-acoustic test data and provides numerous facilities to the user to access and analyze the data across the network using web tools. Modular design concept is adopted as it helps easy maintenance and upgradation. Application of various fields such as expert system design, networking programming, web technology, etc., has culminated into the present system. Design of the software using the concept of web application server has resulted in easy access of the data bank using web browser. It has also eliminated the necessity of software distribution among the users. Implementation of analysis tools such as expert system tools has resulted in dissemination of the domain expertise reducing the burden on the domain experts. Non-experts / semi-experts who are in need of the experts can use these tools, cutting down analysis time and improving efficiency. Updation of the knowledge base is manual at present. Updation of the lexicon for the NLP based query in search engine is also manual. However, Machine Learning can be employed to automate these updation processes.
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THERMAL VACUUM TESTING OF THE HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM RADIATOR FOR THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION

Duane Beach, Jerry Carek, and Robert Ziemke
NASA Glenn Research Center, Plum Brook Station

ABSTRACT

The International Space Station (ISS) is designed with large deployable radiator panels that are used to reject waste heat from the habitation modules. A system level test was performed in a thermal vacuum environment to demonstrate the ability to deploy these radiators once on-orbit. A Heat Rejection System (HRS) radiator successfully passed deployment tests at the extreme thermal conditions expected during the assembly of the ISS. Testing was conducted in the Space Power Facility (SPF) located at the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) Plum Brook Station in Sandusky, Ohio. The radiator system was installed in the 30.5m (100ft) diameter by 37.2m (122ft) tall vacuum chamber on a special deployment track that simulated weightless conditions. A large cryoshroud was used to simulate the cold space environment conditions, while a quartz lamp heater array was used to simulate the hot space environment conditions. Radiator deployments were performed at several thermal conditions using both the primary deployment mechanism and the back-up deployment mechanism. Special thermal vacuum compatible test hardware was developed to simulate the astronauts EVA drive tool for the back-up deployment mechanism. This paper discusses the test set-up, the test conditions, and the test results. The test results yield a high level of confidence for successful deployment and retraction of the ISS radiators at all expected on-orbit conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The International Space Station (ISS) is designed with large, deployable radiator panels that are used to reject waste heat from the habitation modules and the power generation equipment. A total of six Heat Rejection System (HRS) radiators and four Photovoltaic Radiators (PVR) will be used on the completed ISS. Critical thermal vacuum qualification testing of these radiators occurred over the last 5 years at the NASA Glenn Research Center's (GRC) Plum Brook Station Space Power Facility (SPF) in Sandusky, Ohio. A wide range of hot and cold thermal environments will be encountered by the radiator during its on-orbit lifetime. To simulate the on-orbit environment, unique test support hardware was developed by both NASA and Lockheed Martin to create the appropriate thermal conditions for the radiator. A gaseous nitrogen cryoshroud was run at approximately -129°C (-200°F) to simulate cold deployment conditions. Hot deployment conditions were simulated by an infrared heater system which enclosed the stowed radiator system until deployment. Just prior to deployment, the front of the heater system swung open on hinges to provide a clear deployment path for the radiator. A gaseous nitrogen pressurization system was built to pressurize the radiator and provide the proper system stiffness. A radiator deployment track was used to minimize gravity effects during deployment, enabling accurate measurement of deployment torques, and verification of the deploy/retract system performance.
TEST FACILITY AND TEST SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Space Power Facility Overview

The SPF is the world’s largest space environment test chamber, measuring 30.5m (100 ft) in diameter by 37.2m (122 ft) high (see Figure 1). The facility was designed to test space hardware in a simulated LEO environment. The test chamber has two 15.2m (50 ft) square doors and may be run at pressures as low as 1x10^-6 torr. Solar radiation can be simulated via a 4 MW quartz heat lamp array or a 400 kW arc lamp. A variable geometry thermal shroud is used to provide simulated space environment temperatures from ambient to -195°C (-320°F).

![Figure 1. Cutaway View of the Space Power Facility](image)

The test chamber is composed of an aluminum chamber surrounded by a vacuum-tight, thick-walled, concrete enclosure. This unique configuration is essentially an aluminum vacuum chamber enclosed within a larger concrete vacuum chamber. The concrete chamber serves as the primary vacuum barrier from atmospheric pressure. It has a 39.6m (130 ft) inside diameter and a 40.2m (132 ft) inside height. The concrete thickness varies from 1.8 m to 2.1 m (6 ft to 7 ft) and contains a leak-tight 6.3 mm (0.25 in) steel containment barrier embedded within. Like the aluminum test chamber, the concrete chamber doors have 15.2 m by 15.2 m (50 ft by 50 ft) openings, which are sealed with inflatable seals. The space between the concrete enclosure and the aluminum test chamber is pumped down to a pressure of 20 torr during a test such that the majority of the atmospheric pressure load is carried on the concrete enclosure. The chamber vacuum pumping system utilizes oil diffusion pumps backed by roughing pumps.
The mechanical roughing pump system consists of two systems with five stages each, having a total pumping capacity 61,000 liters/sec (130,000 cfm). The hard vacuum system consists of thirty-two 122cm (48 in) diameter oil diffusion pumps mounted in the chamber floor. Each diffusion pump is LN2-baffled, electrically heated, and has a pumping capacity of 43,000 liters/sec.

The SPF is flanked by two high-bay areas, the assembly area, located on the east side of the test chamber, and the disassembly area on the chamber’s west side. The assembly area is 22.9m (75 ft) wide by 45.7m (150 ft) long and has a steel frame superstructure with a clear height of 24.4m (80 ft). Test hardware in the assembly area may be lifted with a 25-ton overhead bridge crane, or rolled on three sets of parallel railroad tracks that extend into the test chamber. The disassembly area has epoxy coated concrete walls and is 21.3m (70 ft) wide by 45.7m (150 ft) long with a clear height of 23.2m (76 ft). A remotely controlled 20-ton overhead bridge crane services the disassembly area. The railroad tracks from the assembly area and chamber continue through the disassembly area, thus providing a rolling transport capability the entire length of the facility.

14 MW of utility power is available to the SPF, redundantly fed from two, independent power grids. In addition to utility power, emergency backup power is available from a diesel power generator and an on-line uninterruptable power supply (UPS) consisting of a battery bank and a 15 kVA dc to ac inverter. The UPS system is configured to supply power to critical instrumentation and critical control systems.

**Cryoshroud**

The SPF has a large removable cryoshroud to simulate cold LEO thermal conditions. The cryoshroud is 12.8 m (42 ft) wide by 24.4m (80 ft) long with a ceiling height of 6.7m (22 ft). It has a removable floor section that is 12.2 m (40 ft) wide by 24.4 m (80 ft) long. The cryoshroud floor is mounted on trolleys which ride on rails extending through the chamber and both high-bays. This configuration permitted build-up of test hardware in the disassembly area on the cryoshroud floor. Hard attachment points at various locations on the cryoshroud floor were used to mount the HRS radiator test hardware. The cryoshroud floor and test hardware were then rolled directly into the chamber. The cryoshroud is shown in Figure 2. inside the test chamber without the end panels installed.

The SPF cryogenic system is supplied by two liquid nitrogen storage vessels with capacities of 821 kilolitres (217,000 gal.) and 106 kilolitres (28,000 gal.). The system is capable of removing up to 14 MW (47.8 x 106 BTU/hr) of heat from the cryoshroids. Fill pumps circulate liquid nitrogen to the cryoshroud and to the diffusion pump baffles. Liquid nitrogen is used in the diffusion pump baffles to minimize the potential of backstreaming silicon oil vapor into the chamber during high vacuum conditions. Two 11,000 cfm nitrogen compressors circulate gaseous nitrogen through the cryoshroud. The temperature of the shroud can be controlled by adjusting the cold nitrogen gas flow rate. During the cold temperature testing of the radiators, over 3785 litres/hour (1000 gallons/hour) of liquid nitrogen was required to maintain the desired cold soak test temperature of -87°C (-125°F).

![Figure 2. Cryoshroud inside SPF chamber](image-url)
**HRS Pressurization System**

Accurate simulation of on-orbit radiator deployment torques required that the radiator fluid passages be at working pressure to provide proper system stiffness. A gaseous nitrogen supply panel available from earlier radiator tests was modified for the HRS radiator test to supply clean, gaseous nitrogen at 586-655 kPa (85-95 psig). The system incorporated redundant pressure relief devices and pressure transducers to ensure accurate radiator pressurization, while guarding against over-pressurization. Nitrogen was supplied to the panel at high pressure from facility storage bottles. The storage bottles were charged by vaporizing liquid nitrogen from the facility storage dewar. Several steps were taken to ensure that clean nitrogen was supplied to the radiator. Gas samples were first drawn both at the SPF high-pressure storage bottles and again just downstream of the supply panel. The samples were tested to verify the gas was of Grade B quality (per military specification mil-p-27401c) and that contaminants were not being introduced at the panel. Additional samples were taken at the radiator connection fitting prior to hook up, and again at the conclusion of testing. All samples were well within specification limits. Further protection was provided by a two micron filter installed at the radiator connection fitting prior to connecting the nitrogen supply to the radiator.

**IR Lamp System**

An infrared heat lamp system was used in conjunction with the cryoshroud to provide the proper thermal environment for the HRS radiator deployment tests. The heater system was designed to uniformly heat each face of the stowed radiator at a sufficient rate (approximately 10°F per minute) to achieve the required temperature conditions for each deployment test. The system was used to provide constant temperature hot soaks as well as temperature gradients across opposite faces of the stowed radiator. The heat flux required for the stowed radiator surfaces ranged from 0.34 (watts/sq. inch) for the top and sides, to 1.30 (watts/sq inch) for the front panel surface. The heater arrays were designed with a 50 percent power margin to cover the uncertainty in the radiator surface emissivity at the dominant wavelength radiated by the lamps (1.3 microns).

The heater system, which was designed and built in-house, used 203 quartz-tungsten filament lamps arranged in six planar arrays, one for each face of the stowed radiator. An aluminum support structure was constructed to enclose the stowed radiator and support six banks of lamps, one for each side of HRS as shown in Figure 3. The lamp assemblies were Research, Inc., model 5236 space thermal simulation modules with quartz-tungsten, linear filament lamps at 500 and 1000 watts. The support structure was made adjustable so that the smaller PVR could also be accommodated. High thermal emissivity plastic tape was applied to the aluminum structure surfaces to enhance the structure's cool-down rate.

The infrared lamp arrays were powered by six, 3-phase, 480-volt, SCR phase-angle controlled, AC power supplies. These are part of an existing 18 zone, 7.2 MW, SCR-controlled power supply located in the SPF. Each zone controller is protected by subcycle rectifier fuses, ground
fault trips, and a high chamber pressure trip. For each array, the lamp-to-lamp spacing and lamp-to-radiator distance were designed to provide the required heat flux level and uniformity.

The front array was split into two halves to form a double door which opened by remote controlled electric actuators just prior to radiator deployment (See Figure 4). The electric door actuators were extensively tested in the laboratory before being installed. A cold environment was established in which the actuators were cycled 100 times while driving an inertial and resistance load which greatly exceeded the anticipated door load.

Each face of the stowed radiator was equipped with a primary and backup control thermocouple. These were used in conjunction with six PID temperature controllers and the SCR-controlled power supplies to regulate the surface temperature of each zone. The set point control for each zone was manually set to the desired surface temperature. The temperature controllers were also equipped with adjustable voltage and current limits, which were used to control the rate of radiator temperature rise and to limit the in-rush current to the IR lamp filaments. When the cryoshroud was operated below -125°F, the IR lamps at the base of the stowed radiator were needed to augment the on-board DC heaters. Without this augmentation, it was possible for the temperature of the on-board electronics to drop below its qualified limit. To further insure that this low temperature limit was not exceeded, provision was made, in the event of a power outage, to operate the heat lamps at the base via diesel generator backup power.

**EVA Drive System**

It was required to fully deploy and retract the radiator under cold soak conditions using the on-board EVA override drive mechanism. Since the on-orbit, hand-held EVA drive tool used as a back-up deployment mechanism was not available, a custom-made remote controlled drive system was developed at Plum Brook Station, specifically for the deploy/retract tests.

The back-up radiator deployment mechanism simulator drive system incorporated a stepper motor, a planetary speed reducing gearbox, a pillow block stabilizer bearing, and an extension shaft which coupled the drive system to the EVA hex drive shaft on the radiator base. All of the drive components except the extension shaft were mounted on a heavy aluminum base plate (See Figure 5). Drive component temperatures were maintained by equipping the base plate with temperature-controlled strip heaters and shrouding the components with a vented aluminum cover to minimize radiated heat loss. Additionally, a magnetic wheel with a dual-element magnetic pickup was used for measuring the speed, direction, and number of turns of the output shaft. Also included were two torque transducers: one for precise "torque out" control, and the other for an ultimate over-torque safety trip.
The "torque out" control mode was accomplished by electronically comparing the output shaft torque to a manually adjusted set-point. When the torque exceeded the set-point, the stepper motor de-energized and had to be manually reset to resume operation.

The stepper motor speed and direction was controlled by a manually-operated, variable frequency stepper motor driver. The upper limit of the speed adjustment range was limited to prevent inadvertent over-speed operation. An ultimate overspeed safety trip based on stepper motor drive frequency was also provided. A stop and hold feature was provided whereby, when manually commanded, the stepper motor ramped down to zero speed but remained energized so that it would hold torque without slipping.

Since the on-board EVA override drive mechanism had limited life, only one ambient EVA deploy of the radiator was permitted as a final check of the facility EVA override drive system. Therefore, a dynamic load test bed was constructed to develop and verify the performance. (See Figure 6). The test bed components simulated, as accurately as possible, the dynamic loading of the on-board EVA drive mechanism. Installed on the test bed were the facility EVA override drive system, the extension shaft, a replica of the on-board EVA flex shaft, and a high ratio gear motor acting as a variable load. The flex shaft was oriented and rigidly held in position with the same bends as in the flight hardware. It was discovered early in the development testing that a high frequency, torsional resonance condition existed in the stepper motor drive train which prevented the system from delivering the required torque (120 in-lb) at the high speed (20 rpm). The problem was corrected by installing an elastomer damper and flywheel on the stepper motor shaft.

Figure 5. EVA Overide drive system with cover removed
Data Acquisition

A system based on the Escort D System maintained by GRC in Cleveland, Ohio, was used for data acquisition during testing at Plum Brook. The system has 512 reconfigurable channels of which 92 were used for the HRS test with a recorded sample rate of 1 Hz. Ungrounded thermocouples were used to minimize noise pickup from the IR lamp SCR power control system. To compensate for temperature-induced strain gauge errors, dual-element strain gauges were used. Real-time engineering unit conversions were made and displayed on-screen in the control room in both tabular and trend plot format. To guard against catastrophic loss of data, data was stored redundantly on local and remote Unix-based machines and also backed up onto magnetic tape. Data was archived and delivered to the customer on CD-ROM, with a capacity of 45 days of testing data.

International Space Station Radiator Description

Six HRS radiators will be used to reject waste heat from the ISS habitation modules. Each radiator consists of a base assembly with a primary and back-up deployment mechanism, and eight panels that deploy with a scissors-arm.
mechanism. When fully deployed, the radiators are about 23 m (75 ft) long. A deployed radiator inside the SPF chamber is shown in Figure 4. A full description of the HRS radiator is contained in Reference 3.

**Radiator Deployment Track**

A special 24 m (80 ft) long radiator deployment track was designed to minimize gravity effects on the test article mechanisms while testing. Frictionless rollers were attached to the pivot pins on the scissors-arm mechanism at the bottom of the panels. The rollers, which carry the weight of the panels, roll down the deployment track with minimal resistance during deployment of the radiator. A second track was erected above the radiator to restrict side to side radiator movement at the top of the scissors-arm mechanism. High emissivity tape was applied to the entire structure to speed its rate of cooling and permit it to reach thermal equilibrium quickly.

**THERMAL VACUUM TEST**

**Objectives**

Testing of the HRS radiator had three objectives. The first was to demonstrate the radiators ability to deploy and retract its panels under worst case hot soak, cold soak, and temperature gradient conditions using the flight Integrated Motor Controller Assembly (IMCA). Secondly, the retract and deploy capability was to be demonstrated using the backup EVA manual override feature under worst case cold soak conditions. Lastly, the test was to provide data to support delta qualification of the IMCA, gear/brake, and heater control assemblies.

**Facility Performance and Test Results**

Following a pre-vacuum radiator system checkout, vacuum conditions were established in the chamber. Radiator pressure was established at 448–517 kPa (65–75 psia) by the nitrogen pressurization system and a hot soak with the IR lamp system initiated. The hot soak of the radiator was successfully achieved by maintaining the radiator external temperatures at approximately 46°C (115°F) until the radiator internal temperature rate-of-change lowered to within test limits. At hot soak conditions, the IR lamp doors were opened and a successful deploy and retract of the radiator was conducted using the IMCA.

Subsequent to the radiator hot deploy/retract test, the SPF cryoshroud was chilled down to approximately −128°C (−200°F) to establish the radiator cold soak thermal conditions. As the radiator cooled, individual IR lamp zones were gradually powered on to maintain radiator surface temperatures at −87°C (−125°F). All six sides were maintained at −87°C (−125°F) until the temperature rate-of-change had decreased to within test limits. At this point, the delta qualification of the IMCA, gear/brake, and heater control assemblies were successfully conducted. The radiator cold retract/deploy capability was then demonstrated using the IMCA. As with the hot deploy/retract demonstration, system performance was nominal with all torques and strains meeting requirements.

Following the successful IMCA deploy/retract sequence, the IR lamp doors were closed and cold soak thermal conditions were reestablished in preparation to demonstrate radiator deploy/retract capability using the backup EVA manual override feature. At cold soak conditions, the EVA drive was engaged and the radiator was extended to a fully-deployed condition, followed by a complete retraction to its stowed configuration. Radiator torques and strains again met their required values, indicating a successful demonstration.

For the final tests, the IR lamps were adjusted to establish two radiator thermal gradient conditions, one for deploy and one for retract. The deployment test required establishing a temperature gradient from the front to back (Z axis,
through the stowed panels). This was accomplished by maintaining the radiator backside at 21°C (70°F) and the front side at -23°C (-10°F) to establish a gradient of 11-16°C (51-60°F) between panels seven and eight. Upon establishing this condition, the radiator was successfully deployed using the IMCA. With the radiator deployed, a temperature gradient of approximately 71°C (160°F) between the radiator base and panel 1 was established by warming the radiator base to no greater than 49°C (120°F) while allowing panel 1 to cool. With a 71°C (160°F) temperature gradient, the radiator was successfully retracted to the stowed condition using the IMCA. This concluded the HRS radiator thermal vacuum demonstration testing.

CONCLUSIONS

The testing of the ISS HRS radiator was successfully completed and all test objectives were met. All facility systems and test support hardware performed as designed, successfully simulating predicted on-orbit conditions for the HRS radiators. As a result of these tests, NASA acquired a high degree of confidence that all six radiator units will deploy flawlessly once on-orbit during the construction of the ISS.
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ABSTRACT

The Mercury Cornerstone mission will be the first mission in the inner solar system after two decades. The probe will face a 12 S.C. environment whose simulation, during system thermal tests, forces to explore thermal testing methods that take into account space budget issues.

The InfraRed Heating Technique evolution can now help in proposing this technique as a reasonable alternative testing method to Solar Simulation since it offers several advantages like a good simulation of albedo and of planet shine radiation.

A study has been carried on focusing:
• the analysis of the correlation data between Solar Simulation and IR test data for previous missions (e.g. Helios);
• the comparison of Helios probe with Mercury/BepiColombo probe condition to find out similarities and differences;
• the complete study on peculiarities of IR thermal testing;

This paper summarizes the results of the study comparing also orbital data and the two simulation test techniques: Solar Simulation and InfraRed Heating Simulation.

Keywords: Infrared Test, Thermal Test Mercury, Helios.

INTRODUCTION

The Mercury Cornerstone is a mission to planet Mercury designed by ESA to improve our understanding of the planet and its surroundings by a wide variety of techniques, from remote sensing to particle and field detectors, as well as to conduct fundamental physics experiments by radio science.

To honour the memory of the great Italian scientist Giuseppe Colombo, ESA call it the BepiColombo Project.

Launch is foreseen to take place before 2012: it will be the first mission in the inner solar system after two decades: the last two probes that approached the Sun so much were Mariner 10 (1974) and Helios (1974 and 1976).

The mission design is still in an early phase A, nevertheless it could be important to evaluate the different thermal testing approaches, in order to optimize the design avoiding problems
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A particularly interesting technique for the Mercury/BepiColombo mission could be represented by the Infrared Heating, an absorbed fluxes approach that could allow the simulation of orbital fluxes in a European chamber, with a consistent and consequent testing cost reduction.

THE MERCURY PROJECT

The Mercury system configuration is based on the concept of modular mission elements; the whole probe consists in:
- a Solar Electric Propulsion Module (SEPM);
- a Chemical Propulsion Module (CPM);
- a 3-axis stabilized Orbiter;
- a spinning Magnetospheric Satellite;
- a Mercury Surface Element (MSE).

The composite of the five elements forms the cruise configuration. Each of the propulsion modules is jettisoned when its function has been performed: the SEPM just before Mercury capture, the CPM after capture and acquisition of the Magnetospheric Satellite and Orbiter orbits. During the planetary orbit, each module is controlled by the main one: Orbiter module acts as communications relay.

A brief description of topical aspects in the configuration of the three modules and in thermal control system used is given in the following paragraphs.

Orbiter

The Orbiter element is dedicated to remote sensing observations, but is also the focus of a set of radio science experiments; it requires a polar orbit.

The configuration of the Orbiter is driven by the thermal design, the purpose of which is to reject as much as possible the very large heat inputs from the sun and the planet by means of highly efficient insulation all over the body and a large radiator shielded from direct solar and planetary radiation.

The external shape is a flat prism with slanting sides, tilted by 20° to reduce the view factor to the planet.
Three sides are partially covered with solar cells mounted on an Aluminium substrate, with 30% cell filling factor; the remaining 70% of the surface is covered with OSRs.

The peculiarities of the Orbiter design from the Thermal Testing point of view are: the large dimensions of the main module (approximately 4 x 3 x 1 m), the dishomogeneity and the difference in thermo-optical properties for the different surfaces (e.g. in three sides there are both OSR and solar cells), a Thermal Control System based on the use of heat pipes, OSR/MLI and a large radiator protected from IR planetary fluxes by a IR shield.

The thermal analysis confirms that the chosen solutions success in assuring acceptable temperature limits.

**Magnetospheric Satellite**

The Magnetospheric Satellite is devoted to fields and particles science; in the mission scenario assumed for this study, it is regarded as a physically small component of the total mission, not in science return but in comparison to the main Orbiter satellite.

This module is a spinning satellite with spin rate around 15 rpm; in this case, too, the key design driver is the thermal environment in the neighbourhood of Mercury, with very high fluxes when the probe face the sun and the planet, practically nil fluxes when the probe is in eclipse.

The external shape is a cylinder 0.3 m high and with a diameter of 0.9 m: the reduced dimensions has driven the design to miniaturize the equipment and payload.

The primary aim of the satellite thermal design is to attempt to create near-Earth-temperature conditions for the electronic mounted in the interior of the satellite body; this is to reduce or eliminate development cost for high temperature electronics.

The peculiarities of this module from the Thermal Testing point of view are: the simple cylindrical shape, the uniformity of the surfaces thermo-optical properties (external surfaces are covered with 100% solar cells), the use of two radiators thermally coupled in the top and bottom of the body to spread heat into cold space.

The thermal analysis indicates that the average internal temperatures and the environment for the electronic is relatively stable and appears within the range of present technology capability.

**Surface Element**

The Surface Element is conceived as a simple short-lived probe for the determination of the physical properties of the planet surface; it will be deployed from the Orbiter into an impact orbit to a high latitude landing site where the environmental condition are acceptable.

The Surface Element is designed to achieve a significant scientific return with scarce resources.

The external shape is cylindrical, divided in two parts with boxes for electronics and instruments: the upper part separates from the
main body upon surface impact and penetrates the surface.

The design goals are: **the survival on the surface for at least 7 days and a ratio of payload to total mass not less than 1:4**; the Surface Element does not present particular problems concerned with Thermal Testing due to its reduced dimensions, and the thermal analysis is subordinated to structural aspects.

**THERMAL TESTING IN HARD DEMANDING ENVIRONMENT**

The choice of the experimental technique that has to be preferred for the execution of Thermal Testing on space probes cannot be separated from the analysis of the mission peculiar characteristics: a solution providing good results with acceptable investment costs has to be chosen.

Due to the high impinging fluxes on bodies orbiting around planet Mercury, the only techniques that seem to be suitable for thermal testing are:

- Solar Simulation Technique (SST);
- Infrared Heating Technique (IRT).

The Solar Simulation Technique is an *incident energy approach* and allows simulation through the creation of a uniform, collimated beam, spectrally similar to the solar one.

The Infrared Heating Technique is an *absorbed energy approach* in which the infrared radiation source has to provide the equivalent heat to be absorbed at the spacecraft surface.

Although the first method is more experienced, the IR heating technique could represents a great change for those situations in which the spacecraft shape is simple, the apertures total area on the probe external surface is not too wide and the thermal load arrives both from the sun and the albedo or IR emission from the planet.

The main constraints to a useful application of this technique are:

1. No beam parallelism required; that is true when shadowing effects due to appendages and multiple reflections are not important.
2. Spacecraft simple shape required; that is to avoid hot spots during the IR heating, in addition to the need of eliminating as much as possible the shadowing effects.
3. Surfaces thermo-optical properties yet known and not too different among each other, at least for the covering of the same surface.
4. Higher design margins required; that is to take into account the uncertainties associated with this kind of testing procedure.

Sometimes the Solar Simulation in existing chambers could be unable to reach the required fluxes values for a complete and correct reproduction of the orbital environment encountered by a satellite: this is the case of the mission to planet Mercury.

A great chance to compare with each other these two simulation methods was represented by thermal testing performed on Helios solar probe: initially SST was asked to validate IRT results, then IRT was chosen to simulate the 12 S.C. environment encountered by the probe during its perihelion, an extreme condition that SST did not allow to reproduce on the whole spacecraft at the required intensities.

The spacecraft shape was simple – a double reversed cone – and the IR radiation source used to heat the surface was a Thermal Canister: it
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consists of a thin aluminium sheet structure, with heater foils glued to the outside of its surface. A total of nine different models were used during the Test Phase.

The comparison performed at the end of that Phase showed a very good agreement between SST and IRT result.

It can be seen a good correspondence in the data measured with the two simulation methods, even if the comparison has to stop at a 7.4 S.C. (or 11 S.C. on a partially illuminated model) due to the not big enough dimension of the solar beam generated by xenon arc lamps.

The orbital data confirms a quite good agreement with testing results: as shown in the two pictures below, temperature differences between orbital data and values measured using SST or IRT always remain in an acceptably narrow range. ΔT statistical distribution for IR testing compared with Helios orbital data presents a percentage of 88% in the - 4°C / + 4°C range, while for Solar Simulation that value is equal to 81% in the - 2°C / +6°C range.

Although the important differences in the Helios and Mercury design that have to be considered, these results clearly show that IR
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technique could really represent a valid alternative to the Solar Simulation technique.

**IR TECHNIQUES ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES**

The Infrared Heating Techniques for thermal testing are not as known as the SST, but present a number of peculiar advantages, the most important of whom are:

- simulation of albedo and planetary IR radiation;
- simulation of end-of-life conditions for surface materials;
- reduction of thermal test duration;
- lower capital investment and operating costs.

In particular, for what concerns cost reduction it has to be underlined that the investment costs of a solar simulation chamber is approximately an order of magnitude larger than a IR one, and this gap grows for increasing chamber size.

The feasibility of this kind of IR space simulation method is strictly connected with the characteristics of the spacecraft that have to be tested: when applied on complicated geometries, for example, it requires a not negligible additional analytical effort, so particular care has to be taken in avoiding or minimizing surfaces multireflection effects.

Nevertheless, lessons learned from the several testing campaigns performed in the past using these two space thermal simulation methods (e.g. Helios, Olympus and many others) allow to point out that the IRT and SST testing results are similar and that sometimes the IR Technique can replace the Solar Simulation at all.

The main differences between SST and IRT are summarized below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SST</th>
<th>IRT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incident energy approach</td>
<td>Absorbed energy approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar radiation simulation</td>
<td>Solar radiation effects simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good spectral match</td>
<td>Poor spectral match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unidirectional collimated beam</td>
<td>Multidirectional uncollimated beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View factors verification</td>
<td>No view factors verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermo-optical properties verification</td>
<td>No thermo-optical properties verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No EOL simulation</td>
<td>EOL simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No albedo, shine radiation and seasonal variation simulation</td>
<td>Albedo, shine radiation and seasonal variation simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum breaking for functional testing</td>
<td>No vacuum breaking for functional testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large chamber size compared to satellite dimensions</td>
<td>Small chamber size compared to satellite dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher investment and operating costs</td>
<td>Lower investment and operating costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower analysis costs</td>
<td>Higher analysis costs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another interesting aspect of the IR heating technique is a relatively simple testing lay-out when heat pipes are used; whereas SST requires the satellite to be moved to reach the correct inclination with respect to the incident simulated solar beam, using IRT the probe remains in a horizontal position, so heat pipes can work at their best.

It is important to underline that it doesn’t exist one IR source alone: it is possible to make a choice amongst different kind of heat sources, in order to allow a good simulation of space environmental conditions; the most important IR sources are:

- IR lamps;
- IR skin heaters;
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- Rod and wire heaters;
- Thermal panels.

Any of them have its peculiar characteristic.

Tables presented in this page are intended to show advantages and disadvantages of each IR source and of a SST xenon arc lamps source.

### Solar Simulation using Xenon arc lamps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Good spectral match and local distribution of radiation</td>
<td>• High investment and operating costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Simulation of multireflections and shadowing effects</td>
<td>• Large facility required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Useful to verify the thermo-optical properties</td>
<td>• Do not allow the simulation of EOL conditions for optical materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• View factors verification</td>
<td>• Difficulties in simulating albedo, planet shine radiation and seasonal variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduced functional testing due to movements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IR Simulation using IR lamps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Useful to simulate albedo, planet shine radiation and seasonal variation</td>
<td>• Do not allow thermo-optical properties verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Simulation of EOL conditions</td>
<td>• External surface thermo-optical properties and absorbed flux must be well known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Allow to perform functional tests without breaking vacuum</td>
<td>• Shadowing effects and multireflections due to appendages are difficult to consider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fast heat-up</td>
<td>• Cold shroud blockage from IR lamps structure (approximately lower than 10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Low chamber size</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Low investment and operating costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IR Simulation using skin heaters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• High efficiency</td>
<td>• Need a precise preparation and calibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Simulation of varying heat fluxes</td>
<td>• Glued on the surfaces to be heat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Surface absorbed flux surely known</td>
<td>• Additional flying mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fast heat-up</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• No cold shroud blockage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IR Simulation using rod and wire heaters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Small size</td>
<td>• Cross-talk between elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Simple test set-up</td>
<td>• Difficult simulation on surfaces with different thermo-optical properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• No cold shroud blockage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Aperture testing possible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IR Simulation using thermal panels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Simple design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Direct plates refrigeration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**APPLICABILITY OF IR TESTING ON MERCURY MODULES**

A mission to planet Mercury presents particular and very hard environmental conditions, due to its vicinity to the sun: the IR flux emitted from the planet surface, the direct solar and the albedo radiation are difficult to simulate using usual methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Perihelion</th>
<th>Aphelion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat flux</td>
<td>14.5 kW/m²</td>
<td>6.3 kW/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Constant</td>
<td>10.7 SC</td>
<td>4.6 SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planet IR flux,</td>
<td>13.6 kW/m²</td>
<td>7.4 kW/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hot side</td>
<td>≈ 10 SC</td>
<td>≈ 5.5 SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot side T</td>
<td>700 K</td>
<td>600 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planet IR flux,</td>
<td>0.006 kWe</td>
<td>0.006 kWe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cold side</td>
<td>kW/m²</td>
<td>kW/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold side T</td>
<td>100 K</td>
<td>100 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albedo</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation of these conditions requires a testing technique alternative to SST, at least for the highest values, because existing chambers equipped with xenon arc lamps do not generate such high thermal fluxes: the world’s biggest Solar Simulation facility – the JPL Solar Simulator – reach 13 SC on a 2.6 m solar beam diameter, 7.8 SC on a 3.35 m beam diameter and 2.7 SC if it grows till 5.6 m.

Only few SST chambers success in reach these thermal flux values, but in that case dimensions are really small.

Scaled models of the spacecraft are not reliable because they can lead to uncorrected results e.g. with an error too large to be accepted.

For that reasons, too, it is important to analyze the applicability of an IR technique on the Mercury/BepiColombo probe: this Cornerstone Mission certainly represents an important challenge for European Space Agency and for that reason it has to be chosen a testing philosophy that take into account space budget issues, allowing at the same time to obtain reliable results with a correct environmental simulation.

Therefore, with regard to the particular design features for this probe, it is important to analyze the project from the IR constraints point of view: the simple probe shape, the minimization of the apertures areas, the thermal decoupling of each module from the others and the higher-than-normal margin adopted for the Mercury BepiColombo project are all design elements directed to that kind of thermal testing, in order to simplify its setting up, laying out and performing.

Thermal testing should be performed on each of the three modules, even not connected to the others due to their physical separation with not
continuos but discrete links.

The main module dimension is the first problem to consider; a vacuum chamber large enough has to be equipped with IR devices of the chosen type. Mainly, considering the spacecraft design there are three possible choices:

1. IR lamps;
2. IR thermal plates;
3. Resistance heaters glued behind the spacecraft surfaces.

Taking into account the Helios background, it can be foreseen that problems will possibly derive from appendages and apertures: even if the Orbiter apertures total area is small in comparison with total module surface, particular care must be taken in fluxes simulation on these elements.

To reduce costs and to perform thermal tests without damaging external components, at least in the qualification test phase, it could be possible to use a dummy model of the spacecraft equipped with the most important component or with something that replace them, like an aluminium layer for the simulation of the solar arrays behaviour when irradiated: obviously, simulation is better done as much as the material properties of the real surface and of the dummy element are similar.

The Orbiter thermal testing could be performed with two different IR testing set-up:

- using IR lamps and surface skin heaters in a vacuum chamber with LN$_2$ cooled walls; skin heaters are used to prevent vacuum chamber overheating caused by the lamps used to reproduce orbital very high thermal fluxes.

- using thermal plates (IR shrouds) and separation baffles in a vacuum chamber with LN$_2$ cooled walls;

Radiator must not be heated during thermal testing because it has never been irradiated, in orbit, by direct solar radiation (because of a particular attitude strategy), nor planet shine emission (because of IR shield).

The Magnetospheric Satellite and the Surface Element do not represent a problem for testing.
because their dimensions are small enough to be contained in existing European Solar Simulation chambers; nevertheless, the design of modules is not yet completed and it is possible that Magnetospheric Satellite dimensions, in particular, will become larger than now: in any case, both for Surface Element and for Magnetospheric Satellite, it would be possible to adopt the IR heating technique for Thermal Testing because of their simple shape.

Nevertheless, the SST have to be used for external surfaces thermo-optical properties evaluation, and could be used in the early phase of the testing campaign for simulation on spacecraft surfaces representative samples, in order to have surely known data for the Mercury/BepiColombo probe and establish a direct correlation between a solar simulation performed only at lower intensities and a complete IR simulation.

Using SST for small components or complicated elements testing, and IRT for each module testing, the verification campaign could be fully performed in European facilities, with consequent and consistent cost reduction.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The development of an IR Heating Technique for Thermal Testing is a great chance for spacecraft space simulation; thermal testing using IR techniques seems to be a viable alternative to Solar Simulation, even if it still represent an important touchstone for particularly complicated spacecraft or payload elements.

At the moment, the IR simulation seems to be an obliged but reliable enough solution for thermal testing on Mercury BepiColombo probe; even considering a potential increasing in the analytical effort required to reduce risk connected with the novelty of such a technique, the IR heating allows to reduce investment and operating costs with respect to Solar Simulation.

Particular care has to be taken in testing appendages or apertures, in order to avoid multireflections and shadowing effects, making the IR simulation effective.
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ABSTRACT

The study presents several design options for a thermal system that can produce the required space environment for testing of the Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST). Because of the large size of the thermal vacuum environment and the required sink temperature, a large cryogenic refrigeration system is required, resulting in a system that is costly, with high power and liquid nitrogen use. The goal is to minimize parasitic heat loads thus keeping the cryogenic system small. The challenge is to achieve a design that is economical in terms of both initial capital investment and utility consumption. In addition, the thermal shroud system should be able to be used for other space vehicle tests with minimal, or no, rework. Thermal system design issues studied and the implications on the vacuum performance include: 1) active shielding utilizing liquid nitrogen, 2) passive shielding using multi-layer insulation (MLI), 3) thermal zone configurations, 4) refrigeration system tradeoffs. Relative operating costs are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

The NGST is an 8m diameter telescope with spectral coverage from .6 to 28μm. The orbit has been chosen to allow the optical telescope assembly (OTA) to operate at a temperature of less than 40K. Thermal balance testing of the OTA and critical subassemblies will be required. The large size and low operating temperature of the OTA require a thermal shroud and refrigeration system capable of operation at about 20K. This is beyond the operating range of existing large thermal vacuum chambers. The characteristics of the OTA from the Goddard Space Flight Center Reference Design are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Mirror Diameter</th>
<th>8m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>20m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Temperature</td>
<td>30K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>1750 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Load</td>
<td>750-1000 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SHROUD SHIELD CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

20K Thermal Shroud Size

The study is based on a typical cylindrical shroud with the following characteristics range shown in the table below. The weight of the shroud will depend on the size, structural, and thermal requirements of the shroud system.
### Shroud Dimensions and Weight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>9 to 10 m</td>
<td>Low estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>15 to 25 m</td>
<td>High estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End surface</td>
<td>66 to 79 m²</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder surface</td>
<td>425 to 785 m²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total area</td>
<td>550 to 945 m²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10,000 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20,000 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15,000 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 20K Shroud with Liquid Nitrogen Cooled Shield/Shroud.

The chamber radiant load will be the dominant part of the 20K thermal load if something is not done to mitigate this large load. A way to accomplish this is to have a liquid nitrogen cooled shield surrounding the 20K-shroud system. This will cut the radiant load to the backside of the 20K shroud to a few hundred watts. Thus, this configuration will give the smallest 20K load, but it may be the most expensive option. In most situations, an existing facility will be used, and consequently the existing shroud can be used to function as the (liquid) nitrogen cooled shield, and a new 20K shroud is added on the inside of the existing shroud.

### 20K Shroud with MLI Shield

This concept involves employing MLI between the 20K shroud and the chamber wall. This approach was used for the NGST prototype 2m mirror segment testing at NASA MSFC, Huntsville, AL. A 20K shroud enclosed the primary mirror. A 1.2m diameter aperture at one end of the shroud provided access for instrumentation. The shroud and mirror segments were supported on ambient temperature rail carts. The entire assembly was installed inside the existing X-Ray Calibration Facility (XRCF) chamber. The chamber contained an existing shroud/heater panel designed to operate at slightly below room temperature. The existing shroud/heater panel was left in place because it was too costly to remove for one test. The 20K shroud assembly was comprised of a rectangular box 3m x 3m x 10m long with a total surface area of about 150 m². The 20K shroud was wrapped with 30 layers double aluminized mylar with 3% perforations. Heat leak through the large instrument aperture was reduced using a cylindrical LN2 cooled shade. Although the radiant heat load using MLI will be much higher than for an LN2 cooled shield, the overall 20 K load may not be very different depending on the size of the other 20K loads. This option is best employed where an existing shroud is used.

### 20K Shroud with Combination of LN2 Cooled Shield and MLI Shield.

This option of employing an actively cooled shield is useful where an existing shroud is used as the 20K shroud and where parts of the existing shroud need to be replaced / reworked. An actively cooled shield can be added and installed along with the new / reworked shroud. MLI could be added to shroud sections that are not removed. In order to benefit from this option, the goal is to have at least 50% of the 20K shroud shielded with actively cooled shields.
20K THERMAL LOADS

The thermal load on the 20K helium refrigerator system consists of the following:
1) Radiant load from the actively cooled/passive shield
2) Heat leak from the supports for the 20K shroud. This is minimized by employing liquid nitrogen cooled heat intercepts.
3) Heat load from the 20K intercepts for the Primary Mirror supports if required. This may be required if a temporary support structure is used to carry the primary mirror, and heat leak will be above the emissive capacity of the mirror.
4) Active loads from the primary mirror and other equipment inside the 20K shroud.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOADS</th>
<th>No Shield</th>
<th>Active LN2 Cooled Shield</th>
<th>Passive 30 Layer MLI</th>
<th>Combo 50%/50% LN2 Shield / MLI system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiant</td>
<td>22,000 W</td>
<td>200 W</td>
<td>1600 W</td>
<td>900 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shroud Supports</td>
<td>320 W</td>
<td>320 W</td>
<td>320 W</td>
<td>320 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirror Intercepts</td>
<td>120 W</td>
<td>120 W</td>
<td>120 W</td>
<td>120 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Load</td>
<td>1000 W</td>
<td>1000 W</td>
<td>1000 W</td>
<td>1000 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>23,440 W</td>
<td>1640 W</td>
<td>3040 W</td>
<td>2340 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COOLDOWN

Because 90% of the thermal capacity is above 85K, a relatively large cooling capacity is required to achieve a reasonable cooldown time. Due to the small cooling capacity of the typical 20K helium refrigerator system above 80K, additional cooling capacity needs to be designed into the system.

An LN2 cooled, recirculating gas, thermal-conditioning unit typically used for temperature control of shrouds between 100K and 400K is considered here to aid the cooling of the 20K shroud from ambient to 85K. Cooling is accomplished with high mass flow rate and at relatively small temperature gradients.

Cooldown From 300K to 85K

Cooldown of the 20K Shroud

Cooldown of the shroud is most efficiently accomplished using a large thermal conditioning unit that uses helium as the working fluid. With a net cooling capacity of 50kW the shroud can be cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures in less than a day. There may be however, cooldown rate limitations imposed by the test article that will extend the cooldown time.
## Thermal Characteristics 20K Shroud (300K–85K)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average (15,000 kg)</th>
<th>High (20,000 kg)</th>
<th>Low (10,000 kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shroud Mass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Capacity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x \cdot \text{Cp} \cdot T ) 300K–85</td>
<td>2.5E+09 Joules</td>
<td>3.4E+09 Joules</td>
<td>1.7E+09 Joules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooldown Time</td>
<td>15 hrs</td>
<td>20 hrs</td>
<td>10 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@ 50 kW Capacity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## HELIUM REFRIGERATOR OPTIONS and COOLDOWN 85K to 20K

### Thermal Characteristics 20K Shroud (85K–20K)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average (15,000 kg)</th>
<th>High (20,000 kg)</th>
<th>Low (10,000 kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shroud Mass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Capacity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x \cdot \text{Cp} \cdot T ) 85K–20K</td>
<td>1.8E+08 Joules</td>
<td>2.4E+08 Joules</td>
<td>1.2E+08 Joules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooldown Time</td>
<td>18 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with 2 kW system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 20K Helium Refrigeration System Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Combo 50%/50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LN2 Cooled Shield</td>
<td>2000 W</td>
<td>4000 W</td>
<td>LN2 Shield / MLI system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Layer MLI</td>
<td>1700 W</td>
<td>3100 W</td>
<td>3000 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Cooldown Capacity of 20K Helium Refrigerator

Capacity is limited at higher operating temperatures by the expanders that are essentially constant volumetric flow devices (i.e. turbines or piston expanders that are speed limited) sized to handle the work extraction at their steady state operating point. No additional capacity can be obtained at higher temperatures. One way to increase expander capacity at temperatures above 20K is to have a second expander set in parallel that operates during cooldown and will serve as a back-up expander. No additional compressors are required because there is sufficient flow to supply both expander sets during cooldown. This option will more than double available net cooling capacity (available cooling minus active steady state load).

Figure 1 shows the cooling capacities for three 20K helium refrigerator sizes, 2 kW, 3 kW, 4 kW. The 20K helium refrigerator size is dictated by the shielding method employed for the 20K shroud. The net capacity available during cooldown for the large system employing two sets of expanders is an additional 2.5 kW, and 5 kW above the steady state capacity for the 3 kW and 4 kW systems respectively, and can shorten the cooldown time considerably. The extra 2kW available above the steady state load is sufficient to cool the shroud in less than a day and any more will result in shorter cooling time.

## Cooling of the 20K Shroud

Figure 2 shows the cooling of the shroud with a mass of 15,000 kg of aluminum and an active load of 1.8 kW of a 2 kW helium refrigerator with two expander sets operating during cooldown. The resulting cooldown time is almost one day. The cooldown rate accelerates as the temperature drops due to the
decrease of the specific heat of aluminum with decreasing temperature and the availability of the extra expander capacity during cooldown.

Optics Bench

If an optics bench is required, its thermal mass could be of the same order of magnitude as the shroud. If the optics bench needs to be cooled, a second thermal conditioning unit and 20 K refrigerator is required to maintain a similar cooldown time. If the required cooldown time is extended, a 2 kW helium system with extra expander is sufficient to cool both the shroud and optics bench as long as the 20K steady state load is less than that currently budgeted for the 2 kW system.

SHROUD ZONE CONFIGURATIONS

Because the refrigerator used for cooling from ambient to 85 K has very different flow and head characteristics from the 20K refrigerator, consideration must be given to how to best arrange the shroud zones to optimize performance.

Parallel Configuration

This configuration (Figure 3), which feeds all zones in parallel, will give low heat transfer coefficients but also low pressure drops. This matches best with the operating conditions of the thermal conditioning unit, but since the flow of the helium refrigerator will be much smaller than the thermal conditioning unit, heat transfer coefficients will be low. Because the heat fluxes are low, the heat transfer gradients may still be reasonable and will depend on the particular shroud design. Due to the parallel configuration, if shroud zones are of unequal size, flow balancing valves are required.

Series Configuration

This configuration (Figure 4) in practice will give the best heat transfer coefficients, but also the highest pressure drops.

Again, due to the large difference in flows between the thermal conditioning unit and helium refrigerator, the heat transfer for the helium refrigerator loop will suffer if the shroud system is designed for the pressure drop capability of the thermal conditioning unit.

Dual Configuration

This configuration (Figure 5) matches the thermal conditioning unit characteristics in its parallel mode, and it matches the helium refrigerator in its series mode, and provides optimum heat transfer performance for both cooling systems at the desired hydraulic resistance.

Series with Recooling Configuration

This configuration (Figure 6) is required when a separate thermal conditioning unit is not desired. No thermal conditioning unit is used, only the 20K helium refrigerator compressor is used for circulation. LN2 cooled heat exchangers are installed between used between shroud sections for recooling. The recooling heat exchangers are operated from 300K to 85K. This configuration will most likely be employed when an existing shroud designed for pumped LN2 is reused, and hydraulic resistance is too high to employ a thermal conditioning unit.

VACUUM GAS LOADS
For systems with large 20K surfaces, vacuum pressure is typically not a problem due to the high pumping speeds. In the case of a 20K shroud shielded by a liquid nitrogen cooled shield, the most significant outgassing source is most likely the test article whose outgassing will decay as it gets colder. For a system insulated with MLI, due to the large quantities of aluminized mylar surfaces, the outgassing rates can be significant, and thus a closer look is required for a system utilizing MLI.

Thus for 30 layers at 800 m² each side the total outgassing surface is $480 \times 10^6 \text{ cm}^2$ of double aluminized mylar. At 1 hour no additional pumping is present except for that by the cryo-pump / contamination panel. At 10 hours, the main 20K shroud and or active shield is cold enough to pump water vapor. At 100 hours the 20K shroud is cold enough to pump air. The 20K shroud has to be at least 27K to reach $1 \times 10^{-5}$ Torr; at least 25K to reach $1 \times 10^{-6}$ Torr; and at least 22K to reach $1 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr. Thus, from the analysis, the MLI will not present any vacuum problems at the present. The remaining concern is related to the large quantities of MLI that need to be vacuum-baked to reduce contamination problems inside the chamber.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>1 hr</th>
<th>10 hr</th>
<th>100 hr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>q @1hr</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^7$ Torr-L/s-cm²</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^9$ Torr-L/s-cm²</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{10}$ Torr-L/s-cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q @10hr</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^9$ Torr-L/s-cm²</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^9$ Torr-L/s-cm²</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^9$ Torr-L/s-cm²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Outgassing Loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>48 Torr-L/s</td>
<td>2.4 Torr-L/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>2.4 Torr-L/s</td>
<td>0.12 Torr-L/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pumping Speeds (L/s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>$32,000 \text{ L/s}$</td>
<td>$118 \times 10^6 \text{ L/s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>$25,000 \text{ L/s}$</td>
<td>$25,000 \text{ L/s}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pressure (Torr)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Assumed net pumping speed of cryopumps on the inside of 20K shroud.
** Water; Shroud <150K
*** Shroud @20K
UTILITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cooldown</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Ave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10,000 kg</td>
<td>20,000 kg</td>
<td>15,000 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20K Shroud</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooldown 300K–85K</td>
<td>7200 liters</td>
<td></td>
<td>14400 liters</td>
<td>11800 liters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooldown LN2 shield</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steady State</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 K Refrigerator Capacity</td>
<td></td>
<td>25 kW</td>
<td>2 kW</td>
<td>3 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerator Utilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td></td>
<td>1750 kW</td>
<td>240 kW</td>
<td>360 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN2</td>
<td></td>
<td>625 LPH</td>
<td>50 LPH</td>
<td>75 LPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN2 shield</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 LPH</td>
<td>500 LPH</td>
<td>500 LPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total LN2 /day</td>
<td></td>
<td>15000 L</td>
<td>13200 L</td>
<td>13800 L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Operating Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity @ $0.1/kWh</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4200</td>
<td>$580</td>
<td>$870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN2 @ $0.1/L</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1500</td>
<td>$1320</td>
<td>$1380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5700</td>
<td>$1900</td>
<td>$2250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUMMARY

Shielding

The type of shielding used is relatively unimportant from a capital and operating cost viewpoint. Either type will reduce the 20K load sufficiently to allow standard 20K helium refrigerators to be used. These will be much less costly than a large custom helium refrigerator that would be required if no additional shielding is used.

The largest difference will be the practicality and performance of the system when operated at LN2 temperatures and warmer. Because the shroud will not cryopump air at 80K, and because there will be high outgassing from the MLI, there may be may not be adequate pumping speed available to maintain the chamber at the required pressure.

Shroud Zone Configuration

The choice of flow configuration may be determined by whether a new or existing shroud is used. The hydraulic characteristics of a new shroud can be tailored to match the refrigerator requirements. If an existing LN2 shroud is adapted, then multiple recoilers may be required. The 20K helium refrigerator design may also need to be modified to operate with a high hydraulic resistance shroud design.
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ABSTRACT

During in-orbit operations the spacecrafts surface materials receive thermal loads from sun and earth. The frequent change of sun and shadow phases leads to temperature changes at the structural materials, e.g. solar cells, carbon fiber materials and coatings, insulation materials, actuators and functional parts in the order of up to 300 °C or more. This results in an important mechanical, thermal driven load for the materials. Cause due to this an increase of the precipitated material degradation leads to negative effects on mechanical and thermal properties up to damage or failure of functional parts.

With the Thermal Cycling Test Facility (TCTF) such changing of thermal loads can be simulated under vacuum conditions next to real space operations. Infrared irradiation and a low temperature background by LN2 cold shrouds can be simulated in a ground test facility. Correlated with the real thermal load, the cycling time can be varied to compress long duration tests during simulation. During the test both the mechanical and thermal material behavior is monitored and therefore variations are detected.

The paper presents a description of the upgraded TCTF, preliminary test results and perspectives for future test opportunities.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Thermal Cycling Test Facility (TCTF) is the only test chamber of that kind in Europe. The chamber was designed and built up for the first time at DFVLR (Deutsche Forschungsanstalt für Luft- und Raumfahrt, Cologne – Germany) in the 70’s. At this time all materials for space, especially solar cells are subjected to thermal cycling tests in vacuum. The test principles and the technical realization are proved during operation at DFVLR. Several basic research and qualification tests for ESA and industrial partners were performed successfully during this phase.

In 1994 the Fachhochschule/University of Applied Sciences Aachen received this facility. Studying the relevant publications showed, that such a facility may have several interesting aspects for education and further test campaigns. Therefore several studies were performed to bring the upgraded facility once again in operation. That concerns the LN$_2$ supply, the cycling mechanisms and the control unit for the vacuum system. But they indicated several difficulties with the old technics and equipment going in operation. In 1998 the decision was made to upgrade the complete control part to a computer based system. All actuators and sensors as well as the measurement technics had to be changed to computer conform signal lines. As operating system the software package LabVIEW was chosen. All activities, controls and measurements had to be managed under this software using a user-friendly software interface.

2.0 Simulation Background

During the operation of a satellite in orbit the surface materials, e.g. solar cells, insulation materials, windows, metallic and non-metallic structures as well as functional parts (actuators, sensors, ...) are extremely exposed to changing the thermal radiation background. This means sun and shadow phases during one orbit or the motion behavior of the satellite itself. This changing thermal radiation influences the design and operation of each satellite significantly. Therefore intensive studies have to be performed by numerical calculations and for validation by test and qualification procedures. Several software packages, e.g. SINDA, NASTRAN, ... deliver the opportunity to calculate the temperature influence. For special applications, e.g. Tether Systems self written software fulfills this need and delivers design and test parameters. Typically, the temperature behavior changes with
- geometry of the satellite (system)
- orbit parameters
- launch side and launch time.

Figure 1 shows typical temperature curves for a Tethered Satellite System (TSS) with different tether materials in LEO, launched in Plesetsk/Russia at 000 h on the 13th of April 1995.

Changing the launch time results in a shift of the space fixed orbit related to the sun. Therefore the thermal radiation over one orbit changes also. Figure 2 shows for the same orbital parameters as above the change in temperature behavior depending on the launch time.

The simulation aim using the thermal cycling test facility is to perform the same thermal loads for a sample as calculated by software or known from objects in orbit.
To test the long time behavior of materials or components the cycles have to be shrunken in time spanned over the thermal load equivalent to the reality.

![Graph 1: Temperature Behavior of a Tethered Satellite System](image1)

![Graph 2: Temperature Behavior for different Launch Times (launch date: 13.06.95)](image2)

**Figure 1** Temperature Behavior of a Tethered Satellite System

**Figure 2** Temperature Behavior for different Launch Times (launch date: 13.06.95)

### 3.0 Description of the Thermal Cycling Test Facility

The following description presents the upgraded Thermal Cycling Test Facility (TCTF) which is now operative and ready for qualification and tests within national and international programs.

#### 3.1 In General

The facility consists of a vertical cylindrical vacuum chamber with an inner diameter of 1000 mm and a height of 2000 mm. **Figure 3** shows this vacuum chamber with lifted upper lid adapted to the Thermal Cycling Unit (TCU) and the vacuum pumping system, the power conversion and supply and the computer control boards including the measurement unit packed in a 19" rack. The chamber is equipped with proper flange studs for the vacuum connection, the torque feedthrough for the reversing operation of the sample support structure (TCD), the LN2 supply lines, and Deutsch-plugs for the thermocouple feedthrough lines. The LN2-storage tank is next to the chamber in order to lower the evaporation of LN2 in those lines.

![View of the Thermal Cycling Test Facility with necessary Peripherals](image3)

**Figure 3** View of the Thermal Cycling Test Facility with necessary Peripherals.
3.2 Vacuum Pumping System

The vacuum system of the TCTF, which is schematically drawn in Figure 4, consists of the following components:

A = Two-stage rotary vane pump as pre-vacuum pump (1000 l/h)
B = Three-stage water-cooled oil diffusion pump for the high vacuum operation (5200 l/s)
C = Water-cooled baffle
D = Electro-pneumatically operated gate valve
E = Electro-pneumatically operated bypass valve for the pre-evacuation of the oil diffusion pump
F = Electro-pneumatically operated pre-vacuum valve for the test chamber
g = Gauge tube for measuring the pressure during operating corresponding to the chamber pressure (10^3 to 10^-7 Pa)
H = Gauge tube for controlling the operation pressure of the gate valve (1 to 10^-3 Pa)
I = Pre-vacuum gauge tube controlling the pre-evacuation of the diffusion pump (10^-3 to 10^-1 mbar)
J = Air inlet valves

During the upgrade of the facility all components are directly connected to the I/O board of the computer based control unit. The gauge tubes offer computer compatible signal outputs which allow to control the actual pressure in real time. The operation of the pumps is controlled and switched by computer according to a logic for save operation. For the oil diffusion pump the cooling water cycle is controlled too, to protect the pump against overheating. All important vacuum components are blocked against abnormal events. Endangered parts of the facility and the samples are protected.

In case of operation difficulties of the facility, a change-over to an uncritical state for the experiment is ensured. Using the actual pump system, the chamber can be evacuated up to 5*10^-2 Pa in 30 minutes. After 24 hours of operation the pressure in the chamber decreases to 5*10^-3 Pa. The outgasing of all interior parts can be minimized by pre-heating during the first evacuation phase.

![Figure 4 Scheme of the Computer controlled Vacuum Pumping System](image)

3.3 LN2 Supply Unit

For tempering the cooling areas, an open pressureless cooling cycle supplied by liquid nitrogen (-196 °C) is chosen. The LN2 is stored in a vacuum insulated transportable tank with 1000 liter volume. A vacuum insulated tube connects the tank to the LN2 inlet control unit. This part consists of an electrical actuated main valve and safety valves. Through a hermetic sealed feedthrough flange the LN2 flows to the TCTU. The supply tubes to the different cooling panels are arranged in a rising way in order to avoid vapor lock formation. After cooling the TCTU the nitrogen flows through a drain off line.
outside the vacuum chamber and is blown into the air. The necessary flow rate is controlled by a manual valve to lower the rate of evaporation during the sample cooling.

![Diagram of LN2 Cycles for Cooling]

**Figure 5** Scheme of the LN2 Cycles for Cooling.

### 3.4 Pneumatic Cycling Unit

The rotation (reversing by ± 90°) of the central sample support is performed by a pneumatic rotary cylinder outside the vacuum chamber. The exact position after a turn of 90° is given by adjustable non-contacting end-sensors. An electro-pneumatically driven 5/3-line valve holds the end-position independent until the next electrical command. The period for hot and cold phases, respectively, can be adjusted and varied by the software. Due to an hermetic sealed rotary high vacuum feedthrough the rotation is transferred directly to the inner sample support structure.

### 3.5 Electrical Supply Unit

The complete control of the TCTF is handled by software. Therefore all low voltage converters for sensors, actuators and the computer system are arranged in one 19" rack compatible plug-in drawer. All lines to the computer are protected against overload. Digital and analog output lines of the computer board control the power settings. The high voltage power supplies for the vacuum pumps and the internal heater are separately fused and switched by relays controlled by I/O lines of the data acquisition of the computer system. In case of power failure the entire system switches over into a system safe position.

### 3.6 PC Operating and Control System

The main hardware part for controlling the TCTF is a personal computer based on a Pentium system equipped with VGA board, IDE storage components and a medium RAM comparing the requirements of the operating software. Additional to the PC components two plug-in boards are installed. The first one is a National Instruments Inc. (NI) multi I/O-board which is disposed to acquire and actuate signals. This board is used to operate the facility and to control the main parameters.

For converting the low current signals, which are exclusively processed by the board, several relay boards are specially designed and connected. The second board is a data acquisition board for thermocouples. Basically the board dispos 16 thermocouple lines. Upgraded with expansion boards 64 thermocouple lines are now available.

As operating software LabVIEW Vision 5.01, as well a product of NI, was selected. This should secure the compatibility of hardware and software.

All operating commands are programmed within LabVIEW and can only be changed by the user interface. This allows the automation of the processes at a high safety level for the TCTF and the samples.
3.7 Data Acquisition Unit

During the operation of the TCTF all facility related parameters are controlled and stored on disc. In testing samples the mechanical, electrical and temperature behavior is of interest. Therefore several sensor lines are available and mounted to the TCTU. Additional to the copper lines for electrical power a large number of thermocouples is integrated. The measured points at the sample support structure are user dependent. The connection point to the data acquisition unit is the cold contact compensation point and all lines can be compared easily. The type of thermocouples is Copper - Constantan (type T, DIN) and the conversion from voltage to temperature is performed during the sampling of each channel to the board. If necessary additional types of temperature sensors may be integrated. The accuracy is ±1.5°C for the data acquisition board and additional ±1.5°C for the thermocouples itself. The maximum sampling rate by the board is 2 measurements of each channel per second (up to 64 measurement lines via multiplexer). The data's are blockwise stored on a disk together with the time information. The analysis of the overall behavior may be done after the test using all stored measurement data and the operational data.

3.8 Description of the Test Set-up

Figure 6 shows the TCTU (without outer MLI radiation protection for the hot part) with the upper chamber lift carrying the pneumatic cycle control. Figure 7 represents the schematic cross section of the test set-up.

Figure 6 Thermal Cycling Test Unit (TCTU) without surrounding Vacuum Chamber

The supporting scaffolding is rigidly connected with the upper chamber lid. The inner cage consists of 4 LN2 cooled copper sheets (640x180x1.5 mm), two situated opposite to each other at a time functioning as sample support. The inner cage performs reversing rotations of ±90° by the pneumatic cycle unit.

The 2 areas of the 4 copper plates, which are not covered by samples, are coated by a five layer super insulating foil. They are furthermore coated by a covering foil made of glass silk reinforced Kapton.

The two cold phase regions (at the top and at the bottom) and the hot phase regions (left and right) are separated by LN2 cooled copper sheets, which are sprayed on both sides by 3M varnish. These separating sheets are covered up by a 24 layer super insulating foil in the hot phase region. An additional flexible packing washer consisting of a 12 layer super insulating foil seals the hot phase region from the cold phase.
The LN2 cooled shroud, which shows a cog profile, is sprayed black on the front side. The total test facility is surrounded by a radiation protection consisting of a 7 layer super insulation foil.

### 3.8.1 Cooling System

Within the chamber the following areas must be cooled down by liquid nitrogen:
- Copper sheets of the inner cage (4 pieces)
- Separating sheets between warm and cold phases
- Shroud cog profiles

The tubes to the various cooling areas are designed that the sufficient flow-through of liquid nitrogen cools the areas to be cooled down to the temperature of liquid nitrogen. The rising arrangement shall prevent vapor lock formation and thus contribute to a uniform cool-down of the cooling areas which is shown in Figure 8.
3.8.2 Infrared Heating Cycle

The infrared heater consists of copper sheets in the size of 640x290x2 mm. The plane side is sprayed by black 3M-varnish. About 5.5 m cover heating were soldered on the polished backside in regular distances. The temperature of the heating plate is controlled by a software based PID-controller and a high power TRIAC. The necessary temperature for the heating plate is calculated based on the required radiation per area for the sample. The following calculation represents the estimation of the necessary heater plate power for a flexible solar cell sample at a maximum tolerable sample temperature of 70°C [1].

\[
\begin{align*}
\epsilon_H & = 0.9 & P & = \text{probe} \\
\epsilon_{PS} & = 0.8 \quad \text{(solar cell)} & \epsilon_{H} & = \text{heater} \\
\epsilon_{PK} & = 0.65 \quad \text{(Kapton)} \\
A_H & = 0.186 \, \text{m}^2 \\
A_P & = 0.1152 \, \text{m}^2 \\
T_p & = 70 \, ^\circ\text{C} \equiv 343 \, \text{K}
\end{align*}
\]

The form factor between heater plate and sample amounts to \( \Phi_{H-P} = 0.51 \). In order to keep the sample at the temperature \( T_p \) the heat dissipation \( Q_p \) at the sample arises to:

\[
Q_p = \delta \cdot T_p^4 \cdot A_p \cdot (\epsilon_{PS} + \epsilon_{PK}) = 133.4 \, \text{W}
\]

To obtain this heat dissipation, the heater plate must reach the temperature \( T_H \):

\[
T_H^4 = \frac{133.4}{\delta \cdot A_H \cdot \epsilon_H \cdot \epsilon_{PS} \cdot \Phi_{H-P}}
\]

\( T_H = 156 \, ^\circ\text{C} \)

This results in a heater output power necessary for the calculated heater temperature of \( T_H = 156^\circ\text{C} \) by

\[
Q_H = T_H^4 \cdot A_H \cdot \delta \cdot \epsilon_H + (T_H^4 - T_U^4) \cdot A_H \cdot \delta \cdot \epsilon_H^* \\
= A_H \cdot \delta \cdot \epsilon_H \cdot (2 \cdot T_H^4 - T_U^4)
\]

\( Q_H = 576 \, \text{W} \)

For an ambient temperature \( T_U \) (temperature of the vacuum chamber) of 300 K and a maximum possible heat exchange with the surrounding the heater output power amounts to \( Q_H = 576 \, \text{W} \). The emissivity on the heater backside \( \epsilon_{H} \) is assumed to be 0.9 too. By lowering the emissivity on the heater back side (e.g. by a polished surface) and by an additional radiation screen between infrared heater and vacuum chamber, the heater output can be reduced.

4.0 Description of the Control Software

The selected software for operation, control and data acquisition is the National Instruments software package LabVIEW, version 5.01 including several libraries and a stand alone opportunity. Compatible with the multi I/O board, the system runs on a Pentium based computer. The Professional Development Tool was used to design and program a 32-bit solution of the TCTF operating software. Data exchange via Intranet was provided.

LabVIEW is an object orientated software tool (Vi's) which offers many features for easy programming of data acquisition. In case of system controlling via LabVIEW a more detailed basic programming is necessary, and the internal structure of the software has to be acquainted too.

For the operator and user of the TCTF the operation should be run independent and safe. The control and input interface is limited to the main parameters for adequate testing. Therefore the communication with the program is limited due to the displayed input interface.
4.1 LabVIEW Control Strategy

The implemented control strategy is based on a safe operation of the facility and the sample for each status of the system. Therefore all facility relevant parameters (e.g. vacuum pressure, temperature, position of valves, status of pumps, ...) are continuously controlled by software (Figure 9).

![Figure 9 Flow chart for the control via LabVIEW](image)

The operation of the two vacuum pumps depends on the pressure level inside the chamber and for the diffusion pump, also the water cooling system is monitored. Starting at a pressure level lower than $5 \times 10^{-2}$ Pa the LN$_2$ cooling cycle and the heating unit is available. The actual temperature at the sample support structure and the sample itself is monitored and correlated to the required test temperatures. The LN$_2$ cooling cycle operates at lowest temperatures as possible (e.g. $-180^\circ$C during former solar cell tests), depending on internal heat input. The heating plate consists of an electrical resistant wire. The measured feedback temperature of the heating plate itself or a measurement point at the sample are inputs for the software adapted PID-controller. Input for the user is only the required radiation power per area coming from the front of the heating plate.

All parameters necessary for operation are displayed by a start up screen (Figure 10) and selectable:
- Measurement start pressure
- Status of the vacuum system at the end of the test or in case of a failure
- Necessary resources activated?
  (water cooling cycle, air pressure, ...)
- Path of data file storage

Feedback lines shown at the screen are:
- LN$_2$ temperature at the sample support structure
- Heater temperature
- Status of pumps and valves (red/green indicated)
- Actual pressure in the chamber

If all parameters are selected at the start-up screen the process can be started by the START button and than runs automatically.

4.2 LabVIEW Data Acquisition

In parallel to the facility control LabVIEW runs in the background to sample all selected measurement lines. Therefore the second plug-in board is used. Depending on the software features it is necessary to switch between the data acquisition board and the multi I/O board to store the sampled data's on hard disc. Using a sampling rate of 2 measurements per seconds for each channel (up to 64 lines) the switching leads to no data leg. Due to the specifics of the board 32 or 64 thermocouple lines are available. The number of scanned lines (in serial) is selectable during the initialization with the start-up screen. The data's are stored on hard disc as ASCII data set. The data sets are time correlated to the operational data set.
4.3 Software Handling and User Interface

Due to the desired limited opportunity to change the basic operation code (in LabVIEW) the user has only four different screens to communicate and change the control parameters.

The screens are designed for visual control of operation and measurement. During the test period normally no changes are necessary and also possible. In case of emergency a stop button (on screen and in hardware) may stop all activities and transfer the facility in a safe status.

A restart is possible without data loss.

The interface screens are:

- General system setup and start-up screen
- Vacuum operation status screen
- Thermal cycling test operation status screen
- Measurement data/control screen

5.0 Test Capability

5.1 Former Test Subjects

The TCTF was designed and built up for the first time at the DFVLR in the 70’s. At this time all materials for space, especially solar cells are subjected to thermal cycling tests in vacuum between e.g. -180°C and +70°C with cooling and heating periods of e.g. 72 min and 18 min respectively. The objective was to compare the thermal cycling capabilities of the respective designs; particularly with respect to the most critical failure modes of cell to cell interconnected ruptures, cracking of cover slides and solar cells, and delamination of adhesives.
During 2500 temperature cycles solar cell panels from different European manufacturers were tested simultaneously. Additional tests at room temperature were investigated at predetermined intervals for optical, electrical and mechanical differences [1,2]. The temperature - time profile was similar to the calculated curves for typical solar cell panels. The average initial temperature rates of change from cold to hot phase were up to 50 °C / minute. The results have shown an decreasing of maximum power of up to 5%. The thermographical investigations on the panels showed no defect in the electrical circle of the solar cell module or separation of the solar cell from the substrate.

5.2 Qualification Tests

Since there were made no changes in the sample support structure, the internal LN₂ cooling loop and the heater arrangement the same temperatures were assumed as during the former tests at DFVLR.

Indeed, the required temperatures [1] in the hot phase (+70°C) and in the cold phase (-180°C) could be obtained. Dependent on the test duration the temperatures in the cold phase were measured in the range of -180 °C to +160 °C. In the hot phase the equilibrium temperature was already obtained after 10 min. By changing the heat output of the infrared heater during the cold phase for the sample this desired final temperature could be reached. As shown in Figure 13 the thermal cycles are well in time and the amount is at the same level as required.

Qualification tests for the upgraded computer controlled facility are running at time. The control strategy of the vacuum operation works well and the final vacuum pressure reaches the $10^{-3}$ Pa region. At the time several defined samples are mounted for a facility verifying long term test.
### 5.3 Future Test Capability

Up to now the upgraded Thermal Cycling Test Facility offers a wide range of different possibilities for testing materials and components in high vacuum providing alternating thermal loads.

Possible applications of the TCTF:
- Test of electrical and mechanical parameters of samples
- Verification of insulation effectiveness and heat transfer rates
- Functional tests on sensors and actuators
- Design optimization
- Verification of numerical calculations
- Qualification of spacecraft hardware

In the case of testing material properties, the classical application of solar cell (panel) test is discussed further more for new materials and designs of substrates.

Lightweight structure materials are often composite materials. New technologies offer new solutions for spacecraft application. The materials itself and their bonding have to be verified for spacecraft application. More and more components are glued for reducing mass. Therefore several bonding technologies and compositions have to be mechanically verified and for long time applications investigated.

Electronic components e.g. computer boards have to prove their vacuum and thermal compatibility and reliability during full operation.

New insulation's and radiator concepts for passive and active thermal control can be verified.

Due to the miniaturization of spacecraft components the overall design size decreases by increasing performance. Therefore several mechanical components (e.g. motors, gears, bearings, connectors, ...) are shrinking to a size also feasible for quick testing under vacuum or by thermal cycling conditions in the TCTF.

In parallel to the numerical calculation and simulation the TCTF offers the opportunity to verify this results before the next step in design optimization starts.

After test and qualification of our TCTF according to international standards, the facility offers the opportunity to qualify small spacecraft hardware for their space employment.

The automation of the operation of the TCTF offers the opportunity for long term tests with minimized operator activities. Due to the possibility to shrink the test time retaining the thermal load to the sample, also life time research will be possible according to the predicted realistic application of the sample.

Additional to the TCTF several tests can be offered for detailed investigation:
- Mass spectrometric analysis of outgasing products
- Electronic particle radiation charge (in discussion)
- Thermooptical properties
- Infrared temperature distribution visualization on the sample surface

### 6.0 Summary

The Thermal Cycling Test Facility at the University of Applied Sciences in Aachen, Germany makes it possible to conduct reproducible comparison measurements of any solar cell panel, materials or mechanism for the use in space. The decisive environmental conditions met outside the earth's atmosphere, which have a certain influence on the lifetime and the efficiency of solar cell panels and spacecraft materials are simulated by a vacuum down to $5 \times 10^{-4}$ mbar and any chosen number of hot to cold cycles.

Also the space environment on the moon surface:
- $-178^\circ C$ to $+110^\circ C$

and on Mars:
- $-133^\circ C$ to $+17^\circ C$

can be simulated using a special LN$_2$ reduce valve.

In addition it is possible to test electrical and mechanical components under simulated space conditions. As shown the simulation principle works well and the desired low and high temperatures can be achieved at the sample.

The upgrade of the TCTF offers now the opportunity to test autonomously over a long term period with nearly no operator activities. Data sampling offers a complete test history available for further analysis.
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THE USE OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEST FACILITIES FOR PURPOSES BEYOND THEIR ORIGINAL DESIGN
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ABSTRACT

Increasing demands from space flight project offices are requiring environmental testing facilities to become more versatile with increased capabilities. At the same time, maintaining a cost-effective approach to test operations has driven efforts to use these facilities for purposes beyond their original design. This paper presents an overview of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s efforts to provide JPL’s space flight projects with test facilities to meet unique test requirements and to serve the needs of selected outside customers. The large number of recent Mars Missions, including the Mars Pathfinder project, have required testing of components and systems in a Martian surface environment in facilities originally designed for deep space testing. The unique problems associated with performing these tests are discussed, along with practical solutions. Other unique test requirements are discussed including the use of space simulation chambers for testing high altitude balloon gondolas and the use of vacuum chambers for system level test firing of an ion propulsion engine.

INTRODUCTION

Aerospace environmental testing has seen many innovations from the early days of aircraft testing, through the early years of the “space race” to the present day of “faster, better, cheaper”. During all of these phases of testing aerospace hardware for flight operations, there has always been a need for engineers in the test community to work with the project scientists and engineers to provide test facilities and test methodologies that would meet all the requirements for a successful test program. In today’s ever-changing world of spacecraft testing, it has become even more important for the testing community to respond to the requirements of flight projects community to ensure successful test results that meet the project’s requirements. Many unusual and unique test requirements have been levied on environmental test labs in recent years due to the renewed interest in the exploration of the Martian surface. These requirements along with the thrust for “faster, better, cheaper” projects have led to new and innovative test techniques.

BRIEF HISTORY OF AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING

Environmental testing of components and systems has taken place since the early days of aircraft design and production but really came of age during the early years of the jet aircraft. When the Russians put Sputnik in orbit in 1956, the aircraft industry had in place advanced methods of vibration, shock, aerodynamic and thermal testing; however, testing of hardware that would be exposed to space opened a new era in environmental testing. The dynamics test field needed only minor adjustments to transition from aircraft testing to launch vehicle testing but the deep space environment was much more than just high altitude testing and a new field of simulating the space environment was born. New fields of testing included the use of cryogenic fluids to simulate the cold of outer space, higher levels of vacuum, and the great-unknown solar radiation effects in space. In recent years the increased use of optical components in space flight instruments has levied a whole new set of cleanliness requirements on environmental test laboratories. Working closely with the projects, new methods of contamination control and ultra clean vacuum systems have been implemented in aerospace test laboratories. In addition “faster, better, cheaper” has given rise to many new challenges to both the science community and the test community.
THE JPL ENVIRONMENTAL TEST FACILITIES

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), an operating division of the California Institute of Technology (Caltech), is a lead research center for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). JPL has a wide-ranging charter for Solar System exploration, earth observation, and technology development.

As part of this charter, JPL maintains NASA owned environmental test facilities for its research and development programs. These facilities include thermal vacuum test chambers, vibration tables, an acoustic chamber, and two large space simulation chambers. The Environmental Test Laboratory (ETL) at JPL has numerous horizontal thermal vacuum chambers ranging in size from 3 ft by 3 ft to 11 ft by 11 ft. These chambers are capable of providing an outer space environment of better than $1 \times 10^6$ Torr at $-185^\circ$C. The thermal vacuum lab also has several vacuum bakeout chambers, capable of attaining high vacuum at temperatures of over 100°C. The ETL has vibration and acoustic test systems for simulating space flight launch environments. The vibration systems range in size from 5,000 to 40,000 pounds of force. The acoustic test facility is a 10,900 cubic foot chamber capable of noise levels up to 155 dB. The ETL operates and maintains both 25-ft and 10-ft Space Simulator Facilities. These two large vertical thermal vacuum chambers are capable of providing an outer space environment of better than $1 \times 10^6$ Torr at $-185^\circ$C. The 25-ft Space Simulator (See Figure 1) is 85 ft in height and has the added capability

![Figure 1: The JPL 25-ft Space Simulator Facility](image-url)
of producing a 19-ft diameter solar beam with radiation levels greater than 2.5 solar constants. Also included in this facility is the Satellite Test Assistant Robot (STAR) system, a remote controlled video imaging and infrared camera system, designed to aid test personnel in monitoring their test article in the chamber.

**UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACECRAFT TESTING**

Recent requirements to perform thermal vacuum tests in a simulated Martian surface environment have presented many new challenges to the environmental test community. Requirements such as operating a Mars lander and rover vehicle at 7 Torr and 
\[-100^\circ C\] or performing thermal vacuum tests with a 20 meter/second wind in a CO\(_2\) environment were some of the challenges during the Mars Pathfinder test program which led to the very successful landing on Mars in July, 1997. Another unique test requirement was the firing of an ion thruster engine during the space simulation test program for the Deep Space-1 (DS-1) flight spacecraft. Ion engines had successfully been tested in specially designed vacuum chambers in a stand-alone configuration, but never in a space simulation chamber as an integral part of a system level flight acceptance test. During the design and development of the Hubble Space Telescope, the scientists designing the optical imaging systems presented the test community with the challenge of providing ultra clean vacuum tests and vacuum bakeout testing. These more stringent tests were necessary to ensure spacecraft cleanliness to levels never previously attempted. All of these unique test requirements and the desire of NASA to perform all new missions in a “faster, better, cheaper” mode have necessitated innovative and creative problem solving on the part of the environmental test community.

**THE CHALLENGES AND THE PROBLEMS**

In order to meet the challenges of these new and unique test requirements, there were many opportunities for test personnel to become involved with the project personnel in the early stages of program development. This collaboration proved to be very beneficial to all parties as the test requirements could be developed and test facilities modified as the project evolved. Because of the emphasis on doing things in a more cost-effective manner, it was decided early on to utilize existing facilities to the greatest extent possible in order to save schedule, time, and money.

In the case of simulating a Martian surface environment, it was determined that testing should be done in existing vacuum chambers because it would be cost prohibitive to build new chambers of various sizes to support the total test program. The major challenge was the fact that thermal vacuum and space simulation chambers are designed to provide a deep space environment of high vacuum (1x10\(^{-7}\) Torr) and 
\[-185^\circ C\] temperatures. However, the Martian surface pressure is approximately 7 Torr, with CO\(_2\) as the major gas component, and a surface temperature that varies from 
\[-40^\circ C\] to 
\[-130^\circ C\] depending on the time of day. At these conditions of pressure and temperature, the stainless steel vacuum vessel walls become very cold due to gas conduction between the chamber cryogenic shroud and the vessel. When the mild steel structural members of the vacuum vessel cool below 
\[-40^\circ C\] they become brittle. Also, when the vessel becomes cold, condensation forms on the exterior of the vacuum vessel and moisture can penetrate electrical connectors and cables. Another problem appears when using the standard technique in thermal vacuum testing of using a liquid nitrogen flooded “scavenger plate” or “cold finger” to trap contamination and water vapor in the vacuum chamber. It was discovered that CO\(_2\) at 7 Torr solidifies at approximately 
\[-120^\circ C\] and the chamber could not be maintained at 7 Torr because a block of frozen CO\(_2\) would form.

Contamination of optical surfaces and space flight components in environmental test programs presented many challenges to JPL, other NASA centers and commercial aerospace contractors during the testing of the Wide Field Planetary Camera and other Hubble Space Telescope instruments. It became necessary to devise methods of baking spacecraft components in vacuum chambers in order to ensure that contamination would not be deposited on optical surfaces once the instrument was on-orbit, and test methods needed to be changed to provide a contamination free test program. Some specific test requirements included: (1) the test hardware must not be re-contaminated at anytime during a bakeout or post test chamber shut-down, (2) the background emission rate of the chamber must be
significantly below that of the test hardware i.e. the chamber must initially be very clean, and (3) the contamination measurements must accurately verify that hardware cleanliness specifications have been met. Meeting contamination control requirements again necessitated creative engineering on the part of the environmental test facilities personnel.

During the space simulation test program of the Deep Space 1 (DS-1) spacecraft in 1998 (See Figure 2) the project engineers were concerned about the effects of the ion thruster engine on other spacecraft systems and the fact that the thruster had never been operated at the system level. The ion propulsion system had undergone extensive testing in a specially designed vacuum chamber, but had never been operated as a system with the spacecraft and flight software. The major concern of the space simulation operations personnel was the effect of the stream of ionized xenon gas coming from the engine, as it could erode the surface of the chamber cryogenic shroud and contaminate the optical components of the solar simulation system.

![Figure 2: Deep Space 1 Spacecraft in the JPL 25-ft Space Simulation Chamber](image)

DEVELOPING PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS

In the early days of the Mars Pathfinder project the problem of using CO₂ gas in vacuum chambers presented problems as previously discussed. Working with project thermal analysts it was determined that for some test cases nitrogen gas was a suitable replacement for CO₂. The thermal properties of nitrogen were sufficiently close to the Martian gas composition to provide a fairly accurate simulation; therefore, nitrogen was used to maintain the 7 Torr
pressure in the vacuum chambers for most of the test programs. An experimental wind machine (See Figure 3) was used in several tests in an attempt to simulate Martian winds. This machine was developed through collaboration between the environmental test facility personnel and the project engineering personnel; however, because of a lack of time and budget these tests were only partially successful, due to problems with the motor used to drive the fan that created the winds. However, sufficient data was collected to verify the scientist's computer models and to confirm that the thermal design would be effective for maintaining critical components within tolerance.

To meet the requirements of operating the Mars rover during system level solar-thermal-vacuum testing (See Figure 4), a special floor for the 25-ft Space Simulator was designed through a joint effort of the facility personnel and the project engineers.

Figure 3: The Mars Pathfinder Rover and Wind Machine in the JPL 10-ft Space Simulator

Figure 4: The Mars Pathfinder Spacecraft and the Mars Rover “Sojourner” in the JPL 25-ft Space Simulator
Potentially, the most serious problem encountered during the Mars Pathfinder test program was that of the structural members of the thermal vacuum chambers becoming so cold that the mild steel could fracture. To counter this problem, several practical solutions were developed by the space simulator facilities personnel. The first step was to instrument the vacuum vessel walls and mild steel structural members with thermocouples to alert the chamber operators when the temperatures approached −40°C. With this warning in place, steps could be undertaken to initiate a chamber warm-up if required. Second, the operations crew conducted hourly walk-around inspection tours of the facility and used hand-held non-contact temperature indicators to check areas that appeared to be getting too cold. Electrical heaters were used in the area of the chamber electrical penetration ports to eliminate condensation in the areas of cables and connectors. Last, fans were used to circulate air in the areas where condensation appeared on external surfaces of the chamber. All of these steps proved to be very effective and, although vacuum vessel external temperatures approached −40°C on several occasions, the testing programs were completed without interruptions.

During the test program for the Re/Max balloon gondola (See Figure 5), many of the same techniques developed for the Mars programs were implemented to protect the facilities.

![Figure 5: High Altitude Balloon Gondola in the JPL 25-ft Space Simulator](image)

In addition, a unique partnership arrangement was developed. In this case the designers and developers of the balloon flight project had little or no experience in building equipment designed to fly at the edge of space, so they approached experienced personnel at Lockheed Martin in Denver for assistance. The design and test team in Denver and the facilities test team at JPL provided the ballooning company with the expertise needed to successfully complete their design, fabrication, and test project.

To protect the vacuum chamber shrouds during the DS-1 ion thruster firing tests in the 25-ft Space Simulator (See Figure 6), a special target was fabricated from pure graphite foil and secured to an aluminum frame in front of the chamber cryogenic shroud. To protect the 23-ft diameter collimating mirror from any potential contamination in the chamber, a special cover was fabricated from carbon impregnated Kapton thermal blanket material. This cover was designed by the engineers in the thermal blanket and radiation shield shop at JPL, using their years of experience in
designing and fabricating thermal blankets and radiation shields for spacecraft.

Figure 6: Deep Space-1 Ion Thruster Firing in the JPL 25-ft Space Simulator

During the fabrication and test programs for the Hubble Space Telescope, many new innovations were required in the world of environmental test due to the contamination control requirements developed by the project scientists. The techniques employed ranged from very simple to very complex. One simple solution was involved in preventing contamination of optical surfaces during vibration testing. Even when located in a Class 10,000 clean room there are enough oil vapors present in the vicinity of the shake table to contaminate sensitive optical components. The method to prevent contamination involved wrapping the test article in clean static dissipative material and introducing a purge of high purity nitrogen gas. This approach provided a simple, cost effective solution to the problem. In the case of verifying cleanliness specifications in the vacuum chamber, special instrumentation was used to monitor the outgasing rates of both the chamber and the test article. Residual Gas Analyzers (RGAs) and Quartz Crystal Microbalances (QCMs) were used to measure high level and low level contamination levels during vacuum bake out testing. Data from these instruments were analyzed by project contamination control engineers to determine when the proper levels of cleanliness had been obtained. Since the project scientists were required to make the final determination of the effectiveness of the bakeout, it was imperative to establish a very close working relationship between the scientists and the test lab personnel.

In order to meet all of the contamination control requirements during the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (WF/PC II) project, JPL personnel determined that conventional vacuum chambers could not be used to obtain the desired bakeout results and at the same time meet the very stringent project requirements. A new chamber design concept evolved from these requirements to effectively bake out hardware to levels required by the project. This new design used a test article containment system that is placed inside of the vacuum chamber shroud to prevent re-contamination of the test hardware. By enclosing the hardware in a stainless steel enclave (See Figure 7), and by always maintaining the enclave temperature above that of the shroud, the outgased contaminants are prevented from condensing on the test hardware. Contaminants exit the enclave through orifices in the enclave and are removed from the chamber by either the vacuum pumping system or by condensing on the cryogenic shroud. During return to ambient conditions, the time when contamination is most likely to be re-condensed on the test hardware, the shroud is slowly warmed, then the enclave is slowly cooled and a purge of high purity nitrogen gas is introduced into the enclave. The combination of the purge and the slow warm up of the shroud minimizes the back flow of contamination into the enclave.
SUMMARY

Unique test requirements will continue to be the norm in this ever-changing era of space flight programs. The continued exploration of Mars, the increased use of sensitive optical systems, and the decreasing size of test budgets will continue to present numerous technical challenges to environmental testing facilities around the world.
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Abstract
This paper outlines an innovative approach using standard network technologies to streamline
testing and data acquisition, distribute signal processing and analysis, and enhance the creation and
distribution of test results. The TCP/IP-based data server architecture and industry standard inter­
process communication protocols, ActiveX and Component Object Model are explained. This
architecture allows remote control of testing using standard Ethernet networks. The data server also
allows live data analysis on Microsoft Windows-based computers across the local area network or the
Internet. Data sharing on the network allows independent data processing on the remote computer and
maximizes processing performance.
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Introduction
Typically, vibration testing is only one part of product testing and qualification. Often multiple
tests must be run simultaneously. Examples include combined thermal and vibration testing, product
functional testing during vibration, and measurement of dynamic data with static data. Most test
laboratories link test systems with older TTL, RS-232, or GPIB interfaces. These interfaces have
limitations in both performance and flexibility.
This paper outlines an innovative approach using standard network technologies to streamline
test and data acquisition, distribute signal processing and analysis, and enhance the creation and
distribution of test results.

Objectives
There are four main objectives in designing a distributed vibration data acquisition and analysis
system.

a. Flexible remote control of testing – Provide remote control of testing using standard Ethernet
connections and communication protocols. This includes both limited control (Test start/stop) and
complete control of the dynamic test application.
b. Real-time access to live test data – Again using standard Ethernet protocols, users should be able to view live data from anywhere on the local area network or the Internet.

c. Remote data processing and analysis – Data transfer must be possible from the test system to other computers on the network to distribute the processing load and permit more flexible real-time processing of test data.

d. Test automation and laboratory integration – Network test control and data analysis must be able to be integrated into other test applications like Visual Basic, Visual C++, JAVA, or National Instruments LabView™ to automate multiple test functions.

**Figure 1.** Networked Test Laboratory

**Client/Server Architecture**

The basis of this client/server architecture is the data server. The data server runs on the test system and serves as the interface between the graphical user interface and the system DSP hardware. To simplify implementation, all communication with the data server both across the network and within the test system uses TCP/IP protocol (see Figure 1). TCP/IP is the standard network protocol that is
used on the Internet. Use of TCP/IP in this manner provides inherent network functionality. The same test control and data viewing software can be used across the network as on the test system. In addition to simplifying implementation of network capabilities this ensures that all of the capabilities of the test system are available in network operation. The TCP/IP communication also makes operation across the Internet possible.

The data server is responsible for all test supervision and local data storage. Tolerance and safety checks are performed in test system DSP hardware. This design ensures test control and data storage are not compromised.

The primary benefit of the data server architecture over typical network architectures is that the data is transmitted across the network. Typical network implementations only share displays of data across the network. All processing of data is still performed on the test system. Sharing data allows independent data processing and analysis on each remote station. In addition to providing more flexibility for real-time analysis, this increases processing performance by distributing the load. Additional processing on remote computers does not compromise critical test signal processing.

**The Component Object Model (COM)**

The most widely used technology for inter-process communication is the Component Object Model (COM). COM is a software architecture that allows components made by different vendors to be combined in a variety of applications. It defines a standard for component interoperability. COM has
evolved over the past decade from Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE), Object Linking and Embedding (OLE), Component Object Model, and ActiveX (COM enabled for the Internet).

COM provides the low level binding mechanism that enables objects to communicate with each other. The Component Object Model provides several significant benefits to developing networked dynamic test capability. COM is scalable, enabling the developer to use the same technology for communication within the same process, between multiple processes on the same machine and (using Distributed COM) between processes on different machines.

![Diagram showing access to COM services]

**Figure 3.** Accessing COM Services

COM is the basis for a large majority of new code for Microsoft Windows and Windows 2000 operating system created by Microsoft and third party vendors. COM is now even supported on Sun and HP UNIX platforms.

The two most widely used COM-based technologies are Object Linking and Embedding (OLE), and ActiveX. OLE allows COM based applications to be embedded within each other. OLE is optimized for end-user usability and integration of desktop applications. An example of OLE is embedding a spreadsheet within a word processor document. Double-clicking on the spreadsheet within the word processor enables all of the spreadsheet functions.

ActiveX is OLE controls that have been extended for the Internet environment. ActiveX is optimized for size and speed for Internet applications. These same attributes make ActiveX ideal for network control of dynamic test applications.

**Remote Test Monitoring**

The client/server data architecture has inherent remote test monitoring and control capability. Test setup and control processes act like Internet “browsers,” connecting to data server processes by specifying the target IP address. The communication is identical whether attaching to a local data server on the test system or attaching to a data server across the Internet.

Figures 4 and 5 shows application of client server data architecture to remote monitoring of testing. In these examples viewing of the data does not affect the control of the test. Control is managed from the local test system and one or more data analysis and display processes are launched from a remote PC. The IP address of the target test system is selected to connect to the data server process. Multiple PC’s may connect to the same data server or a single PC may connect to data servers on multiple test systems to monitor multiple tests.
Figure 4. Remote Monitoring of a Vibration Test System from Two PC’s

Figure 5. Monitoring Multiple Vibration Test Systems from a Single PC
Independent data viewer processes provides the benefit of complete independent control of data viewing and analysis while control by test operators is unimpeded. Because the data is networked, instead of just the graphical user interface, additional signal processing may be performed on the remote PC without degrading performance on the test system.

Remote Test Control

For remote control of a test system one only needs to have a data server running on the test system as shown in Figure 4. The test control process can be launched from another PC anywhere on the network, attaching to the data server on the remote test system. The test operation and performance is the same as if the test were being executed locally. This capability has obvious advantages when testing and data acquisition must be made in areas that are inaccessible or may be hazardous to the test operator.

Remote test control allows the data acquisition hardware to be located close to the measurement sensors to reduce the impact that external noise would have on analog signals.

![Remote Test Control Diagram](image)

Figure 5. Remote Test Control

Test Automation using ActiveX

ActiveX provides a library of vibration test function calls to provide the ability for limited control of testing from an external program. Using ActiveX, the user can write applications to monitor and process real-time test data, make decisions, and execute test functions automatically. ActiveX also allows the user to bring together control of multiple test systems in a single test program to streamline complex or repetitive tests involving a variety of test systems. Thermal cycling, vibration, and functional testing can all be combined in a single test program. ActiveX can also be used to create a custom graphical user interface or embed vibration control into another ActiveX compliant application.

ActiveX components are self-registering and can be written in C++, Visual Basic, JAVA. They are also supported by higher-level instrument programming languages such as National Instruments LabView™.

The example in Figure 6 shows a simple LabView™ Virtual Instrument, which provides limited control and monitoring of a vibration control test from across the network. Control of the vibration testing equipment can be easily integrated into a LabView-based functional test program.
In the case of a large test facility, the combination of ActiveX automation and remote data analysis and viewing software can be used to bring control and management of multiple test cells to a single control room.

*Figure 6. LabView™ ActiveX Example*

**Reporting Test Results**

Because COM is the basis of much of the new code for the Windows 98 and Windows 2000 operating system, COM-based applications can have complete compatibility with other desktop applications.

Using COM technology, publishing of test results is enhanced as well. Test results can be embedded into Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) compliant documents. This provides a seamless integration into the Microsoft Windows environment.

Data plots may be embedded in electronic documents like word processors or spreadsheets by simple cutting and pasting. Once pasted the plot, and the data are embedded objects within the document. Unlike pictures, double clicking on the object in the document activates embedded object. The application that created the object is launched allowing the data to be further analyzed by the recipient of the report. OLE applications may be both embedded objects and containers for embedded documents. For example, images or video may be embedded in a vibration data analysis document, which may, in turn, be embedded in a word processing, or presentation document.

By creating electronic documents, test results may be quickly and easily transmitted over the Internet to anywhere in the world.
Summary

This paper has presented an approach to using industry standard network protocols in the test laboratory to automate testing and analysis of vibration data. Ethernet connectivity provides significant benefit over TTL, RS-232, and GPIB solutions.

A TCP/IP based data server architecture is described for remote test control, remote test monitoring and distributed data processing. This architecture provides inherent network capability and flexibility.

The Component Object Model, ActiveX and Object Linking and Embedding are explained. ActiveX can be used to communicate with the vibration test process to automate multiple test functions on different test systems.

Object Linking and Embedding provides seamless integration of vibration data analysis and report generation in the with desktop publishing applications in the Microsoft Windows environment. Creation of electronic documents allows test results to be quickly transmitted anywhere in the world.
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ABSTRACT

The Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Mesosphere-Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED) spacecraft will be placed in a 625 km, 74.1 degree inclination low earth orbit, with four scientific instruments on board. The TIMED spacecraft will be launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base on a Delta II rocket. The TIMED spacecraft is a co-manifested launch with the JASON spacecraft (TOPEX follow-on). The TIMED spacecraft will be encapsulated in a Dual Payload Attach Fitting (DPAF), with the JASON spacecraft mounting to the top of the DPAF. The TIMED instruments are designed to characterize the Earth's upper atmosphere using visible, UV and IR sensors. Due to the stringent thermal requirements for the instruments, the spacecraft must maintain an anti-sun side, as well as a Nadir pointing side. These basic requirements, along with instrument field of view requirements have resulted in a very interesting spacecraft design and thermal vacuum testing.

The TIMED spacecraft was scheduled to be thermal vacuum tested in the large Space Environment Simulation Chamber (SES 290) at the Goddard Space Flight Center starting on Dec. 10, 1999. However, six weeks prior, during a verification of the newly upgraded thermal system in the SES chamber, a part within a steam heat exchange failed. The steam heat exchanger is used to flush the liquid nitrogen from the chamber cold walls and warm the walls back up to ambient temperature. Without the steam heat exchange, the cold wall could not be flooded for the next test, which was the TIMED spacecraft test. Within 6 weeks, the thermal shroud used for MSX spacecraft was fitted with cryo panels. The thermal shroud enclosure was used to surround the TIMED spacecraft providing the necessary environment for both thermal balance and thermal cycle testing. This paper will discuss this interesting test configuration, successful test results and correlation between model predictions and test data.

INTRODUCTION

The TIMED spacecraft was successfully exposed to the thermal vacuum environment in the large vacuum chamber (No. 290, Space Environmental Simulation) at the Goddard Space Flight Center from December 10 to the 21, 1999 and again from February 10 to the 29, 2000. The first test was the thermal balance portion of the thermal environmental testing, which covered 6 flight-like cases, ranging from an extreme cold hard safe mode to a hot case with all redundant spacecraft components powered. Figure 1 shows the spacecraft in the launch stowed configuration for information, which is similar to the test setup. Figure 2 shows the profile followed for the thermal balance and thermal cycle portions of the test. Note that the spacecraft components and instruments experienced a cold turn-on during the test at the end of case 2. The goal of the thermal balance portion was to verify the thermal design of the spacecraft, as well as, provide the needed temperature data to correlate the spacecraft thermal math model. The test was completed on time and with no serious problems. The thermal systems on the spacecraft performed as designed, maintaining the spacecraft within acceptable temperature ranges throughout the test. The thermal environments applied to the spacecraft were more extreme than those predicted on orbit. The test validated the thermal stability and robustness of the spacecraft thermal design.

For background information on the TIMED spacecraft, the “SPACECRAFT DESCRIPTION”, “SPACECRAFT THERMAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS” AND “THERMAL DESIGN DESCRIPTION” sections of this paper are replicated here, in part, from the paper “The TIMED Spacecraft: A Thermal Design Perspective”.  
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SPACECRAFT DESCRIPTION

The TIMED spacecraft contains most of the usual hardware found on board any scientific spacecraft, which includes, attitude control systems, communications, power systems, thermal systems, main structure and more. The spacecraft has an irregular octagon shape, with small, permanent, corner panels and wide side panels. The small panels support the top deck during integration when the side panels are removed for package integration. The spacecraft is 46" across the flats of the octagon and over 100" tall. The coordinate system for the spacecraft is $+Z$ to Nadir, $+Y$ cold side (sun keep out zone) and $+X$ to velocity vector, as shown in Figure 1.

The TIMED spacecraft structure has been designed to reject the heat generated inside the electronics boxes and instruments, as well as carry everything safely into space. The main structural components start with the payload adapter ring, which attaches to the DPAF, the launch vehicle interface for the TIMED mission. The $+Z$ bottom deck, which is bolted to the adapter ring, is a machined aluminum deck with a round honeycomb inner panel. The machined deck transmits all the spacecraft loads down into the adapter ring, while the round deck supports the GUVI instrument on the bottom (outside) and the four reaction wheels on the top (inside). The four permanent corner panels, which support the $-Z$ top deck, are aluminum honeycomb 1" thick with 0.015" thick aluminum facesheets. The four side panels and the round bottom deck have a similar construct to the corner panels. The top deck is also aluminum honeycomb, but is 2" thick. The $+X$ panels have a large opening to allow the two battery halves to be inserted in the spacecraft from the outside and mount flush with the panels. The $+Y$ IEM panel is a short panel mounted just below the top deck, leaving open the lower portion of the $+Y$ side for the SABER instrument to be installed. The $-Y$ panel (sun side), is removable to allow access to the interior of the spacecraft.

Most electronics boxes on the TIMED spacecraft are mounted to the aluminum honeycomb side panels, on the inside, with the outside of the panels used as thermal radiators. However, there are several boxes mounted to the inside of the top and bottom decks, which have no direct connection to thermal radiators. Heat from these boxes must be transported to the back of the spacecraft ($+Y$ side) for rejection to space. Table 1 contains all the hardware on the TIMED spacecraft by subsystem, including spacecraft mounting location, maximum and minimum orbit average heat dissipations, and operating and non-operating test temperature ranges. Several instrument components are conductively mounted to the spacecraft, as noted in the table. The heat from these boxes is absorbed by the spacecraft thermal design, as described below.

The TIMED spacecraft sports a 23" X 45" X 1.75" thick graphite epoxy optical bench, which supports two star trackers, four TIDI telescopes and two GPS antennas. The optical bench maintains arc-second level alignment between the trackers and the rest of the components on the bench over the expected operating temperature range. The optical bench is mounted on the top deck, along with the TIDI profiler, the SEE instrument and two S-band antennas.

SPACECRAFT THERMAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Thermal design systems evolve from the requirements imposed on the thermal engineer by various subsystems throughout the spacecraft design and development process. One of the major thermal design drivers is the desired operating temperature range of electronic packages and sensors on board the spacecraft. Running a close second is the heat generated inside components, the location of these sources relative to the available heat sinking areas and the variation in the heat dissipation as a function of time, orbit and life of the mission. Mission requirements, like orbit altitude and inclination, dictate the orbital environment, which imposes solar and earth fluxes onto the spacecraft. Other requirements include, s/c geometry, resulting in radiator field of view (FOV) blockage, instrument FOV's (apertures and radiators), the availability of vacuum and space compatible materials, and many more secondary requirements.

Once the locations for all the electronics packages and instruments on the spacecraft have been initialized, the thermal designer can begin the process of thermal management. By using the thermal data for each package, as shown in Table 1, each spacecraft panel and deck can be analyzed to determine the feasibility of maintaining each package and interface within their required operating and non-operating ranges. Table 2
summarizes the temperature requirements imposed onto the TIMED spacecraft thermal design. The Thermal Control Design Range represents the maximum allowable analytically predicted temperatures, while the Package Test Range is the range over which the packages are tested in thermal vacuum conditions. The difference between the two ranges is the thermal margin, which is usually 10 °C, 5 °C on the cold end when heaters are used to control the minimum temperature. The most tightly controlled spacecraft component is the 50 Amp-hour, Nickel-Hydrogen battery. The battery consists of 22 Individual Pressure Vessels (IPV) divided into two halves of 11 cells each. The two halves are mounted on opposite sides of the spacecraft due to volume constraints. The 22 cells are connected in series to provide over 400 watts of power to the spacecraft during the 2.5 hour launch cycle and the 40 minute effective eclipse time during Beta 0 orbits. As shown in Table 2, the battery bulk temperature of each half must be maintained between -5 and +10 °C.

The thermal placement of packages on panels and decks is driven by several factors; the amount of heat the packages dissipate and the amount of environmental loading onto the local thermal radiators. Table 3 shows the predicted steady state orbit average heat dissipated from the packages inside the TIMED spacecraft per panel and deck, which must be rejected to space from available radiators. Note the hot and cold case differences. The asterisks in Table 3 indicate the components are thermally isolated from the spacecraft but are included for completeness.

In general, the spacecraft thermal design has been created primarily from the steady state orbit average conditions, as opposed to the orbit transient effects. However, the time-varying sources must be considered to verify the peak temperatures for each package. There are four sources of time varying heat generators on the spacecraft. The battery heat dissipation changes due to the charge, discharge and trickle charge nature of eclipsing spacecraft. The heat from the peak power tracker converter modules (PPTCM), which maximizes the power produced from the solar arrays during low beta angles, also varies with time. The power system electronics (PSE) exhibits the same characteristics as the PPTCM. The Integrated Electronics Module (IEM) contains the S-band transmitters, which are powered up to 20 minutes out of every 97-minute orbit.

**THERMAL DESIGN DESCRIPTION**

Now that the many requirements have been defined and the package locations have been organized on the spacecraft, the real thermal design must be completed. The thermal design philosophy is to reject the heat from the packages to space by creating the shortest possible path between the packages and a usable radiator. With this in mind, the packages on the inside of ± X panels and the +Y panel have direct connection to a viable radiator, which is the outside of each panel. These spacecraft panels are fairly self-contained, since they have their own radiators and heater systems, which will be discussed later. So the thermal management of these panels is fairly straightforward. However, several electronics boxes are mounted to both sides of the bottom and top decks.

The bottom deck has no direct access to usable radiator area due to external blockage. Thus heat pipes are employed as a conduction enhancement method. Four ammonia-filled heat pipes were embedded in the honeycomb round deck, under the reaction wheel brackets, to transport the 26 watts from the wheels to the +Y side adapter ring for rejection. The heat from the reaction wheels must be conducted down the support brackets and into the heat pipes for transfer to the edge of the round deck. The heat must then travel across the joint between the round deck and the machined deck and then down to the adapter ring. Both joints are bolted interfaces with numerous fasteners. This heat flow path is long, but usable, for the reaction wheel heat dissipation, made possible by the use of the heat pipes.

Similarly, the top deck supports several boxes that have no direct access to viable radiators. The top deck supports the two Inertial Reference Units (IRU or Gyros), which produces 23 watts each, but not simultaneously. The heat from the IRU’s is conducted to the +Y IEM panel for rejection via a 0.062” thick aluminum doubler bonded between the IRU’s and the top deck facesheet. Detailed analyses showed that the 0.015” aluminum facesheets and honeycomb core were not sufficient to maintain adequate margin on the IRU’s. The other packages conductively mounted to the top deck can be maintained within operating range with just the aluminum honeycomb panel.
As briefly discussed above, the optical bench is mounted to the top deck of the spacecraft. A titanium kinematic mounting system thermally isolates the bench from the spacecraft. However, to minimize the bulk temperature change of the bench, the bottom of the bench is allowed to radiatively view the top deck, which is painted black to enhance radiation heat transfer. In other words, no MLI blanket is placed between the bench and the top deck. The top and sides of the bench are covered with MLI blankets to isolate the bench from the varying external environment. The thermal design of the bench is totally passive. No heaters or radiators are used to heat or cool the bench. The components mounted to the bench are thermally isolated from the bench or produce little or no heat, preventing local thermal distortions of the bench.

The two star trackers are mounted to the top of the optical bench via three titanium bi-pods and a spacecraft supplied graphite epoxy bracket. The trackers have their own thermal control design with radiators and heaters, including a Thermal Electric Cooler (TEC) to maintain the CCD below 20 °C.

Due to their tight temperature requirements, the two battery halves are thermally isolated from the spacecraft using G-10 isolators. The battery halves are individually wrapped with MLI blankets, radiatively isolating the battery from the spacecraft interior. The baseplate of each battery is used as a thermal radiator to reject the internal heat dissipation. Two redundant heater and electronic thermostat circuits were designed to, not only maintain the battery above -5 °C, but maintain the bulk temperature difference between the two halves below 3 °C. Mechanical thermostats are employed to protect both the hot and cold extremes of the battery, in case both electronic heater circuits should fail.

Most of the instruments are thermally isolated from the spacecraft with Titanium or G-10 mounting feet. The instrument interface temperatures must be maintained within operating and non-operating ranges in order to facilitate the thermal performance of the instruments. SABER and SEE are thermally isolated from the spacecraft, with their own thermal design systems to maintain the desired temperatures. The TIDI profiler and TIDI telescopes are also isolated from the spacecraft and have their own thermal control, but the TIDI electronics box is conductively mounted to the underside of the top deck near the IRU’s. The GUVI SIS housing is also thermally isolated from the spacecraft bottom deck and thermally self-contained. However, the rest of the GUVI packages (HVPS, FPE 1 and 2, SIS E-box and ECU) are all conductively mounted to the spacecraft. Interesting enough, the GUVI SIS scan motor is actually thermally isolated from the SIS housing and the four watts generated by the motor is conducted to the spacecraft via a copper strap. The spacecraft thermal design adequately accommodates the heat from these packages and maintains the desired temperature ranges.

Now that the locations of all the thermal radiators have been specified and the heat rejection capability is adequate, the judicious use of heater power to maintain minimum temperatures can be investigated. MLI blankets are used, not only to isolate the spacecraft from the sun, like on the -Y panel, but also to close down the radiator area saving heater power. The electronics radiators on the ±X panels are designed to allow multiple boxes to use the same radiator area, as opposed to separate cutouts in the MLI blanket. By opening only one hole in the MLI, the MLI efficiency is increased, as well as the fabrication of the blanket simplified. The more efficient the MLI blankets, the smaller the heater power requirements. The hole in the MLI is sized to expose the appropriate amount of area to maintain the panel, and the attach packages, below the maximum operating temperature during the hot case and also, if possible, eliminate any operational heaters for the cold case. Thus, a passive thermal design has been created for most of the spacecraft components.

Survival (or non-operating) heaters and mechanical thermostats are employed to protect the spacecraft minimum operational temperatures. Each panel and deck, except the -Y panel, has a redundant set of heaters and thermostats, which are continuously powered, to provide 100% protection from exposure to minimum temperatures. The survival thermostat set points are staggered to allow both heater circuit relays to be enabled, with only one circuit drawing current. Should a failure occur in the thermal system, the redundant set of thermostats and heaters are available to protect the spacecraft. The star trackers have a similar redundant set of heater circuits, with thermostat set points below the predicted operating temperatures. The battery operational heater circuits are the only operational circuits used to control a spacecraft component. The instruments have both operational and survival heater circuits.
Selection of external material properties is typically the most difficult of the thermal hardware due to the lack of choices. Basically, there are paints, conversion coatings (anodizes), thin films (rigid and flexible) and MLI blankets. The spacecraft is using Silver Teflon as the radiator surface of choice and for the outer layer of the MLI blankets as well. Silver Teflon has a very low solar absorptivity, while maintaining a reasonably high emissivity. Silver Teflon can be applied at any time in the integration process, and with the use of a transfer adhesive, can easily be applied just prior to launch to maintain cleanliness. Where available radiator area is limited, like the two battery halves and ±Y IEM radiators, 0.01" thick Silver Teflon is used to maximize the emissivity. Where radiator area is relatively more abundant, like on the ± X panels and on the outside of the adapter ring, 0.005" thick Silver Teflon is used. 0.002" thick Silver Teflon is used as the outer layer of the MLI blankets to minimize the outer layer temperature. In terms of paints, the S-Band antenna radomes, the GNS antenna ground planes and antenna elements, the back of the solar arrays and the solar array yoke assemblies are coated with A276 Aeroglaze white paint. SABER radiators and the TIDI profiler radiator and earth shade are covered with Z93-P white paint to take advantage of the paints very high emissivity and the relatively low absorptivity, especially at temperatures below −60 °C. SABER and the TIDI profiler radiators are in the sun keep out zone, so absorptivity is less a concern than the high emissivity. The SEE instrument radiator, the GUVI SIS housing radiator and two of the TIDI telescope sunshades are covered with 0.005" thick Silver Teflon.

The TIMED spacecraft is covered with MLI blankets to protect it from the sun and insulate it from the cold of deep space. The MLI layout consists of 18 inner layers of 0.001" thick Dacron mesh separating 0.0025" thick double aluminized Mylar. The inner most layer is a 0.002" thick Dacron sailcloth, which is very durable and flexible. In terms of the outer layer, there will actually be two. First, a 0.001" thick single aluminized Kapton sheet, Kapton side out, will be used as the outer layer for the initial MLI blanket construction and used up through the spacecraft thermal vacuum test. Then, the blankets will be removed and a 0.002" thick sheet of Silver Teflon will be attached to the outside of the blankets. This will preserve the Teflon from being damaged due to the normal handling that occurs during spacecraft integration and test. The blankets will be installed at the launch facility just prior to integration on the DPAF.

MLI blankets cover the outside of the top deck, underneath the SEE instrument and the TIDI profiler. Blankets are wrapped around the S-band antenna masts, leaving only the cylindrical radomes exposed on top. The Optical bench top and sides are covered with MLI, as mentioned above, and the GNS antennas masts are covered up to the bottom side of the ground planes. The SEE instrument, the TIDI profiler and the TIDI telescopes all have some MLI blankets. The −Y panel and the four corner panels are completely covered with MLI. The outside of the bottom deck, both inside and outside of the payload adapter ring, is also completely covered with MLI, except for some of the GUVI SIS housing. The SIS housing has an external radiator and a larger aperture door, which opens after launch. The ±X panels are covered with MLI blankets, with holes cut in the blankets to expose the radiator surfaces.

**THERMAL VACUUM SHROUD TEST SETUP**

The TIMED spacecraft was scheduled for testing inside the SES chamber at the GSFC in greenbelt, MD. The plan was to use an existing shroud enclosure developed for the Mid-course Surveillance Experiment (MSX) spacecraft to surround the top portion of the TIMED spacecraft. The enclosure looks like an eight-sided gazebo, were panels can be installed into the sides and top to provide a variety of environmental conditions. The initial shroud configuration consisted of a 66" tall lower frame section, an 81" upper frame section and a crown, or lid, on the top. The 66" section and the lower part of the 81" section were to be left open such that the spacecraft could have a large view to the chamber cold wall. An enclosure would be created around the top of the spacecraft, consisting of 17" tall cryo panels, which would be installed at the top of the 81" section, the crown, which contains 8 triangular cryo panels, plus a closeout MLI blanket between the bottom of the 17" panels and the spacecraft top deck. Figure 3 shows the proposed setup. This shroud arrangement would allow the components on the top deck to view a common environment inside the top enclosure, while the rest of the spacecraft would view the cold wall.
All the cryo panels were built and ready for integration into the shroud. However, six weeks prior, during a verification of the newly upgraded thermal system in the SES chamber, a part within a steam heat exchange failed. The steam heat exchanger is used to flush the liquid nitrogen from the chamber cold walls and warm the walls back up to ambient temperature. Without the steam heat exchange, the cold wall could not be flooded for the next test, which was the TIMED spacecraft test in just 6 short weeks. The steam heat exchanger would be out of commission for at least 10-12 weeks and the chamber would have to be requalified prior to the start of our test. We had a BIG problem.

After several days of discussions with the Goddard personnel, it was decided to fabricate enough cryo panels to completely enclose the TIMED spacecraft in the MSX shroud. Twelve 61” tall cryo panels would be installed in the 66” lower portion and the 81” upper portion would be populated with twelve 76” tall cryo panels. These cryo panels, once flooded with liquid nitrogen, would hopefully simulate the cold wall. Unfortunately, by installing the 76” panels in the upper section, the 17” panels originally designed for the top enclosure no longer fit. So, heater panels were installed on the inside of the 81” section, at the top, providing the sides for the top enclosure. (These replaced the 17” cryo panels mentioned above). Brackets were created that suspend the heater panels from the top of the 81” section. The back of the heater panels were covered with MLI to isolated them from the 76” panel directly behind. Figure 4 shows the final configuration used for the TIMED spacecraft test. Two of the 61” cryo panels were plumbed used flexible lines, which enable them to be opened, allowing personnel access inside the shroud without disconnecting any plumbing. (An excellent, timesaving idea). The rest of the cryo panels were hard plumbed together.

The shroud frames were constructed of C channels welded together into modular section that heater or cryo panels could be installed inside the open frames creating the enclosure. Normally, these C-channels are looking at the flooded cold wall of the chamber, and thus would be very cold relative to the spacecraft. Therefore, the channels could be neglected in the thermal balance condition. However, with the chamber cold wall not flooded with liquid nitrogen, these channels would be looking at a warm chamber wall. Special care had to be taken to blanket the inside of the channels, such that the spacecraft had no view to these channels. Aluminized Mylar “V’s” were placed over each channel, on the inside of the enclosure, to minimize the view from s/c radiators to the channels. Additionally, an aluminized Mylar sheet was draped around the outside of the entire enclosure to block any direct view that the s/c might have to the warm wall and also reduce the liquid nitrogen usage in the shroud. Furthermore, MLI was also placed on the floor of the chamber to radiatively isolate the spacecraft from the warm payload table (chamber floor).

The sides and top of the spacecraft would now view the inside of the shroud enclosure. But, the bottom of the spacecraft must also be controlled. Thus, two cryo panels were installed on the bottom of the chamber floor inside the enclosure. Two, you ask? The first cryo panel was placed on top of Teflon block and on top of the floor MLI to provide a cold sink for the spacecraft test stand. This 47” diameter cryo panel also doubled as a cold trap for contamination collection during chamber warm up, since the normal cold trap was outside the shroud enclosure next to the chamber wall. The second cryo panel sat on top of the first panel and would provided the radiation environment for the GUVI instrument inside the spacecraft adapter ring. This cryo panel was designed with retractable legs to allow the spacecraft test stand to be install over the lowered cryo panel, then the panel would be raised into position just below the GUVI instrument.

One additional cold plate was required for the TIMED spacecraft test. The TIDI profiler required an liquid nitrogen panel to be placed a few inches from their radiator. To meet this requirement, a separate cryo panel was suspended from a C-channel that ran across the top of the 81” section. Therefore a total of 35 individual cryo panels and 8 heater panels were used to control to the TIMED spacecraft TV test.

The shroud enclosure and the other cryo panels created a total of 4 zones. The first zone is the top deck enclosure, which consists of the crown, the side heater panels and the top deck closeout MLI. The 61” cryo panels and the lower portion of the 76” Liquid Nitrogen-filled cryo panels provide the “cold wall” for the spacecraft sides. The GUVI cryo panel provides the environment for the GUVI Spectrograph. As shown in Figure 4, the top deck enclosure was controlled between -70 °C and +10 °C during different portions of the test. A thermal control unit (TCU) was used to control the crown temperatures, with the heater panels set to the same temperature as the
TCU. The GUVI cryo panel was controlled between −40 °C and +30 °C, by employing another stand-alone TCU. The TCU’s flow gaseous nitrogen through the Crown and GUVI cryo panels controlling the panel temperatures. The fourth zone was the cryo panel in front of the TIDI profiler CCD radiator and it was set to −186 °C the entire test. This cryo panel is actually inside the top deck enclosure and had to be externally blanketed to prevent other top deck components from viewing this cold plate.

After several weeks of very busy activity by APL and Goddard personnel, the shroud was finally assembled, plumbed and leak checked outside the chamber. All the heater panels were installed and the thermocouples integrated onto the shrouds and panels. MLI blankets were installed on the inside of the channels, with the “V’s” to be installed later. Once the two cryo panel that resting on the chamber floor were installed, the enclosure was placed into the chamber, without the spacecraft, for a verification of the shroud thermal design. During the shroud thermal verification, several things became obvious. It appeared that the design would work to provide the necessary environments. But, the 61” cryo panels were being starved of liquid nitrogen and thus did not reach −186 °C as expected. By quickly replumbing the panels to allow two fluid circuits instead of one, the system could completely flood. Now the shroud was ready for the spacecraft to arrive.

SPACECRAFT TV PREPARATIONS

At the same time that the shroud was being configured and assembled, the spacecraft was in the GSFC cleanroom being prepared for the TV test. The first step was to remove the solar arrays from the spacecraft since the stowed arrays blocked the spacecraft and battery thermal radiators. A heater plate was bolted to the solar array interface to the spacecraft to provide the predicted solar array heat loading into the solar array drive motor. 150 Thermocouples were installed on the spacecraft to monitor the critical temperatures during the testing. The four S-band antennas were enclosed in hat couplers allowing RF communication during all testing phases. Heaters and MLI blankets were installed on the bottom (NADIR) two hat couplers to protect them against the cold shroud temperatures. The top two hat couplers did not require supplemental heaters. The two star tracker stimulators were removed for the thermal balance test to insure a proper thermal balance of the trackers and the optical bench. The GNS antenna hat couplers were also remove for thermal balance testing.

Kapton themofoil heaters were used to control the temperature of the spacecraft bus, control the test stand, simulate the environmental heating rates and provide zero flux controls at critical interfaces. Some of the heaters where placed on the outside of the spacecraft, on the honeycomb panels, in place of the thermal radiators. These heaters acted as the radiator surfaces, as well as, provide the ability to apply the expected orbital loading directly to the spacecraft, as opposed to using Infrared lamps. The +/- X spacecraft panels, the two battery half radiators and the +Y IEM panel were covered with heaters, which double as radiators. Heaters where installed on the inside of the top and bottom decks, on the inside the payload adapter fitting (PAF) and on the test stand. A total of 17 flux heater circuits where used to apply a given heat load to the spacecraft, while 14 temperature control heater circuits where used to either set a boundary temperature or interface temperature or establish zero heat flow (Zero-Q) interfaces.

The zero-Q interfaces were established to zero out the heat flow across certain spacecraft interfaces in order to obtain a good thermal balance condition. By placing heaters on each side of an interface, the temperature across the interface can be controlled, assuming there is a local radiator available to cool down the interfaces. The top edge of the stand, which was painted white, was left open to view the cold shroud to act as a radiator. Heaters where placed on the top of the stand and on the inside of the spacecraft adapter ring (the dummy PAF) to control the temperatures. Furthermore, heaters were place on each of the eight stand legs, at the bottom, to control the bottom of the stand relative to the top of the stand. The temperature difference across the interface between the bottom of the dummy PAF and the top of the stand was held to less that 0.5 C throughout the thermal balance portion. Other than the top edge of the stand, the rest of the stand was blanketed to minimize the heater power required to heater the stand. Both the inside and outside of the dummy PAF were also blanketed. Additionally, four wire bundles were zero-Q’d as the bundles came off of the spacecraft bottom deck. All the heaters on the stand were installed in the cleanroom, while the wire bundle heaters were installed on the spacecraft inside the chamber.
Now that all the heaters and thermocouples where installed on the spacecraft, the MLI blankets could be
installed around the spacecraft. Finally a bag was placed over the entire spacecraft to maintain cleanliness during
the trip over to the chamber.

SPACECRAFT INSTALLATION INTO TV CHAMBER

To install the spacecraft into the chamber, the chamber top was removed, and then the crown was
removed from the top of the shroud. The TIDI cold plate and support beam were unbolted and set aside. The
test stand, on which the spacecraft rests, was lowered into the chamber and placed on four large G-10 blocks to
isolated the stand from the chamber floor. The stand was clamped to the floor across the G-10 blocks. Small
holes were cut in the floor MLI to accommodate the clamps. The spacecraft was then lowered into the chamber
and onto the stand with 6 small G-10 blocks used to isolate the spacecraft from the stand. Once the spacecraft was
securely bolted to the test stand, the TIDI Profiler cryo panel was install and finally the crown section was
reinstall, completing the enclosure. After the chamber top was closed and particle counts where taken to verify
cleanliness levels, the bag used to protect the spacecraft from contamination was removed. Finally, the drape that
covered the outside of the entire enclosure was put back in place, leaving a flap open to access the inside of the
enclosure through the two movable 61” panels.

Now that the access to the spacecraft was available by removing the contamination bag, the final thermal
preparations could begin. The GUVI cryo panel was raised up to close off the top of the test stand. MLI blankets
where installed around the edge of the GUVI cryo panel over to the top of the stand providing an enclosure
inside the spacecraft adapter ring. Furthermore, the stand legs and base were wrapped in MLI blankets. All
spacecraft thermocouples and heater circuits were hooked up and checked out. Note that the shroud heaters,
thermocouples and fluid circuits were checked out during the chamber / shroud verification test. The top deck
closure closeout MLI was one of the last pieces to be installed, prior to the start of the TV test. Once the two
61” cryo panels were closed and the outer drape tape closed, the chamber door could be close in preparation for
pump down.

THERMAL BALANCE TESTING

Figure 2 shows the thermal balance and thermal cycle temperature profile to which the spacecraft was
exposed. The thermal balance portion of the test lasted for 9 days, while the thermal cycle portion lasted for 19
days. Six different thermal balance cases where performed attempting to verify the spacecraft thermal design
system, as well as, provide valuable data for the model correlation effort. The test began with the start of the
chamber turbo pumps, at which time the spacecraft was configured for a launch simulation. As the chamber
pumped down simulating the assent of the spacecraft, the on-line battery provided all the electrical power for
the spacecraft components. Two and half hours after the start of pump down, the battery was recharged then
taken off-line and then the spacecraft was configured for the first balance case.

A cold survival case, Case 1, was performed which configured the spacecraft into a cold safe mode
condition with the absolute minimum electronics operating. The power supplies, which provide the electrical
power to the spacecraft in the TV chamber, were adjusted to provide the minimum bus voltage of 24.5 Volts. The
instrument and spacecraft survival heater circuits were activated to verify the ability of the thermal system to
protect the spacecraft during worst case orbit conditions. The test showed that the thermal design successfully
maintained all components within their non-operating ranges if off, and for those components still operating,
within their operating ranges. It should be noted that this test represents a last-ditch condition on the spacecraft
to recover from a low voltage condition, which should never happen on orbit. But, the spacecraft was designed
and now tested to that condition.

A few anomalies occurred during the balance test, as occurs during any test, and they include a lower
than expected heat dissipation by the spacecraft electronics boxes in the order of 40 Watts. This lower than
expected heat resulted in the spacecraft survival heaters consuming more than their predicted power in order to
maintain minimum temperatures. In order to push the spacecraft thermal system, Case 1 intentionally set the
spacecraft bus voltage to 24.5 Volts. By combining the low bus voltage, the minimum predicted environmental
heat loads and the lower than expected box heat dissipations, several survival thermostats ran at 100% duty cycle. No critical minimum temperatures were exceeded and the survival heaters maintained the bus temperatures. Another point that should be stated is that the test environment does not provide the solar loading on the MLI blankets, which allowed the spacecraft to cool down further than actual on-orbit conditions. This test provided a great deal of confidence in the spacecraft's ability to thermally survive on-orbit.

The second thermal balance condition, Case 2, was another cold survival condition, but less severe than Case 1, in that the bus voltage was raised to 26.3 Volts, one AIU turned off and one IEM was brought on line. This condition simulates what happens during an attitude safe mode, as opposed to a low voltage safe mode. The test case showed the appropriate decrease in heater duty cycles occurred associated with the voltage increase and the IEM heat generation. Table 4 shows a summary of all internal heat dissipated, the environmental heat load applied and the flight heater power applied to the spacecraft during each test case.

Case 3 represents the first full spacecraft operating condition, with the instruments coming on-line for the first time. The bus voltage was set to 29 volts. The environmental load applied was consistent with the predicted absorbed heat based on Beginning of Life (BOL) optical properties for the external surfaces of the spacecraft. Additionally, the battery has been off-line, in trickle charge, since shortly after the beginning of the test, which produces only minimal amounts of internal heat.

Case 4 was similar to Case 3 in the components that were powered, but the environment was raised to represent the End of Life (EOL) conditions and the hottest predicted environmental heat loading. Furthermore, the battery was brought on-line for the first time since the launch simulation at the beginning of the test, which resulted in the bus voltage being clamped to the battery voltage of 33 Volts. This balance case verified that an adequate amount of radiator was exposed to allow the rejection of both the internal heat dissipation and the absorbed environmental loading.

The goal for Case 6 was to establish a flight-like orbit simulation by varying the power input into the spacecraft from the solar array simulator. A 90-minute orbit simulation was created that cycled the power into the power system to determine the thermal effect on the spacecraft bus. The Battery, PPTCM and the PSE were directly effected by the varying input power. Additionally, the transmitter in the IEM was cycled once per orbit, on for 20 minutes, off for 70 minutes, to see the transient effects on the bus. The results showed a 4 °C peak to peak oscillation on the PPTCM, which is smaller than expected. This result makes sense based on the reduced amount of heat actually dissipated from PPTCM observed in earlier cases. The same environment loading and spacecraft load were maintained as in case 4, except for those transient components stated.

Case 5 provided the maximum steady state hot case conditions for the spacecraft bus. The predicted on-orbit environmental loading was increased by 20%, as well as all redundant units powered, to create the worst hot case for the spacecraft. Additionally, one transmitter was turned on for the entire test case to provide the maximum IEM dissipation. Unfortunately, the second Inertial Reference Unit (IRU’s or Gyros), was inadvertently turned off half way through the case and thus the maximum temperatures were not obtained. But, the trend showed that both IRU’s would have operated fine in the hot test condition. Note in Table 4 the 627 Watts of total heat load on the spacecraft bus for this case versus the 382 Watts associated with Case 1. The test did show that enough radiator area is exposed on the spacecraft to reject the internal heat, as well as more than the expected environmental loading. The 20% increase should allow for the on-orbit MLI heat loading not tested.

The thermal balance testing provide a very good dry run for the on orbit conditions in terms of component temperature limits. The balance test pushed the extremes of many components right to their yellow limits and sometimes, almost to their red limit. For example, the GUVI ECU, during the cold survival case saw -33 °C, with a survival test limit of -34 °C. The GUVI personnel saw this as no risk to the box, so no action was taken. This was one result of the lower heat dissipation from spacecraft boxes. But, the results of the test forced a hard look at all the temperature limits to see if they really apply.

The thermal balance test revealed that the spacecraft thermal system could adequately protect the spacecraft subsystem, especially given the fact that the internal heat dissipation was 40 Watts less that expected.
Furthermore, the test showed that enough radiator is available to reject the environmental and internal heat in the hottest conditions. The thermal balance portion was completed ahead of schedule, just in time for the Christmas holidays. Once the test was completed and the chamber brought back to ambient conditions, the spacecraft was configured over the next few days for the thermal cycling test. The Star Tracker Simulators were installed on the end of the sunshades and G-negated to minimize the loading on the Trackers. The GPS hat couplers were install to provide signals to the GPS navigation system. The SEE and GUVI instruments installed stimulator lamps facing their apertures.

THERMAL CYCLE TESTING

After the Y2K NASA facility shutdown, the TIMED spacecraft was powered up and checked out in preparation for the start of the cycling portion. A repeat of the launch simulation was conducted during chamber pump down to again verify operation of components during the “launch assent”. The thermal cycle portion of the thermal testing sailed through with very few thermal glitches. The spacecraft bus was cycled 4 times between -15 °C and +30 °C, with most components performing as expected. The exceptions, and there are always exceptions, include the Star Trackers Thermal Electric Cooler set points which were 3, 20 and 42 °C, instead of the 0, 20 and 30 °C as expected. Furthermore, the flight PT1000 temperature sensor on the TIDI Telescope #2 show an inaccurate reading at least once during one of the cold transitions.

The thermal shrouds and heater circuits were used to cycle the spacecraft over the desired temperature ranges. A majority of the flux heater circuits were converted over to temperature control circuits for ease of operation during the cycle portion. This allowed almost a hands-off control for the spacecraft temperatures. The cycle portion was completed on schedule.

THERMAL VACUUM TESTING TEMPERATURE RESULTS AND MODEL CORRELATION

Upon completion of the thermal balance portion of the TV testing, the correlation effort was started. Figures 5-9 show the actual temperature data as compared to the correlated model steady state temperature results. The correlation effort was concluded when all the spacecraft test temperatures matched the model predictions within +/- 3 °C, while the heat balance for each case was well within 10%. The figures illustrate the close relationship between the model results and test data. Note the -30 to +30 °C temperature range for the spacecraft panels. Figure 9 shows the battery radiator temperature comparison, with the temperature range between -13 and -2 °C as desired. The correlated model will be used to predict on-orbit temperatures for the TIMED spacecraft for comparison against actual flight data.

CONCLUSION

In general, the thermal vacuum testing at GSFC was very successful. The few anomalies experienced during the test resulted in several actions. First, one additional flight heater was added to the +X and -X survival heater circuits to insure proper heater duty cycles on-orbit. And secondly, after a thorough investigation, the TIMED team could not find any apparent problem with the TIDI Telescope flight temperature sensor or associated harness.

The GSFC chamber facility crews need to be recognized for their hard work and dedication to the testing efforts. I’d further like to thank the other APL thermal engineers and APL test personnel who helped make the test such a success. Everything went as planned largely due to people who kept the ball rolling, especially during the extremely hazardous weather conditions we experienced. Thanks again for all the help. The TIMED spacecraft is now ready for launch on a Delta II rocket, which is scheduled for later February 2001, along with the JASON Spacecraft. I look for to an exciting launch.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsystem and Components</th>
<th>Location on spacecraft</th>
<th>Beta Angle Max &amp; Min Orbit Average Heat Dissipation (W)</th>
<th>Operating Test Range (°C)</th>
<th>Non-operating Test Range (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power System</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Power Tracker Converter Modules (PPTCM), 2 units</td>
<td>1 on +X panel, in 1 on -X panel, in</td>
<td>46.7/15.5</td>
<td>-29/+55</td>
<td>-34/+60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power System Electronics &amp; Distribution Unit (PSE/DU)</td>
<td>+X panel, in</td>
<td>28.3/16.7</td>
<td>-29/+55</td>
<td>-34/+60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuse Junction Boxes, 2 units</td>
<td>1 on +X panel, in 1 on -X panel, in</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-29/+55</td>
<td>-34/+60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.6 sq. ft. solar array wings, 2 wings</td>
<td>1 on +X side, out 1 on -X side, out</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-80/+100</td>
<td>-80/+100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar array drive motors, 2 units</td>
<td>1 on +X side, out 1 on -X side, out</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-29/+55</td>
<td>-34/+60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar array drive control unit</td>
<td>-Z deck, in</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-29/+55</td>
<td>-34/+60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 cell 50 Amp-Hr Ni-H Battery (2 X 11 cell halves)</td>
<td>1 on +X panel, in 1 on -X panel, in</td>
<td>40/16</td>
<td>-10/+20</td>
<td>-20/+30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attitude Control System</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Tracker, 2 units, TEC on for max.</td>
<td>Optical Bench, out</td>
<td>16.31/12.31</td>
<td>-30/+50</td>
<td>-40/+60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude Interface Units (AIU), 2 units in Chassis (Both units on for max.)</td>
<td>+X panel, in</td>
<td>22.4/11.2</td>
<td>-29/+55</td>
<td>-34/+60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude Flight Computers (AFC), 2 units stacked (Both units on for max.)</td>
<td>-X panel, in</td>
<td>14.64/7.32</td>
<td>-29/+55</td>
<td>-34/+60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertial Reference Units (IRU), 2 units</td>
<td>-Z deck, in</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-30/+70</td>
<td>-40/+75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum Reaction Wheels, 4 units</td>
<td>+Z deck, in</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-23/+55</td>
<td>-34/+60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torque Rods, 3 units</td>
<td>-Y, +X &amp; Corner Panel</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-40/+60</td>
<td>-50/+80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun sensors, 4 units</td>
<td>2 on -Y panel 2 on +Y corners</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-100/+100</td>
<td>-100/+100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetometers, 2 units</td>
<td>+Z deck, out</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-40/+60</td>
<td>-50/+80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetometer electronics, 2 units</td>
<td>Corner panel, in</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>-40/+60</td>
<td>-50/+80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C&amp;DH System</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-Band Antennas, 2 Zenith and 2 Nadir units</td>
<td>-Z deck, out +Z deck, out</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-100/+75</td>
<td>-100/-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS Antennas, 2 units</td>
<td>Optical Bench</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-100/+75</td>
<td>-100/-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Electronics Module (IEM), 2 units</td>
<td>+Y panel, in</td>
<td>94.95/65.65</td>
<td>-29/+55</td>
<td>-34/+60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Interface Units (RIU), 6 units</td>
<td>Scattered around</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>-29/+55</td>
<td>-34/+60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2
TIMED Spacecraft Temperature Requirements Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Thermal Control Design Ranges</th>
<th>Package Test Ranges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operating Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>Non-Operating Temperature (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+X Panel</td>
<td>-14 to +45</td>
<td>-19 to +50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Y Panel</td>
<td>-19 to +45</td>
<td>-24 to +50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-X Panel</td>
<td>-19 to +45</td>
<td>-24 to +50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Y Panel (@ IEM)</td>
<td>-19 to +45</td>
<td>-24 to +50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Z Deck (@ IRU)</td>
<td>-20 to +60</td>
<td>-30 to +65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Z Deck</td>
<td>-13 to +45</td>
<td>-19 to +50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical bench</td>
<td>-5 to +35</td>
<td>-20 to +30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Trackers</td>
<td>-25 to +40</td>
<td>-30 to +45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries</td>
<td>-5 to +10</td>
<td>-15 to +20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar arrays</td>
<td>-70 to +90</td>
<td>-70 to +90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna</td>
<td>-90 to +65</td>
<td>-90 to +65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3
TIMED Spacecraft Internal Heat Dissipation Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+X Panel</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Y Panel</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-X Panel</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Y Panel</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>62.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Z Deck</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Z Deck</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corner Panels</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical bench</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Trackers (2)*</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Halves (2)*</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUVI SIS Motor</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUVI SIS*</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABER*</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>59.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE*</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIDI telescopes*</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIDI profiler*</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Heat</strong></td>
<td><strong>419.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>370.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>350.8</strong></td>
<td><strong>309.1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Components are thermally isolated from spacecraft.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Heat</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
<th>Case 5</th>
<th>Case 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+X Bat.</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>8.31</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-X Bat</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>8.31</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+X Panel</td>
<td>44.29</td>
<td>34.42</td>
<td>35.30</td>
<td>36.55</td>
<td>59.07</td>
<td>36.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-X Panel</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>23.94</td>
<td>31.93</td>
<td>38.80</td>
<td>32.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Y Panel</td>
<td>23.20</td>
<td>47.93</td>
<td>49.37</td>
<td>51.79</td>
<td>97.00</td>
<td>51.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapter &amp; +Z deck</td>
<td>14.37</td>
<td>16.22</td>
<td>24.32</td>
<td>28.22</td>
<td>29.70</td>
<td>27.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Z deck</td>
<td>22.27</td>
<td>22.76</td>
<td>37.37</td>
<td>39.15</td>
<td>40.41</td>
<td>38.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>122.51</td>
<td>141.08</td>
<td>184.80</td>
<td>204.15</td>
<td>281.60</td>
<td>203.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Heaters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+X Bat.</td>
<td>30.66</td>
<td>25.90</td>
<td>27.12</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-X Bat</td>
<td>30.66</td>
<td>25.90</td>
<td>27.12</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+X Panel</td>
<td>10.26</td>
<td>23.11</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-X Panel</td>
<td>30.78</td>
<td>30.97</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Y Panel</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapter &amp; +Z deck</td>
<td>17.65</td>
<td>19.88</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Z deck</td>
<td>13.65</td>
<td>11.56</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>136.19</td>
<td>137.33</td>
<td>74.17</td>
<td>18.22</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>10.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal and Flight Heater Total</td>
<td>258.70</td>
<td>278.41</td>
<td>258.98</td>
<td>222.36</td>
<td>281.60</td>
<td>214.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Heater</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+X Bat.</td>
<td>24.03</td>
<td>24.14</td>
<td>24.15</td>
<td>46.60</td>
<td>57.96</td>
<td>46.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-X Bat</td>
<td>24.30</td>
<td>24.32</td>
<td>24.26</td>
<td>47.14</td>
<td>58.66</td>
<td>47.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+X Panel</td>
<td>17.97</td>
<td>15.30</td>
<td>22.47</td>
<td>64.24</td>
<td>78.38</td>
<td>64.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-X Panel</td>
<td>13.42</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>16.90</td>
<td>43.44</td>
<td>52.19</td>
<td>43.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapter &amp; +Z deck</td>
<td>26.92</td>
<td>26.96</td>
<td>29.96</td>
<td>56.29</td>
<td>73.45</td>
<td>56.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Z deck</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Heater Total</td>
<td>123.46</td>
<td>121.11</td>
<td>131.98</td>
<td>279.04</td>
<td>345.78</td>
<td>279.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int/Flt/Test Heater Totals</td>
<td>382.16</td>
<td>399.52</td>
<td>390.95</td>
<td>501.41</td>
<td>627.38</td>
<td>493.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2
TIMED S/C THERMAL VACUUM TEST PROFILE

- S/C Mission Test
- S/C Performance Test

- Normal Ops - Event Driven

- Thermal Cycling Cases

- Completed on 12/90
Figure 1
TIMED Spacecraft in Stowed Configuration

- GPS Antenna (1 of 2)
- Zenith S-Band Antenna (1 of 2)
- Star Trackers (1 of 2)
- SEE Instrument
- TIDI Telescopes (1 of 4)
- TIDI Profiler
- Optical Bench
- SABER Instrument
- Solar Array Yoke Dampers (2 per Yoke Assy.)
- Solar Array Panel Damper (1 per Hinge Line)
- Solar Arrays (Stowed Configuration, Removed for TV Test)
- +X Side Panel
- Permanent Corner Panel (1 of 4)
- Nadir S-band Antenna (1 of 2)
- IEM +Y Panel
- TIDI Profiler CCD Radiator
- +Z Machined deck
- Payload Adapter Ring (Cold Side)
- +Y (Cold Side)
- +Z (Nadir)
Figure 3
TIMED Spacecraft Initial TV Test Configuration
(Top Cavity Only with Open frames)
Figure 4
TIMED Spacecraft Final TV Test Configuration
(Top Cavity with Cryo Panels in frames)
Figure 5
S/C Thermal Balance Data Versus Model Predictions
+Z Deck and Adapter Ring

Figure 6
S/C Thermal Balance Data Versus Model Predictions
+/- X Panels
Figure 7
S/C Thermal Balance Data Versus Model Predictions
-Z deck and Optical Bench

Figure 8
S/C Thermal Balance Data Versus Model Predictions
+/- Y Panels
Figure 9
S/C Thermal Balance Data Versus Model Predictions
+/- X Battery Radiator
RF HIGH POWER TEST IN THERMAL VACUUM

Bernard Mauconduit
ASTRIUM Toulouse

ABSTRACT

With a communications satellite it is important, once the connection of the high power radio-frequency (RF) interfaces have been made and tested, that those interfaces are not disturbed for maintaining the RF integrity (No intrusive test). However, during the thermal vacuum test the communication's performances are required to be checked. To enable this test to be conducted without demating the RF interfaces, thus allowing antennae to emit, the RF energy has to be absorbed. This paper briefly describes the design, development, test and subsequent use of the RF caps used during the thermal vacuum test on one of our EUROSTAR 2000+ spacecrafts.

INTRODUCTION

Once one connection has been made and tested, it was required not to demate it. This very simple and safe requirement induces a lot of problems. For example, when antennae are mounted and tested, it is no longer possible to open wave-guides and derive power to classical RF loads as usual for testing the repeater. Tests with all the Travel Wave Tube Amplifiers at saturation generate high level radio-frequency emission up to 2.25 kW through either the two TX antennae or 1.1 kW through the RX/TX antenna. With such high levels, human safety of operators at ambient pressure and high electrical fields in vacuum chamber are then posing difficulties. In the other hand, this way is the only one that guarantees the entire repeater and antennae work well at full power in multi-carrier mode.

INDUCED PROBLEMS IN VACUUM CHAMBER

Emitting radio-frequency power up to 2.25 kW in a closed vacuum chamber generates very high electrical field, due to the high number of reflections of the waves by the low absorbing metallic shrouds or walls of the facility. Such an environment is not compatible with the equipment and power has to be trapped, absorbed and evacuated out of the facility.

This efficient absorption concerns two different ways. The first one is related to the power returned back to the repeater that shall be minimized for protecting the on board equipment. In other words, Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) of the load shall be better than -20 dB. In the other hand, power loss in free room of the chamber shall be as small as possible and such that the generated maximum electrical field be compatible with the equipment Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) specification of the equipment.

When a load absorbs power, it warms up. Material and technology of the load shall be selected in order to minimize outgassing or coolant leaks, in order to avoid any pressure rise and then any risk of arcing either in the load or in the repeater. This heating has also to be controlled such that antennae maximum temperature will not be exceeded during the test.
Finally, introducing a RF absorbing device within the test facility shall not shadow the cooled shrouds as it could generate hot spots on the tested satellite. It means that size of the load and its support shall be as little as possible.

SELECTED SOLUTION

In order to avoid all the foreseen potential problems, we choose the following patented solution.

RF cap placed in front of the output of the horn to catch all the power directly at the source.

A cylindrical wave-guide with low absorbing walls traps the power. A reflector ends the cap and minimizes its length.

As classical absorbing material usually generate quite large outgassing and in order to minimize material heating, water is used either as absorber and coolant fluid. A tight window transparent to RF waves separates coolant and vacuum.

Fixing caps directly on the antenna masts using free strength fixtures minimizes the play between horn and cap. A RF shield with venting holes closes the space between horn and cap in order to minimize the power loss.

Figure 1, 2 and 3 present the patented design of the cap and the support of the cap onto antenna.

Designed load is 286 mm width in diameter and 450 mm long. Its mass is about 16.3 kg.

TEST SAFETY

As this system is used directly on a flight model satellite, particular attention is put on the satellite integrity. A specific safety device (see figure 4) was developed for surveying all the parameters that could permit to detect drift in the load performances before any degradation of the satellite equipment could occur. A computer acquires every second all the selected parameters, analyzes them and initiates, when required, the emergency actions.

In order to avoid any excessive heating of the load, the selected parameters to survey are pressure, temperature and flow-rate of the cooling water.

For avoiding any risk of arcing due to a pressure rise by outgassing or coolant leaks, the selected parameters are vacuum pressure in vicinity of the caps, pressure and flow rate of water. The last alarm would be detected by an increase in return power.

When software detects any parameter out of the specified range, it commands automatically the emergency actions that could be, depending on the bad parameters combination, stop RF modulation sent to the repeater, isolate one or all the water loop(s) or stop the water pump.

DEVELOPMENT PLAN

ASTRIUM Assembly Integration and Test Division with support from other departments developed the RF caps and all associated equipment, using a classical organization as follows.
Development of each of them is based on a classical scheme including

- Specification,
- Study, sizing, material selection and definition,
- Characterization tests,
- Fabrication,
- Qualification tests for caps on a qualification model,
- Acceptance tests of each item,
- System assembly and system acceptance test.

Due to the short schedule all the devices were designed in a closed loop process that included a Failure Modes Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA). It permitted to improve the equipment in real time and to quickly reach the safest possible design.

In addition, RF behavior of the vacuum chamber to be used with the satellite was tested to ensure the test could be safely run. These tests confirmed that the expected electrical field was low enough to be compliant with satellite equipment and do not perturb instrumentation of the facility (vacuum gauges, temperature measurement and gas analyzer).

TESTS AND PERFORMANCES

Qualification and Acceptance Tests

RF Power and Caps Heating

The main difficulty when developing such a high power RF cap is to generate the RF high power for testing it. Generally, you do not have at your disposal a mock-up of the repeater and it is then impossible to generate multicarrier cross-polarized RF waves up to some kilowatts. We avoided this difficulty by using a theoretical approach of the cap behaviors with single carrier, multicarrier or cross-polarized waves and checks by simple tests.

All these tests were made in the ASTRIUM Stevenage EMC laboratory, which owns a high power amplifier in the required frequency band. Caps were tested with one carrier up to 1.7 kW permanently applied. According to test results with four carriers or cross-polarized waves at low power, it corresponds to a power about 2.5 kW for 28 carriers and two-crossed polarization's.
RF window maximum temperature is well in accordance with calculated one (see figures 5 and 6). Extrapolation to the maximum allowed temperature demonstrated the ability to absorb up to 3 kW with cross polarization.

**VSWR**

VSWR measured with a network analyzer is presented in figure 7. VSWR measured at 100 W is comprised between -21 and -30 dB depending on the frequency. The mean value all over the frequency band is about -25.5 dB. VSWR is quite independent of the power and when power increases return loss decreases a little bit.

**RF Leak**

Without RF shield, external electrical field was measured at 35 cm of the load output with a 100 W single carrier. In the anechoic chamber it goes from 28 to 62 V/m. In a small vacuum chamber, it rises and goes from 82 to 188 V/m. By adding a RF shield whose mean efficiency is about -20 dB, it decreases respectively down to 12 to 19 V/m in free space or 29 to 100 V/m in vacuum chamber.

Extrapolating to the large test facility we expected up to 42 V/m.

**Operational Use**

The spacecraft High Power test was successfully completed. The complete system worked for 28 days non-stop without any problem. Tests were made under vacuum at full power on each antenna

- For 16 hours at 2.4 kW on the West Antenna,
- For 6 hours at 2.3 kW on the East Antenna,
- For 6 hours at 1.1 kW on the Top Floor Antenna.

Return power, water pressure, water temperature at input and output of the cap are presented in figure 8 for the West antenna.

Electrical field measured in vicinity of the caps or of the external sensitive equipment was less than 7.3 V/m, that is much lower than the EMC specification of the equipment, i.e. 40 V/m.

**CONCLUSION**

For safely testing the repeater in high power test during the spacecraft vacuum test, the ASTRIUM Assembly Integration and Test team developed a complete system that includes patented new caps. These caps catch very efficiently up to 3 kW of RF power directly at the horn output without any excessive return loss or leak. This system was successfully used for 28 days non-stop with tests up to 6 or 16 hours at full power trough either the 3 antennae. It permits a new standard for testing the antennae at full power under vacuum.

The existing system can very easily adapted to any new spacecraft. It simply requires mechanical adaptation of support and cap. Based on our experience, this sort of cap could be improved in the future for absorbing from 5 to 10 kW RF power.
SYMBOLS

Values are given in SI Units.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the patented RF cap

Figure 2: Cap Mechanical Support on East / West Antennae
Figure 3: Photograph of Cap mounted on the West Antenna

Figure 4: RF cap system with safety device in vacuum test configuration
Figure 5: Maximum Temperature of the window versus one carrier RF power

Figure 6: Maximum Temperature of the window versus cross-polarized RF power
Figure 7: VSWR of the cap measured with network analyzer

Figure 8: Registered parameters during the West Antenna High Power Test
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING FOR A MERCURY ORBITER PROTOTYPE SOLAR PANEL
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ABSTRACT

A Mercury orbiting spacecraft imposes many design challenges in the area of spacecraft thermal control and electrical power generation. The Discovery Mission MESSENGER (MErcury Surface, Space, ENvironment, GEOchemistry, and Ranging), being designed and built by The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL), will orbit and survey the planet Mercury for one year. In order to reduce cost and schedule risk while increasing the probability for mission success, the MESSENGER solar arrays will be constructed from conventional “off the shelf” materials and technologies.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the high temperature and high intensity illumination testing which were used to thermally evaluate a series of prototype engineering solar panel concepts. Since all of the materials, construction techniques and technologies chosen for the solar panel construction are typically used for fairly benign thermal environments, qualification or proof of concept testing was necessary to assess the risks associated with such a thermally demanding mission. The solar array concept for the MESSENGER Mission consists of two double sided rotatable wings, allowing for tailored temperature control during power generation as solar distance decreases. One side of each array is fully packed with 5.5 mil single junction gallium arsenide (GaAs/Ge) cells. The opposite side is packed with a 70%/30% mixture of Optical Solar Reflectors (OSRs) and the same type of GaAs/Ge cells. Each side of each solar panel is designed to maximize power generation and minimize operating temperature for a given solar distance range. From launch until the spacecraft reaches about 0.60 Astronomical Units (AU), where the solar constant is about 2.8 greater than at Earth, the fully packed side of each array is responsible for power generation. Once inside of 0.60 AU, the array is flipped to the 30% cell side which takes advantage of the higher solar constant while maintaining the solar panel operating temperature below 150°C.

The solar panel structure uses sandwich construction comprised of high thermal-conductivity graphite-epoxy (Gr/Ep) face-skins and an aluminum-honeycomb core. The primary thermal environment that drives the MESSENGER prototype solar panel design and the dual-sided configuration is the high solar intensity condition experienced when at planet perihelion, where the solar constant is eleven times that at Earth. The mirrored side of the array safeguards against solar panel temperatures exceeding 250°C in the event of a direct Sun pointing anomaly when at Mercury perihelion. And, the dual sided design minimizes the solar panel overall size and mass by using the fully packed face at solar distances associated with the beginning of the mission when temperatures are very benign and the solar constant is low.

A large portion of the proof of concept thermal vacuum testing was accomplished using a custom designed high temperature infrared oven to test solar panel specimens between +300°C and -105°C. The oven has allowed for accurate and repeatable component testing while proving to be very reliable and cost effective. The more expensive and complicated high intensity solar illumination tests were done only after thorough infrared temperature cycle testing and high temperature soaks verified solar panel materials and construction. The high-illumination testing was done at NASA’s John H. Glenn Research Center at Lewis Field in the Tank 6 high intensity vacuum chamber. These tests were used to verify the prototype solar panel thermal design and to demonstrate ability to predict the expected test panel temperature at a high intensity solar simulated environment. The paper describes the details and results of the prototype tests conducted along with plans for the flight solar panel development and test.
BACKGROUND

Mercury has never been explored by a remote orbiting spacecraft. The only man-made space probe to visit Mercury was Mariner 10. Built and launched in the United States, Mariner 10, a 3-axis stabilized solar powered spacecraft, has provided the only images and scientific exploration of Mercury. Using three flybys, Mariner 10 was able to map only about 45% of the planet surface during a one-year period between 1974–1975. The dark side flybys were all at planet aphelion and never near the sub-solar point. Mariner 10 was designed and tested to withstand a solar-only 5 Sun (one Sun is equal to the solar flux at 1 AU or 1365 W/m²) environment, ignoring the intense omni-directional heat radiated from Mercury’s surface on the Sun-lit side.

Due to severe mass restrictions and extremely harsh thermal environments, a Mercury orbiting spacecraft poses many engineering and operational challenges. MESSENGER is a 3-axis stabilized solar powered spacecraft using a high-performance all chemical propulsion system fully integrated into an all graphite-epoxy structure. The power system will utilize two low mass dual-sided solar array wings that can be rotated and flipped as necessary to control solar panel temperatures as the spacecraft approaches Mercury perihelion. The mission design uses a ballistic trajectory with multiple Venus and Mercury gravity assists. The MESSENGER spacecraft will eventually orbit Mercury for one Earth year (or four Mercurian years) and return a wealth of scientific data and complete planet coverage, something not accomplished by Mariner 10.

The MESSENGER mission was recently selected by NASA to be the eighth program in the highly successful series of the Discovery missions. Mission cost and launch vehicle choices are very constrained under NASA Discovery guidelines. The largest acceptable launch vehicle for a NASA Discovery mission is a Boeing Delta II 7925H-9.5 (Maximum Launch Mass = 1066 kg). Driven by the 2700 meter per second mission Δ-velocity (ΔV) requirements, over one half of the launch mass is allocated to propellant. It quickly becomes apparent that due to the high ΔV nature of this mission, the spacecraft mass allocated to useful payload is limited. Spacecraft mass must be used with great discretion since the main purpose of the mission is to get maximum science return. Figure 1 illustrates the MESSENGER spacecraft. As shown, the dual-sided solar panel wings extend beyond the protective umbra created by the thermal shade, making the solar arrays the only critical component exposed to direct high intensity solar illumination. Designing the spacecraft for minimum mass will require the attention of all spacecraft sub-systems, and the seemingly vulnerable solar array is no exception. A mass saving benefit from the dual-sided approach is that the overall solar panel area is small because each face is optimized for power at the worst case solar distance and temperature. Each face of the dual sided solar array is designed to produce power at a cell operating temperature of 150°C or lower. As illustrated by Figure 2, the array is flipped from the fully packed side to the OSR side and back as the solar distance varies between approximately 0.45 and 0.60 AU. Figure 3 illustrates the variation in respective solar array face rotation angle as a function of solar distance as the array temperature is held at or below 150°C. The rotation angle is zero when the Sun line is perpendicular to the active face of the solar array.

Why Use a Dual-Sided Solar Array Concept?

The MESSENGER mission first baselined a single sided fully packed solar array using single junction GaAs/Ge cells bonded to graphite composite substrates. As illustrated by Figure 4, the fully packed solar array has to be rotated in excess of 75° to maintain the steady state solar array temperatures below the desired operating point of 150°C while at Mercury perihelion (11-Sun illumination condition). A major deficiency with this design is that a direct Sun pointing anomaly at the perihelion solar distance could easily cause the array to approach 400°C. Solar cell and Gr/Ep adhesives are only rated to maximum temperatures between 200 and 260°C. Trying to qualify this technology to temperatures in excess of 400°C was not a feasible option. Another critical deficiency with the single sided concept is that it is thermally unstable. The analysis represented by Figure 4 illustrates that controlling the solar array temperature to 150°C while at perihelion could be very difficult because of the sensitivity between tilt angle and temperature. Also, at solar panel aspect angles greater than 65°, solar cell reflectivity begins to dominate power calculations and introduce large uncertainty.

Once the single sided concept was abandoned, a trade study was done to determine the effects of adding mirrors with the cells in order to reduce the overall solar panel temperature. Power system analysis showed that the total surface area necessary to do the complete mission using only a single solar array face that combined OSRs with solar cells would be almost a factor of four larger than the original fully packed design. The OSR design also has to incorporate thicker face skins to thermally connect the solar cells to the OSRs. Although the single solar array face that utilized OSRs with solar cells was not feasible from a spacecraft mass perspective, it was from a thermal perspective. The next trade study combined a fully
packed solar array face with an OSR and solar cell face. This design would allow the MESSENGER power system to select the appropriate face depending on solar distance and solar panel temperature. Since each of the solar array faces will be designed to produce power over a defined solar distance range, the dual-sided approach allows for the panel area optimization because the worst case power condition will always dictate this parameter and set the maximum face size. This in conjunction with the deficiencies described for the single sided fully packed solar array made the dual-sided concept extremely attractive. More detailed power and thermal analysis were performed, and the dual-sided solar array became the baseline for the winning Discovery proposal, MESSENGER.

**Prototype Solar Panel Construction**

The prototype solar arrays were constructed of conventional materials that gave the highest probability of success for steady state temperature excursions between 200 and 260°C. The flight solar array concept calls for solar cells and OSR mirrors to be bonded to high conductivity graphite epoxy face sheets comprised of K13C2U cloth and RS3 and RS4 resin systems using conventional, NuSil Technology CV-2568, silicone adhesive, illustrated by Figure 5. The solar cells and cover glasses, Kapton™-VN, and aluminum honeycomb core as components are rated to temperatures at or above 300°C. The adhesives used to bond these different solar array components together creating the solar array assembly are the materials that have the lowest manufacturer’s rated temperature. For example, Dow Corning rates DC-93500, which is used to bond cover glasses to solar cells, to only 200°C. Manufacturers of the resin systems RS3 and RS4, used to bond the individual face sheet plys together and to the honeycomb core, are only rated to 232°C. So it was decided to purchase and test multiple configurations of populated and unpopulated GrEp sandwich panels that all used the same cyanide-ester resin systems and solar cell adhesives. Six different test panels were purchased and are listed in Table 1. Figures 6 and 7 depict the mirrored and non-mirrored sides of the prototype dual-sided solar array panel that was tested and is identified as Panel 4 in Table 1.

TECSTAR, Inc. did the solar cell and OSR bonding and the electrical wiring for all the test panels. The solar cells were TECSTAR 5.5 mil thick GaAs/Ge “standard” production cells cut to the required size. The solar cell interconnects end termination were all parallel gap welded and high temperature Kapton was co-cured with the GrEp to form the electrical barrier between the solar cells and the graphite panel. Ceria doped cover glass, three tenth of a millimeter thick, coated with dual anti-reflective coating was bonded to the cell using DC 93500 adhesive. NuSil 2568 adhesive was used to bond the cells and OSR to the kapton insulation on the panels.

**High-Temperature Test Program Development**

Development of a test program and testing philosophy was essential to verify that conventional solar array materials and manufacturing processes could be used for high temperature applications. Thermal vacuum testing of the samples would have to represent the minimum and maximum temperature excursions experienced during the expected 65-minute eclipse as well as the nominal solar panel operating temperatures when illuminated. Also, because the solar arrays represent a single point failure, the worst case steady state survival temperature would also be tested to show design robustness in the event of a Sun pointing anomaly when at Mercury perihelion.

Each prototype test panel would first be baked out for 24 hours at 80°C. This bake-out helps to remove trapped air pockets in the solar cell adhesives that could rupture at the high temperatures and damage the cells. The test program combines solar panel acceptance testing that is typical for an Earth orbiting spacecraft with the higher temperature cycle and soak testing required for a Mercury orbiting spacecraft. Electrical performance tests would be done after each set of cycle tests and after each of the high temperature soaks to verify electrical functionality and document any temperature incurred damage.

Six conventional workmanship cycles would be performed between +120°C and −105°C, establishing a test baseline. High temperature cycling would follow the workmanship cycles and would have maximum plateaus at +150°C, +180°C and +200°C and the same lower temperature of −105°C. Also, high temperature soaks representing steady state survivability in the event of a Sun pointing anomaly at perihelion had to be demonstrated. Each of the soak temperatures, 230°C, 240°C and 250°C, would be held for a minimum of one hour to verify material and construction robustness, removing any solar array recovery time constraint if an anomaly were to occur. At the completion of each level of cycle testing and after each of the high temperature soaks the test panel would be removed from the test chamber and visually inspected for damage such as substrate delamination or cracked cells or OSRs. After the visual inspection, the test panel would be taken to a laboratory for electrical performance testing if necessary. Once the inspections and electrical test is complete the prototype solar panel would be re-installed for further temperature cycle testing.
The first high temperature tests were done using a large (9 m³) liquid nitrogen (LN₂) cooled vacuum chamber and infrared (IR) heat lamps. A dummy black aluminum test panel, which represented a typical prototype solar panel, was located inside the chamber and heated at high intensity with the IR lamps. Thermocouple measurements made on the aluminum panel showed temperature gradients in excess of 70°C when the maximum dummy panel temperature was 310°C with the chamber walls at −180°C. A few failed attempts were made to increase the flux uniformity by repositioning the IR lamps and dummy test panel. It quickly became evident that this test setup method would impose a very high risk to the sample being tested. Also, because the test samples had to be removed for inspection after each set of thermal cycles, the test setup proved to be ineffective from both cost and schedule standpoints and therefore was abandoned.

A smaller and simpler test apparatus had to be designed. The new test apparatus had to deliver uniform sample temperatures between −180 and 300°C, it had to be time and cost effective, it had to be reliable, and it had to be simple to operate. The new apparatus would be designed to operate inside the large 9-m³ chamber so that vacuum, liquid nitrogen, thermocouple and electrical interface resources could be easily utilized. The large chamber would not have to be temperature controlled, eliminating the long transitions from vacuum to ambient conditions. The small (0.125 m³) test apparatus, known as the “E-Box”, is shown in Figure 8. The E-Box is thermally isolated from the large chamber, the east chamber, illustrated by Figure 9, using stainless steel chains and high-temperature multi-layer insulation allowing for independent temperature control. Thirteen 1000-watt resistive OMEGALUX™ strip heaters combined with an LN₂ cooling loop plumbed from an internal east chamber LN₂ feed will provide the necessary temperature control capability for the E-Box. The E-Box has two 2600 cm² (400 in²) compartments that are identically heated and cooled, allowing for multiple sample testing.

**Infrared Testing using the E-Box**

Pathfinder infrared thermal vacuum testing in the E-Box started on April 23, 1998 using two unpopulated GrEp test panels. One test panel, identified as Panel0, was constructed from M55J fibers formed into two 0.25mm substrates using RS3 and co-cured with aluminum honeycomb as a sandwich using RS4. The second test panel, identified as Panel0A, was constructed from K13C2U fibers formed into two 1.0 mm face sheets using RS3 and co-cured with aluminum honeycomb as a sandwich using RS4. The pathfinder testing was used to verify the survivability of the RS3 and RS4 resin systems at extended high temperature before the expensive populated panels were subject to the same sequence of tests. The test procedure, which includes chamber breaks, inspections and E-Box power levels, was also refined to minimize the overall test time.

The low conductivity test panel, Panel0, shown in Figure 10, was extensively thermocoupled to measure the temperature gradients induced by heating and cooling. Since the Panel0 face sheets have very poor thermal conduction characteristics, temperature gradients measured between any two thermocouples illustrated quantitatively the heating uniformity. With an average temperature of 250°C for each test panel, the maximum differential measured between the warmest and coolest thermocouple on Panel0 was less than 5°C. The pathfinder thermal vacuum testing with the unpopulated test panels verified that the cyanide-ester resin systems could be taken to temperatures above the manufacturer’s specification for extended time without damage or delamination of the sandwich construction. The pathfinder testing also verified that the heating and cooling of the test samples was very uniform and low risk while the turnaround time between cycle testing, hardware inspections and reinstallation of the sample in the E-Box was small.

Upon the satisfactory completion of the pathfinder testing, solar panel prototypes populated with mechanically-sound, electrically-rejected, but functional, GaAs/Ge cells and OSRs were then tested using the same thermal profile and inspection procedures established during the pathfinder tests. Table 2 lists a summary of the results of all the panel level infrared testing performed at APL. Figure 11 depicts the as-run thermal vacuum test data for Panel3 and Panel4, representing the prototype dual sided solar panel configuration.

**Simulated High-Intensity Solar Illumination Testing**

Once the dual sided prototype engineering panels were successfully temperature cycled and soaked using the E-Box, Panel3 was taken to the John H. Glenn Research Center (GRC) at Lewis Field Tank 6 thermal vacuum test facility. The Tank 6 facility is a 18.5-meter long by 7.7 meter diameter horizontal vacuum chamber with a liquid nitrogen cryogenic-wall and a solar simulator. The solar simulator uses nine 30 kW Xenon arc lamps and was designed to provide no less than 1 Sun on a 4.6 meter diameter target, 17.4 meters from the source with a subtended angle of less than 1°. In order to achieve the high intensity solar flux levels required to simulate Mercury perihelion, the targets were located at a distance of approximately 5.8 meters from the source. The vacuum system can provide ambient pressures as low as 10⁻⁸ torr. Tests and analysis done at APL prior to GRC solar testing indicated that heat transfer concerns are mitigated at pressures below about 150 millitorr and that...
10 Suns with a room-temperature sink is equivalent to 11 Suns with a liquid nitrogen or deep space sink. Therefore all testing was conducted without high-vacuum pumps and liquid nitrogen cooling, resulting in a nominal tank pressure of 25 millitorr and an average ambient tank temperature of 22°C.

The solar array panel was installed, aligned and electrically checked on Monday, February 22, 1999. The vacuum system was started at about 10:00 am on February 23. The tank pressure was 28 millitorr at 12:49 pm when the first solar simulator lamp was started. Video and infrared cameras were mounted at window ports near the simulator window to observe the test article. A total of eight lamps were started sequentially in the following order: 5, 4, 6, 7, 2, 8, 9, 1. The lamp startup order was determined by change coupled device (CCD) imaging on a Teflon sheet prior to test panel insertion and was selected to minimize the initial flux variation on the test panel. Lamp number 3, which was planned to be used after lamp 6, failed to start and required the addition of lamp 1 as an alternative. After each lamp was started and adjusted to its operating level, solar cell I-V curves were acquired. Panel temperatures were allowed to stabilize with each lamp operation.

Figure 12 shows the maximum measured panel temperature and estimated local solar flux at that thermocouple location over the 200-minute illumination period. With four lamps operating, the maximum-recorded temperature was 174°C with a localized flux of 4.9 Suns. The eight-lamp configuration resulted in a maximum panel temperature of 257°C with a localized flux of 10.0 Suns. Both test points provided excellent agreement with pre-test analyses. No visible or electrical abnormalities were observed during the test. Post test removal and inspection of the panel showed no visible effects of the testing. Darkening of some non-optical adhesives occurred but without effect to adhesion. Pre-test and post test I-V characterizations performed at GRC’s Solar Cell Measurements Lab with a Spectrolab X-25 were essentially identical.

CONCLUSIONS

The APL prototype test program met the goals of thermally evaluating the materials and processes used for conventional solar array construction. The MESSENGER prototype dual sided solar array has proven to be thermally robust and temperature tolerant. Results of the thermal testing presented verify that the conventional adhesives typically used for the construction of cyanide-ester based GrEp solar panel substrates and solar cell bonding processes are not adversely affected by temperatures below 300°C. As illustrated, multiple solar panel samples using two different pitch based fibers passed all required cycle and dwell testing, with one sample, Panel2, being tested to high temperature failure (>310°C). The thermal modeling which was used to establish the maximum temperature limits during E-Box testing (250°C) was confirmed during the solar illumination testing at GRC (257°C). And the comprehensive prototype test program has verified that the actual maximum panel temperature is within the maximum survivable limits of the chosen materials and construction techniques by over 40°C. The infrared thermal vacuum testing with the E-Box provided inexpensive and conclusive test data regarding the integrity of the materials and construction techniques chosen for the engineering panels, avoiding the more complicated and expensive solar simulation testing until design concepts were well defined.

The prototype tests to date were intended to demonstrate that the basic material and processes used for a “standard” near Earth type solar array can also be used for a solar powered spacecraft in Mercury orbit. Tests to verify the effects of eclipse induced thermal shock, solar cell reverse biasing when shadowed during high intensity illumination, and adhesive darkening during high-temperature/high-intensity UV illumination were not conducted, but are presently being evaluated. Efforts are currently in progress to evaluate the outgassing properties of the candidate adhesives at high temperature. Also under consideration is the use of IR and UV reflective coatings, applied to solar cell cover glasses and tested at elevated temperature and with high intensity UV illumination. Although the prototype solar panel testing to date has been weighed heavily toward thermal design and panel survivability, future testing will focus on refining the flight panel electrical design, assessing long term exposure effects on solar array materials and coatings and determining solar array performance under the MESSENGER mission environments.
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Table 1. Six prototype solar panels were purchased for testing under MESSENGER thermal environments. The prototype panels were fabricated to prove that conventional solar panel construction techniques and materials could be used in the high-temperature and vacuum environment an orbiting spacecraft would experience at Mercury.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generic Panel Identifier</th>
<th>Configuration Description</th>
<th>Construction Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panel 0</td>
<td>Unpopulated Test Panel #1</td>
<td>A Kapton-insulated substrate with inserts. Face sheet composition is M55J/RS3 2.5mil UDPP with RS4 sandwich film adhesive and 3.1 lb/ft² hexcell core.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 0A</td>
<td>Unpopulated Test Panel #2</td>
<td>A Kapton-insulated substrate without inserts (UDPP K13 C2U/ RS-3, 2.5 mil, with 4.5 lb/ft² hexcell core.) Panel 0A is populated on one side with individually wired heater elements which are arranged as the cells and OSRs of panels 3 &amp; 4 (below). The other side of the panels is populated by Silver Teflon to emulate OSRs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 1</td>
<td>Single Sided Populated Panel #1</td>
<td>A substrate identical to Panel 0 populated with 12 older technology GaAs/Ge “reject” cells. Cells are mechanically sound, though electrically poor. Cell size is larger than intended for MESSENGER flight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 2</td>
<td>Single Sided Populated Panel #2</td>
<td>A substrate identical to Panel 0 populated with 36 high-temperature GaAs/Ge cells and representative OSRs. The cells are larger than what will be defined for the flight panels. OSRs were placed on the panel to qualify materials and methods, and as such are not positioned to be of thermal use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 3</td>
<td>Dual Sided Configuration Panel #1</td>
<td>A substrate identical to Panel 0A is populated on a single side with 9 high-temperature GaAs/Ge cells from the Panel 2 production lot which are cut down to 4x2-cm. OSRs are cut and arranged with the cells to be representative of the flight thermo-optical design. Each string and individual corner cells of strings A and C are wired for electrical monitoring. Thermocouples are bonded between two cells each of circuits A and C and between two OSRs each of the exterior OSR strings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel 4</td>
<td>Dual Sided Configuration Panel #2</td>
<td>A substrate identical to Panel 0A populated on the front side identically to Panel 3. The backside is populated with 2 by 4 cm cells cut from the Panel 2 production lot. The backside panel is also instrumented. With two flight-candidate platinum thermistors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. MESSENGER thermal/vacuum testing at APL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Report</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Test Item</th>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Test case Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97-032</td>
<td>12/18-22, 1997</td>
<td>Solar Panel Test Plate (Aluminum)</td>
<td>Engineering Development</td>
<td>1 Cycle (-120°C &lt;&gt; +310°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98-013</td>
<td>4/23–5/14, 1998</td>
<td>Panel0 and Panel0A</td>
<td>Thermal/Vacuum Performance</td>
<td>Bakeout 85°C 6 Cycles (-105°C &lt;&gt; +115°C) 8 Cycles (-105°C &lt;&gt; +150°C) 4 Cycles (-105°C &lt;&gt; +180°C) 4 Cycles (-105°C &lt;&gt; +200°C) 4 Cycles (+23°C &lt;&gt; 220, 230, 240, 250°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Panel1 and Panel2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98-023</td>
<td>5/22–26, 1998</td>
<td>Panel1</td>
<td>Electrical Performance T/V</td>
<td>7 Cases (+50°C &lt;&gt; 200°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Illumination)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98-033</td>
<td>8/5–24, 1998</td>
<td>Panel2</td>
<td>Long Duration T/V Test</td>
<td>1 Case (+23°C &lt;&gt; +180°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99-004</td>
<td>1/27–2/5, 1999</td>
<td>Panel3 and Panel4</td>
<td>T/V Performance Test</td>
<td>Bakeout 85°C 6 Cycles (-105°C &lt;&gt;115°C) 4 Cycles (-105°C &lt;&gt;150°C) 4 Cycles (-105°C &lt;&gt; 180°C) 4 Cycles (-105°C &lt;&gt; 200°C) 2 Cycles (+23°C &lt;&gt;230, 250°C) 6 Cycles (-105°C &lt;&gt;115°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99-008</td>
<td>2/8–9, 1999</td>
<td>Panel2</td>
<td>T/V Performance</td>
<td>1 Cycle (-100°C &lt;&gt; 260°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99-010</td>
<td>2/10–12, 1999</td>
<td>Panel3 and Panel4</td>
<td>Electrical Performance T/V</td>
<td>Bakeout +100°C Three Hour Soak @ 250°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Electrical Continuity at High Temperature)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99-017</td>
<td>3/1-4, 1999</td>
<td>Panel2</td>
<td>T/V Performance</td>
<td>Bakeout 100°C 1 Cycle (+100°C &lt;&gt; 280°C) 2 Cycles (+23°C &lt;&gt; 300, *320°C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Test Panel Failed
Figure 1. MESSENGER spacecraft with body mounted multi-layer insulation (MLI) removed.

Figure 2. The MESSENGER mission profile. Cruise phase is five years and orbit phase is one year.
Figure 3. The solar panels are rotated to maintain the maximum temperatures at or below 150°C. The dual sided solar arrays have a wide flip zone to reduce operational constraints and minimize risks.

Figure 4. The OSR array side will maintain the steady state solar panel temperature below 260°C if Sun pointed when at perihelion. Note that the fully packed side could reach 400°C under the same condition.
Figure 5. Solar panel cross-section showing maximum vendor recommended steady state temperatures. Solar panel materials and construction techniques were tested to temperatures in excess of 250°C.

Figure 6. The prototype 30% solar cell and 70% OSR face of the dual sided array.

Figure 7. The prototype fully populated face of the dual sided array.
Figure 8. The E-box prior to large chamber installation. The E-box is liquid nitrogen cooled, and heated using 13 one kilowatt strip heaters.

Figure 9. The E-box in test configuration installed in the East chamber. Vacuum and high temperature Kapton MLI insulate the E-Box from the room temperature walls of the East chamber.

Figure 10. The E-Box being used to test Panel0 and Panel0A. Panel0 is visible in the right chamber with Panel0A (not seen) installed in the left chamber.
Figure 11. The actual test profile as run for Panel3 and Panel4, the dual sided prototype solar panels.

Figure 12. The results of the high-intensity illumination testing at GRC. The data represents cell temperature and simulated solar flux.
INTESPACE, Test Centre, is situated in Toulouse (France) and was created to test satellites launched by ARIANE 1-4 and other Russian or American launchers. This test centre is dimensioned for testing satellites up to 3.5 tonnes having a head diameter of 3.65m, that is, of the class 1/2 ARIANE 4.

Taking into account the arrival in the market of the ARIANE 5 launcher, it is necessary to make this center compatible with this new launcher and the other rival launchers. The developments envisaged will suit the needs of the ARIANE 5 (satellites with a mass of 5.5 tons having a diameter of 4.5m).

This document presents all the developments taking place at the centre, particularly:

- The setting up of a large airlock for unloading, suitable for containers of huge dimensions.
- The setting up under “one roof” of different facilities (continuity of the 100 000 class).
- The development of a compact range (modification of the positioner of the specimen and the source).
- The setting up of a very powerful anechoic wall for electromagnetic compatibility tests.
- The development of vibrations facility by the setting up of a new system of vibrations of 320kN with a large horizontal table.
- The adaptations in the thermal vacuum facilities, to make them compatible with the new satellite platforms.

These developments will be completed by early 2001 and will allow a reduction in the time taken for testing and transfers between the testing zones as well as an increase in the competitiveness of the centre in the international market. It will also ensure that INTESPACE remains the leader among independent European space testing centers.

INTRODUCTION

The INTESPACE test center is located in TOULOUSE (FRANCE) and had been created for testing space experiments and spacecrafts launched by ARIANE or others USA and Russian Rockets.

With the arrival on the market of the new Ariane 5 launcher, INTESPACE was forced to upgrade all its facilities to cater to the new generation of satellites carried on-board this launcher and similar launch vehicles.

The development strategy was aimed at telecommunications satellites, which are in the majority on the market and whose mass can reach an impressive 6.5 tonnes for a head diameter of 4.5 m and a height of up to 8 m. This category of satellites represents half the payload to be carried by Ariane 5. Full capacity Ariane satellites (eventually 11 tonnes) will be tested in the E.S.A. center in Noordwijk. INTESPACE has been selected to commercially operate this center in conjunction with IABG since 1 July 2000 through the joint subsidiary ETS (European Test Services) it has just founded with IABG.
The development of center has been carried out following three fundamental criteria:

- To offer to the customers modern facilities compatible with 6.5 tonnes satellites, services of quality, a maximal security for the hardware and staff and all of this with competitive prices, and with continuous effort in order to shorten testing duration.

- To offer a complete integrated center which enables to do the whole test under the same roof without the rupture of cleanliness class.

- To provide to every customer a center independent from the manufacturers.

PRESENTATION

Figure 1: The INTESPACE environmental test centre
The evolution of launchers

The geostationary telecommunications satellite market is currently undergoing a major upheaval as the mass of future generation satellites increases to 6.5 tonnes providing up to a hundred channels.

To meet these new requirements, the capacities of ARIANE 4 launchers (head Ø 3.65m, payload 4 700kg) or equivalent vehicles (ATLAS 2, PROTON) are no longer sufficient.

Tomorrow's launchers thus had to be made compatible with these new platforms.

ARIANESPACE has developed a new generation of ARIANE 5 launchers equipped with a 4.5 m diameter head and an eventual payload capacity of up to 11 tonnes with a double launch capacity of 2x5.500kg or the ability to use a «speltra» carrying 6.5 tonne satellites and a light satellite during «dissymmetric» double launches.

To respond to these objectives, INTESPACE is currently building a large-scale entry lock compatible with tomorrow's transport containers and a 100 000 class link between the environmental test centre (mechanical and thermal) and the electric test centre (anechoic chamber and compact antenna range). An overview of the centre is given below.

All facilities have been upgraded and converted to respond to these new satellite types.

By mid 2001, the test centre will include:

MECHANICAL FACILITIES:
- A vibration test assembly, 320 kN horizontal (3.4 x 3 m) and 320 kN vertical fixed station with a potential of 640 kN horizontal by changing the configuration,
- An acoustic chamber of 1,100 m³ with a new command/control system.

THERMAL FACILITIES:
- The solar vacuum (SIMLES), 6 m in diameter, is to have its thermal generator upgraded,
- The SIMMER thermal vacuum facility, 10 m in diameter, will be refitted (modifications to door screens) and its acquisition system will be brought up to 1,000 channels.

ELECTRIC FACILITIES:
- An 11 x 14 m wall will be built for full-power payload tests and the specimen positioner in the compact range will be modified to accommodate very large satellite antennae in the 5.5 x 5 m quiet zone.

INTEGRATION FACILITIES:
- Apart from the integration zones near the test facilities that will be equipped on a priority basis for the future satellites, the layout of the areas reserved for pre-test integration will be changed into a single large area of 800 m² and the physical measurement facilities will be transferred to the vicinity of the container entry lock.

Space simulation testing at INTESPACE

INTESPACE's thermal facilities comprise two chambers in which the space environmental conditions - high vacuum, low temperatures, solar radiation-- can be simulated for the purposes of qualifying the thermal design of a spacecraft and performing the acceptance tests. These facilities can also be used for the mechanical tests in vacuum.

The SIMLES solar thermal vacuum facility consists of two chambers: a vertical main chamber (6 m dia. and 7 m high) and a horizontal auxiliary chamber (5.1 m dia. and 8.75 m long) placed side-by-side. The chamber's bottom loading system, at the base of the cylinder, facilitates the installation of spacecraft of up to 3000 kg on the gimbal system.

The attitude simulator has two main functions:
- first, to simulate the satellite's movements in relation to the Sun (two-axis motion : tilt motion + to -90° and spin motion; one rotation/24 hours to 10 rpm);
- second, to provide an electrical interface and TC measurements (600 TC) between the satellite and its ESGE for the measurements to be made on the satellite itself and for temperature measurements as well (using the 220 channel-rotating collector).

The solar simulator, based on a Cassegrain system, features 36 optical blocks equipped with xenon arc lamps, a field lense, and a folding mirror as prime power sources, all of which being outside the chamber at normal atmospheric pressure. The collimation mirror, in the auxiliary chamber, is under vacuum conditions. The collimated horizontal solar beam, up to 4 m in diameter, delivers 400W/m² to 1600 W/m² per user test requirements.

The chamber is equipped with stainless steel shrouds heated and cooled by circulating gaseous nitrogen for temperatures controlled in a range from 100 to 360 K. The pumping system produces high-vacuum conditions of 10⁻⁶ mbar.

This facility has its own preparation bay -- 580 m² and 22 m high -- used to integrate the specimen prior to its testing.
The thermal generator in the facility will be upgraded by changing the turboblowers and electrical generators (250 HP engine).

The SIMMER thermal vacuum chamber consists of a large horizontal chamber (10 m dia. and 13.6 m long) equipped with a horizontal loading system. An adaptable trolley is used to install the spacecraft in either a vertical or horizontal position inside the chamber's test volume (9 m in dia. and 8.8 m long; possible extension up to 15 m).

The chamber is equipped with stainless steel shrouds that are temperature-controlled, using either gaseous or liquid nitrogen in a range from 100 to 360 K. High-vacuum conditions of $10^{-5}$ mbar can be achieved with the pumping system.

SIMMER also has its own preparation high bay ($560 \text{ m}^2$ and 13 m high) used for final integration prior to testing.

The internal screens will be modified (door screens to be brought back by 2 m to accommodate 8 m high satellites on their base.

An integrated measurement system will bring the acquisition system up to 1,000 channels.

Access ways to the interior of the simulator will be fully modified to allow for final integration operations on specimens 8 metres high.

The surface of the experimenter room and back-up power will be doubled for the EGSE of future payloads.

---

**Dynamic testing at INTESPACE**

INTESPACE’s mechanical test facilities include a vibration test facility, an acoustic noise test facility, (reverberant acoustic chamber) and the mass properties machines to verify the integrity of the structural design of spacecraft and of their subsystems.

The controller ensures the safe operation of all subsystem and protects the specimen against excessive vibration levels via sensors placed over 15 points and at the shaker/specimen interface over eight points (as a maximum).

The acoustic noise facility simulates the noise generated by launch vehicles' engines and the vibration test facility reproduce the vibrations space vehicles are submitted to at launch. Qualification tests are performed on structural or protoflight models and acceptance tests on flight models.

The new multi-vibration system consists of four shakers. Two 160 kN shakers are coupled to a hydrostatic head expander (2.1 m in dia.) for tests in the vertical axis, and to two large slip tables (3.4 m x 3 m) for tests in the horizontal axis.

The four shakers can be coupled to the horizontal table to obtain 640 kN force. The new vibration system can test a satellite of 6.5 tonnes (plus 1.4 tonne of adaptor).

Vibration levels are programmed and the specimen monitored and safeguarded from a multi-channel controller, and its safety ensured.

A specific preparation high bay ($200 \text{ m}^2$ and 13 m high) facilitates final integration prior to testing.

Finally, the vibration test facility satisfies the constraints due to the use of isopropyl alcohol in spacecraft pressurised tanks (2 tonnes).
The reverberant acoustic chamber simulates the spectral noise levels encountered by the spacecraft and portions of the launch vehicle during launch. An overall noise level of 156 dB can be reached in the 1100 m$^3$ reverberant acoustic chamber.

Noise generation is ensured by pressurised gaseous nitrogen passing through three horns.

A flexible data acquisition subsystem provides for the acquisition and storage of the necessary vibroacoustic data from both the multi-vibration and the acoustic test facilities (accelerometers, strain gauges, microphones, etc).

This new subsystem consists of a 320 channel-data acquisition system and a data processing system being equipped, in addition to standard sinusoidal, random and acoustic data handling functionalities, with the DynaWorks® software package. DynaWorks® provides rapid sequences of operations for quicker visualisation, statistical comparison and analysis, permitting thereby to significantly reduce preparation times and test durations.

INTESPACE's mass properties machines are used to determine the mechanical characteristics of spacecraft (balancing, cog, moments of inertia). Specimens can be placed in either a horizontal or vertical position by means of a specific L-shaped associated with a turn-over device.
These facilities were specifically designed for the purpose of reducing test sequence durations.

The particularities of dynamic testing are:
- No changement of shakers configuration during vibration test, due to this configuration the acceptance test duration for Telecom spacecraft is 5 days.
- No sensors disconnection between vibration and acoustic tests.
- Utilisation of the same data acquisition for vibration and acoustic tests and consequently no changement of configuration.

**Electromagnetic testing at INESPACE**

INESPACE's electromagnetic test facility is available for electromagnetic and electrostatic tests on either fully-integrated spacecraft or individual subsystems for the purpose of ensuring that mission performances will meet spacecraft specifications.

**Figure 6:** INESPACE's EMC chamber

The test range consists of a large Faraday chamber with a useful test area 14 m long, 8 m wide and 10 m high. The walls and floor of the chamber are lined up with anechoic materials. This shielded chamber is large enough to test large spacecraft with an antenna fully deployed for electromagnetic compatibility and auto-compatibility. A second Faraday cage is used for accommodation of the checkout equipment and a 200 m² area adjacent to the anechoic chamber is used for spacecraft test preparation activities and accommodation of the EGSE.

Development and qualification tests are conducted according to space test specifications. Conducted and radiated emission tests and susceptibility tests are performed in the 30 Hz to 40 GHz frequency range.

Electrostatic discharge and high-field susceptibility measurements for large devices can also be performed.

INESPACE's testing capabilities were improved to meet more stringent requirements, as defined in MIL-STD-461.

Electrical field levels are now 200V/m over 90% of the 10 kHz to 18 GHz frequency range. In the 18 to 40 GHz range, they are limited to 80 V/m. Test operations are fully automated via a real-time and closed-loop software.

High-field testing can be carried out on smaller subsystems in a third anechoic test chamber.

INESPACE's EMC anechoic chamber is designed to ensure that all system tests on integrated spacecraft ---i.e. RF health tests, auto compatibility tests, "pimp tests"--- are performed in the most effective way.

INESPACE also provides EMC consultant services to the experimenters in the elaboration of the specifications and specific test procedures, and for test analysis.

Auxiliary test equipment —including antennas and antenna masts— and microwave measuring equipment is made available to the customers. Finally, EMC test equipment is redundant on a stand-by mode to ensure test continuity and reduce test durations.

To perform full power tests on tomorrow's generation of telecommunications satellite payloads, a high-power wall measuring 11 x 14 m will be developed and will include all the safety elements needed:
- Infrared camera monitoring of hot points,
- Hot point detection before tests,
- Thermocouple instrumentation of anechoic point if required,
- Real-time monitoring of point temperature during tests.

A compact test range --MISTRAL-- is operational since 1997.

Situated in the INESPACE's Coulomb building, the MISTRAL compact antenna test range is a test facility specifically designed for radiofrequency tests of spacecraft in their flight configuration.
The RF test range operates in the fully-controlled and isolated environment of the shielded anechoic chamber (30 x 20 x 15.5 m).

In a restricted space area, the Compact Test Range provides for the creation of a flat radiofrequency wave showing the same characteristics as those generated in a far-field range.

A series of RF sources covering the 1.47 to 40 GHz frequency band (provision is being made for 200 GHz) is placed in the focal plane of a hyperboloid subreflector which reflects RF radiations to a main paraboloid reflector. Its Cassegrain-type design provides for a test volume (5.5 x 5 x 6 m) within a short distance of the main reflector.

The spacecraft to be tested is placed on top of a 3-axis positioner.

The following measurements could be performed: antenna patterns measurements, end to end tests, transponder tests, Pimp, RF saturated flux density.

For future satellite generations, a new positioning base will be developed and the quiet zone will be extended by the addition of a rail to the specimen positioner.

Figure 7: Compact antenna test range "MISTRAL"
INTESPACE: A UNIQUE TEST CENTRE IN EUROPE

The INTESPACE Space Test Centre features unique characteristics for satellite projects, which positions it as one of the leading test centres in Europe. The major distinctive characteristics of INTESPACE are as follows:

INTESPACE: a specialist in satellite testing

INTESPACE is a company specifically dedicated to the control of environmental conditions, with satellite and subsystem tests representing approximately two-third of the total activities of the company. The management of INTESPACE's personnel and technical facilities is entirely oriented towards space projects and turnkey test services and associated logistics support services.

INTESPACE carried out more than 100 test campaigns on satellites and large systems to the benefit of the international space community since 1984.

All the test facilities under one roof

- The major test facilities at INTESPACE are grouped under one roof, with all the test high bays being controlled as per class 100 000 cleanliness conditions (Fed. Std 209).

The integrated spacecraft to be tested can thus move smoothly and quickly from one facility to another without having to be reconfigured between the tests, thus reducing the risk of not fulfilling all cleanliness conditions. A centralised control system helps the experimenters in monitoring and verifying the cleanliness parameters, via terminals distributed in all the test areas.

- INTESPACE offers a full range of test facilities specifically adapted to the testing of spacecraft, including acoustic, vibration, thermal balance, thermal vacuum, electromagnetic compatibility, physical properties facilities.

All integrations halls will be refitted and reconfigurable. They will provide a class 100 000 area of 800 m² which can be reconfigured into 3 zones of 250 m² each.

Optimised mechanical test facilities for a better productivity

- Vibration tests are performed on two dedicated vibration test facilities:

- Two shakers of 160 kN each for test in the longitudinal axis of the satellite (coupled to a vertical head expander 2.1 m in diameter);

- Two shakers of 160 kN each for test in the lateral axis of the satellite (coupled to a horizontal slip table 3.4 x 3 m).

This configuration is used to avoid losing time when tilting the shaker in the case of a single shaker configuration.

- In addition, the interconnection panels of the accelerometers are mobile and maintained connected to the satellite throughout the vibration and acoustic tests. This specific characteristic offers two advantage: (1) ensuring that the test is being performed in a most risk-free manner in terms of error, connection, cable damage, and (2) contributing to reduce preparation durations and increase the overall quality of the tests.

Figure 8: INTESPACE's multi-vibration system

Effectiveness increased through test predictions

The vibration tests are performed with increased effectiveness due to the use, by INTESPACE, of a test prediction tool allowing to determine the satellite/test facility interaction in advance, and thus, to adjust the test facility's control parameters.

Test predictions for tests on an electrodynamic shaker per given specifications can be obtained by coupling a model of the shaker—derived from analysis or modal survey—with either a physical, matrix or modal-type model of the specimen and of its adapter. Control predictions can also be obtained from the simulation of the control loop and the use of previous test results or data. All of these predictions will yield analyses that will respond to any situation, i.e. from feasibility studies for such aspects as the shaker's performance.
capabilities, parasitic motions, and specimen behaviours to the determination of the shaker's optimum control prior to or between the test runs.

The shaker, adapter, and specimen models together with the control parameters, feasibility test results, adapter performance, specimen behaviours, and control performance capabilities can be obtained from given test specifications to prepare the test campaign and/or adjust the test parameters prior to or between the test runs.

This methodology is likely to be applied to the INTESPACE's multi-vibration test facilities, with an updated finite element model of the moving part of the shaker. This will be achieved in two steps for taking basic requirements first into account and then for providing a general tool.

Improving test productivity: the DynaWorks® response

INTESPACE develops solutions for today's applications to ensure the successful integration of the tests in the industrial development of the product.

The DynaWorks®, software is the result of INTESPACE's eminent experience in testing.

DynaWorks®, is the response to the necessity for improved productivity and when environmental factors are extensively involved in sectors of industry such as the aeronautics, space, defence, automation and transport, energy, shipbuilding, etc. sectors. It is a valuable tool intended to design and structure analysis departments, environmental testing laboratories, in-site environment measuring instruments, environmental engineering specialists and management teams.

DynaWorks®, is a powerful relational test data management and analysis system that allows product designers and test engineers to capture, analyse, and organise the test results generated throughout the product's life cycle. The test results obtained from heterogeneous systems during the vibration, shock, acoustic, thermal balance, ... tests can now be standardised and organised effectively with DynaWorks.

The powerful query functions of DynaWorks® provide for quick and comprehensive analysis of complex correlations such as the correlation of predicted results against experimentally obtained results, reducing thereby the development cycles of the products. With an excellent 2D and 3D graphics, a user-friendly X-WindowsTM interface, and context-sensitive on-line helps, the users will enjoy immediate increases in productivity.

Combining physical measurement facilities for high-performance measurements

INTESPACE performs all the measurements related to the physical properties of a satellite (i.e. inertia, cog, balancing) on a combined test facility coupled with a tilt device to safely position the satellite on its three-axes.

This unique combined test facility configuration facilitates the handling of the satellite and significantly reduces the duration of the measurement campaign.
Figure 11: INTESPACE's physical measurement combined facility

Redundant and flexible thermal test facilities

INTESPACE has two large thermal-vacuum chambers, mutually compatible, dedicated to satellite acceptance tests:

- the SIMLES test chamber—a vertical chamber with a useful volume of 200m³,
- the SIMMER test chamber—a horizontal chamber with a useful volume of 560m³.

Both test facilities are perfectly compatible with one another in terms of mechanical and electrical interfaces with the satellite. Likewise, the measuring systems and test data processing systems are identical for both test chambers.

A high availability rate for the thermal test facilities is ensured to customers—even in the case of a failure during the test—through the provision of redundant facilities.

Improving predictions and analysis tests results

INTESPACE offers design, research and consulting services in environmental techniques for the design of sophisticated mechanical systems and prediction of their behaviour. These activities cover the following:

- In the acoustic and vibrations tests area:
  - solving vibration and noise problems,
  - environment diagnosis,
  - verifying and readjusting previsional models in view of testing,
  - development platform of an analysis for structural dynamics,
  - vibroacoustic transmission analysis,
  - system or equipment qualification,
  - creation of environment databases.

- In the advanced dynamic tests area:
  - accurate measurement of the transfer function,
  - experimental modal analysis (multipoint excitation or shaker-induced excitation),
  - microdynamic tests (equipment or transmission characterization),
  - transient vibrations.

Calibration

Sensors and measuring equipment in the following areas:

- Acceleration.
- Temperature.
- Mass.
- Electrical quantities for which INTESPACE has COFRAC* calibration accreditation.
- Particule counters.
- Flowmeters.
- Pressure sensors.
- Acoustics, an area in which INTESPACE has earned industrywide recognition.

* COFRAC: French certification organization.

- In the development area of new thermal testing methods:
  - infrared tests,
  - tests with temperature-regulated plates.
Improving the quality of the test

INTESPACE offers a high-quality service encompassing calibration, verification and adjustment of out-of-tolerance measuring equipment.

Metrology

Simulating the space environment calls for highly sophisticated vacuum, cryogenic, optical and thermal technologies that must be closely monitored by skilled personnel applying a strict methodology. INTESPACE qualifies materials, paints, test facilities and other items for the space industry.

Engineering

INTESPACE also offers a variety of services relative to test centre and test facility engineering, including consulting, technical assistance, 'turnkey' missions and personnel training.

INTESPACE's competence in terms of test centre engineering is the result of:

- INTESPACE test laboratories' consolidated experience with more than 300 tests each year;

- INTESPACE's effort to establish cooperations with industrial partners, whether Prime Contractors, research laboratories, universities and institutes;

- INTESPACE's participation in launch campaigns via permanent representatives in the European Space Agency;

- Launch site in Kourou (French Guiana);

- the direct payoffs from the previous installation of test centres in Europe, Brazil, Israel, South Korea and Republic of China.

INTESPACE involves the best European experts in the whole spectrum of the activities required by the polyvalence of the techniques to be implemented within an integration and test centre.

INTESPACE: INDEPENDENT CENTER

INTESPACE was created in 1983. INTESPACE shareholders are major French space industrials: CNES (39 %), ASTRUM (38 %), ALCATEL ESPACE (13 %) - plus the Employees' Mutual Funds (10%).

INTESPACE is one of the 4 European coordinated test centres and formally approved by the European Space Agency, to conduct a number of services on behalf of the main international space industrials involved in European programmes. INTESPACE is RNE/COFRAC- and BNM/COFRAC- accredited at national level.

INTESPACE is an independent center and is a guarantee for our customers and the customers of our customers. And by its new investment remains the European leader of the independent European Space Test Centers well suited to the new capability of the ARIANE 5 launch.
### The Electromagnetic Compatibility Test Facility

**Configuration**
- Chamber
  - overall dimensions: 16 x 10 x 11 m high
  - test volume: 14 x 8 x 10 m high
- Door access: 5 x 6 m high
- Preparation bay: 16 x 14.5 x 13 m high
- Crane: 100 kN

**EMC Test Capability**
- RF performance of the shield anechoic chamber
  - reflectivity
    - UHF > 30 dB
    - L band > 40 dB
    - C band > 50 dB
    - K band > 50 dB
- Electric fields
  - 14 kHz - 200 MHz, atten. > 12 dB
  - 1 - 10 GHz, atten. > 80 dB
  - 14 kHz, atten. > 70 dB
  - 250 kHz, atten. > 100 dB

**EMI Isolation**
- Electric fields
  - 14 kHz - 200 MHz
  - 200 MHz - 1 GHz
  - 1 - 10 GHz, atten. > 80 dB
- Plane Waves
  - 200 MHz - 1 GHz
  - 1 - 10 GHz, atten. > 80 dB
- Magnetic Fields
  - 14 kHz, atten. > 70 dB
  - 250 kHz, atten. > 100 dB

**Measurement System**
- Emission measurement
  - emission receivers
- Spectrum analysis
  - range 100 Hz - 22 GHz
  - extension to 40 GHz with mixers

**Susceptibility System**
- Generators
  - 10 Hz - 10 GHz
- Amplifiers (range)
  - 10 Hz - 18 GHz
  - power 10 - 2000 W
  - 18 - 40 GHz, 3 W power

### The Compact Antenna Test Range

**Shielded Anechoic Chamber**
- Dimensions: 30 x 20 x 15.5 m
- Environmental parameters:
  - temperature: 21°C ± 2°C
  - humidity: 50% ± 10%
  - cleanliness: 100 000 class (Fed. Std 209)
- Faraday cage
- Seismic ground isolation

**Reflectors**
- Dimensions: 7.5 x 6 m (66 tons)
- Subreflector dimensions: 5.6 x 5.3 m (44 tons)
- Serration length: 150 cm
- Surface accuracy: 25 μm RMS
- Equivalent focal length: 130 m

**Quiet Zone Performance**
- Dimensions:
  - height: 5 m
  - depth: 6 m
  - width: focused: 5.5 m
  - defocused: up to 5.5 m left
  - up to 3.3 m right
- Frequency range: 1.47 - 40 GHz (provision to 200 GHz)
- Polarisation: linear, circular
- Ripple amplitude: ± 0.5 dB
- Ripple phase: ± 6°
- Typical Cross Polarisation: < -40 dB
- Cross Polarisation Accuracy at -30 dB: ± .75 dB

**Measurement Accuracies:**
- Side lobes at -30 dB: ± .75 dB
- Gain: ± .25 dB

**Ground Support Equipment**
- Positioner: 5 axes
- Load capacity: 6000 kg
- Travelling overhead crane capacity: 10 tons
- Anechoic chamber access door: 6 x 11 m
- Experimenters room: 128 m²
- Automatic access controlled area
- Fire detection and fighting systems

**Fire Detection and Fighting Systems**
### THE 1100 m³ ACOUSTIC TEST FACILITY

**Configuration (chamber)**
- Volume: 1100 m³
- Dimensions: 10.3 x 8.2 x 12 m high
- Door access: 6 x 11.5 m high
- Crane load (max.): 100 kN
- Cleanliness: class 100 000

**Acoustic capability**
- Overall sound pressure level: 156 dB
- Chamber suspension resonant frequency: 16 Hz
- Lowest frequency cut-off: 13 Hz
- Excited frequency: 22.4 Hz - 11.2 kHz
- Max. contr. frequ. bandw. random: 125 - 1000 Hz
- Modal density: 5 modes/1/3 oct. at 31.5 Hz
- Mean reverberation time: 10 s

**Control capability**
- Control: 8 microph. in chamber
- Processing: multiplexing, real-time analyser

### THE 300 kN MULTI-VIBRATION SYSTEM

**Vibration capability**
- Force ratings:
  - Longitudinal axis: 320 kN sine mode
  - Lateral axis:
    - Standard: 320 kN sine, random
    - Push pull: 640 kN sine
- Frequency bandwidth:
  - Sinusoidal low level: 2 - 2000 Hz
  - Sinusoidal high level: 2 - 500 Hz
  - Random: 10 - 2000 Hz
- Maximum payload: 7 900 kg
- Maximum velocity: 1.6 m/s
- Displacement: 50.8 mm in random and shocks
  - 38 mm peak to peak in sine mode
- Vertical head expander: 2.1 m
- Horizontal slip table: 3.4 x 3 m

**Control capability**
- Digital console:
  - Control channels: 8 max. sine
  - Monitoring channels: 16 max. random
  - Monitoring channels: 15 for notching
  - and/or S/C safety

### MECHANICAL DATA ACQUISITION & PROCESSING SYSTEM

**Vibro-acoustic data handling system**
- Accelerometer channels: 240
- Strain gauge channels: 64
- Microphone channels: 16

**Reduction capabilities**
- Sine: global and/or filtered amplitude transfer function, distortion
- Random: PSD (narrow band, 1/3 octave, octave), RMS value, transfer function, coherence function
- Acoustic:
  - Accelerometers and others as random process
  - Microphones: ASPL (narrow band, 1/3 octave, octave), OASPL
**THE SIMLES SOLAR SIMULATOR**

**Configuration (main chamber)**
- Orientation: vertical
- Test volume: 6 m dia. x 7 m high
- Access: bottom loader

**Pumping system**
- Working pressure: < $10^{-5}$ mbar
- Roughing: mechanical: 12 000 m$^3$/h
- Booster: turbomolecular: 6500 L/s
- High vacuum (cryopumps): 20 K, 130 000 L/s

**Thermal shrouds (main chamber)**
- Temperature range: 100 - 360 K
- Temperature uniformity: ± 10 K at 100 K
- Emissivity: ≥ 0.85
- Absorptivity: ≥ 0.95

**Solar simulation**
- Solar beam (horizontal): up to 4 m dia.
- Intensity: 400 - 16000 W/m$^2$
- Intensity uniformity: ± 4 %
- Collimation angle: ± 1.9
- Stability: < ± 1%
- Spectrum: xenon

**Gimbal system**
- Two-axis: S/C mass: 2500 kg
- Spin axis in vertical position: S/C mass: 3000 kg
- Spin motion (variable): 1 rotation/24hr to 10 rpm
- Attitude motion:
  - alternating: ± 90°
  - speed: 7.5°/min

---

**THE SIMMER THERMAL VACUUM CHAMBER**

**Configuration**
- Orientation: horizontal
- Overall dimensions: 10 m dia. x 13.6 m long
- Test volume: 9 m dia. x 10.8 m long
- Access: horizontal loader
- SIMMER bay: 560 m$^2$ x 13 m high

**Pumping system**
- Working pressure: < $10^{-5}$ mbar
- Roughing: mechanical: 12 000 m$^3$/h
- Booster: turbomolecular: 6500 L/s
- High vacuum: 130 000 L/s

**Thermal shrouds**
- Temperature range: standard 100 - 360 K
  - option 80 K
- Temperature uniformity: ± 10 K
- Emissivity: ≥ 0.85
- Absorptivity: ≥ 0.95

---

**THERMAL DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING SYSTEM**

- Acquisition and storage of 396 Cu-Con thermocouple signals
- Acquisition and storage of 96 voltages and 96 currents
- Real-time analysis of test results using dedicated software packages
HIGH-SPEED AUTOMATED TESTER
FOR
VACUUM CHAMBER FEEDTHROUGH CONNECTORS AND CABLES

Robert H. Swope
NSI Technology Services Corporation
A Subsidiary of ManTech International Corporation
Goddard Space Flight Center

ABSTRACT

The Goddard Space Flight Center's thermal vacuum laboratory has developed a high-speed automated system for testing the integrity of 37-pin MIL-C-5015 cylindrical electrical feedthrough connectors used on penetration plates of thermal vacuum chambers. The system consists of a desktop P.C. driving a data acquisition front end. The latter measures the resistance through each pin of the connector and the resistance from each pin to all other pins and the connector shell. In addition to identifying unacceptable feedthroughs, the system is also used for testing cables. In the special case of Type T thermocouples, the difference in resistance between the copper and constantan wires provides positive proof of accidentally reversed connector wiring.

Computer running time to completely test a cable or feedthrough connector is less than thirty seconds. The system provides a hardcopy printout of the resistance readings. Connectors or cables with fewer wires are tested using simple adapter cables. Initial tests indicate that the performance of a given feedthrough connector can be predicted on the basis of measured resistance readings, reducing ongoing cost of connector replacement.

The opportunity to positively certify the integrity of cables, cable connectors and feedthroughs before the start of a thermal vacuum test minimizes the likelihood of a circuit problem that would require returning the chamber to ambient conditions for repair.

This system has two principal advantages for the Goddard thermal vacuum laboratory. Its only significant cost was the labor to fabricate the tester cable and shorting cable -- about 40 man-hours total. The system was built around a computer and data acquisition unit that were already on hand. The second advantage is that it very quickly tests both of the parameters that are essential.

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

The hardware components consist of the personal computer, a data acquisition/control unit, two types of modules for the data acquisition unit and a pair of thirty-foot cables to reach feedthroughs on penetration plates high above the floor on a 27 ft. x 40 ft. vertical vacuum chamber. Each of the 37 conductors (#22 AWG) in the tester cable connects to one pin of the mating connector on the free end of the cable. When the through-resistance of the connector pins is being measured, the 37-circuit tester cable is connected to the male side of the connector and a shorting cable is connected to the female side. The shorting cable shorts all 37 pins together and returns them to the resistance-measuring voltmeter module. For measuring pin-to-pin resistance, the shorting cable is removed, leaving the female side open.
Making the measurements requires two types of input modules for the data acquisition unit. Two 20-channel multiplexer modules in conjunction with the multimeter module provide the actual resistance measurement for both the through-resistance and pin-to-pin tests. In addition, the pin-to-pin test uses three 16-channel general purpose relay modules. Each conductor in the tester cable connects to one channel of the multiplexer and one channel of the relay module.

The desktop P.C. runs a program written in an object-oriented data acquisition application. The Ethernet port on the P.C. provides communication with the data acquisition unit and a laser printer. The LAN is converted to IEEE-488 for both units by a LAN gateway.

For the through-resistance of the connector under test, the program first establishes the through resistances of all pins of a known good connector -- a brand new one. Since a new 37-pin connector typically has resistances of less than 0.01 ohms, this step is really measuring the tester cable resistance. It stores those values in an array to be used for all subsequent measurements in a given session. Then, when the connector under test is being tested, the program subtracts the reference readings from the test readings to obtain the pin resistances.

The computer program measures pin-to-pin resistances by measuring the resistance from a given pin to all other pins together. It is not possible, therefore, to identify specifically which pins have a low resistance between them. The program was originally written to check from each pin to every other one individually. However, the testing took longer than four minutes per connector for the pin-to-pin test alone. For our purposes, knowing the exact pins involved is not important. If cleaning the exterior pins and glass seals does not improve the resistance, the feedthrough is set aside and marked as defective.

**SYSTEM OPERATION**

The operator interface for the computer program is a set of three buttons on the monitor screen for a) reference scan, b) through-resistance of connector under test, and c) pin-to-pin test. After the user has connected the tester cable to a brand new feedthrough, clicking on the first button measures the sum of the tester cable and shorting cable resistances. After the tester cable and shorting cable have been connected to the feedthrough under test, the second button repeats the resistance measurement, subtracts the cable resistance, and prints the data hardcopy. To finish the test, the user disconnects the shorting cable and clicks the pin-to-pin button on the monitor screen. All three buttons prompt the user to enter the facility number, port number, penetration plate number and feedthrough number. These items appear as a header on the hardcopy, along with the date and time.

The average time to test a connector is about two to three minutes. Most of that time is spent connecting and disconnecting the tester cable and shorting cable, which is time-consuming with threaded connectors. Program running time is approximately ten seconds for each of the three test phases.

A connector fails the through-resistance test if any pin has greater than 1 ohm resistance (for reference, 1 ohm is the approximate resistance of 60 feet of #22 AWG copper wire). In the pin-to-pin test, a connector fails if any pin measures less than 3 megohms to all other pins.

**RESULTS**

In the first phase of testing all feedthroughs in the lab, 137 connectors were tested (all were 37-pin). Only a small percentage showed pin-to-pin problems; some of those were corrected by cleaning the male pins and glass seals. Others apparently had internal contamination between pins.
Through-resistance test results varied widely from one feedthrough to another. Some appeared to be brand new, with all resistances ≤0.01 ohms. Many others passed the test with small resistances under 1 ohm. Several, however, had some pins in the range of 100K to 2 Megohms. The worst feedthrough had 11 of the 37 pins in excess of 3.3 Megohms through-resistance.

DISCUSSION

The pins in the 37-pin feedthroughs are not continuous from the room side to the vacuum side. When the feedthroughs are assembled by the manufacturer, the male pins and female pins are joined inside the body by a friction-fit pin and socket arrangement as the room-side insert is pushed into the connector shell. The room-side insert is then held in place by a spring clip.

A wide variety of voltages, currents and frequencies pass through the feedthrough connectors in thermal vacuum testing, which probably accounts for the large range of through-resistances in some of the assemblies. A likely failure scenario would be bootstrapping of corrosion at the internal joints for a circuit carrying significant current. A small increase in resistance would produce an increase in $I^2R$ heating, which could cause further degradation and more increase in resistance. The connectors are rated at 5 amps maximum current. At that current, even as little as 1 ohm resistance would produce 25 watts of heat concentrated into a very small area, which could overheat the pin quickly.

If corrosion due to chemical reaction with the silver plated pins is the cause of increased resistance, a possible source of corrosion is air trapped inside the feedthrough shell. A Goddard failure analysis report (Ref. 1) examining arcing inside MIL-C-5015 37-pin connectors stated, "It is probable that outgassing of this cavity is sufficiently slow to allow air to remain for some time, even after the chamber has reached a relatively hard vacuum". While it is standard practice to turn off electrical circuits in a chamber during pumpdown to avoid corona (arcing), the pressure in the feedthrough cavity could conceivably still be in the corona range when circuits are activated, which could produce ions corrosive to the silver plating.

REFERENCE

Figure 1: Schematic of Feedthrough Tester
PREPARATIONS AND PERFORMANCE OF LARGE SPACE SIMULATION CHAMBER (LSSC) DURING INSAT-2E SOLAR SIMULATION THERMAL BALANCE AND THERMAL VACUUM PERFORMANCE TESTS


Environmental Test Facilities Division, ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore – 560 017, India.

ABSTRACT

Solar simulation Thermal Balance and Thermal Vacuum performance tests on INSAT-2E (Indian National Satellite) were conducted in the Large Space Simulation Chamber (LSSC) available at ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore, India during October-November 1998. The performance of the chamber system was excellent. Both tests were conducted in stabilized environments of vacuum, temperature, solar beam and motion simulator operations as required. The good performance of the chamber can be attributed to a number of modifications, trial runs and performance reviews conducted prior to the above tests. Primarily, certain deterioration in the achievable chamber vacuum was noticed over a period of time since commissioning of the chamber in 1991. A study revealed that a major reason for these degradations are development of leaks at the inter panel connections of shrouds. The panel interconnection arrangements originally provided were reviewed and modifications to the panel interconnection and shroud anchoring incorporated. Subsequently an elaborate leak rate verification of each shroud panel was conducted keeping a benchmark for the acceptable leak level as less than $1 \times 10^{-8}$ std cc/sec. Panels with higher leak levels were rectified identifying the degraded welds at the tubes inter connecting the panels. After rectification of leaks by re-welding and qualification of each panel, vacuum trial runs were conducted to ensure that the overall vacuum performance of the chamber met specifications.

During the analysis of some earlier tests conducted in the chamber it was noticed that there had been some vacuum fluctuation due to sudden release of gases by the cryo pumps. A study revealed the possibility of cryo pumps taking excessive gas load. To avoid this excessive loading and subsequent saturation of cryo pumps during extended chamber evacuation, an additional turbo molecular pump was incorporated to the pumping system of the chamber. This additional turbo molecular pump ensured a stable state lower order vacuum and an overlapped pumping regime with the cryo pumps thus relieving the cryo pumps from being loaded excessively due to outgassing from the shrouds or the test object during the pump down.

Further during the INSAT-2E thermal balance test shrouds were cooled to the required temperature of less than 100 deg K in a gaseous Nitrogen mode. The temperature uniformity achieved was comparable with that achieved in LN2 mode using sub coolers during the earlier tests. The GN2 mode of operation was adapted on a trial basis as a safeguard against the power failure kind of test interruptions. The operation
of the chamber shrouds in GN2 mode to achieve a temperature less than 100 K for conducting a thermal balance test has been found acceptable after a review of temperature distribution on shrouds and the resulted stable spacecraft temperature data. Also given in this paper are a gist of major problems encountered since commissioning of the facility and solutions provided, for the benefit of personnel who are engaged in maintenance and operation of facilities of similar capabilities elsewhere.

OVERVIEW OF LARGE SPACE SIMULATION CHAMBER

LSSC and satellite programs of ISRO

The Large Space Simulation Chamber (LSSC) Facility operational since 1991 has been installed at ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore, India as part of the of capabilities established to build and test large communication and remote sensing satellites indigenously. The facility has supported the thermal balance test requirements of all satellites built by ISRO since then and is also expected to support the thermal vacuum performance tests on very large communication and remote sensing satellites in future. As on date thermal balance tests on INSAT-2A ETM, IRS-1C and INSAT-2E had been successfully conducted in LSSC. The first thermal vacuum performance test to be conducted using the facility was that on INSAT-2E. The thermal vacuum performance tests of INSAT-3A and 3C space crafts are scheduled to be conducted during the first quarter of the year 2001.

System description in brief

LSSC consists of a 9 meter vertical main chamber and a 7 meter horizontal auxiliary chamber. The horizontal chamber is juxtaposed on to the vertical chamber which will accept the test satellite mounted on a vibration isolation support platform via a motion simulator. The auxiliary chamber houses the collimating mirror and the spout with chamber window provides interface with the lamp house. The lamp house houses lamp modules, transfer optics and douzer in a protected environment. The vacuum chamber is lined with shrouds through which nitrogen is circulated to attain temperature in the range of 100K to 373K. The entire facility is operated from a centrally located control console.

Chamber design

The design of the chamber is in accordance with ASME sec VIII/ BS 5500. The chamber has a 4 meter cut out on main chamber for man entry and provisions are available for loading of the test article from top of the chamber on to the motion simulator platform using an EOT Crane.

Shrouds

The shrouds are made of 304L stainless steel, single embossed, plate coil design selected based on easy weldability and very low out gassing characteristics. The outer flat side is electro polished to reduce emissivity. The inner embossed side is glass beaded
and black painted. Shrouds are designed to work for a maximum operating pressure of 100 PSI and can handle 100 KW heat load in conjunction with LN2 sub coolers. The shrouds are divided into 42 active flow control zones for the temperature control of the main and auxiliary chamber shrouds using a dedicated process controller. The LN2 circulation system is designed for heat dissipation of 100 KW inside the main chamber with a localized flux not exceeding 2 KW per meter square. LN2 is circulated in sub-cooled condition by independent centrifugal pumps for main and auxiliary chamber shrouds. The GN2 system utilizes centrifugal blowers, where in constant gas density(4.8Kg/cubic meter) is maintained over the entire working temperature range by means of the active pressure control. The system is designed for 15 KW heat load in the main chamber with a localized heat flux not exceeding 1.4 KW per meter square. Programmed warm up and cool down of the shroud is also possible in the temperature range of 100 K to 373 K at the rate of 1 deg K per minute.

Vacuum system

Chamber pump down from ambient to 1 mbar is achieved using a pair of identical Roughing Skids equipped with roots type blower cascades backed by sliding vane mechanical pumps. Two turbo molecular pumps of 2200 liters per sec capacity have been originally provided to cover a vacuum range from 2.7*10E-2 down to the specified vacuum level of 1*10E-5 or better with the test object inside. One more with a similar capacity has been added after a critical evaluation of effectiveness of various pumping stages. The chamber has also been provided with two numbers of 48 inch cryo pumps with a nominal pumping speed for N2 of 55,000 liters/sec. A Helium cooled cryo panel with free N2 pumping speed of 2,50,000 liters/sec with associated helium cold gas refrigerator/liquefier provide additional pumping capabilities to cater to gas loads while the chamber being pumped down to the specified ultimate vacuum level.

Solar Simulator

The Solar simulator consists of lamp modules, transfer optics and douzer located in a protected lamp house. The segmented collimating mirror is located inside the auxiliary chamber. Eleven numbers of 20 KW Xenon arc lamp modules are used to produce a 4 meter dia collimated solar beam. The beam dia is extendable up to 4.5 meters using 14 numbers of lamp modules. The beam intensity can be set in the range 0.65 KW/sq.mtr to 1.7 KW/sq.mtr with an intensity uniformity of +/- 4% in the reference plane at the center of the main chamber.

Motion Simulator

The Motion simulator is originally a two axis mount installed on top of a vibration isolation platform, with mechanical noise less than 0.005g, inside the chamber. The motion simulator has a tilt capability of +/- 180-deg, while the spin rate can be adjusted from 1 RPD to 10 RPM. The simulator has a payload capability of 3000 Kg with a static unbalance up to 100 Nm. The motion simulator can also be set in a single axis mode with the spin axis in vertical orientation on a separate pedestal in place of the tilt axis.
THERMAL BALANCE TESTS IN LSSC

Thermal balance tests in LSSC can be conducted in either solar simulation or IR simulation modes. During the solar simulation thermal balance test, the power and signal lines from the spacecraft are routed through slip rings housed in a vented to atmosphere housing inside the spin axis. The temperature data from the spacecraft is acquired using a multiplexed thermo couple measurement system through slip rings. In a typical solar simulation thermal balance test, the chamber will be evacuated to a vacuum of 1x10E-6 mbar and the shrouds cooled to -143 degC or less in GN2 mode initially. LN2 circulation is then established to attain and maintain the temperature on shrouds to less than 100 K by the circulation of sub-cooled LN2. After the shrouds are stabilized to a temperature less than 100 K the test object will be exposed to the solar beam of required intensity and the orbit conditions will be initiated operating the motion simulator spin axis at the required rate depending upon the orbital parameters of the spacecraft under test. The BOL, EOL scenarios and seasons are simulated by appropriate positioning of the tilt axis as applicable. Based on the information gathered from the test the thermal design of the spacecraft will be reviewed for necessary design modifications implemented. Thermal balance tests in LSSC have provided valuable insight into the thermal behavior of INSAT-2A, IRS-1C and INSAT-2E spacecrafts. The average LN2 consumption during a thermal balance test has been around 100,000 liters per day.

IR simulation thermal balance tests at spacecraft level are yet to be conducted in LSSC though provisions exist as a part of chamber instrumentation. Most of the current generation of communication satellites built by ISRO beginning with INSAT-2E employ heat pipe technology for the thermal management of the spacecraft. This has resulted in the requirement of satellites with the heat pipe embedded panels having to be tested in a perfectly horizontal position. This required that the motion simulator be modified for operation with the spin axis in a vertical orientation. As a result tilt axis was disassembled and shifted to outside the chamber. The original two axis configuration can be regained with the re-assembly of the spin axis to the tilt axis assembly whenever warranted.

THERMAL VACUUM PERFORMANCE TESTS IN LSSC

The Thermal vacuum performance (TVP) tests are being conducted in LSSC with the shrouds at 173degK and the chamber vacuum better than 1x10E-5 mbar. The shrouds are cooled in GN2 mode. The temperature environments on the spacecraft surfaces are simulated using IR lamps, the heat flux output of these lamps are controlled in a closed loop mode. The satellite being stationary in this case the temperature data is monitored using the direct thermocouple channels available on the chamber ports. The thermocouple data is processed with the help of a set of remote terminal units (RTU) which are individually connected to the host computer by serial links. Provisions are also available on remote terminal units to monitor strain and temperature data using RTDs. The output voltages and currents delivered by the power supplies connected to IR lamp arrays are also monitored using these RTUs. A set of control Remote terminal units (CRTUs) can control the power output to the lamps in a closed loop mode in constant
temperature, constant power or constant flux modes. The scenarios pertaining to cold soak, hot soak and transitions are simulated on space craft surfaces by controlling the thermal environment created by the lamp arrays. A typical thermal vacuum performance test may be of about 30 days duration end to end. This is inclusive of chamber preparation, time required for mating the space craft with the chamber adapter, fixing IR lamp arrays, instrumentation interface checks etc., before the test and the cryo surface warming, controlled venting of the chamber, space craft removal etc., after the test. These pre and post test activities may account roughly 2 to 3 days each. Reliable operation of machinery, uninterrupted power and other utilities, trouble free functioning of chamber sub system controllers, availability of redundancy and fall back options during emergencies etc are crucial to the test management. Functionality of each equipment will be critically reviewed during a series of facility trial runs prior to the test.

PROBLEMS NOTICED IN LSSC VACUUM SYSTEM

During commissioning of the chamber in 1991 a series of integrated trial runs were conducted prior to the thermal balance tests on INSAT-2A ETM. The specified vacuum level of 1x10E-5 mbar with the test object inside was achieved with all the vacuum pumping system installed on the chamber operational. However there were incidents of sudden vacuum degradation by one order due to sudden release of gas load either from cryo pumps or from the cryo panel when the temperature of cryo cooled surfaces drifted by 3 to 7 deg K occasionally due to GN2 gas locks in the cooling circuit of LN2 shields. This has indicated that the vacuum level achieved inside the chamber are less stable when viewed over a long period of time. This gave some suspicion about probable existence of some cold leaks on shroud panels as it was observed that data with short duration trial runs in GN2 mode with shrouds cooled to -100 degC showed stable vacuum levels.

A thorough investigation was conducted about the leak levels of each of the 42 shroud zones inside the chamber. The exercise which spanned over three months and with thorough involvement of personnel a number of locations on inter panel connections having minute leaks were identified. These locations were welded and improvements ascertained.

A detailed analysis of shroud anchoring scheme and inter panel connections were also conducted. Modifications were incorporated to the shroud anchoring and inter panel connections so as to minimize the stress during the movement of the shroud panels in horizontal or vertical directions at cryogenic temperatures. The chamber ultimate vacuum after rectification and these modifications showed marked improvement. A vacuum level of 5x10E-6 was achieved during the IRS-1C thermal balance test that followed, with the entire vacuum pumping system of the chamber operational.

It has been observed that still certain degree of instability present at the peak levels, the vacuum level of the chamber fluctuating between 1x10E-5 and 5x10E-6 with slight disturbances in cryo surface temperatures.
As a solution to the above it was felt that the overlapping turbo molecular pumping regime can be strengthened. An additional 2200 liters/sec turbo molecular pump was incorporated to the chamber. This arrangement has resulted achievement of a stable vacuum level of 1x10E-6 mbar during the INSAT-2E tests even without the use of 250000litr/sec GHe cooled cryo panels. During the thermal vacuum performance test of INSAT-2E the peak vacuum achieved during cold soak phase was as high as 8x10E-7 mbar which can be considered significant considering 1000 cubic meters volume of the chamber and over 1200 sq. meters surface area.

IDENTIFICATION OF SHROUD LEAKS AND RECTIFICATION

LSSC Shroud Configuration

The LSSC main chamber (C1) shrouds in vertical configuration are divided into 28 zones having a total surface area of 375 sq.meters. These zones are provided with individual flow control valves controlled by the thermal control system of the facility. The main chamber (C1) shroud zones are distributed as top shroud assembly with 4 zones, bottom shroud assembly with 4 zones, 4 meter door shroud assembly with 4 zones, cylindrical shroud assembly with 13 zones. The auxiliary chamber (C2) shrouds in the horizontal configuration are divided into 14 zones having a total surface area of 150 sq.meters. Of the 14 zones 12 zones constitute the cylindrical shroud assembly and 2 zones of the solar beam port assembly. The over all distribution of shrouds inside LSSC has been given in Fig. 5.1. Developed views of main chamber and auxiliary chamber shrouds have been given in Fig 5.2, 5.3 respectively.

Location of shroud leaks and rectification

During the IRS-1C thermal balance test in March 1995 leaks were observed from the top shroud zones of the main chamber when shrouds were at liquid nitrogen temperature that led to premature end of the test. After opening the chamber and adopting various leak hunting techniques using a Helium tuned Mass Spectro meter Leak Detector (MSLD), the locations of the leaks were successfully identified and a number of corrective measures were taken to arrest these leaks, the satellite test was successfully completed with the chamber achieving a vacuum of 1x10E-5 mbar under the test conditions.

In view of degradations noticed at the weld points of inter panel connections it was felt essential to evaluate the integrity of all rewelded joints once again prior to the INSAT-2E spacecraft thermal vacuum performance and thermal balance tests scheduled to Oct 1998. Initially a pressure vacuum method was adapted to measure the gross leak of all the zones. The zones with an integrated leak rate of > 1x10E-5 std cc/sec were subjected to a leak test by the vacuum method to measure the individual leak rate of weld joints. Hood technique was adapted to measure the leak rate of embossed surfaces of the segments of shroud zones. A significant leak noticed was the one at the 90 deg quadrant zone of the top shroud. All welding joints and segments which indicated leak rate >1x10E-4 std cc/sec were rectified. To pinpoint the exact location of the leak on the weld joints soap the bubble method was adopted for marking. A brief reference to the
**FIG. 5.1 SHROUD ASSEMBLIES OF MAIN AND AUXILIARY CHAMBERS**

**FIG. 5.2 DEVELOPED VIEW OF MAIN CHAMBER SHROUD**
procedures adopted for the location of zone level leak and the panel level leaks are furnished in the following sections.

Zone level leak test

Pressure vacuum method was used to measure the integrated gross leak rate of 25 zones of C1 shroud assembly and 12 zones of the C2 shroud assembly. In this method the chamber was evacuated to $1 \times 10^{-2}$ mbar level using Roughing pump and Helium at a pressure $1$ kgf/sq.cm was maintained inside each of the zone under test. The pressurized helium leaks into the chamber through the shroud leaks, the increase in Helium concentration inside the chamber was detected by the Helium tuned Mass Spectrometer Leak Detector on the roughing port. From the difference in readings observed in MSLD the actual leak rate of the zone was estimated factoring it into the calibration constant for a standard leak at a specified location. The calibration factor for the set up was calibrated by admitting a known and standard leak of rate $1.85 \times 10^{-6} \text{ std. cc/sec}$ mounted at the farthest point as shown in fig5.4.

Panel level leak test

The panel level leak test was conducted to pin point the leaky points in embossed surfaces of the shroud and weld joints of the inlet and outlet header pipes, bellows and Tee connections. A typical shroud zone on top of the chamber (Zone at 90 deg quadrant) contain 9 members of trapezoidal shaped segments with inlet and outlet headers as shown in Fig 5.5.

The schematic of the panel leak test set up using both hood technique and vacuum method has been shown in Fig.5.6. Before the leak test the calibration factor of the setup was conducted using a standard gross leak calibrator.

Hood technique

The hood technique was used to determine the leak rates of the embossed surfaces of all the nine segments of the 90 deg. quadrant of top shroud. Polythene sheets cut to the shape of the embossed surface segment were fixed with the edges sealed by cellophane tapes. The fluid circulation paths of the embossed surface was evacuated to $2 \times 10^{-2}$ mbar. The space between the polythene sheets and embossed surface was pressurized with Helium at a pressure of 3 to 5 PSI. Leaks in the embossed surface was detected using the MSLD connected in parallel along with the pumping station. The leak rates of all the 9 segments were found to be $\leq 1 \times 10^{-4} \text{ std. cc/sec}$ which was acceptable.

Vacuum method

By this method leak rates of all the 90 weld joints of inlet / outlet headers, bellows and Tees connecting all the segments were detected. The procedure followed is similar to hood technique except that Helium is sprayed on to each weld joint and a change in reading was observed in MSLD. For a particular weld joint (No.5E as shown in Fig5.5)
FIG. 5.3 DEVELOPED VIEW OF AUXILIARY CHAMBER SHROUD

FIG. 5.4 ZONE LEVEL LEAK TEST SET-UP/SCHEMATIC OF PRESSURE VACUUM METHOD
FIGURE 5.5 90 DEG QUADRANT TOP SHROUD ZONE DETAILS

FIGURE 5.6 PANEL LEVEL LEAK TEST SETUP.
the leak rate was observed as 7.3x10E-3 std. cc/sec which was not in the acceptable range.

Rectification and retest

The leaky points located was thoroughly cleaned and TIG welded. The weld location was cooled to -80 deg. C spraying LN2 and the weld integrity at low temperature was verified repeating the leak test using vacuum method.

MODIFICATIONS TO THE SHROUD ANCHORING SCHEME

Shroud Construction

The shroud is a cylinder of size 8.0 meter dia and 11.0 meter height mounted vertically and concentrically with the main chamber of size 9.0 meter dia. The top shroud and an identical bottom shroud are of truncated conical shape with a large end dia of 8.2m, small end dia of 1.0m and an intermediate dia of 4.6m mounted in co axis with the torrispherically shaped dished ends of the chamber.

There are 24 cryogenic panels in the lower part of the top shroud (i.e. between dia 8.2m and dia 4.6m) and 12 panels in the upper part (i.e. between dia 4.6m and dia 1.0m). This shroud is divided into 4 zones for fluid flow and each circuit is complete by six panels on the lower part, 3 panels on the upper part of the top shroud, inlet and outlet header lines, header to panel straight tube connections and panel to panel C-tube jumpers. The cryogenic panels are of single embossed type construction and are made out of stainless steel of grade AISI 304L. The panels are also shaped to curvature in the width direction to the chamber radius with embossing side facing test area in assembly. Two adjacent panels were overlapped and fixed together using fasteners in addition to the laterally mounted spring loaded fasteners. All four members of the inlet and outlet headers were supported by using SS turn buckles to the top dish at the both ends of the headers in addition to the adjacent headers being welded together by SS plates. Each of these headers are connected to the Chamber LN2 feed throughs using SS bellows.

Problems encountered with the shroud assembly

Leaks to a level of >1x10E-5 std cc/sec at locations such as the welded joints of inlet and outlet headers, C-tube jumpers and the straight tube connectors to a total of 560 locations were noticed. These leaks at many TIG welded locations were attributed to the thermal stress prevalent at cryogenic temperatures due to the movement constraints on the shroud panels and the attachments.

Remedies and implementation

After a thorough investigation and analysis following remedies were suggested and implemented in order to provide free expansion / contraction of panels and headers at cryogenic temperatures.
FIG 6.1
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DETAILS</th>
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<th>MODIFIED</th>
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<tr>
<td>A &amp; B</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Existing A &amp; B" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Modified A &amp; B" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHROUD SEGMENT INTER CONNECTION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Existing C" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Modified C" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHROUD SEGMENT SUSPENSION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Existing D" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Modified D" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTER SEGMENT ANCHORING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Existing E" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Modified E" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN HEADER ANCHORING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Existing F" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Modified F" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN HEADER SUSPENSION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Removal of fasteners between the two adjacent overlapped panels
- Removal end support plates of the adjacent headers
- Replacement of C-tube jumpers used for inter panel connections with SS bellows to accommodate the movement of individual panels at cryogenic temperature. See Fig. 6.1 Details A and Detail B.
- Supports to each panel to the top dish using SS wire ropes See Fig. 6.1 Details C.
- Replacement of existed springs and installation of all the spring loaded bolts laterally to the panels. See Fig. 6.1 Details D
- Supports for the SS bellows provided on the header lines. See Fig 6.1 Details E.
- Modifications to the support for the inlet and outlet headers to give 3 degrees of freedom for movements. See Fig. 6.1 Details F.

The C-tube jumpers were used to provide connections between two cryogenic panels for fluid transfer from one panel to the other. For a temperature gradient of about 40 deg C between panels during transition the required height was to be 500 mm to limit the bending stress in the tube with in the allowable limit. The height provided during installation was only 125mm and there was no annular space to increase the height beyond 450mm. Hence it was decided to use SS bellows in place of the C-tube jumpers. The thermal contraction/expansion due to the thermal gradient between panels are taken best by bellows.

The springs which were used between adjacent panels for support were replaced to provide the required compression during operation by the increase of the free length of springs. Proper seating was provided on the tabs and to avoid buckling, springs with squared and ground ends were used. Some of the adjacent tab holes were not aligned and matched, the springs and fasteners were not assembled square to the tab surfaces which caused uneven compression of the springs. The mismatched and non aligned tabs on the panels were corrected for the proper installation of springs exactly lateral to the panel surface.

Performance testing

After implementation of all the remedial measures, a thorough pneumatic pressure testing, cold soak testing, MSLD testing and a thermal vacuum cycling trial was conducted. The performance of the chamber shrouds and and anchoring arrangements were found excellent proving that the analysis, measures suggested and the implementation were correct and effective. It is hoped that the solutions provided should assist in a long lasting and trouble free operation of the chamber shrouds in future.

A SUMMARY REVIEW OF VACUUM SYSTEM OPERATION PROCEDURES ADOPTED DURING INSAT-2E TESTS

The vacuum system operation procedures for the chamber has specified vacuum levels at which various vacuum pumping systems will be exposed to the chamber during the pump down from ambient to the ultimate specified vacuum level of 1x10E-5 mbar with the test object inside or 1x10E-6 mbar in the case of an empty chamber. The chamber is pumped down from ambient to a vacuum level of 3x10E-2 mbar using the roughing skids.
Roughing skids will be cut off at the ultimate and the two Turbo molecular pumps with the required fore vacuum on lines will be exposed to the chamber subsequently. The turbo molecular pumps will be in operation continuously through out the evacuating process further. When a vacuum level of $1 \times 10^{-3}$ mbar has been achieved the Meissner traps will be flooded with LN2. The cryopumps are then started and exposed to the chamber. This stage hence is required to concentrate distinctively on the rare gases present inside the chamber. It was noticed that three turbo molecular pumps, Meissner traps and cryo pumps in continuous operation are sufficient to achieve a peak vacuum level of $1 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar with the test object inside and shrouds cooled to $< 100$ degK. The vacuum level has been found quite stable for a long duration test spanning over 20 days, as in the case of a thermal vacuum performance test on INSAT-2E.

The rectification of weld leaks in shrouds and modifications to shroud interconnections have resulted considerable reduction in nitrogen leaks into the chamber at cold temperatures. As a precaution against minute GN2 leaks in the shrouds that may still be present at very low temperature (cold leaks) a third turbo molecular pump of capacity 2200 liters/sec has been augmented in addition to the originally existing two of identical capacity. Operation of these three turbo molecular pumps on a continuous basis helped significantly in pumping out a major portion of the gas that could get into the chamber from shrouds and the out gassing from the space craft under test. It is of our experience that continuous pumping down of the chamber for a substantial duration say about 4 to 6 hours up to a vacuum level of $1 \times 10^{-3}$ mbar or less and a resident pumping at this vacuum level for a further 2 to 3 hours duration before Meissner traps are ON can provide a stable base vacuum to the chamber.

The preparatory activities of the chamber prior to the acceptance of the test object included a thorough cleaning of the chamber floors and other polished surfaces with lint free wipes. The shroud surfaces were washed with a specified solution to remove sticking dust particles if any. Subsequently a dry run of the chamber was conducted with the shrouds baked to above 60 deg.C by the circulation of hot GN2. The contamination levels of the chamber was monitored continuously during the shroud baking using the quartz crystal micro balance contamination monitor (QCM). Sample mirror surfaces mounted at critical locations were subjected to scrape tests to monitor the composition of deposits if any noticed during the trial run, to ensure that the chamber was free of contamination and clean enough to receive the test object.

From the foregoing discussions it can be construed that the identification and rectification of leaks at the shroud inter panel connections, prevention of leaks from the shrouds at cryogenic temperatures by improving the degree of freedom to panels with modification to anchoring schemes, a review of operational procedures and augmentation of a third turbo molecular pump that resulted maximum benefits from each pumping stage etc., are the basis of excellent vacuum levels achieved inside the chamber during INSAT-2E Thermal vacuum performance and Thermal balance tests. The vacuum profile during the entire duration of the tests have been given in Fig 8.1 & Fig 8.3 respectively.
A GIST OF PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS PROVIDED WHILE USING CHAMBER SINCE COMMISSIONING

Vacuum system

The performance problems encountered in vacuum system and solutions attempted are listed in details in the preceding sections.

Motion simulator

In the case of Motion simulator difficulties were experienced while the multiplexed thermocouple measurement system was being used for temperature measurement. The temperature readings were fluctuating at random due to the power line noise on the input of the instrumentation amplifiers in the multiplexer boxes mounted on the motion simulator inside the chamber. By appropriate modifications to the filters at the input of the amplifiers the problem was sorted out. Additionally an averaging software was also incorporated at the data processing end to average out any random noise that may appear in the data. Secondly the readings from 50 direct thermocouple lines wired through the slip rings of motion simulator were found erratic due to the mismatch between the thermocouple wire and connector pin sizes that resulted in improper crimping and the problem was found getting aggravated at cold temperatures. As a solution the thermocouple lines through the motion simulator were replaced with a new set of wires and connectors crimped properly.

Thirdly both the tilt and spin axis motors of Motion simulator failed due to winding burn outs immediately after the first spacecraft test inside the chamber. The reasons for failure were analyzed as defects in the motor winding which were rectified in house after disassembly of both axes. The windings in some stator slots were found to slip out of the slots into the air gap and getting shorted. By proper insulation between phases and packing the windings tightly in stator slots during the re winding, the probability of a failure in this mode has been considered reduced. The post repair performance of the axes was normal as originally specified.

For the INSAT-2E spacecraft tests the motion simulator configuration was modified into a single axis mode with the spin axis pointing vertical, as required by the spacecraft in order to keep the spacecraft panels housing the heat pipes in a perfect horizontal orientation. The modifications called for design of an appropriate pedestal to support the spin axis apart from the task of disassembly and shifting of the tilt axis to outside the chamber.

Solar simulator

The performance of solar simulator subsystem has been satisfactory. Provision of additional flow switches in the lamp coolant flow circuit for added safety, provision of a 5 micron filter in the coolant water supply line to lamp house, provision of Y traps in vacuum window cooling line etc, are some augmentations having been done. Periodic
replacement of xenon arc lamps, alignment of source modules etc also has been carried out as and when required. The original mirror cooling system using GN2 has now been split into two independent circuits with one circuit for cooling the center zone and other circuit for heating the outer zones during thermal balance tests. This was required to maintain the temperature gradients across the mirror with in limits as the center zone would heat up fast due to the incident solar beam where as the outer zone rapidly cooled due to proximity to the cooled shrouds. The functioning of the modified mirror temperature control arrangement has been up to the requirement.

**Liquid Nitrogen storage & transfer**

The two one million litre liquid nitrogen storage tanks are pre cooled, inter spaces purged with dry nitrogen etc prior to the loading with LN2 for the tests. The PTFE gaskets on LN2 line valves were found to fail frequently due to temperature cycling. An innovative solution is attempted by replacing the PTFE gaskets with gaskets formed using Indium wire. The solution has worked and no LN2 leaks noticed on any of the valves provided with these gaskets.

**Electrical, Instrumentation & Control System**

The performance of the system has been found satisfactory. The instrumentation UPS of the facility has been provided with another UPS as an alternate source which in turn is backed up by a diesel generator ensuring availability of control supply to the facility under all exigencies.

**A TRIAL THERMAL BALANCE TEST IN GASEOUS NITROGEN MODE**

Ideally the thermal balance test need to be conducted with the shrouds cooled to the LN2 temperature by circulation of sub cooled LN2 through the shrouds. On previous occasions it has been observed that the temperature of shrouds opposite to the solar beam on the main chamber could be maintained at -143 deg C only inspite of the increased flow of sub cooled LN2 through these shroud zones. The temperature of remaining zones are observed reaching a temperature of -185 +/-5 deg C. The major source of heat during the thermal balance tests inside the chamber is the solar beam shining on the test object and the shrouds opposite to the beam. It has been observed that temperatures up to -180 deg C is possible to achieve on shrouds in an extended GN2 mode, the fluid content inside the shroud being a mixture of liquid and gaseous nitrogen in such a case. The pressure of gas in the cooling loop when kept around 45 PSI was found to give good temperature stability on shrouds even in the presence of solar beam. The temperature on the shrouds opposite to solar beam could be maintained at -145 +/-5 deg C which is more or less nearer to the case with sub cooled LN2 circulation also. The temperature on these zones can be maintained constant by the continuos flow of GN2 through these zones and controlled venting on to the vent header. However it has been noticed that there are chances of liquid collection at the inlet port of the GN2 blowers, the LN2 injection into the system need to be stopped during the absence of solar beam inside the chamber during the eclipse condition.
The motive of conducting a thermal balance test in GN2 mode is basically the ease of recovery of the chamber from a power failure kind of an emergency. The recovery of a system stabilized in LN2 circulation mode from a power failure require re-establishment of liquid circulation by way of venting all GN2 formed inside the shrouds during the failure duration. The delay associated in re-establishing the liquid circulation can be at least 30 to 45 minutes upon restoration of power which can result in the shroud temperature being raised to above 173deg K which may have disturbed thermal state of the spacecraft by then. The GN2 blowers on the other hand can be started and stabilized quickly the shroud temperatures can be controlled in GN2 mode very easily locating the lagging zones by regulating the flow of GN2 through these zones. From the liquid nitrogen consumption point also the GN2 mode of operation has been found economical, the LN2 consumption per day is about 80 % of that is required in LN2 mode of operation and there is an additional saving of about 1,50,000 liters of the LN2 required for conditioning of the sub-cooler and readying the unit for LN2 circulation. The LN2 consumption can be further pruned by reducing the operating pressure of GN2 in the shroud loop to an optimum value observing the temperature excursions on shrouds based on energy reflections from the spacecraft surfaces.

A review of test results showed expected temperature stabilization on satellite sub-systems and identical variations in stabilized orbits. This has further supported the viability of conducting a thermal balance tests in a controlled GN2 circulation mode.

FACILITY PERFORMANCE DURING INSAT-2E TVP & TBT

The facility performance during thermal vacuum performance and thermal balance test of INSAT-2E were as per specifications. Both the tests were conducted in ideally stabilized environments. Plots of chamber vacuum and a representative shroud temperature during the thermal vacuum performance test have been given in Fig 8.1 and Fig 8.2 respectively. Plots of chamber vacuum, and representative shroud temperature have been given in Fig 8.3, Fig.8.4 respectively. A representative drawing of the arrangement of the spacecraft inside LSSC during thermal balance test has been provided in Fig 8.5.

CONCLUSION

The experience with the vacuum system of the Large Space Simulation Chamber (LSSC) since commissioning, some major problems encountered and the solutions provided are given in brief in this paper. We hope the experience shared here will of help to the people who are engaged in operation and maintenance of similar facilities elsewhere.
FIG 8.1 LSSC - VACUUM PLOT DURING INSAT 2E THERMOVAC TEST

FIG 8.2 LSSC - SHROUD TEMPERATURE PLOT DURING INSAT 2E THERMOVAC TEST

FIG 8.3 LSSC - VACUUM PLOT DURING THE INSAT 2E THERMAL BALANCE TEST

FIG 8.4 LSSC - SHROUD TEMPERATURE PLOT DURING INSAT 2E THERMAL BALANCE TEST
FIG. 8.5 ON-ORBIT EQUINOX SIMULATION—INSAT 2E TBT
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Automation and Upgrade of Thermal System for Large 38-Year-Young Test Facility
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ABSTRACT

The Goddard Space Flight Center’s Space Environment Simulator (SES) facility has been improved by the upgrade of its thermal control hardware and software. This paper describes the preliminary design process, funding constraints, and the proposed enhancements as well as the installation details, the testing difficulties, and the overall benefits realized from this upgrade. The preliminary design process was discussed in a paper presented in October 1996 and will be recapped in this paper to provide background and comparison to actual product. Structuring the procurement process to match the funding constraints allowed Goddard to enhance its’ capabilities in an environment of reduced budgets.

The installation of the new system into a location that has been occupied for over 38-years was one of the driving design factors for the size of the equipment. The installation was completed on-time and under budget. The tuning of the automatic sequences for the new thermal system to the existing shroud system required more time and ultimately presented some setbacks to the vendor and the final completion of the system. However, the end product and its’ benefits to Goddard’s thermal vacuum test portfolio will carry the usefulness of this facility well into the next century.

INTRODUCTION

Early in 1996, Goddard Space Flight Centers’ Environmental Test Branch decided to proceed with the final phase of upgrading the Space Environment Simulator (SES) chamber and tasked Mantech International Corporation to develop, as a cooperative effort, the most cost effective approach to upgrading the thermal system. The SES is a 33-foot diameter by 60-foot tall (head to head) thermal vacuum test chamber constructed at Goddard from 1960 to 1962. The thermal system was a 35-year-old, manually operated, constant pressure, re-circulating gaseous nitrogen (GN₂) or liquid nitrogen (LN₂) system that supplied the working fluid to the chamber shrouds forming a 27-foot diameter by 40-foot high working test volume. The thermal system itself utilized a centralized GN₂ compressor or LN₂ pump, depending on the mode of operation, to circulate the working fluid through centralized heating or cooling plants to provide the necessary temperature to the chamber shrouds. The chamber shrouds consist of over 80 separate aluminum panels configured into multiple parallel/series flow paths that offer 20 to 30 psig pressure drops. Each shroud panel was formed from 1100-series ingot with graphite rods imbedded at a spacing that would yield tube spacing at 15-inch centers when the ingot was rolled and drawn to 5/32-inch thickness. The graphite was etched out and the tubes hydraulically expanded to form a 1-inch inside diameter nominal tube.

The performance of the original thermal system in the GN₂ mode was a nominal 20°C / hour at a range from −65° to +75°C. The control of the thermal system required all manual operation of temperature control valves as well as shroud zone supply and return valves. A simple bakeout required that 2-operators per shift be staffed to safely operate the thermal system.

DESIGN CRITERIA

The design criteria for the thermal system were grouped into general requirements and specific requirements. The general requirements focused on the operational and funding considerations while the specific requirements were focused on the necessary engineering requirements for the new thermal system developed in the Preliminary Design Report phase of the project.
In general, the new thermal system was required to:

- Reduce operational costs.
- Provide remote operation from another building during simple bakeouts and chamber certifications.
- Increase the functional temperature range for the shrouds to make the chamber more viable.
- Create a common control system based on programmable logic controllers (PLC's) and human machine interface (HMI) software for the vacuum and thermal systems.

The specific engineering requirements were developed during the preliminary design process and published in the Preliminary Engineering Report in August, 1996. These requirements will be presented in the Design Process section.

**DESIGN PROCESS**

The design process started with a detailed preliminary engineering study consisting of Mantech and Code 549.4 engineers and technicians working as a team to identify the design requirements that would be most cost effective. The budget for this task was approximately $2.5 million dollars spread over a 3-year period. This required the design team to carefully evaluate all of the options and requirements. The decision tree, figure 1, summarizes the options investigated with the major decisions discussed in the following sections.

**Shroud Replacement Necessary?**

The first major decision was whether to replace the shrouds in this chamber or not. All of the recent upgrades of chambers with shrouds of similar manufacture were replacing them. Our dilemma was that of cost versus value. A replacement shroud with a surface area of 5000 ft$^2$ (465 m$^2$) would cost approximately $1.5 million dollars (estimated at ~ $300/ft^2$) which would take over half of the available funds. The design team reviewed the upgrade efforts of shrouds of similar design, including a paper presented in 1984 on the Ford Aerospace 39-foot vacuum chamber. The results from these studies showed the primary point of failure to be at the welded joints where the 3300 series aluminum jumper tubes were welded to the 1100 series formed tube passages. The failures were due to stress cracks created during the rapid cool down with LN$_2$ and the impurities in the weld due to the high traces of carbon from the forming process. The SES shrouds have been leak free after repairing all of the failures in the infancy phase of the shrouds and after removing the gimbal sections that were plagued with leaks from the beginning.

Due to the fact that every other facility containing this style shroud had them replaced, the decision was made to conduct some non-destructive and some destructive studies on the shroud panels and weld joints. The studies were the subject of a paper presented in the October 1996 Space Simulation Conference in Baltimore, Maryland titled, “Thermal System Upgrade of the Space Environment Simulation Test Chamber.” After extensive eddy current, dye penetrant and radiographic inspection of the welds in the crossover tubes some crack development had been observed, the depths of which were no more than 10% of the wall thickness and random in occurrence. However, thermographic imaging and stress/strain measurements under thermal cycling indicated large loads on the supply and return pipes. We discovered the strain was caused by the pipe support system which did not allow the pipes to expand and contract. This problem was remedied by designing and installing a sliding pipe support system which significantly reduced the strain.

Destructive life cycle testing on some of the removed panels from the frustum of a cone showed that the crack propagation began at approximately 900 cycles. Since the shrouds have been estimated to undergo less than 400 cycles over the first 35-years of its existence, the life remaining in the shrouds was determined to be at least another 35-years. The other thing learned was that the strain was kept low when the gradient was maintained below 100°C. The final decision was to keep the existing shrouds and limit the maximum gradient across the shrouds during transitions to 100°C.

**Centralized Thermal System versus Zoned Thermal System utilizing Multiple TCU’s?**

Once the decision to keep the existing shrouds was reached, the issue about using a centralized compressor system versus a zoned system with multiple thermal conditioning units (TCU’s) became more biased towards the compressor based system. This is due to the fact the shrouds, in their current internal piping configuration consist of zones with 400-foot long...
pipe runs creating a pressure loss of 20-30 psig across the zone. Even the high pressure blowers used in most commercially available TCU’s can only develop 10 psig of pressure head. This meant using the existing shrouds with TCU’s would require significant manifolding changes inside the chamber and many welds at the crossover tubes; the welds most likely to fail. Some of the other considerations were the electrical requirements and space requirements of the TCU’s. The TCU’s use electric resistance heaters as the heat source while the centralized system could take advantage of the steam available in the building. The amount of electricity necessary to provide 400,000 btu/hr of heat to the process was not available. The space required to locate six TCU’s was not available either. Based on the considerations described above, the centralized thermal system was chosen over individually zoned quadrants using multiple TCU’s.

Use the Existing Nitrogen Compressor?

The heart of a centralized thermal system is the compressor. The compressor on the existing system was a Sulzers K105-1A, 125 horsepower, non-lubricated compressor rated at 10,250 lbm/hr with a 40 psig differential operating pressure. Sulzer USA was contacted to evaluate the condition of the 35-year old compressor. Their evaluation indicated that some of the seals needed replacing as well as the internal copper water tubing needed replacing with stainless steel tubing. Other than those recommendations, Sulzer USA indicated that the compressor was in excellent shape. Their compressors are very rugged and are designed to operate for 80 to 100 years. Based on the Sulzer USA report, a proven design, and reliable track record, the decision was reached to make the necessary modifications and use the existing compressor in the new thermal system.

Specific Engineering Requirements for the New Thermal System and Related Subsystems

The final engineering requirements for the new thermal system were the result of applying a systematic evaluation of the options available using a team approach and good engineering practice. Each option was examined with the pro’s and con’s listed and then examined as far as reasonable. The final design requirements, summarized below, were developed and included in a formal specification package.

- Temperature ramp rates of 30°C/hr on the shrouds over a gas supply temperature range of −130°C to +150°C.
- Stability of ±2°C at any control temperature in that range.
- Provide thermal conditioning to the existing top, side and bottom shrouds utilizing the existing vacuum jacketed (VJ) supply and return lines.
- New LN₂ pumping system, with warm back-up pump, to provide shroud temperatures less than −180°C while handling 50 kW of payload heat dissipation.
- Skid mounted, modular assemblies able to fit through a 9-foot by 10-foot hatch.
- Provide central heating and cooling plant using LN₂ as the coolant and available 100 psig plant steam for heat source.
- Design all heat exchangers, pipes and valves to fully utilize the existing Sulzer compressor.
- Fully automate the control system utilizing the same programmable logic controller (PLC) and human machine interface (HMI) software as the recently upgraded vacuum system to facilitate operating the chamber from other locations in the environmental test complex.
- Provide the system in a three phase procurement process to accommodate the funding available for this task over three fiscal years.
- Remove the 127 optical feedthroughs on the dome of the chamber, saving ≈$600/day in purge gas when conducting cold wall tests.
- Replace the densing panels for the optical feedthroughs and the frustum of a cone dome shroud with a single 29-foot diameter flat shroud in the dome eliminated an unnecessary circuit and providing a more uniform surface.
- Rebuild the Sulzer compressor and modify the flywheel and motor drive pulley to accept a multiple v-belt drive system.
- Upgrade all vacuum instrumentation using transducers wired directly to the PLC.
- Redesign the vacuum system SCADA to mesh with the thermal system and combine into one application.
FUNDING CONSTRAINTS

As mentioned earlier, one of the major challenges was completing this upgrade with the current fiscal constraints from NASA for these types of enhancements. The Environmental Test Branch had the vision to request facility upgrade funding based on improving the safety to payloads as well as reducing test costs. The projected allocations were phased with the first two fiscal years providing 75% of the funding and the remaining 25% in the last year with the understanding that funding could be eliminated in any of the future years. This required that the procurement be staged in fiscal efforts that would yield a deliverable at the end of each year. The first phase consisted of completing the design calculations, the fabrication drawings and procurement of major components broken out into individual milestones for the proposed system. The second phase consisted of completing the fabrication of the thermal system in modular skids, shipment to Goddard and delivery of the final fabrication drawings. The third and final phase, which was postponed several times, consisted of the installation and commissioning of the thermal system. Fortunately, funding was available every year and the project was successfully awarded to Process Systems International in January 1997. The thermal system was successfully completed in February 2000.

INSTALLATION DETAILS

The thermal system consisted of three major subsystems; the GN₂ Heat Exchanger Skid, the Valve Box Skid, and the LN₂ Skid. Each skid was fabricated to be capable of being rotated vertical and lowered through the 9-foot by 10-foot hatch opening in the floor. The opening in floor turned out to be one of the biggest engineering hurdles for the vendor supplying the equipment. This design constraint required the equipment be compact enough to fit through the opening as well as all the components in those skids be braced and supported for flipping to a vertical orientation. All three skids were successfully craned into the basement and rigged into place due as much to good design as to the skill and ingenuity of the crane operators and riggers.

Finding a window of time to install the thermal system with constantly changing project test schedules proved to be very difficult causing the installation to be postponed many times. As the actual installation grew nearer, the vendor was requested to provide an accelerated installation window from 12-weeks to 8-weeks. This was negotiated with an aggressive installation plan put into action. The actual mechanical and electrical installation went very smoothly and was completed in the schedule 5-weeks. The only exception to that was the cryogenic insulation. This process took a week longer than expected and installed with insufficient expansion joints. The insulation was replaced later during the replacement of the steam heat exchanger.

TESTING DIFFICULTIES

Mating the new thermal system to the existing shrouds and interconnecting piping required making assumptions in the design process that were not easily confirmed. The physical installation of the three major skids, the interconnecting piping and the electrical connections were completed in time on the accelerated schedule by working six 10-hour work days. The difficulties were encountered in the testing and tuning phases of the schedule. A re-occurring problem the vendor encountered centered around manufacturing debris in the manifolding of the valve box that showed up in valve seats causing valves to leak or bind producing anomalies in the process. This problem plagued the 3-inch isolation ball valves for the LN₂ pumps as well as the shroud supply and return, VJ globe valves in the valve box.

The area of automation that required the most time and testing was that of automatic transfer from the GN₂ mode of operation into the LN₂ mode of operation and back into the GN₂ mode of operation. It is always amazing how many different sensory inputs the human brain processes when operating a large system. These inputs are not easily converted into an automated process. Many rupture disks were expended in this effort until the dynamics of all of the variables that were monitored by human ears, eyes, and finger tips were translated into control algorithms that worked. The processes automated were: 1) the GN₂ Skid or compressor start, stop and pressure control functions; 2) the GN₂ mode, the process of establishing flow to the shroud zones; 3) the LN₂ Skid or pump start, stop and pressure control functions; 4) the LN₂ Mode, the process of safely establishing LN₂ flow into the shrouds after cooling the shrouds with the GN₂ mode; 5) the Purge Mode, the process of pushing the LN₂ out of the shrouds and then safely establishing the GN₂ mode again; and 6) the Safe State Mode, the process of automatically exiting whatever mode the system was in and returning the shrouds to predetermined “Safe Temperature.” The control screens for these processes are included at the end of this paper.
The major factor that made it so difficult to resolve the problems in the automation of the new thermal system was the size of the system and the time lag in responding to the changes. The shrouds in the SES weigh approximately 25,000 lb (11,340 kg) with piping runs in each zone in the side shroud over 400-feet (122 m) in length. It takes about 2 hours for the return gas to change temperature after starting a transition. These time constants made it impractical to test some modes of operation more than once in a given day, thereby lengthening the process of identifying the problems and correcting them.

The biggest setback faced was during the final phase of the acceptance test in September 1999. The Safe State mode was being tested while operating in the LN₂ Mode with the shrouds flooded with LN₂. The process itself went smoothly. The problem was encountered around 10:30 pm when the steam heat exchanger was overcome by the cold process gas and froze. The transfer from Purge Mode to the GN₂ Mode had been successfully tested five times but the timing in the automated process was faster than when manually initiating the GN₂ Mode following the Purge Mode sequences. The cracks in the internal heat exchanger piping did not show up until the next run, two weeks later, when the steam was established with no GN₂ pressure in the heat exchanger. The root cause of the problem was learned in the days after finding water in the compressor. The vendor had designed the heat exchanger with steam in the tubes instead of the shell to minimize the size of the heat exchanger due to the tight size restrictions imposed by the opening in the floor. In addition, the 3-inch process valves supplying process gas to either the LN₂ or the steam heat exchangers were designed with full open or full closed actuators. When the possibility of freezing is present, good design practice for heat exchangers is to put the fluid with the freeze potential in the shell and not in the tubing. The vendors' lead process engineer, the heat exchanger manufacturer and our engineers had failed to notice this in their design. Even with many engineering controls in their design, such as an orifice sized to keep the heat exchanger hot along with free draining tubing from the heat exchanger to the steam trap, the full flow of \(-140°C\) gas cooled the steam in the tubing so rapidly, causing it to condense and form a vacuum in the drain. This allowed the condensed water to freeze and stop the steam flow (and heat) into the heat exchanger.

The vendor was very responsive and cooperative in repairing the system. The repair required redesigning a heat exchanger with the steam in the shell, procuring and installing the new heat exchange, replacing the open/closed actuators with proportional actuators, and relocating the control sensor for process control. This modification and subsequent tuning and acceptance testing was successfully completed in February 2000.

Lessons Learned

**Heat Exchanger design:** Spend the extra time or expense needed to have an independent heat exchanger designer or expert evaluate the design of critical heat exchangers. The design calculations are not the only things that need to be evaluated. The use of the heat exchanger in the system needs to be evaluated with respect to process fluids and engineering controls. These components are almost always custom designed, welded in place, and very costly to replace not only in the wallet but in lost time.

**Automation of Processes:** The time needed to properly test and tune processes that are being automated is almost universally under estimated. Take the time requested by the process/control engineer and multiply it by 2 or 3 when laying out a project schedule. Do not rush this phase – all possible scenarios should be tested. Maintain a good supply of spare rupture disks when testing LN₂ processes - they will be used. Processes that are unique to a given situation, even though typical to industry, require time to test and program in the controls to safely conduct that process. Many of the inputs used in a manual system are difficult to detect using standard instrumentation. For example, the distinct change in sound as non-cavitating LN₂ flow is established in a line versus interpreting the temperature and pressure in that line to deduce the same information. Temperature probes in a process line always have a time lag and determining the appropriate temperatures and pressures given different heat loads in the chamber is a trial and error process.

**Contamination:** Wherever possible, utilize low points for final weld connections in field installed process piping. No matter how careful the contractor is, cutting and grinding debris gets into the piping system that cannot be seen or cleaned out. Put this in the specification or bring it up in design reviews. Metal chips and valve seats do not get along with each other creating problems when tuning a control system by creating leaks where none are expected.
**Insulation:** Insulation of cryogenic process lines is a time consuming process. Use VJ process lines wherever possible. This costs more initially, but saves installation time and creates a much cleaner system. This is not always practical, so when mechanically insulating cryogenic lines, make sure the contractor uses an installer who has experience with the insulation techniques being used and multiply their estimated installation time by a factor of two when the piping runs are complex.

**SYSTEM PERFORMANCE**

The performance of the completed system met all of the criteria specified. The temperature ramp rate cooling is 28°C across the range and during heating is 30°C per hour. The control of the heat exchangers was greatly enhanced when the vendor went to using proportional actuators on the heat exchanger isolation valves. The factor that governs the ramp rate is the gradient across the shrouds as seen between the supply and return temperatures. To minimize the stress on the supply manifold and panel welded joints, a decision reached at the conclusion of the shroud study was to limit the gradient to 100°C. This gradient is an adjustable variable in the control system. An entry of 100°C in this field yields a ramp rate around 30°C. Smaller gradients yield slower transition rates which is a technique used to control transition rates with this system. The gradient control is a secondary control loop that takes over the control supply temperature setpoint when the differential between the return and supply gas is greater than 100°C even when the target setpoint is set at a greater value. Figure 3 depicts the gradient curve compared to the supply and return gas temperatures.

The automatic features of compressor pressure control, setpoint control and sequences to establish GN₂ and LN₂ flow have significantly minimized the demands on the operators when running the system. We now conduct chamber certifications from another building since the entire system can be monitored and controlled remotely.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The upgrade of the thermal system for the Space Environment Simulator at Goddard Space Flight Center combined with the final modifications to the vacuum system for remote operation was successful in meeting all of the design objectives. The success was due to the efforts of many technicians, designers and engineers from Goddard and industry working together to identify the design criteria and the solutions within the funding available for the task. The automating of the thermal system control processes has decreased the level of effort required to run the thermal system by a large factor allowing the operators more time to attend to the other duties of conducting a spacecraft level test in the SES facility. The intent of this paper is to provide a road map of possibilities that may assist others when upgrading an old system becomes necessary.
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Procure New Shrouds
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Figure 1: Decision Tree
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### FACILITY 290

#### GN2 SKID

**Overview**
- **START PERMISSIVES**
  - GN2 Supply Valve
  - LVX-300 Closed
  - LVX-300 Closed
  - LVX-300 Closed
  - LVX-300 Closed
- **OPERATION**
  - GN2 SKID OFF
  - Start
  - Shutdown
- **SETPOINTS**
  - Target Temp. ???? °C
  - Max Gradient 100.0 °C
  - Comp. Suction Pressure 60 psig
- **ALARMS**
  - Comp. Start Failure
  - GN2 Supply Valve
  - LVX-300 Closed
  - LVX-300 Closed
  - LVX-300 Closed
- **SHUTDOWN PERMISSIVES**
  - Button not in GN2 or Purge Mode

#### GN2 MODE

**Overview**
- **START PERMISSIVES**
  - All Modes Off
  - GN2 Skid On
  - Purge Mode Complete
  - Facility Permissive On
  - LV2 Supply Valve
  - LVX-300 Closed
  - LVX-300 Closed
  - Brassed Valve Open
  - Purge 24-Hour Timer Tied Off
- **OPERATION**
  - GN2 MODE OFF
  - Start
  - Shutdown
- **SETPOINTS**
  - Target Temp. ???? °C
  - Max Gradient 100.0 °C
  - SHROUD BALANCE VALVE POSITIONS
  - Enter New Positions
  - Balance Valve
  - Current Position
  - Balance Position
  - Top Zone
  - G1X-353
  - Reference Temp. 23.3 °C
  - Top Zone
  - Top Zone
  - Bottom Zone
  - G1X-351
  - Reference Temp. 23.3 °C
- **SHROUD START-UP ORDER**
  - Enter New Order or Accept Defaults
  - 0=Disable 1=First 2=Second 3=Third
  - (Set all to "0" before entering new values)
  - Top Zone
  - Side Zone
  - Bottom Zone

**Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ack</th>
<th>Time Stm</th>
<th>Time Last</th>
<th>Tag Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.11.32.140</td>
<td>10.17.32.140</td>
<td>F290_G2 ISOLATION_V1.GN2 BackDrill Retention Valve</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>OMM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.11.32.140</td>
<td>10.17.32.140</td>
<td>F290_G2 CONTROL_GN2 BackDrill Control Valve</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>OMM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT

Helium evolution from the transfer of helium-saturated propellant in space is quantified to determine its impact due to creating a two-phase mixture in the transfer line. The transfer line is approximately 1.27 cm in diameter and 6096 cm in length and comprised of the fluid interconnect system (FiCS), the orbiter propellant transfer system (OPTS), and the International Space Station (ISS) propulsion module (ISSPM). The propellant volumetric transfer rate is approximately between 7 and 11 liters per minute (lpm), and the supply tank pressure is maintained at approximately 1827 kPa (absolute).

The pressure drops for both monomethylhydrazine (MMH) and nitrogen tetroxide (NTO) at 11.3 lpm are approximately 202 kPa and 302 kPa, respectively. These pressure drops cause the helium-saturated propellants to release excess helium of approximately 8.89\% for MMH and 15.31\% for NTO at standard temperature and pressure (STP). The corresponding volume fractions of helium evolved to the propellant in the line are 0.19\% for MMH and 0.6\% for NTO.

The volumes of steady-state helium evolution from helium-saturated MMH and NTO are approximately 8.19 cm³ and 45.88 cm³, respectively, for a total line volume of 7722 cm³.

INTRODUCTION

One of the technical challenges in developing a propellant transfer capability in space for an unbladdered propulsion system is the helium evolution from helium-saturated propellant. The topic of gas evolution is not new; however, the effect it has on the propellant transfer in space is new. Most of us can relate to the concept of gas evolution from the experience of opening a carbonated beverage can under pressure. There is a manifestation of bubble foam discharging from the can. This bubble foam is the effect of carbon dioxide (CO₂) coming out of solution in the form of gas bubbles. Likewise, the process of helium coming out of helium-saturated propellant exhibits a similar phenomenon; however, it is to a lesser extent since the concentration of saturated gas in the two cases is significantly different. Furthermore, CO₂ is involved in a chemical equilibrium interaction with water, while helium is inert.

During propellant transfer, the propellant begins at the supply tank as a single-phase liquid. As it travels along the transfer line, it experiences a pressure drop due to line friction, restrictions, and changes in flow direction. As a result of the pressure drop, the helium-saturated propellant releases helium. Reference 1 states that: “At a specific temperature and pressure, any liquid will hold a given quantity of gas in solution. Increasing the gas pressure will increase the quantity of gas that can be held by the liquid. Under any set of conditions of pressure and temperature, a liquid that holds the maximum quantity of gas in solution is said to be saturated. If the pressure is reduced while all other conditions remain the same, the quantity of gas that can be held in solution is reduced and the liquid then contains more gas than it can hold in solution at the new lower pressure and is over saturated. The excess dissolved gas will come out of solution; and if the pressure is reduced sufficiently, the excess gas may be observed as small bubbles.” In addition, NASA White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) has documented helium evolution from propellants undergoing depressurization in thruster systems.\(^2\) This clearly shows the formation of a bubble cloud in propellant.

\(^1\)This work was performed under NASA Contract No. NAS15-10000 to develop ISSPM.
\(^2\)NASA WSTF Report and Vide of Hot Fire Test Series No. 3A of 12 February 1999, Run No. 19.
When helium evolves from the propellant, it begins as tiny bubbles from nucleation sites (surfaces), turbulent eddies, and also within the liquid. Once these tiny bubbles are formed, they will grow progressively as a function of pressure drop. As the bubbles grow in size, they mix with the propellant liquid to create a two-phase flow. The process of helium evolution in the transfer line is shown in Figure 1. This figure illustrates a visual observation of de-saturating helium-saturated water from approximately 1827 kPa to 101 kPa through a 2.54-cm smooth transparent tubing.

The existence of two-phase flow will induce uncertainty in the flowmeter reading, which is used to gage the amount of transferred propellant for a single-phase flow. To eliminate the effect of helium evolution on the flowmeter uncertainty, the volume fraction of the helium to propellant is quantified so that the undesirable region of two-phase flow can be avoided. Furthermore, upon completion of propellant transfer, the transfer line must be emptied of propellant before being disconnected. This requires that the transfer line be purged. Purging in microgravity conditions already is difficult with the existence of valves and bends, and is now complicated further with the trapped helium bubbles. Under microgravity conditions, there is a tendency for the bubbles to merge and form a continuous gas passage. Reference 2 discusses the fluid behavior in microgravity conditions. The purge gas will tend to travel along the lesser resistance path, which is the gas passage. Consequently, the effectiveness of purging the residual propellant becomes questionable. Again, quantifying the volume fraction of the helium to propellant along the transfer line is necessary so that the impact of the trapped bubbles on purging can be assessed. Finally, the system pressure drop as defined by a single-phase liquid will increase with the introduction of helium evolution. The existence of gas from helium evolution will facilitate turbulence in the flow, which may change the flow regime.

In this paper, the volume fraction of helium to propellant in the transfer line is determined based on the line configurations of the FICS, OPTS, and ISSPM. The orbiter docking with ISS during the propellant transfer is shown in Figure 2.

SYMBOLS

Values are given in International System of Units (SI). The measurements and calculations were made in SI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Inner diameter of the transfer line, cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Friction factor, dimensionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_{MMH}</td>
<td>Total amount of helium evolved from MMH during MMH transfer, cc at STP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_{NTO}</td>
<td>Total amount of helium evolved from NTO during NTO transfer, cc at STP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He_{MMH}</td>
<td>Amount of helium absorbed in a given amount (cc) of MMH, cc at STP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He_{NTO}</td>
<td>Amount of helium absorbed in a given amount (cc) of NTO, cc at STP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Volumetric flow rate, lpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_{MMH}</td>
<td>Total amount of helium absorbed in helium saturated MMH, cc at STP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_{NTO}</td>
<td>Total amount of helium absorbed in helium saturated NTO, cc at STP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_b</td>
<td>Bend loss coefficient, K_b = \left[ \frac{\text{angle}}{90} - 1 \right] \left( 0.25 \pi \frac{f}{D} + 0.5(17) \right) + 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_v</td>
<td>Valve loss coefficient, K_v = K_n f_i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMH</td>
<td>Monomethylhydrazine, fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTO</td>
<td>Nitrogen tetroxide, oxidizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Local pressure inside the transfer line, kPa (absolute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_{MMH}</td>
<td>Volume fraction of helium to propellant evolved from MMH during MMH transfer, dimensionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_{NTO}</td>
<td>Volume fraction of helium to propellant evolved from NTO during NTO transfer, dimensionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Volume of the propellant element, cc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>Velocity of the fluid flowing inside the transfer line, m/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>Distance from the supply tank along the transfer line, cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\rho</td>
<td>Density of the propellant, kg/m^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\Delta P</td>
<td>Pressure drop, kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%He_{MMH}</td>
<td>Percentage of helium evolved from helium saturated MMH at 1827 kPa to a given de-saturation pressure, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%He_{NTO}</td>
<td>Percentage of helium evolved from helium saturated NTO at 1827 kPa to a given de-saturation pressure, %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANALYTICAL APPROACH

The helium evolution upon de-saturation of a helium-saturated propellant is a rapid process. That is, the evolution of helium occurs nearly instantaneously with respect to decreasing pressure. It is a technical challenge to design a test apparatus to measure the transient helium evolution. Furthermore, there is a lack of test data on the kinetic helium evolution to correlate the direct effect of helium evolution with time under the proposed propellant transfer conditions. As an alternative, a steady-state condition for helium evolution was used to arrive at (1) the total amount of helium evolution and (2) the steady-state time. These results are sufficient to address the concerns of helium evolution on the flowmeter, on the effectiveness of purging, and on creating turbulence in the flow. Consequently, there is no need for the actual kinetics of helium evolution.

The pressure drop forces the helium gas to evolve from helium-supersaturated propellant. The higher the pressure drop, the more helium evolution. Thus, the characterization of helium evolution requires a complete understanding of the pressure drop characteristics of the transfer system.

PRESSURE DROP CHARACTERIZATION

Configuration

The FICS and OPTS are shown in Figure 3. The propellant can be transferred either from the forward reaction control system (FRCS), the orbiter maneuver system (OMS), or the aft reaction control system (ARCS). The FRCS is located near the lower left-hand side, and the OMS and ARCS are located near the lower right-hand side of Figure 3. As the propellant leaves the supply tanks, it enters the FICS and subsequently flows into the OPTS, which leads to the ISSPM. The OPTS is located near the upper left-hand side of Figure 3.

Pressure Drop Formulation

The pressure at any point in the transfer line is equal to the supply tank pressure minus the accumulated pressure drop from the supply tank to that point. Since the ISSPM is a bipropellant propulsion system that uses monomethylhydrazine (MMH-CH₃N₂H₃) as a fuel and nitrogen tetroxide (NTO-N₂O₄) as an oxidizer, the following analyses will provide derivations for both commodities. The line pressure is:

\[ P_i = 1827 - \Delta P_{\text{line}} - \Delta P_{\text{bend}} - \Delta P_{\text{valve}} \]  

where

\[ \Delta P_{\text{line}} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{4.632}{144^{*}32.2} \right] \rho_i v_i^2 f_i \times \]  

\[ \Delta P_{\text{bend}} = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{4.632}{144^{*}32.2} \right] \rho_i v_i^2 K_m (\text{angle}_m f_i) \]  

\[ \Delta P_{\text{valve}} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{4.632}{144^{*}32.2} \right] \rho_i v_i^2 K_n (K_n f_i) \]

\[ i \text{ represents the commodity: MMH or NTO} \]

The physical properties of MMH and NTO were obtained from Reference 3.

The pressure drop is a function of flow rate, which is dependent on the pressure difference between the supply tank and the receiving tank. The supply tank pressure is regulated to approximately 1827 kPa; however, the receiv-

\[ 4.632 \text{ is a conversion factor.} \]
ing tank pressure increases with the transferred propellant. This causes the pressure difference between tanks to
decrease and the flow rate to decrease accordingly. In this report, the pressure drop analysis assumes that the flow
rate is controlled to maintain a constant flow. The pressure profile during propellant transfer calculated from Equa-
tions 1, 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3 is shown in Figure 4. This figure shows that the pressure drop increases abruptly in transi-
tion from one subsystem to the next as a result of multiple redundancy isolation valves.

HELICUM CONCENTRATION AND EVOLUTION CHARACTERIZATION

Before beginning the analysis of helium evolution during propellant transfer, it is important to define the amount
of helium contained in MMH and NTO and the fraction which evolves under depressurization.

Helium Concentration in Saturated Propellant and Oxidizer

When propellant is pressurized by direct contact with helium gas, the helium will be absorbed in the propellant. The
amount of helium saturated at STP in MMH and NTO can be described by the following correlation (Reference 1):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{He}_{\text{MMH}}(P) & = 0.0006 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) - 0.00323 \\
\text{He}_{\text{NTO}}(P) & = 0.0022 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) - 0.0863
\end{align*}
\]

where

- \( \text{He}_{\text{MMH}}(P) \) is amount of helium absorbed in a given amount (cc) of MMH, cc at STP
- \( \text{He}_{\text{NTO}}(P) \) is amount of helium absorbed in a given amount (cc) of NTO, cc at STP
- \( P \) is the pressure, kPa (absolute)

The amount of helium contained in the propellant increases with increasing pressure. NTO can absorb 3 to 4 times
more helium than MMH at a given pressure.

Helium Evolution

Helium evolves when the pressure of helium-saturated propellant is decreased. The lower the pressure, the larger
the amount of helium will evolve. The percentage of helium evolution upon de-saturation can be described by the fol-
lowing correlation (Reference 1):

\[
\begin{align*}
%\text{He}_{\text{MMH}}(P) & = -0.518 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) + 128.87 \\
%\text{He}_{\text{NTO}}(P) & = -0.474 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) + 118.47
\end{align*}
\]

where

- \( %\text{He}_{\text{MMH}}(P) \) is percentage of helium evolved from helium saturated MMH at 1827 kPa to a given de-saturation
  pressure, %
- \( %\text{He}_{\text{NTO}}(P) \) is percentage of helium evolved from helium saturated NTO at 1827 kPa to a given de-saturation
  pressure, %
- \( P \) is the pressure, kPa (absolute)

The percentage of helium evolution increases with decreasing pressure. The percentage of helium evolution is
similar for both MMH and NTO even though the relative absorption capability varies by 3 to 4 times. The propellants
were initially saturated with helium at 1827 kPa.

4
Helium Evolution Upon Propellant Transfer

Now that the helium absorption and evolution in MMH and NTO are defined, the analysis of the helium evolution in the transfer line during propellant transfer is ready to proceed. Consider an element of propellant at a distance $x$ from the supply tank as shown in Figure 7.

The local line pressure, $P$, is defined by Equation 1. This propellant element is initially saturated with a given amount of helium as defined by Equations 2 and 3. As it leaves the supply tank, it experiences a pressure drop, which causes it to release the excess helium. The percentage of helium evolution is defined by Equations 4 and 5. The amount of helium that comes out of solution can now be calculated based on Equations 2 through 5. For a given decrease in pressure, the amount of helium coming out of solution is:

$$G_{\text{commodity}} = Q_{\text{commodity}}(P)[\% H_{\text{commodity}}(P)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Equation 6 states that, for a given elemental volume $dV$, the amount of helium that evolves from the propellant is a percentage of the total amount of helium saturated within that elemental volume at a given pressure.

Differentiating Equation 6 yields

$$dG_{\text{commodity}} = dQ_{\text{commodity}}(P)[\% H_{\text{commodity}}(P)] + Q_{\text{commodity}}(P)\frac{d[\% H_{\text{commodity}}(P)]}{dP} \frac{dP}{dx} dx$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

For a given volume of propellant, the total amount of helium saturated can be determined as follows:

$$Q_{\text{commodity}} = V H_{\text{commodity}}(P)$$

$$dQ_{\text{commodity}} = H_{\text{commodity}}(P)dV + V \frac{dH_{\text{commodity}}(P)}{dP} \frac{dP}{dx} dx$$

$$Q_{\text{commodity}} = \left[ \left( \frac{\pi D^2}{4} \right) \right] \int_0^x \left[ H_{\text{commodity}}(P) + \frac{dH_{\text{commodity}}(P)}{dP} \frac{dP}{dx} dx \right] dx$$

Hence, the total amount of helium evolved from an elemental volume of propellant during propellant transfer is

For MMH, $dG_{\text{MMH}} = dQ_{\text{MMH}}(x)[\% H_{\text{MMH}}(P)] + Q_{\text{MMH}}(x)\frac{d[\% H_{\text{MMH}}(P)]}{dP} \frac{dP}{dx} dx$  \hspace{1cm} (7-1)

$$dG_{\text{MMH}} = \left( \frac{\pi D^2}{400} \right) \left( -0.518 \left( \frac{P-101}{6.895} \right) + 128.87 \right) \left[ 0.0006 \left( \frac{P-101}{6.895} \right) - 0.0323 \right] + 0.006 \frac{dP}{dx} dx + \left( \frac{\pi D^2}{400} \right) \left( -0.518 dP \right) \left[ 0.0006 \frac{dP}{dx} \right] dx$$

For NTO, $dG_{\text{NTO}} = dQ_{\text{NTO}}(P)[\% H_{\text{NTO}}(P)] + Q_{\text{NTO}}(P)\frac{d[\% H_{\text{NTO}}(P)]}{dP} \frac{dP}{dx} dx$  \hspace{1cm} (7-2)

$$dG_{\text{NTO}} = \left( \frac{\pi D^2}{400} \right) \left( -0.474 \left( \frac{P-101}{6.895} \right) + 118.47 \right) \left[ 0.0022 \left( \frac{P-101}{6.895} \right) - 0.0863 \right] + 0.0022 \frac{dP}{dx} dx + \left( \frac{\pi D^2}{400} \right) \left( -0.474 dP \right) \left[ 0.0022 \frac{dP}{dx} \right] dx$$
The total amount of helium evolved inside the propellant transfer line can now be calculated by integrating Equations 7-1 and 7-2 from $x = 0$ to $x$

$$G(x) = \int_0^x \frac{dG}{dx} dx$$

For MMH, $G_{MMH}(x) = \int_0^x \frac{dG_{MMH}}{dx} dx$

$$G_{MMH}(x) = \left( \frac{\pi D^2}{400} \right) \int_0^x \left( -0.518 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) + 128.87 \left( 0.0006 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) - 0.0323 \right) + \frac{0.0006}{6.895} x \frac{dP}{dx} \right) dx +$$

$$\left( \frac{\pi D^2}{400} \right) \int_0^x \left( -0.474 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) + 118.47 \left( 0.0022 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) - 0.0863 \right) + \frac{0.0022}{6.895} x \frac{dP}{dx} \right) dx +$$

$$\int_0^x \left( 0.0022 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) - 0.0863 \right) + \frac{0.0022}{6.895} x \frac{dP}{dx} \right) dx$$

Figure 6 shows that the helium evolution from MMH increases with increasing flow rate. The pressure drop increases with increasing flow rate. Thus, the higher the flow rate, the higher the helium evolution. However, it should be noted that these results are based on STP conditions. The maximum amount of helium evolution at 11.3 lpm is approximately 100 cc at STP. The total amount of helium saturated in MMH at 1827 kPa in the transfer line is approximately 1134 cc at STP. Thus, the percentage of helium evolved inside the transfer line is approximately 8.8%.

Similarly.

For NTO, $G_{NTO}(x) = \int_0^x \frac{dHe_{NTO}}{dx} dx$

$$G_{NTO}(x) = \left( \frac{\pi D^2}{400} \right) \int_0^x \left( -0.474 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) + 118.47 \left( 0.0022 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) - 0.0863 \right) + \frac{0.0022}{6.895} x \frac{dP}{dx} \right) dx +$$

$$\int_0^x \left( 0.0022 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) - 0.0863 \right) + \frac{0.0022}{6.895} x \frac{dP}{dx} \right) dx$$

Figure 7 shows that the helium evolution increases with increasing transfer rate. However, the amount of helium evolution from NTO is approximately 3 to 4 times larger than that for MMH. This result is consistent with the absorption ratio between NTO and MMH. The maximum amount of helium evolution at 11.3 lpm is approximately 550 cc at STP. The total amount of helium saturated in NTO at 1827 kPa in the transfer line is approximately 3582 cc at STP. Thus, the percentage of helium evolved inside the transfer line is approximately 15.3%. Since the calculation was based on STP conditions, the volumetric amount of helium evolution will be much smaller at the actual line pressure.

**Volume Fraction of Helium to Propellant Upon Propellant Transfer**

It is pertinent at this time to correlate the volume fraction of the helium evolution at the local line pressure condition to gain a better perspective of the relative size of helium volume.

The volume fraction of helium to propellant is defined as the ratio of the volume of the helium evolved at line pressure to that of the line (or propellant) volume from the supply tank to $x$. 
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The line volume is \( V(x) = V_{\text{prop}}(x) + V_{\text{helium}}(x) \) at pressure. Since \( V_{\text{prop}}(x) \gg V_{\text{helium}}(x) \), the line volume can be approximated as \( V(x) \approx V_{\text{prop}}(x) \).

For MMH, \( R_{\text{MMH}}(x) = \left( \frac{1}{V} \right) \left( \frac{101}{P} \right) G_{\text{MMH}}(x) \)

\[
R_{\text{MMH}}(x) = \left( \frac{1}{100} \right) \left( \frac{101}{P} \right) \left( \frac{1}{x} \right) \int_{0}^{x} \left( -0.518 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) + 128.87 \right) \left( 0.0006 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) - 0.0323 \right) + \frac{0.0006}{6.895} x \frac{dP}{dx} \right] dx + \left( \frac{1}{100} \right) \left( \frac{101}{P} \right) \left( \frac{1}{x} \right) \int_{0}^{x} \left( -0.518 \frac{dP}{dx} \right) \left( 0.0006 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) - 0.0323 \right) + \frac{0.0006}{6.895} x \frac{dP}{dx} \right] dx
\]

Figure 8 shows the volume fraction of helium to MMH in the transfer line. The volume fraction of the helium gas evolution is approximately 0.1% of the line volume at 11.3 lpm. That is, for every cubic inch of the transfer line, there is a 1/1000 in.³ of the helium gas. The total transfer line volume is approximately 7722 cc. The total volume of the helium gas evolution at line pressure is approximately 8.19 cc. This is equivalent to approximately 0.5 in.³.

For NTO, \( R_{\text{NTO}}(x) = \left( \frac{1}{V} \right) \left( \frac{101}{P} \right) G_{\text{NTO}}(x) \)

\[
R_{\text{NTO}}(x) = \left( \frac{1}{100} \right) \left( \frac{101}{P} \right) \left( \frac{1}{x} \right) \int_{0}^{x} \left( -0.474 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) + 118.47 \right) \left( 0.0022 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) - 0.0863 \right) + \frac{0.0022}{6.895} x \frac{dP}{dx} \right] dx + \left( \frac{1}{100} \right) \left( \frac{101}{P} \right) \left( \frac{1}{x} \right) \int_{0}^{x} \left( 0.0022 \left( \frac{P - 101}{6.895} \right) - 0.0863 \right) + \frac{0.0022}{6.895} x \frac{dP}{dx} \right] dx
\]

Figure 9 shows the volume fraction of helium to NTO in the transfer line. The volume fraction of helium is approximately 0.6% of the line volume at 11.3 lpm. That is, for every cubic inch of the transfer line, there is a 6/1000 in.³ of the helium gas. For a line volume of 7722 cc, the total volume of the helium gas evolution at line pressure is approximately 45.88 cc. This is equivalent to approximately 2.8 in.³.

The “homogeneous” model (Reference 5), also known as the “fog flow” model, is used to predict the effect of helium evolution on the overall pressure drop. The pressure drop due to helium evolution can be approximated by multiplying the volume fraction of gas to liquid to the frictional pressure drop. Since the volume fraction of evolved helium gas to the propellant liquid is small, the effect of helium evolution on the overall pressure drop is insignificant.

**Steady-State Timeline of Helium Absorption and Evolution**

As mentioned earlier, helium evolution is a dynamic process. However, concern about helium evolution during propellant transfer does not require a full understanding of the kinetic process. Furthermore, there is a lack of test data on the kinetic of helium evolution to address this concern. Therefore, the following approach was applied, which was driven by the availability of data on (1) steady-state helium absorption and evolution, and (2) steady-state timeline of helium absorption and evolution.

Boeing Reusable Space Systems\(^4\) has conducted some preliminary de-saturation tests with helium-saturated MMH and NTO to determine the timeline of helium absorption and evolution. The test was conducted using a Hoke bottle, which was filled with MMH or NTO. The MMH or NTO was subsequently pressurized with helium gas over an extended period of time to obtain a helium-saturated propellant condition. The saturated condition was verified by either bubble point pressure or by an indication of ullage pressure drop. Reference 1 discusses the methodology of

\(^4\)Boeing Reusable Space Systems, 5301 Bolsa Ave., Huntington Beach, CA 92647-2099.
bubble point pressure. The pressure drop occurs when the helium is absorbed into the solution that causes the ullage pressure to decrease. Once the saturated condition was established, the ullage gas was vented to approximately ambient pressure and the Hoke bottle was completely closed. With the new lower pressure, the helium in the solution was oversaturated and came out of solution to reestablish a new helium-saturated condition. The steady-state timeline of helium absorption and evolution is shown in Table 1. Reference 4 discusses helium absorption rate for both MMH and NTO.

Although the test de-saturation pressure is much lower than the anticipated de-saturation pressure during propellant transfer, the result suggests that the rate of helium evolution is much faster than the rate of absorption.

CONCLUSIONS

For a 6096-cm propellant transfer line, the volumes of helium evolution from helium-saturated MMH and NTO are approximately 8.19 cc and 45.88 cc, respectively. These helium volumes are distributed over the length of the line. Consequently, the impact of helium evolution on the flowmeter, on the ability to purge, and on creating turbulence in the flow is insignificant. However, it is recommended that the flowmeter be placed as close to the supply tank as practical.

The steady-state time evolution is significantly faster than that of the absorption. The steady-state evolution times for MMH and NTO are approximately 1 and 10 min, respectively. This suggests that the complete helium evolution occurs within the timeline of the propellant transfer. In addition, once the helium gas is evolved from the propellant, it will remain unsaturated from the propellant long after the transfer is complete.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propellant</th>
<th>Amount (gram)</th>
<th>Beginning Pressure (kPa)</th>
<th>De-saturation Pressure (kPa)</th>
<th>Absorption Time (day)</th>
<th>Evolution Time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NTO</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1482</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMH</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>1482</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Process of Helium Evolution in the Transfer Line

Figure 2. Orbiter Docking with the ISS
Figure 3. FICS and OPTS Fluid Transfer Line

Figure 4. Pressure Profile Along the Transfer Line
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Figure 6. Amount of Helium Evolved from MMH During Propellant Transfer for Various Flow Rates (1.9 to 11.3 lpm)
Figure 7. Amount of Helium Evolved from NTO During Propellant Transfer for Various Flow Rates (1.9 to 11.3 lpm)

Figure 8. Volume Fraction of Helium to MMH During Propellant Transfer for Various Flow Rates (1.9 to 11.3 lpm)
Figure 9. Volume Fraction of Helium to NTO During Propellant Transfer for Various Flow Rates (1.9 to 11.3 lpm)
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ABSTRACT

Traditionally, user programmes requested the verification of the solar intensity distribution before and after each thermal balance test in a space simulation chamber. In view of the associated cost, ESA has analysed all available results of the measured intensity distribution data of its Large Space Simulator (LSS) from 1986 until 1998, in order to provide evidence that the measurement intervals can be increased substantially.

The paper will briefly introduce the design concept of the sun simulator and the solar intensity mapping equipment. It will then describe the data collection and formatting methods applied and present the data evaluation on the basis of statistical models. The study concluded that mapping intervals in the order of a year are acceptable without undue risk for the programmes tested in the LSS within the mapping interval.
Introduction

Description of the Sun Simulator

The ESTEC solar simulator is based on an “Off-Axis Collimator System” as illustrated in Figure 1. The radiation produced by several lamps is collected by the projection optics in the focal point of a collimator mirror. The light is then projected onto the collimator mirror, which reflects a nearly parallel light beam into the test volume. Due to an appropriate off-axis distance, the optics at the focal point will not protrude into the radiation path from the collimator mirror to the test volume. This provides a shadow-free test zone.

The sun simulator (SUSI) referred to here is a subsystem of the Large Space Simulator (LSS) at ESA/ESTEC. The main beam characteristics are illustrated in Figure 2. The SUSI provides a parallel solar beam of 6 m diameter with a highly uniform intensity pattern in the test volume of the space simulator. The solar beam is parallel to the horizontal axis of the chamber.

The collector mirrors inside the lamp-modules project the radiation of the light sources (high-power xenon lamps) onto the field lens array of the projection optics, consisting of an integrator with 55 field and 55 projection lenses.

![Figure 1: Off-Axis Collimator Schematic](image)

![Figure 2: Main Beam Characteristics](image)
Via the collimator mirror each projection lens forms an image of the corresponding field lens across the total target plane in the test volume. This means that each of the 55 radiation channels illuminates the total 6 m diameter plane (x=0) in the test volume. Superimposing the flux patterns of the 55 field lenses guarantees high flux uniformity in the test volume. An important requirement for achieving a good reproducibility of the intensity distribution in the test volume is a symmetrical light distribution at the field lens array of the integrator. A dedicated alignment bench permits a fast and reproducible adjustment of symmetric intensity patterns at the field lens plane. Figure 3 shows typical distribution patterns measured in the alignment bench before mounting the lamp modules to the lamp house.

The collimator mirror consists of 121 segments; each of them has been aligned correctly after mounting the mirror in the chamber. Mirror segments and support structure are temperature controlled using gaseous nitrogen. During its operational life it is possible to check the alignment of individual segments visually as demonstrated in Figure 4. When looking at the reflected image of the mirror even slight misalignments are easily identifiable. If one segment is not adequately aligned it will also be noticeable in the intensity distribution diagram.

Figure 3: Intensity Distribution in the Field lens Plane

Figure 4: Visual Check of Mirror Segment Alignment
The subsequent list shows some characteristic data from the SUSI specification:

- Flux uniformity in reference plane: ±4% (measured with a 2 x 2 cm solar cell)
- Flux uniformity in test volume: ±4% (measured with a 2 x 2 cm solar cell)
- Nr. of lamp modules: 19 (high-pressure Xenon arc)
- Lamp power rating: 20 or 25 or 35 kW per lamp
- Nr. of lamps for 1 Solar constant: 12 operating at approximately 20 kW

**Figure 5: Optics Suspension Concept**

**Design Aspects for Solar Beam Stability**

Stability and reproducibility of the solar radiation in the reference volume are essential performance parameters of a solar simulation facility. This includes the reproducibility of the intensity pattern during test as compared with the pattern verified during the pre-test calibration. Deficiencies in the local intensity distribution, and mismatches of the spectral distribution are less critical and can be taken into account relatively easily, as long as these effects are known and do not vary with time. The stability requirements have therefore driven layout and design of the LSS.

a) **Support of optical elements and test article**

The test specimen is fixed to the ground via a special support structure. This structure is mechanically isolated from the vacuum chamber by means of bellows, which prevent the transfer of mechanical loads from the vacuum vessel or the building structure to the test article. Similarly, the lamp array and transfer optics are decoupled from the chamber and fixed to the ground, thus ensuring that test article and radiation source will maintain their relative positions independently of chamber deformations or vibrations (e.g. during pump-down). The chamber window and the collimator mirror are the only optical elements that are physically connected to
the vacuum vessel. Movements of the window are not critical in the optical path. Nevertheless, the design of the interface structure limits axial and lateral displacements of the window during a load cycle to less than 1 mm.

The collimator mirror is at the bottom linked to the ground based chamber saddle. The top is suspended from a special bridge structure between the rear stiffener ring of the “Auxiliary Chamber” and the end-dome. A sliding support eliminates the influence of end-dome deformations during the load cycle. The displacement of the mirror support point during a pressure cycle is less than 1 mm. The suspension concept of specimen and optics is illustrated in Figure 5.

b) **Temperature control of collimator mirror**

On the one hand the stability of the collimated beam requires proper supports of the optical elements, but on the other hand it is also dependent on a stable shape of the mirror surface. The temperatures of both the mirror support structure and the mirror segments themselves are actively controlled by a GN2 system. In calibration as well as in solar simulation mode, the temperature levels can be maintained at ambient temperature within a tolerance of ±2 degrees C. Deformation of support structure and/or mirror elements is negligible under these conditions.

### The Solar Beam Intensity Mapping System

The solar beam intensity in the test volume is scanned with the Large Intensity Scanning System (LISS) in rectangular co-ordinates (y, z). The LISS is a 6.2 m x 6.2 m stainless steel frame, which carries a temperature-controlled solar sensor (solar cell dimensions 20 mm x 20 mm). The sensor displacement in both axes is performed by means of two motors equipped with pulse encoders which deliver one pulse every 5 mm. Sensor movement and positioning, as well as the data acquisition are computer controlled. Measurements are taken in steps of 50 mm in the y and z directions. A full mapping consists of a matrix of 125 x 125 (i.e. 15625) measurements. The resolution of the measurement of each position is 5 mm.

The mapping system is illustrated in Figure 6. The measurements are used to verify system performance. Apart from one collimator mirror alignment in 1993, no adaptations have been required to maintain the beam quality.

The mapping data were until 1997 handled by a HP 9826 computer using BASIC HP AP 2.0 software extended with AP 2.1 and GRAPH 2.1 (data storage, calculation of averages and flux distribution data in percent, etc.). The data were recorded on a 5 ¼ " disk, and the values were stored in mV. The format was a HP BINARY code. Two typical mapping data patterns are shown in Figures 7 and 8.

**Mapping Data**

For this investigation 20 mapping matrices measured in the period from 1986 to 1998 have been analysed. The mappings were made with different intensities, and with different numbers of lamps, ranging from 5 to 15.

The data were recorded with the HP 9826, which is not compatible with present PC standards. In order to analyse the data with a PC the following steps therefore had to be taken:

a) conversion of data to HP ASCII code;
b) conversion of data from the HP ASCII code to a UNIX ASCII code on a UNIX computer;
c) conversion of data to a DOS ASCII format on a UNIX computer
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It was then possible to read and process the data via EXCEL and Matlab or other modern software. For analysing the intensity distribution patterns, it was important to identify the centre of the beam as reference in each of the recorded data sets. The centre of the beam was evaluated by applying best-fit analysis. The resolution of the centre point matrix is 50 mm (see Figure 9). The areas shadowed by the intensity control sensors of the LSS (illustrated in Figure 9) were discarded in the evaluation.

**Evaluation of the Long Term Stability**

All mapping matrices have been compared by analysing the following parameters:
- Number of points outside the nominal range (i.e. 96% – 104%).
- Standard deviation of points within the nominal range.
- Beam diameter.
- Beam centre location.

In performing the analysis the specific characteristics of the solar beam have been taken into account. Intentionally the intensity drops very rapidly at the beam edge at a radius of 3 m (see Figure 10).
Figures 7 and 8: Typical Intensity Distribution Patterns
Consequently, even small tolerances in beam centre calculations and in the positioning of the measuring sensor (e.g. mounting tolerances of the Mapping System and reproducibility of sensor drive) can lead to large differences in the measured intensity from one test to another at the beam perimeter. Scanning positions even slightly beyond the nominal radius will immediately deliver data with low intensities. Therefore the probability distribution will include points well below the nominal range (i.e. 96%), while it will contain only a few points marginally above the nominal range (i.e. 104%).

**Points Outside the Nominal Range**

The only quantity that has a direct link to the sun simulator requirement is the number of points outside the range from 96% to 104% average intensity. The results are shown in Figure 11. The number of points with intensities below 96% is consistently around 1.5% and shows no significant changes with time. Taking into consideration the strong impact of the sharp intensity drop at the beam perimeter (see discussion above) the data provide confidence in good reproducibility of the beam geometry over the total time period. The data also show that the beam has been practically free of "hot spots" (>104%) during the entire period from 1986 to 1998.
Figure 11: Number of Points out of Nominal Range

Beam Uniformity

The standard deviation of the data points inside the nominal range is taken as a measure for the beam uniformity. In the case of a uniform distribution (i.e. all values between 96% and 104% are equally likely), the value would be 2%. A zero standard deviation would be obtained if all flux values were exactly 100%.

Figure 12 shows all mapping results from 1986 to 1998.

Two physical features are visible:

1. The lowest values are identified during the mappings after the first mirror realignment in 1986 and during the first mapping after the second mirror alignment in 1993.
2. From these two points in time the measurements seem to follow an asymptotic trend.

In order to confirm this observation, the following mathematical processing is done:

- The observation interval is split in the time before and after mirror alignment. For both time intervals, an asymptotic function of the type
  
  \[ s = b_1 \cdot (1 - e^{-b_2 \cdot t}) + b_0 \]

  is selected for the regression line of the standard deviation \( s \), where \( t \) is the time and \( b_0 \), \( b_1 \), and \( b_2 \) are the parameters to be fitted. These regression lines are shown in Figures 14 and 15.

- The residual error between measurements and regression line is used to define the following two intervals (with 95% confidence) for the flux uniformity:
  - an interval in which the regression line is expected for future measurements;
  - an interval within which 95% of all future measurements are expected.

A crucial assumption in this process is to declare the residual as random, normal distributed errors of the measurements and/or the model. Then, a prediction of the future behaviour is meaningful. The size of the interval will depend on the level of fit of the historical data and on the time span of prediction.

The essential formulas for the statistical processing are given in an annex.
- Following the alignments the data indicate that the mirror has already stabilised after having gone through the first vacuum and load cycle of the facility. With this assumption it is justified to disregard the first measurement after re-alignment in 1993. As can be seen in Figure 13, the regression line and interval predictions are all in line with the separate processing of the two time intervals.

- Finally, the comparison of the interval predictions in Figure 12 and 13 demonstrate the consequence of fitting all data without removing the point after mirror alignment. The underlying physics of the data has been disregarded. The predicted intervals for future measurements become wide. Obviously the mathematical model is therefore not adequate in that case.

**Beam Diameter**

The reproducibility of the beam diameter has been analysed by identifying the span of the points within the nominal range along the vertical and along the horizontal axis of the mapping matrix. The results are shown in Figures 16 and 17.

The linear regression lines show a nearly constant value over the total period. The inclination is insignificant with time. The difference between the regression values at the start and end date is well within the resolution of the measuring matrix of 50 mm. The result supports the conclusion that the beam geometry has been stable over the total period.

**Beam Centre Location**

The beam centre co-ordinates were calculated for each individual mapping with a resolution of 50 mm (see chapter “Mapping Data”). The identified co-ordinates are plotted as a function of time in Figures 18 and 19. The position in vertical direction is reproducible within the measurement accuracy. However, there seems to be a trend of change in the beam centre position along the horizontal axis.

**Conclusion**

Four different parameters have been analysed to investigate the long-term stability of the LSS sun simulator at ESTEC. The specification requires a flux uniformity of ± 4 %, which is fulfilled for 98.5 % of all data points without any sign of degradation with time.

An asymptotic trend has been identified for the standard deviation of the measured data within the nominal range. Thus there seems to be a mirror alignment settling effect, which results in a stable flux distribution after the first thermal vacuum cycling. The visual impression has been supported by statistical analysis of the available data.

The measurements made over the last 14 years also show a constant solar beam diameter.

The data indicate a horizontal displacement of the beam centre in the order of 10 to 15 mm per year. In this respect further investigations are foreseen. For this reason it has been decided to repeat solar mapping once per year. If an explanation for the non-constant centre point is found, it would seem reasonable to increase the mapping interval further.
Figure 12: Beam Uniformity 1986-1998

Figure 13: Beam Uniformity 1986-1998 without 1993 measurement

Figure 14: Beam Uniformity 1986-1991

Figure 15: Beam Uniformity 1993-1998
Figure 16: Diameter Horizontal Axis

Figure 17: Diameter Vertical Axis

Figure 18: Beam Centre Location Vertical Axis

Figure 19: Beam Centre Location Horizontal Axis
Annex
The statistical evaluation is based on the linear regression analysis as described in the text book “Probability and Statistics for Engineers and Scientists”\textsuperscript{1}

The following equations are used:

**Definition of the 95\% confidence interval**

The 95\% confidence interval describes the range of expectation of the mean value of the measurements.

\[
\hat{y}_0 - t_{\alpha/2} \cdot \sigma \cdot \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} + \frac{(x_0 - \bar{x})^2}{S_{xx}}} < \mu_{y(x_0)} < \hat{y}_0 + t_{\alpha/2} \cdot \sigma \cdot \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} + \frac{(x_0 - \bar{x})^2}{S_{xx}}}
\]

**Definition of the 95\% prediction interval**

The 95\% prediction interval describes an interval, in which 95\% of all future measurements are expected with 95\% confidence.

\[
\hat{y}_0 - t_{\alpha/2} \cdot \sigma \cdot \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} + \frac{1}{S_{xx}}} < y_0 < \hat{y}_0 + t_{\alpha/2} \cdot \sigma \cdot \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} + \frac{1}{S_{xx}}}
\]

were \(\bar{x}\) is the mean value and \(S_{xx}\) is the variance of the measurement data

\[
S_{xx} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2
\]

Finally \(t_{\alpha/2}\) denotes the critical value of the t-distribution with 1 degree of freedom (i.e. the time).

\textsuperscript{1} R.E. Walpole, R.H. Myers, S.L. Myers, 6\textsuperscript{th} edition, Prentice Hall, 1998.
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ABSTRACT

This paper will present the results of a joint ManTech / Goddard R&D effort, currently under way, to develop and test a computer based, on-line, predictive simulation model for use by facility operators to predict the thermal response of a payload during thermal vacuum testing. Thermal response was identified as an area that could benefit from the algorithms developed by Dr. Jen for complex computer simulations. Most thermal vacuum test setups are unique since no two payloads have the same thermal properties. This requires that the operators depend on their past experiences to conduct the test which requires time for them to learn how the payload responds while at the same time limiting any risk of exceeding hot or cold temperature limits.

The predictive tool being developed is intended to be used with the new Thermal Vacuum Data System (TVDS) developed at Goddard for the Thermal Vacuum Test Operations group. This model can learn the thermal response of the payload by reading a few data points from the TVDS, accepting the payload’s current temperature as the initial condition for prediction. The model can then be used as a predictive tool to estimate the future payload temperatures according to a predetermined shroud temperature profile. If the error of prediction is too big, the model can be asked to re-learn the new situation on-line in real-time and give a new prediction. Based on some preliminary tests, we feel this predictive model can forecast the payload temperature of the entire test cycle within 5 degrees Celsius after it has learned 3 times during the beginning of the test. The tool will allow the operator to play “what-if” experiments to decide what is his best shroud temperature set-point control strategy. This tool will save money by minimizing guess work and optimizing transitions as well as making the testing process safer and easier to conduct.

INTRODUCTION

Located at Greenbelt, Maryland, the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is the lead center for NASA’s Mission to Planet Earth (MTPE) program. One of its primary functions is to be “responsible for the engineering… and conduct of payload unique environmental tests simulating payload pre-launch, launch, orbit and landing thermal conditions including: thermal vacuum, solar vacuum temperature….”

There are more than 10 thermal vacuum (T/V) chambers with the sizes ranging from 2’x2’ to 27’x40’ (diameter x height) located at GSFC. In general, the T/V chambers are operated at pressures around 1x10^-7 torr (1.3x10^-5 Pa) with the temperature ranged from -190°C to +100°C.

BACKGROUND
The standard procedures for performing thermal testing in vacuum chambers are as follows: a LN2 or GN2 shroud is used to simulate the cold environment of outer space, and a GN2 shroud or heater panels are used to simulate the sun’s energy or any other heat source. In the process of T/V testing, the test operator is responsible for controlling the shroud temperature such that it meets the thermal testing requirements set by thermal engineers. A typical testing requirement is to maintain a payload’s cooling or heating rate without exceeding the maximum heating/cooling rate. If the heating/cooling rate is too high, i.e. exceeds the maximum rate, the payload may be damaged by thermal stress effects. However, if the rate is too low, the time required to reach the desired temperature for testing may be too long, adding to the cost of thermal vacuum testing.

In general, the payload’s heating/cooling rate is mainly determined by the difference between the shroud and payload temperatures provided that payload power is off. However, there are many other factors that may affect the payload’s heating/cooling. These factors include, but are not limited to, radiation absorption, heat capacity, mass, and surface area of the payload. Therefore, in general, two different types of payloads placed in a T/V chamber will have two different heating/cooling rates even if they start with the same initial payload temperatures. If more than one payload is under test, the test operator will select the one with the faster heating/cooling rate as the reference to determine a shroud temperature set-point.

To illustrate the processes on how the shroud temperature set-point may be found by the test operator, assume that both payload and shroud temperatures start at 20°C under a vacuum condition. If the payload transition rate limit is set at 40°C/hour, the test operator may set the shroud temperature to 30°C and then observe the payload temperature response. If the observed transition rate is only 10°C/hour, the operator will confidently increase the shroud’s temperature set point to, say 50°C, and then observe the new transition rate. The operator will continue this process until the heat-up rate is close to 40°C/hour. Even if the payload temperature increase rate is about 40°C/hour, the operator has to constantly readjust the shroud temperature in order to maintain the desired rate. Overall, during initial transitions, determining the appropriate shroud temperature to maintain a transition rate is a trial and error process based on the operator’s experience.

**PROJECT GOALS**

The goals of this project are to develop a tool by using simulation technology to support test operators by enabling them to perform payload transitions:

1. safely
2. efficiently
3. with higher quality and at lower cost

In order to meet these objectives, ManTech proposes to apply its newly developed “Learning and Predictive Simulation” technology on a Thermal Vacuum Chamber. This paper presents the phase-1, proof of the concept, results of this project.

**THEORY**

The heat transfer between the payload and shroud mainly comes from radiation. However, if the pressure in the chamber becomes high enough, convective heat transfer will become more and more significant. In this paper, we assume that the pressure in the chamber is low enough such that convective heat transfer between the payload and its surrounding environment is negligible. Also, the heat conduction inside the payload is assumed to be so fast that the temperature gradient inside the payload is negligible. The equation for the radiation heat transfer can be written as:
A. Heat Transfer

\[ M_{pl} \cdot C_{pl} \cdot (\frac{\partial T_{pl}}{\partial t}) = \sigma \cdot \varepsilon \cdot A \cdot (T_{sh}^4 - T_{pl}^4) + H_{c}(P_{c}) \cdot (T_{sh} - T_{pl}) \]  

Where:
- \( M_{pl} \): Payload Mass
- \( C_{pl} \): Payload heat capacity
- \( T_{pl} \): Payload average temperature (absolute)
- \( T_{sh} \): Shroud average temperature (absolute)
- \( t \): time in min
- \( \partial T_{pl}/\partial t \): Payload transition rate, C/hour
- \( \sigma \): Stefan-Boltzmann’s natural constant
- \( \varepsilon \): Emissivity or Absorptivity of a gray body
- \( A \): the radiating area
- \( H_{c}(P_{c}) \): Convective heat transfer coefficient as function of chamber pressure
- \( P_{c} \): Chamber pressure

Equation A-1 can be re-written as

\[ M_{pl} \cdot C_{pl} \cdot (\frac{\partial T_{pl}}{\partial t}) = (\sigma \cdot \varepsilon \cdot A + H_{c}(P_{c})/(T_{sh} + T_{pl})^2) \cdot (T_{sh}^2 + T_{pl}^2) \cdot (T_{sh}^4 - T_{pl}^4) \]  

To lump all parameters into one, Eq. A-2 becomes

\[ (\frac{\partial T_{pl}}{\partial t}) = K_{rc} \cdot (T_{sh}^4 - T_{pl}^4) \]  

where \( K_{rc} \) is the combined coefficients of convection and radiation and can be written as

\[ K_{rc} = (\sigma \cdot \varepsilon \cdot A + H_{c}(P_{c})/(T_{sh} + T_{pl})^2) \cdot M_{pl} \cdot C_{pl} \]  

Eq. A-3 can be solved if \( K_{rc} \) is known and varies slowly with the time.

B. Simulation Model

There are two ways to obtain the values of \( K_{rc} \). To compute it from A-4 by theory or to compute it from A-3 by the actual measurements of \( T_{sh} \) and \( T_{pl} \). For this purpose, Eq. A-3 can be rewritten as:

\[ K_{rc} = \frac{(\partial T_{pl}/\partial t)}{(T_{sh}^4 - T_{pl}^4)} \]  

If the first method is used to compute \( K_{rc} \), all coefficients or parameters in A-4 have to be known in advance. There are some difficulties in this approach because some coefficients such as \( \varepsilon \) and \( C_{pl} \) are functions of payload temperature. Also, it is difficult to decide area \( A \) if its surface is not flat. We choose the second method to compute \( K_{rc} \) as long as \( T_{sh} - T_{pl} \) is not in the neighborhood of zero (0). Furthermore, if convective heat transfer is insignificant and \( \varepsilon \) remains as a constant in the payload temperature range, \( K_{rc} \) will remain close to a constant during the time of testing. Unfortunately, \( \varepsilon \) does change with \( T_{pl} \), so \( K_{rc} \) will need to be readjusted if \( \varepsilon \) varies outside of a tolerable range.

B.1 Learning Mode:

Eq. B-1 can be used to derive \( K_{rc} \) if \( (\partial T_{pl}/\partial t) \) is reasonably large and stable, and \( T_{sh} \) is not close to \( T_{pl} \). A more practical way to estimate \( K_{rc} \) is to simulate \( T_{pl} \) by using Eq.A-3 and to find out what \( K_{rc} \) value will give the least errors between actual \( T_{pl} \)’s and simulated \( T_{pl} \)’s. An example of \( K_{rc} \) searching is given on Table B.1-1.
From the table B.1-1, $K_{rc2}=4.00E-9$ for the equation A-3 will give the least square errors fit between the actual and simulated $Tpl$‘s curve fit in the time range (0,8) minutes.

B.2 Prediction Mode

Once $K_{rc}$ is derived during the learning mode, there are two types of predictions which can be forecasted by this model.

Type 1: How will payload temperature respond if the shroud temperature is changed at a predetermined temperature changing (transition) rate?

In order to predict payload temperature for the next few cycles, Eq. A-3 shall be used to obtain the $\frac{\partial T_{pl}}{\partial t}$ payload temperature rate. Then, the payload temperature is updated by this predictive changing rate. Shroud temperature shall be updated by the predetermined transition rate. For example, if we keep shroud temperature as a constant, say $-15°C$, the payload temperature and its changing rate are predicted as shown in the following Table B2-1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time-minutes</th>
<th>Tsh-data C-deg</th>
<th>Tpl-data C-deg</th>
<th>Tpl-krc1</th>
<th>Err1**2</th>
<th>Tpl-krc2</th>
<th>Err2**2</th>
<th>Tpl-krc3</th>
<th>Err3**2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>16.68</td>
<td>16.68</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.68</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.68</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-14.38</td>
<td>16.35</td>
<td>16.35</td>
<td>1.86E-7</td>
<td>16.34</td>
<td>7.92E-5</td>
<td>15.99</td>
<td>3.02E-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-14.13</td>
<td>16.04</td>
<td>16.02</td>
<td>4.04E-4</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>1.36E-3</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>2.88E-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-14.38</td>
<td>15.67</td>
<td>15.70</td>
<td>7.07E-4</td>
<td>15.67</td>
<td>2.89E-6</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>5.37E-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-14.63</td>
<td>15.33</td>
<td>15.38</td>
<td>2.03E-3</td>
<td>15.34</td>
<td>1.51E-4</td>
<td>15.31</td>
<td>4.20E-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sum**: 3.14E-3 1.59E-3 4.14E-3

Table B.1-1 : $K_{rc}$ Selection Matrix

Table B2-1 Payload Temperature Prediction

Type 2: How shall the shroud temperature be set if payload temperature transition rate is predetermined?

From Eq.A-3, $T_{sh}$ can be rewritten as

$$T_{sh} = (T_{pl}**4 + (\frac{\partial T_{pl}}{\partial t})/K_{rc} )**(1/4)$$

B-2

Since $(\frac{\partial T_{pl}}{\partial t})$ is a predetermined value, $T_{pl}$ can be updated based on this given rate. Then $T_{sh}$ can be easily obtained from Eq.B-2. For example, if we set $(\frac{\partial T_{pl}}{\partial t})$ as $-10°C/hour$, the following table (B2-2) gives a prediction of how shroud temperature should be set in order to maintain $-10°C/hour$ transition rate for the payload:
Actual data obtained for this prediction model analysis is as following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time-minutes</th>
<th>Tpl-rate</th>
<th>Krc=</th>
<th>4.00E-09</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-9.82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>15.33</td>
<td>-14.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>-16.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>14.34</td>
<td>-16.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>-17.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>-17.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>13.34</td>
<td>-18.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>-18.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B2-2 Shroud Temperature Prediction

Comparing the actual data with the predicted Tpl and Tsh, one finds that this model is very sensitive to the values selected for \( \frac{\partial Tpl}{\partial t} \) and Krc in predicting Tsh. However, it is less sensitive to the values selected for Tsh or Krc in predicting Tpl. These results imply that very accurate \( \frac{\partial Tpl}{\partial t} \) and Krc are required in order to predict Tsh with reasonable accuracy. However, even if only reasonable Krc and Tsh values are given, Tpl can still be fairly accurately predicted.

APPLICATIONS

This predictive simulation tool has been implemented in the TVDS for chambers 241, 281, and 237 at GSFC. It is used as a predictive tool to support test operators in deciding how to conduct the tests safely and efficiently. The diagrams at the end of this paper were extracted directly from TVDS for the chamber 281. The first diagram (Fig-A_1) has four parameters plotted against time. Two of the parameters are the actual and predicted payload temperatures, and the other two are the actual and the predicted shroud temperatures. The purpose of this diagram is to find out what is the best value for Krc (shown as Q in the diagram) so that it will generate the best simulated Tpl’s in a formerly given time interval in comparison with observed Tpl performance obtained from the TVDS. A least-error-square method is used to define the best selection for Krc.

The next diagram, Fig.A-2, predicts shroud temperatures at the next three (3) hours if the payload temperature’s predetermined transition rate is set at (-10°C/hour). Please note that the current payload transition rate is -8.86°C/hour. The predictive data begins at 11:32 and continues to 14:32. The table in Fig.A-2 contains the actual historical data in black color (from 11:10 to 11:30) and the predicted values in blue color (11:32 to 11:52). To obtain the predicted value beyond 11:52, one can simply pull down the scroll bar at the right side of the table.
BENEFITS

After the thermal properties of the test article (payload) have been determined by this learning and prediction tool, the thermal performance of the payload can be accurately predicted by the tool. This tool allows the operator to perform “what if” on-line, real time analysis. Within 30 minutes after starting a transition, the operator can quickly determine:

1. what shroud temperature should be achieved to maintain a required payload temperature transition rate,
2. when the control thermocouple will reach the required soak temperature,
3. when any payload temperature thermocouple will hit a yellow or red limit

If a payload’s thermal properties change for any unknown reason, this model will no longer predict accurately; however, the operator can clearly see from the TVDS that the predicted payload temperature deviates significantly from the observed (measured) temperatures. The operator will then repeat the learning cycle to find a new value for Krc by using the last 10 to 20 minutes data. Within a few seconds, this model will accurately re-predict the payload temperature based on the new data learned in the last 10 to 20 minutes.

CONCLUSION

Capabilities of the Learning and Predictive Simulation Tool have been successfully implemented and demonstrated on GSFC’s TVDS. This tool can learn the thermal properties of various types of the test articles on-line and in real time. The operator is able to effectively predict shroud temperature set points to meet the required payload heating/cooling rates. The operator can now perform without guessing or taking a trial-by-error approach.

However, the phase-1 project covers only simple payload transitions. Multiple heat sources, payload power, heat conduction effect (heat sink and source), and multiple payload testing will be implemented in the phase-2 project. An additional objective for the phase-2 project is multiple thermocouple pre-alarming. With this capability, the operator will know in advance whether his action will exceed a yellow or red payload temperature limit. Our ultimate goal is to provide test operator a fully automated test system to improve the safety, efficiency, quality, and cost of payload testing.
FIGURES:
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ABSTRACT

The ESTEC Large Space Simulator (LSS) provides close simulation of in-orbit environmental conditions. The LSS is equipped with a two-axis Motion System, which permits a test article to be placed within the LSS in any position relative to the angle of incidence of solar radiation. Temperature measurement signals generated by thermocouples fixed on the rotating test article are connected to the main data handling system through a Slip-Ring Unit. A high-accuracy multi-channel Temperature Data Acquisition System (TEMPDAS) has been developed for specific use in the LSS.

The concept of TEMPDAS is to multiplex, condition and measure the signals from the thermocouple sensors inside the LSS and send the digital measurement data to the data-handling unit. The National Aerospace Laboratory NLR designed, manufactured and tested two Data Collection Units, enabling TEMPDAS to measure 864 thermocouple signals.

This paper presents a full description of the main project phases and their outcomes from unit prototyping to final unit verification and installation. Special attention is paid to address some critical design and manufacturing items encountered in the course of the development and to highlight the technical solutions implemented to surmount the difficulties.

ABBREVIATIONS

ADC Analogue to Digital Converter
DCU Data Collection Unit
EMF Electro-Mechanical Force
ESTEC European Space Research and Technology Centre
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
LSS Large Space Simulator
NLR National Aerospace Laboratory NLR
SRU Slip Ring Unit
TC Thermocouple
TCMB Thermocouple Multiplexer Board
TEMPDAS Temperature Data Acquisition System
VTR Variable Temperature Reference
INTRODUCTION

Measurement of temperatures on a spacecraft inside ESTEC's Large Space Simulator (LSS) is generally done with thermocouples. The thermocouples are connected to a Variable Temperature Reference (VTR), which forms the cold junction. In the current situation 144 channels of the Slip Ring Unit (SRU) are used to measure 576 (compensated) thermocouple signals. The low-level signals from the thermocouples are multiplexed by mechanical relays and measured by the Data Handling System outside the Large Space Simulator [ref. 1].

A new Temperature Data Acquisition System (TEMPDAS) has been conceived [ref. 2] in order to:
- extend the thermocouple channel capacity up to 2000 channels;
- drastically reduce the required number of SRU channels from 144 to less than 20;
- have a system less prone to data corruption;
- have a system with self compensating capabilities.

TEMPDAS is made up of Data Collection Units (DCUs), placed in the LSS, and a Data Handling Unit located in the control room. Each DCU is characterised by a modular architecture and takes care of analogue thermocouple signal conditioning, digitisation and multiplexing over a MIL-STD-1553B data bus. For the realisation of the new system the National Aerospace Laboratory NLR has designed, manufactured and tested two DCUs. The absolute measurement accuracy of the system must be better than ±1 °C in all LSS operational conditions.

Besides the Data Collection Unit for the measurements of thermocouples, TEMPDAS is currently also capable of measuring Platinum sensors (Pt-DCU). ESTEC is developing a multifunctional system [ref. 3] that combines the measurement of these sensors together with thermistor sensors. This paper focuses on the thermocouple measurements only and presents the project phases and their outcomes from unit prototyping to final unit verification. Special attention is paid to address some critical design and manufacturing items encountered in the course of the development and to highlight the technical solutions implemented to surmount the difficulties.

TEMPDAS DESIGN

The “Specification for the Design and Manufacturing of a prototype Data Collection Unit” [ref. 4] forms the functional baseline for the system design (VTR). This document translates the overall accuracy requirement of ±1 °C into specifications for the DCU in terms of volts, taking into account the error introduced by the sensor itself and the cold junction (VTR). The major performance specifications for the DCU are:
- Input range from -10 mV to +10 mV
- Repeatability: 3σ < 4.2 μV
- Offset between any two channels:
  - Steady-state temperature condition: < 5.7 μV
  - Transient temperature condition: < 15 μV
- Remaining System Error
  - Steady-state temperature condition: < 4.5 μV
  - Transient temperature condition: < 7.5 μV
Other design specifications are:
- Operating in vacuum between -40 °C and +50 °C
- Powered by a +28VDC external supply
- Communication via a MIL-STD-1553B bus

Figure 1 depicts the architectural design of TEMPDAS. The system is set-up to be modular extensible (up to five complete units inside the LSS). The Data Handling Unit controls the DCUs via a redundant MIL-STD-1553B bus. The software on the Data Handling Unit runs under Windows 95 and consists of Application Software (developed by ESTEC) to interface with the Data Handling System and DCU Control Software (developed by NLR).
Figure 1: TEMPDAS Architectural Design

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the DCU. Each DCU is equipped with redundant power supplies to convert the external +28 V into internal +5 V/±15 V.

Figure 2: Block Diagram of the DCU

The actual measurements are performed on a Thermocouple Multiplexer Board (TCMB). The TCMBs work independently and are capable of measuring 54 thermocouples each. A block diagram of the TCMB is shown in Figure 3.
The heart of the TCMB consists of an analogue front-end controller which is implemented in a Field Programmable Gate Array. Its functions are to control the multiplexers and the Analogue to Digital Converters (ADCs), store the last measurement data and provide communication with the Data Handling Unit.

Multiplexing of the low-level thermocouple signals is done with electromechanical relays because of the overall superior performance [ref. 5]. In comparison with the solid state multiplexers, relays have a lower leakage current and "on"-resistance. In the "off"-state relays also offer a protection against high common mode voltages that could be induced during isolation tests of solar panels.

A single TCMB measures 54 thermocouple signals in three parallel groups that measure 18 channels sequentially. To compensate for the offset and gain error in the amplifier and in the ADC, a measurement cycle also samples two well-known voltages; a short circuit ($V_0$) and a compensation voltage ($V_{comp}$) of about 20 mV. The compensation voltage is derived from a stable 2.5 V reference source with a 1:125 precision resistor divider. This derived voltage needs to be very stable and its value is assessed during the calibration. Each group has its own source for the compensation voltage. The compensation for the offset and gain is performed in the DCU Control Software on the Data Handling Unit according to the following formula:

$$V_{measured,TCx} = \frac{(C_{ADC,V_{TCx}} - C_{ADC,V_0})}{(C_{ADC,V_{comp}} - C_{ADC,V_0})} \times V_{comp}$$

(1)

Where:

- $C_{ADC,V_{TCx}}$ is the ADC code while TCx was connected to the input
- $C_{ADC,V_{comp}}$ is the ADC code while $V_{comp}$ was connected to the input
- $C_{ADC,V_0}$ is the ADC code while $V_0$ was connected to the input
- $V_{comp}$ is the well-known on-board compensation voltage

Housekeeping data is measured by the less accurate inputs of the ADC. Each board monitors the differences between the on-board precision voltages ($V_{comp}$) and four temperatures to get a good thermal overview of the board. Additional inputs are used to measure the power supply output voltages and some temperatures of the DCU housing.
TEMPDAS has been designed to minimise the effects of single point failures [ref. 6]. The MIL-STD-1553B bus has built-in features to ascertain communication in case of a single point failure in the bus hardware. The MIL-STD-1553B bus is therefore implemented as a primary bus A and a secondary bus B (redundant). This makes it possible to connect all boards in the DCU directly to the busses without jeopardising reliable operation. The power supplies of the DCU are hot redundant. At TCMB level the three independent groups have their own reference voltage, with an option to use one of another group.

**ASSEMBLY**

All components and materials used for the assembly of the DCU and the TCMBs were selected to have low outgassing. If available on the market, MIL-STD-883B qualified components were used. If not, the extended temperature range (-55 °C to +125°C) was selected. Due to these selection criteria the delivery times of most components was in the order of 15 to 30 weeks.

As a result of the thermal analysis [ref. 7] the layers of the PCB contained as much copper as possible to optimise thermal distribution. During the assembly of some components the boards needed to be warmed up in order to achieve good solder junctions.

*Figure 4* shows the DCU with one TCMB installed and one TCMB at the front. On top of the DCU the connectors for the power supply are visible. Each TCMB has three flying wires (black cables), each for 18 TC inputs, with standard sub-D connectors. Clearly visible on the TCMB are the relay area (on top of the board) and the FPGA (on the bottom-centre). The dimensions of the housing are 217,1 mm x 180,4 mm x 151,3 mm (H x D x W).

*Figure 4: DCU with component side view of a TCMB at the front*
CALIBRATION

After assembly and functional check, the two DCUs were powered on for about one month in order to have a burn-in period for the on-board derived precision voltages. Next, the value of these compensation voltages was determined in NLR’s calibration facility, for which the set-up is depicted in Figure 5. After temperature stabilisation of the DCU a stable input voltage in the order of 20 mV (i.e. 200 mA for the current source) is applied to the TC inputs of the TCMB. The same voltage is measured with a Keithley model 181 nanovolt meter. The magnitude of compensation voltages is derived from the measurements of the DCU and the Keithley 181, using equation 1 in the reversed way.

In order to minimise the source loading by the input impedance of the TCMBs, the output impedance of the stimulus generator has to be as low as possible. A practical value of 0.1 Ω was chosen, resulting in a stimulus current between –100 mA and +100 mA to cover the specified input range. The process is automated by a personal computer that is able to control the stimulus generator, the DCU and the Keithley 181 nanovolt meter. The results of the seven-point calibration (-10 mV, -5 mV, -2 mV, 0 mV, +2 mV, +5 mV, +10 mV) of DCU#1 is shown in Figure 6. The black centre portion indicates the deviation with respect to the generated voltage of the average values measured (minimum to maximum) over all TCMBs, the red (outer) bars add the maximum two-sigma (2σ) to these values. It is shown that all measurements of the DCU are within 1μV from the generated voltage. The absolute accuracy of the Keithley 181 nanovolt meter is better than 3·10⁻⁶ V in the range from –10 mV to +10 mV.
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST RESULTS

The two DCUs were subjected to EMC and Thermal Vacuum (TV) tests. The EMC tests were carried out at the facilities of the NLR EMC Laboratory according to MIL-STD-461 C, part 3 cat. A2c. With the exception of one susceptibility test (RS03 100 MHz – 1000 MHz) the units were found to be compliant. Susceptibility was however found to be less than 2 mV when the radiated field levels were halved.

The thermal vacuum tests revealed some interesting issues. A prototype DCU with only three TCMB was tested at IABG in Ottobrunn, Germany [ref 8]. Mainly the observed Offset Between Channels was out of specification. The following causes were identified for the large offset voltages:

1. Flying Wires: the TCMBs are equipped with flying wires, made of silver plated copper, to connect to thermocouple signals. To ease assembly, three different production batches (colours) were used. Because the connector temperature differs from the DCU temperature, a thermal Electro-Mechanical Force (EMF) is introduced as is indicated in Figure 7. The voltage is larger than the specification for the complete unit. Ref 9 lists a table with values for thermo-electric potentials for several materials, which shows that Cu-Cu junctions can result in up to 0.2 lV/°C. The maximum thermal EMF in Figure 7 is about 0.1 lV/°C. In the final two DCUs the wires all come from a single batch to minimise the thermal EMF effects. The same is applicable for the Test Cable Harness used for the calibration and the environmental tests; all wires between the TCMB input connectors, the stimulus generator and the Keithley 181 nanovolt meter are from a single production batch.

![Figure 6: Calibration result of DCU#1](image)

![Figure 7: Offset voltage due to material differences of flying wires](image)
2. **Thermal distribution:** Figure 8 shows a thermal image of a DCU under vacuum conditions. The left side of the housing was removed to visualise the heat distribution on the TCMB. The relay area is situated on the right half of the TCMB, where also the connected flying wires are visible. A steep temperature transient near the edges of the relay multiplexer area (right top of the TCMB in Figure 8) introduced an offset voltage in the order of 10 – 20 μV in the prototype DCU. This is mainly caused by heat flow between the flying wires and the housing through the PCB. The effect is reduced by thermally isolating the relay multiplexer area from the housing as much as possible.

![Thermal image of a DCU in a vacuum chamber](image)

*Figure 8: Thermal image of a DCU in a vacuum chamber (left side view)*

The two DCUs went through a total of three thermal cycles under vacuum conditions [ref. 10]. *Figure 9* shows the temperature profile of the heatsink and shrouds during the TV test. The test set-up was basically the same as used for the calibration (See *Figure 5: Calibration set-up*).
The temperature transients took place in about 2 hours. The units were continuously scanning during the cycles. The time needed for temperature stabilisation inside the DCU after a transient takes more than 8 hours.

In the first two temperature cycles a large deviation was found between the voltage of the stimulus generator and the feedback signal from the test cable harness inside the chamber. Apparently the feedthrough connector introduced a thermal offset voltage in the order of several tens of microvolts. For the investigation the test cable harness was shorted inside the chamber and the stimulus current disabled. In the last cycle the voltages on the wires coming from the feedthrough connector were measured to quantify the distortion. The offset voltage in the stimulus input lines varied between 0.4\,\mu V and 2.3\,\mu V while the feedback signal ranged between +31.6\,\mu V and -62.5\,\mu V.

To determine the accuracy of the DCU measurements, the results were corrected with the findings of the investigation on the behaviour of the feedthrough connector. Table 1 shows the overall results of the two DCUs. The repeatability and the remaining system error show to be well within specification. The offset between channels is however outside the specification.

Table 1: Results of the TV test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Test Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repeatability (3\sigma)</td>
<td>4.2,\mu V</td>
<td>1,\mu V (max) ,&lt;0.5,\mu V (general)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offset Between Channels</td>
<td>Steady-state</td>
<td>5.7,\mu V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient</td>
<td>15,\mu V</td>
<td>25,\mu V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remaining System Error</td>
<td>Steady-state</td>
<td>4.5,\mu V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient</td>
<td>7.5,\mu V</td>
<td>-2.3,\mu V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the third thermal cycle the temperature limits were extended by 10 degrees. In these periods the DCUs were powered-off and powered-on after about two hours. The system started without any problem.

During the testing of the system, problems were encountered with relays that did not properly function. In the prototype DCU more than 20\% of the relays failed to properly close the contacts one or more times. The failure normally showed to be intermittent; after a failure the relay would subsequently function normally for multiple consecutive scans. ESTEC and the manufacturer of the relays, Teledyne Relays, have investigated the problem. It was
concluded that the problem could very likely be attributed to contamination of the contact surface with silicone; a problem which was related to the production batches used. The functional and EMC tests of the two final DCUs were conducted without failing relays. The intermittent switching problem was however again seen in the results of thermal vacuum test. A new kind of failure was also detected; a few relays were switched on continuously for a longer period of time. Investigation of the test data showed that the number of channels with failures (about 5\%) was within the specification of the relay when related to the number of unit cycles performed.

CONCLUSIONS

The test results show that the DCUs work within their specification, with the exception for the offset between channels and the EMC specification RS03. If the measurement errors were converted to temperatures, the excess offset would be in the order of 0,25 degrees (10 \(\mu\)V) for the temperature transient situation and 0,12 degrees (5 \(\mu\)V) for steady state. Susceptibility is found to be within the margins when the field levels are halved.

The temperature distribution over the relay area on the TCMB shows to have a large effect on the measurements. Although the board is designed for optimal thermal conductivity (without the use of a thermal frame), there will always be a small temperature gradient over the footprint of the relay. An effective improvement could be achieved by a redesign of the housing, where the boards are mounted horizontally instead of vertically.

The failures in the measurements due to the malfunctioning of the relays used make their application arguable. The accuracy that is achieved with the relays is however very high; the standard deviation is generally less than 200 nV. The results of future operational tests with the DCU shall enable a better judgement in weather to use relays or not.
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ABSTRACT

The Goddard Space Flight Center's new thermal vacuum data acquisition system is a networked client-server application that enables lab operations crews to monitor all tests from a central location. The GSFC thermal vacuum lab consists of eleven chambers in Building 7 and one chamber in Building 10. The new data system was implemented for several reasons. These included the need for centralized data collection, more flexible and easier to use operator interface, greater data accessibility, a reduction in testing time and cost, and increased payload and personnel safety. Additionally, a new data system was needed for year-2000 compliance.

This paper discusses the incorporation of the Thermal Vacuum Data System (TVDS) within the thermal vacuum lab at GSFC, its features and capabilities and lessons learned in its implementation. Additional topics include off-center (Internet) capability for remote monitoring and the role of TVDS in the efforts to automate thermal vacuum chamber operations.

INTRODUCTION

The Space Simulation Test Engineering Section at GSFC provides twelve test facilities that range in size from 2’x2’ to 27’x40’ and are spread out across two buildings. Nine thermal/vacuum chambers and two temperature/humidity chambers are located in Building 7. One vertical thermal/vacuum chamber is located in Building 10. All chambers can operate on a 24-hour per day schedule with three shifts of operations crews overseeing command and control for each chamber and its associated test. Because of the volume of testing and the large layout of the laboratory chambers and control systems, it is necessary to have a central point of data acquisition and test monitoring.

The previous data acquisition system was a proprietary network of terminals and scanning modules running HP-BASIC. The facility and payload data were scanned by separate modules. A typical chamber monitoring setup would include one monitor for tabular data displays and one monitor for graphical data display. Locally connected printers provided hard copies of data.
The goal of TVDS was to create a centralized, flexible, user-friendly and up to date system using off the shelf software. Required features included the following:

1. Integrate facility and payload data into a single data source
2. Provide secure dependable data storage
3. System must communicate over a secure, private local area network (LAN)
4. Each client workstation must be fully customizable in terms of data display
5. System must be flexible enough to integrate with automation SCADA systems as well as be able to adapt to future needs of the lab
6. All data must be archived and readily available for user requests

Additional requirements included sensor alarming, networked printing, and the ability to connect to TVDS remotely.

**DESCRIPTION**

The new thermal vacuum data system (TVDS) was developed on an Oracle database using PowerBuilder for the graphical user interface. These two systems are bridged together with a custom C++ SCADA application, which acquires test data from an array of Hewlett-Packard 3852A and VXI data acquisition units. The TVDS application runs on an isolated TCP/IP network and utilizes a dedicated Digital Alpha server that allows for quick and efficient database transactions. Figure 1 shows the basic layout of the system. The network resides completely within buildings 7 and 10 and is isolated from the GSFC network. The advantage to this is limited traffic and superior speed and security.
Database Server

The database server is the central repository of data acquired throughout lab testing. The database engine, Oracle Server was chosen for its flexibility, robustness and multi-platform packaging. Third party software and applications can easily integrate into an Oracle database. This allows for a wide range of solutions and possibilities as the data system continues to grow. Software already integrated includes PowerBuilder, Intellution, FactoryLink and custom SCADA C++ and Visual Basic applications.

The Oracle server runs twenty-four hours a day on a UNIX platform. The computer is a Digital Alpha Server 2100 5/300 with 256 MB RAM and 18 GB hard drive space. This server uses a RAID 5 setup. All data is routed to and from the database through Cisco Fast Ethernet switch.

Database Structure

The Oracle database is structured into a series of tables based on each chamber. This was done for two reasons. By limiting tables to hold data specific to a facility, the size of the tables may be smaller and easier to maintain, and it allows for a faster retrieval of data. Because of the large volumes of data that are involved in thermal vacuum testing, the speed of data retrieval is very important.
Each chamber has a table devoted for measured test data, a directory of chamber and payload sensors, alarm limits associated with each sensor, and a list of sensors in use (active). Within each chamber’s subset of tables, specific test data is referenced by a unique test number. This test number is the primary key that identifies all test parameters, recorded data, alarm limits, and user display configurations.

**TVDS Network**

TVDS makes use of two network systems: TCP/IP local area network (LAN) and Modbus+. Figure 2 shows how communication with the Oracle server is possible. SCADA and TVDS use TCP/IP protocol for all data transmissions, including SQL*Net transmissions from the SCADA to server and TVDS client-to-server communications. Because the LAN is only accessed by clients using TVDS, network traffic is minimal. This is important because data requests from the TVDS application can often produce large data sets. Historical data display showing data of 8 to 24 hours may take 1 to 2 seconds for retrieval. The number of connections to the system ranges from 6 to 20 connections with each instance updating every two minutes.

Using the TCP/IP protocol, it is also possible to access TVDS through and Internet browser. As shown in the bottom of Figure 2, a link from the Goddard Code 549 website gives access to an application server. This server runs multiple instances of TVDS and redirects their displays to remote connections. This will be discussed in detail in this paper.

The Modicon Modbus+ network is a token ring style system that is used by the programmable logic controllers (PLC) in buildings 7 and 10. PLCs that control valves, motors and pumps can also scan chamber sensors. Automated chambers use SCADA machines to monitor and control these systems. These SCADAs are setup to communicate on both the Modbus+ network using SA-85 network cards as well as the TVDS Ethernet LAN using standard 3Com 10/100Mb adapters.
Data Acquisition

Data is acquired by the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) computers every two minutes and recorded in the Oracle database. Two SCADAs are utilized within the lab for facility and payload data, one for building 7 and one for building 10. Each machine is time synchronized with the database server. The SCADA applications are custom C++ or Visual Basic programs that establish and maintain communication with the acquisition hardware and Oracle database. After each data acquisition cycle, temperature averages and gradients are calculated and written to the database with other measured data. In addition, each measured sensor is compared to its sensor limits. Any sensor breeching a limit (high and low temperature, rate) is displayed in an alarm window on each client station.

Several types of sensors are used during testing including thermocouples, thermistors, silicon diodes, ionization gauges, and capacitance manometers. Four types of data acquisition units are utilized during testing: HP3852, VXI, M2000 and Modicon PLC.
HP3852

The Hewlett-Packard 3852 Data Acquisition System (DAS) is the primary acquisition unit for the lab. All facility and payload thermocouples are scanned at two-minute intervals by an array of HP3852. These units are the same as those used for the previous data system. Because some chambers have a small number of sensors (<50), their scanning is shared with other chambers on a single HP3852 unit. Larger chambers (225, 290) with large sensor libraries require dedicated units. Communication with the network is via the IEEE-488 bus and HP LAN 2050A gateway.

VXI Main Frame

Chamber 290 uses a Hewlett-Packard E8401A VXI Main Frame for acquisition of all payload sensors. Seven high-density C-size E1476A multiplexers are capable of reading up to 64 channels each which is sufficient to scan all of the chamber’s payload sensors. The VXI chassis was installed as part of an effort to upgrade and standardize the data acquisition hardware. The HP3852A units, which are now obsolete, will be phased out and replaced with VXI units. VXI data acquisition offers a system-level standard design that can support a variety of hardware manufacturers, provides high transfer speeds, and plug and play flexibility.

QCM M2000

The QCM Research Model 2000 Control Data/Acquisition Unit is used for gathering all thermoelectric quartz crystal microbalance (TQCM) data. This unit is used for outgas measurement and contamination detection during testing. The M2000 communicates with the SCADA over an RS-232 link. The acquisition interface, which runs on the building 7 SCADA was developed using FactoryLink and can control up to 12 devices at once. The FactoryLink application writes all active QCM frequency, temperature and voltage measurements to the database at two-minute intervals. An example of this data is shown in Figure 3.

Modicon 984 PLC

Several of the lab chambers (225, 281, 290) make use of programmable logic controllers (PLC) for temperature and pressure measurement as well as valve, motor, and pump control. Through SCADAs, selected sensors can be written to the Oracle database. The link from Modbus+ to the TVDS LAN is established through Visual Basic scripting in the SCADA applications.
Client Stations

Client station machines are desktop computers with a CPU speed ranging from 300 to 500 MHz and RAM ranging from 64 to 128 MB. Network communication is through a 10/100MB Ethernet network adapter. The TVDS application files require approximately 2 MB of space. Additional software requirements include Oracle Client 8, any FTP utility and a time synchronization utility. The recommended monitor display setting is 1280x1024.

Each client station runs TVDS, the graphical user interface (GUI) or Human Machine Interface (HMI) that is used to display and monitor all tests within the lab. TVDS was developed using PowerBuilder from Sybase. The use of PowerBuilder for the human machine interface allows for a powerful Windows based client/server application that connects to the Oracle Database Management System (DBMS). PowerBuilder applications are developed using PowerScript, an object oriented programming language that lets the developer dynamically control objects throughout the application. Techniques such as encapsulation, polymorphism and inheritance, which object oriented programming provides, allows for efficient, powerful and reusable code. The interface is run from an executable file residing on each client computer. By running the application from each client, the server can be used exclusively for writing and retrieving data.

The interface is designed so that each chamber may be monitored from any computer at any time. Each computer independently retrieves data from the database tables. This allows for unique custom display editing of the same test for every computer.

The presentation of data within the application can be customized both before and during the test without interrupting incoming data or other computer displays. Options available to the operator include activating or deactivating sensors or tags, setting alarms for any tag, configuring and monitoring multiple TQCM devices, create and edit averages and gradients dynamically, access to tag libraries and printouts of all relevant data and test information. Data can also be saved and exported to a variety of file types including text, Microsoft Excel and Data Interchange format.

Data can be presented in two formats: tabular and graphical. Both formats can present current test as well as historical data. Figure 3 shows both tabular and graphical display of TQCM data. The left side shows historical data, and calculations. The two plots on the right side show one hour of temperature and frequency data.

By allowing the operator to customize each screen through simple screen editors, relevant data can be grouped together in any fashion so that tests can be monitored safely. The tabular data format displays measured test data on tab pages in columns. Each tab page can display up to 160 tags and an unlimited number of tab pages can be defined for each chamber. Data displayed in graphical or plot form is useful for monitoring trends during a test. Up to eight tags can be displayed on each plot and an unlimited number of plots can be defined for each chamber.
Figure 3 Tabular and Graphical display of TQCM data

TVDS FEATURES

Several features exist within TVDS that make it useful to both test operation crews as well as test projects. These features include near real-time monitoring, customized displays, shared displays, constant alarm monitoring, alarm limit editing, and remote connections.

Monitoring

Each client running TVDS automatically updates any windows showing measured data. Updates occur every two minutes on the odd minute. The SCADA machines update the database every two minutes on the even minute. Therefore, there is a one-minute lag between the data acquisition and data refresh. Because of the volume of data recorded and the necessary calculations and limit checks, it is necessary to ensure that the SCADA application has been given sufficient time to insert and update the appropriate database tables. In addition to updating data displays, any alarms associated with the monitored tests will display as well.
Alarm Limit Monitoring and Editing

As each sensor is collected by the SCADA, its value and rate of change is compared to its stored limits. Tables of limits for each chamber are configured at the beginning of a test. These limits can also be modified at any point during the test through an alarm limit editor. Font colors are used to display sensors that are under alarm. Red and yellow are used for temperature limits and blue for rate limits.

When the SCADA determines that a sensor has passed a limit, its value, limit and scantime are entered into an alarm table. For each test enabled on a client machine, TVDS checks the alarm table for each chamber. Any entries for that scantime are immediately posted in a small window, as shown in Figure 4. An audible alarm is also available and sounds for each update that has an alarm. The alarm window will remain on top of all other open windows and displays each entry in a color specific to its type of alarm: yellow or red for If the tabular display or summary page is displaying the sensor(s) under alarm, they will be shown in the alarm color as well. Note that in Figure 4 there are two sensors in blue in the first column as well as one sensor in the second column.

Customized and Shared Displays

An important requirement of TVDS was to allow each client to create and modify all tabular and graphical screens as needed. This is accomplished through a series of screen editors that can be used at any time during a test. For any chamber that is under test, a client can create two types of displays: tabular or graphical. As shown in Figure 4 tabular displays show data in four columns per tab. Within each column, the sensor or tagname is given along with its current value and location in the chamber. The user has full control over the layout of tags on each tab and may add or delete tabs as needed.
The second method of displaying data in TVDS is graphical. Each plot can display up to twenty-four hours for eight sensors. In Figure 5, four hours of data is shown for three payload sensors in Chamber 239. At the bottom of each plot, the legend displays the sensor name and its location within the chamber. Properties on this plot that are configurable by the user include the scale of the time and value axis, the amount of data retrieved, autoscale, auto scroll, plot title, background color, tab title and plot resize. Plots can also automatically adjust line types for black and white printing. As with the tabular displays, there is no limit to the number of plots the user can create.

Displays can also be shared or copied from other client stations. This allows projects to set up one station and quickly copy the displays over to other machines. This can be done when a display is first created or at any point during the test.
Remote Connections

During a test, projects often require the use of several data stations. Projects members and engineers often request to have access to TVDS from their own computers. The data system operates on a private network in building 7 and 10. The obvious limitation to this is that computers on other networks cannot access test data. An additional limitation to this client-server network is that each client must have Oracle Client installed. Therefore, each client outside of the TVDS network must have access to the software as well as a license run it.

In order to provide computers outside of the TVDS network with access to the TVDS application, an application server was implemented using Sybase’s Web Development Kit. As shown in the bottom of Figure 2, remote clients connect to the application server through an Internet browser. For the initial run, the client downloads a small executable that allows it to communicate with the application server. The application server then establishes a secure communication path, starts an instance of TVDS and redirects the graphics to the client. By running each instance of TVDS on the application server, data transmission remains within the TVDS network and only graphical images are transmitted to the user. In this way, the remote client can run the...
application without any loss in program functionality and without any TVDS application files or Oracle software or licensing.

TVDS AND AUTOMATION

The automation of test chambers within the lab requires the design and implementation of computer interfaces that permit monitoring and command control. TVDS is designed to easily work with automation interfaces. The primary role of the data system in chamber automation is saving important data scanned by automated processes. This task is performed on a chamber’s SCADA machine and runs as a background process. Integrating the data system into automation projects provides seamless transmission of data. TVDS is able to utilize this and display any data that a SCADA system can record.

ACHIEVEMENTS, PROGRESS AND ISSUES

The new data system was brought online in November 1998, and by January 1999, the new system was recording data for all the lab chambers. By the summer of 1999, TVDS was integrated into the Chamber 290 automation project. This SCADA is responsible for acquiring all of the chamber thermocouple data. Additional projects that required the use of TVDS include a new remotely operated heater rack system that was brought online in March 2000, and a simulation/prediction model used for projecting thermocouple temperatures during a test. The new data system has recorded over 500 tests and over 67,000 hours of test data through July 2000.

The TVDS application has undergone several minor modifications since it was brought online. While some of these modifications involved code debugging or database table changes, the system has had no significant down time or failures. Feedback from the project members and operations crews has provided useful information regarding changes or improvements and future releases.

The thermal vacuum lab is a 24-hour, 365 days a year facility, therefore, the data system must run continuously. Because of this constant influx of data, large amounts physical storage space is needed. As in any networked database system, every effort must be made to maintain reasonable table space. Storage space is the primary issue for the new data system. Some tests may use several hundred sensors in a chamber that may run for several weeks. The measured data, along with any recorded alarms may require several hundred megabytes of space. To maintain safe levels of free disk space, the data of completed tests are backed up to tape and CD-ROM and removed from the server. The completed test data is available for requests in ASCII format. The complete test and all database tables are also backed up in a compressed Oracle export file.
FUTURE GOALS

TVDS will continue to grow and change as lab needs dictate. As part of the original design, TVDS is flexible enough to integrate with other applications and communicate with other systems and networks. The automation project of chamber 238 began in March 2000 and will require data logging with the new data system. This will require an Intellution based SCADA system similar to that of chamber 290 mentioned above that scans and writes facility data to the database.

Another goal of the data system involves the standardization of data acquisition hardware. With the rise of VXI as an industry standard and a variety of manufacturers that support VXI data acquisition, it is a logical choice for replacing the HP3852 units used throughout the lab. This step towards standardization within the lab has started with chamber 290 as mentioned earlier.

A third goal of the new data system will be to investigate and possibly incorporate fiber optic networking into the lab. While sections of the Modbus+ network already use fiber optic, the standard twisted-pair Ethernet LAN cabling is vulnerable to electrical interference, which can often present cable routing challenges within the lab. Fiber optic cable would eliminate the issue of networking in an electrically hostile environment. In addition, because fiber optic is capable of carrying large volumes of several types of data, it may be possible to combine the data transmissions of Modbus+ and TVDS into one fiber optic system.

Additional goals of the thermal vacuum data system include modifications to TVDS that allow for quick setup of tests. This would include an automated process of updating database tables relating to sensor descriptions and alarm limit configurations. The post-test distribution of data based on user request is another feature that will be automated.

CONCLUSIONS

The upgrade of the thermal vacuum data system for Space Simulation Test engineering lab at GSFC has produced a flexible, robust and dependable system that can provide and array of test monitoring and support capabilities. By establishing a centralized acquisition system, projects and operation crews can realize an increase in data accessibility, as well as an overall reduction in testing costs and payload and personnel safety. With over 67,000 hours of test monitoring completed in less than two years, the data system has established itself as a reliable tool of GSFC’s thermal vacuum testing process.
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ABSTRACT

With the increasing number of joint projects for spacecraft development, it is a necessity that an environmental test can be followed from remote locations. New technologies that have been created for the Internet environment, like Java and fast networking, may provide the appropriate framework to support the development of remote visualization software. However, there are fundamental issues that must be considered, like data acquisition systems interconnection, efficiency, security, and tools support the software analysis, project, and implementation. In this work we present the experience of the Brazilian Institute of Space Research/Test and Integration Laboratory (INPE/LIT) in issues that were considered for the development of a visualization software to allow the following of thermal-vacuum tests through the Internet.

I - INTRODUCTION

The number of companies that use the Internet as the highway to support their necessities for people integration and data consolidation is increasing. Around the world, employees can have access to large and on-line data base, and management systems that allow the company to operate as if everybody were working at the same place, at the same time. It is the power of technology that makes globalization easy.

In this work, we present a project that is being conducted at INPE/LIT with the goal of allowing people in different locations of the world to follow environmental tests that are taking place at the space simulation facility as if he or she were standing at his or her computer locally. To enable this, the system is being developed in JAVA and exploits the resources that are available for Internet access and network interconnection. This system is called System for Visualization of Space Simulation Test Through the Internet (SYSVITI).

At this time, besides its participation in the development of the International Space Station, INPE is working together with partners from other countries (Argentine, China, French, German) in developing satellites for scientific research, remote sensing and environmental data collection. The SYSVITI will make the interaction of these multi-nation teams easier, not only by allowing the visualization of ongoing tests, but also permitting the analysis of data stored from concluded tests. Thus, this system can be considered as a key factor for the success of the ongoing project in which INPE is engaged.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the current visualization system at LIT. In Section III we describe the SYSVITI architecture and its resources. Section IV describes the technologies that are being used in the development of the project. In Section V we present the conclusions and general comments regarding the system.

II- CURRENT VISUALIZATION SYSTEM

The diagram of the current visualization system for environmental tests appears in Fig. 1. It was developed for the MS Windows platform using the software LabVIEW. During a test, the data acquisition system is responsible for keeping the test data in a database. The visualization system interacts with the data acquisition system to get the data requested for the clients and to show the most recent test data available. It also allows the interaction among the clients, data analysis and the recovery of stored data from finished tests. The system is an in-house development, and it is enough to support all the requests from the teams that are interested in following the environmental test or analyzing its data. Any computer connected to the local network can be used for the visualization purpose just by installing the visualization software. The drawbacks of this system in regard to remote access are that it requires a high speed network to support it, the visualization software must be installed in the remote machine, and the remote machine must use MS Windows as its operational systems.
The schematic diagram of the SYSVITI is shown in Fig. 2. All its modules were developed in JAVA, with the exception of the data base which uses Oracle. It means that it was designed to be used in an Internet environment. Any computer that has access to the Internet, in principle, can be used to visualize environmental tests that are going on at LIT, independent of the operational system it uses. To accomplish this, it is just necessary to know the web site address for the system. All the modules, applets JAVA, and data are downloaded form the SYSVITI server to the visualization computer through the Internet, no matter in which part of the world this computer is located. Applet are used instead of dynamic HTML page because the applet have powerful GUI resources.

The SYSVITI is interconnected to the data acquisition system through a program interface that was made using LabVIEW. Thus, just minor changes were introduced to the data acquisition system to allow it to properly interact with the SYSVITI. This interface module continuously sends status information of ongoing tests and the data being generated by the tests to the SYSVITI.
The system architecture of the SYSVITI can be seen in Fig. 3. It presents the following main parts:

- Data base, developed in Oracle in which all the data coming from the data acquisition system are stored;
- Server module which is responsible for the system management;
- Data acquisition interface module, which is responsible for the interaction between the SYSVITI and the data acquisition system;
- Visualization applet, which is downloaded from the server to the visualization computer and is responsible for the visualization tasks and the interaction between the user and the visualization server.

During a test, the data set presented to the user of the SYSVITI is updated at the same rate that is used by the data acquisition system to get and process measuring data. At any time the user can access previously recorded data, or can use system analysis tools to perform customized analysis on the data set. Additional features include multiple windows for simultaneous data visualization. Also alarm levels can be assigned to any number of channels, messages can be exchanged among the users, continuous actualization of the test status, mathematical processing over the channels, hard copies, definition of any number of user-definable channels (pseudo-channels).

The data from the data acquisition system are available to the user through entities called channels. The channels are identified by numbers and names, and can be presented to the user in four available formats: *Flash mode*, *matrix mode*, *temporal flow*, and *graphic mode*, according to the user’s preference. One typical visualization window that combines different visualization formats can be seen in Fig. 4. In the flash mode, the data are presented in a two-dimensional table. In each position of the table the instantaneous value of a channel together with its number, identification, and unity of measurement is shown. Each position of the table is updated as soon as new data for the respective channel is received by the SYSVITI.

In the matrix mode, the data is also presented in a two-dimensional matrix. However, here, just the instantaneous value of a channel appears. As a result, for one specific screen resolution, a larger number of channels can be displayed in this mode than in the previous one. The identification of a specific channel and its units can be seen by just passing the cursor over the respective position of the channel in the matrix. This resource is shown in Fig. 5.

The instantaneous value of the channel together with an user definable number of previous in time measured values for the channel appear in the temporal flow mode. It is a very convenient way to follow dynamical changes in the channels. The drawback of this mode is that it is the visualization mode that presents the smaller number of different channels in a visualization window.

Graphics of the channels can be presented in the visualization window using the graphic mode. Ten channels can be plotted together in each graphic window. The dynamical evolution of the system can be followed by using the temporal auto-scale mode for the axes of time. In this mode of operation, each time one curve fills the whole axis of time, all the curves are shifted to the left with the instantaneous time plotted in the position equal to
3/4 of the next scale for the axes of time.

Fig. 4: Typical visualization window

The user can define as many visualization windows as he or she wants. The system allows a quick call of the defined windows, and as many windows as desired can be simultaneously presented on the screen. The use of each individual window is definable in related to its formats. Thus, the user can define the channels to be presented, the position of each channel in the visualization window, the colors and visualization resources (blinking rates, shadow effects) associated with it, the number of decimal digits, the format in which the number is presented etc. In Fig 6 the channel attribute menu associated to a specific visualization window is shown. The task bar that allows the generation of new visualization windows is presented in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5: Toll tip function detail
There is a management module through which all the administrative tasks in SYSVITI are carried out. Besides the execution of configuration changes to the system, this module allows the definition of users, groups of users, and its privileges, access codes and passwords, the specification of computers that are allowed to access data from specific tests or programs, the assignment of priority levels for sending data, status information, and routing messages.

A user can access the system by using any browser that supports Java. When the user accesses the web page of the SYSVITI, he gets the web page that appears in Fig 8. Using it, he or she can select the language to be used for interacting with the system, and input its user code and password, which is validated by the system. After that, according to the privilege assigned to him or her by the system manager, he or she can visualize on going or already finished tests and perform analysis on the data.

The system is being developed according to the software engineering methodology named CRC/WB+ [Fernandes96]. This methodology was created by the Brazilian Aeronautical Technological Institute (ITA), located in São José dos Campos, São Paulo State, Brazil. It is an evolution derived from the methodologies CRC [Ambler95, Fowler97], Wirfs-Brock [WirfsBrock90] and Love [Love93] and was created to allow the full development of systems, from the designing phase to the implementation and test, based on the object oriented paradigm. During the development of this project, the CRC/WB+ methodology was extended to support the development of distributed systems.

For the code implementation, the development environment Visual Age from IBM, was chosen. This choice came after comparing it with other development environment available at the time when the project development started. Visual Age has unique characteristics that make the development easy, such as version control, multilingual support for messages, integrated environment, support for importation of compacted classes. Furthermore, it is a freeware, and runs in multi-platforms and operational systems.

V - CONCLUSION

The System for Visualization of Space Simulation Test Through the Internet (SYSVITI) is being developed to allow people in different locations of the world to follow the environmental tests that are taking place at LIT. This system facilitates the interactions of different teams in the development of cooperative space projects. The system is based on the Java language, which allows its access and operation by using any Internet browser that supports
New methodology of Software Engineering is being used in the development of the project. This methodology was extended to the development of the project to support distributed systems. The code implementation is being done by using the software Visual Age from IBM. A beta version of the SYSVITI was released and is being used for system test and validation.
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ABSTRACT

For the future of space simulation testing cost efficiency and facility reliability is mandatory. Especially the operation of space simulation and thermal vacuum test facilities requires a high level of personnel involvement. Due to the 'around the clock' testing for days and weeks the cost saving potential of such kind of operation is significant. The implementation of automation systems is one prerequisite for the improvement of efficiency and reliability and is - in case of new facilities - meanwhile standard practice. However, already existing facilities based on elder control techniques require an extensive redesign of the control system in order to cope with the new technologies.

During the past 5 years the Space Simulation Facility and three other Thermal Vacuum Test Facilities of IABG were modified such that all important facility sub-systems were equipped with Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC). Further a Windows NT based command and control system was installed enabling both, operation of the facilities from a central control room as well as from a local terminal directly at the facility.

In parallel a new network based data acquisition system was developed which delivers the test data via the LAN to customer and operator workstations. The data acquisition system is linked to the command and control system such, that test data can be used for an automatic control of the test facility.

Due to the implementation of the automation system the thermal vacuum test facilities can now be operated with significantly reduced personnel and with an improved reliability and quality.

Further potential for efficiency improvements is identified on the customer side because data presentation and analysis must not necessarily be limited to the test site but can also take place outside, e.g. at the customer site. This will reduce the customer’s personnel involvement during a test and therefore will result in further cost optimization. Currently IABG is deeply involved in studies for the realization of such data distribution systems.

1 Introduction

Effective test control presumes suitable facility control systems and data handling systems. The availability of the facility's housekeeping data and the test article measurement data at a central location (control room) allows an efficient control of the test facility.

In case of a parallel operation of various test facilities a central monitoring and control system combined with the test article data acquisition system reduces the need for operation personnel significantly. However, depending on the test requirements, a local control and operation of the individual test facility may also be useful.

This results in a design concept that must provide both, centralized and local facility control and operation systems combined with a network based data acquisition system for test article measurements. Furthermore the availability of test data at the customer's home base via the Internet can improve the efficiency in the field of Thermal Testing.
2 Overview of the Relevant Test Facilities

IABG operates in its Space Test Centre four Thermal Vacuum Test Facilities. These facilities are used for the whole range of thermal qualification of space related products. From component level up to spacecraft level suitable facilities are available. Figure 2-1 gives an overview of the IABG TB/TV Test Facilities and their location.

![Figure 1-1: Space Simulation Facility WSA/TVA with Champ Satellite](image)
2.1 Space Simulation Facility

The Space Simulation Facility (WSA/TVA) is used for Thermal Vacuum and Thermal Balance Tests, which are usually performed on system level.

| Vessel | Horizontal stainless steel vessel  
|        | 7 meter diameter  
|        | 12 meter length  
| Thermal System | Stainless Steel Shrouds  
|               | Central closed loop LN2/GN2 supply system  
|               | Temperature range between -180 °C and +115 °C  
| Vacuum System | Central roughing pumping system  
|               | 1 turbo molecular pump (1 additional under procurement)  
|               | 6 Helium cryopumps (4 equipped with HV-valves)  
| Sun Simulator | 7 x 25 kW Xenon high pressure lamps  
|               | max. 1900 W/m² in the test plan  
|               | Circular beam with 3.6 m diameter  
|               | Rectangular beam with 4.5 m x 3.05 m  
| Motion Simulator | 2-axis motion simulator  
|                 | spin axis for continuous rotation  
|                 | attitude axis max. 400° rotation  
| Auxiliary Equipment | Infrared rig with a total electrical power of about 280 kW (DC)  
|                    | Videogrammetry installation for distortion measurements under TV conditions  

2.2 Thermal Vacuum Facility 3m-TVA

The 3m-TVA is used for Thermal Vacuum Tests on subsystem level and for Infrared Tests on solar panels and reflectors.

| Vessel | Horizontal stainless steel vessel  
|        | 3.2 meter diameter  
|        | 6 meter length  
| Thermal System | Aluminum shrouds  
|                | Central closed loop LN2/GN2 supply system  
|                | Temperature range between -180 °C and +140 °C  
| Vacuum System | Central roughing pumping system  
|               | 3 Helium cryopumps, all equipped with HV-valves  
| Motion Simulator | 1 axis motion simulator for continuous rotation  
| Auxiliary Equipment | Infrared rig with a total electrical power of about 190 kW (DC)  
|                    | Videogrammetry installation for distortion measurements under TV conditions  
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2.3 Thermal Vacuum Facility 2m-TVA

The 2m-TVA is used for Thermal Vacuum Tests on subsystem level requiring specific cleanliness control or vibration de-coupling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel</th>
<th>Horizontal stainless steel vessel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0 meter diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.1 meter length</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal System</th>
<th>Aluminum Shrouds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined LN2 - electrical heating system (open loop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature range between -180 °C and +130 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vacuum System</th>
<th>Local oil-free roughing pumping system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Helium cryopump equipped with HV-valves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Auxiliary Equipment</th>
<th>Vibration damping system (airbags)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clean class 100 environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Thermal Vacuum Facility 1.3m-TVK

The 1.3m-TVK is used for Thermal Vacuum Tests on component level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel</th>
<th>Vertical stainless steel vessel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 meter diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 meter height</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal System</th>
<th>Aluminum shrouds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined LN2 - electrical heating system (open loop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temperature range between -180 °C and +130 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vacuum System</th>
<th>Local roughing pumping system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Helium cryopump equipped with HV-valve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Auxiliary Equipment</th>
<th>IR rig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3 Requirements and Goals of the Automation Project

When in 1995 the automation project was launched, various subsystems of the facilities were missing the basic technical conditions for the realization of a PLC controlled operation. Controllers were still pneumatic based, sensors and actuators were not delivering compatible signals and the parts of the control system were based on relay circuit technique. One major constrain for the project was, that the availability of the facilities should not be reduced by the implementation and acceptance of the automation system. Furthermore the following upper level requirements were defined:

- Improvement of the facility's reliability and maintainability
- Integration of a standardized PLC system
- Centralized and local monitoring, command and control of all facilities
- Standardized visualization system for all facilities
- Combined visualization, command and control system
- Availability of a operator panel for local facility operation
- Combination of visualization and data acquisition system for facility monitoring
- Parallel operation of all four test facilities
4 Automation Concept and Implementation Process

During a study and trial phase one of the small test facilities (1.3m-TVK) was used as a prototype in order to develop an adequate command and control system and to gain knowledge and experience for further implementations. After successful acceptance of the prototype a program for the implementation of an entire automation system for all TB/TV test facilities was defined.

For the realization of this program the test facilities needed to be equipped with adequate sensors, controllers and actuators. All relevant facility housekeeping data, such as shroud temperatures, chamber pressure, solar intensity and other necessary data had to be made available to the PLC-system by means of electronic sensors. The implementation was done in a step by step process and subsystem oriented in order to reduce the down time of the facilities to a minimum.

In addition to the PLC-system a command and control system was necessary in order to visualize and command the entire facility via computers. Actual measured housekeeping data of all systems and their control functions are available for the operator on various window screens. Monitoring, command and control of the test facility is accessible via one computer per facility.

4.1 PLCs and Automation Network

For the control system various SIEMENS-Simatic S5/S7 PLCs were installed, programmed either with STEP5 or STEP7 language.

The smaller test facilities (1.3m-TVK and 2m-TVA) are equipped with one PLC each, for the 3m-TVA and the Space Simulation Facility each subsystem, i.e. vacuum system, thermal system, sun simulator and motion simulator is equipped with an autonomous PLC. Those are installed at different locations always close the relevant subsystem.

Each PLC is running autonomously and is independent from all other PLCs. In case of a malfunction, such as computer failures, the individual facility can be locally controlled by means of a simple operator panel.

For the standard case, where the facility is remote controlled the PLCs transfer their data via the Automation Process BUS to their visualization system in the control room. Because of the advantages of modern networks it is also possible to run the facilities via their visualization system from different locations in the test area.

The PLCs have cycle times of some ten milliseconds, so that the data processing can be achieved in adequate time periods and malfunctions of the facility are detected in real-time on PLC-level.

The Automation Process BUS is a star-shaped high speed data network (100Mbit/s). Due to the failure critical environment it is based on glass fiber technique and is equipped with SIEMENS SINEC-H1-components.

Via two HUBs all PLCs and the visualization systems are connected to the network. Each participant owns its unique address and the CSMA/CD access procedure guarantees a faultless data transfer. A bridge enables the visualization system to import housekeeping data from the standard data acquisition system. Figure 4-1 shows the schematic of the automation network.
4.2 Facility Visualization System

The remote facility control is realized by means of PC-based workstations, running under Windows-NT and a facility tailored visualization software (Siemens-SIPIOS and Siemens-WinCC).

Each of the four test facilities has its own workstation displaying in various layers and windows the facility status. All information that are necessary for the facility operation are available to the operator in real-time. Typically the small test facilities are described by about 150 signals and 10 layers, the Space Simulation Facility with all its subsystems requires about 500 signals and 30 layers.

The command system, which is directly linked to the PLCs is integrated in this displays. By mouse or keyboard the operator commands the facility. All processed PLC-data are stored in a database, so that historical data, alarms and operations can be displayed and traced.
4.3 Data Acquisition System (DAC)

Comprehensive facility control in the control room requires besides the facility visualization system a powerful data acquisition system. Each of the test facilities is equipped with a stand-alone data acquisition system, based on PCs and running under Windows-NT. The network-based data acquisition software MEVA-NT, which is tailored to the specific needs of the test customers and facility operators, measures, calculates and presents the test specimen data as well as facility housekeeping data.

For special tasks two mobile DAC systems are available. Depending on the test requirements these systems can handle from 30 (1.3m-TVA) up to 1000 measuring channels (WSA / TVA). By combining the DAC systems via the network 2500 measuring channels can be handled in total.

Via the high speed (100Mbit/s) Ethernet based Data Handling System Network the preprocessed measurement data are transferred to three HP- workstations in the control room. On these servers the DynaWorks® graphical display and evaluation software is running such, that any measured data can be selected and graphically displayed in real-time. The network design as shown in Fig. 4-3 is very similar to the automation network, but is carried out in Cat.5 cable technique.
Furthermore three DynaWorks® PC-clients (operated under Windows NT with Exceed) are available, which are linked to the server's database via the network. In addition pre-processed measurement data can be displayed on printers and VDUs. The DynaWorks® clients, printers and VDUs are mobile, so that the customer has access to the test data at any location in the test centre.

A central DAC control computer in the control room supervises all data handling systems. The data are locally stored on each DAC-system and in addition on a central archive computer.
4.4 Test Facility Control

Effective test control presumes suitable facility control systems and data handling systems. The common presentation of facility housekeeping data and test data at one location gives a complete overview to the current test status. Depending on the test requirements, facility control is needed in the control room or directly at test facility level.

4.4.1 Control Room Equipment for TV Test Facilities

A typical working place for on-line controlling of the small test facilities is designed such, that one operator on duty can run the facility. All test relevant activities can be carried on two monitors.

One monitor visualizes the current facility status while the other monitor displays the test specimen data. Facility control commands are given by using the mouse and the keyboard. Test specimen data can be individually selected, scaled and zoomed so that the operator on duty has a comprehensive overview to the test status at any time.

In case of emergency he is automatically alarmed by the system. By means of the central DAC control computer he is also able to control the data handling system. It runs automatically without requiring any specific data handling personnel.

This is the way how the three TV test facilities are supervised. Depending on the complexity of the test requirements one operator can normally supervise two small test facilities in parallel.

4.4.2 Control Room Equipment for the Space Simulation Facility (WSA/TVA)

Compared to the TV test facilities the Space Simulation Facility requires extended control equipment. Housekeeping data, motion simulator, sun simulator and test specimen data are supervised by an visualization system which is identical with those of the TV-facilities.

Currently not all subsystems of the WSA/TVA are completely equipped with PLC compatible sensors and control devices. Therefore the facility control is based on a mixture consisting of state-of-the-art PLC equipment with the corresponding command and control, and with equipment that is still based on old pneumatic and relay circuit technique. This means that for cases where all facility subsystems are in operation two operators are still required.

Further the extensive data handling effort for such space simulation tests requires a specific data-handling operator being permanently on duty during the test execution.

In a recently launched stage 2 automation project the remaining subsystems of the Space Simulation Facility will be covered. Within the next 2 - 3 years also this test facility will be entirely operated and controlled by a state-of-the-art automation system.

4.4.3 Test Floor Equipment

Some test procedures require a local facility control directly at the test floor. In that case the facility control system and the front-end of the data acquisition systems is made available directly at the facility via the network. This provides the operator on duty exactly the same equipment as it is installed in the control room. Operation and control of the facility is identical.
5 Conclusion and Outlook

The results meanwhile gained from the automation project have proven that the initial requirements are fulfilled. The advantages of such a system in terms of reliability and maintainability are extended by the possibility to adapt easily the facility operation and control system to new requirements.

Regarding the improvement of efficiency the operational costs with respect to the manpower costs were reduced by at least 30%. This is due to the fact that the central control of all facilities enables the simultaneous operation of the test facilities without the need for a proportional reinforcement of the operator team. But also the operation itself is improved in terms of efficiency and reliability. Redundant personnel are not any longer required.

It is even possible that for standardized tests a facility is operated autonomous without the permanent presence of operators. The PLC system is built up such, that in case of malfunctions the facility goes in a safety mode, securing safe conditions for the test specimen and alarming the operator via his GSM phone.

In a recently launched stage 2 automation project the remaining subsystems of the Space Simulation Facility will be covered. The goal is that within the next 2 - 3 years also this test facility will be entirely operated and controlled by a state-of-the-art automation system.

With respect to the data handling system a project is running which will in the near future allow the transfer of selected test data via Internet to the customer's home base. The most important and critical issue is to secure a safe transfer of data and to protect the data and the system from unauthorized access.
HYDROCODE MODELS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF MULTI-LAYER THERMAL INSULATION BLANKETS AS HYPERVELOCITY SHIELDS
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ABSTRACT

Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) blankets are sometimes considered for space debris shielding applications. The blankets, composed of several spaced Kapton and Mylar layers, are thought to offer some penetration resistance to hypervelocity meteoroids and orbital debris. Empirical data and the physics of hypervelocity impacts suggest that the shield’s mass is a critical parameter in penetration resistance. Hypervelocity impact analyses have been performed with hydrocode computational models on MLI blankets and aluminum plates. The calculations agree well with the results of impact tests on MLI blankets and aluminum plates. The results indicate that MLI blankets can provide, in certain cases, some shielding for short duration missions and for non-critical components. MLI blankets provide much less penetration protection than equal thickness metallic plates and should not be considered as an alternative to properly designed hypervelocity impact shielding. The hydrocode models developed for this study are useful for assessing the effectiveness of various barrier materials as hypervelocity impact shields.

INTRODUCTION

Space debris, which include both natural and man-made objects, come in various sizes, velocities, and orbit orientations. The largest concentration of man-made debris is in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), with lesser numbers in the intermediate and geosynchronous orbits. The clutter is getting worse with time as every launch adds more debris. Natural space debris from meteoroids and passing comets occur in all orbits. The probability of meteoroid hits also increases from occasional sources such as the Leonid showers in 1998 and 1999. Concern about the damage that hypervelocity debris impacts cause to spacecraft is as old as space flight (Ref. 1).

Hypervelocity impacts, even by small particles, can cause substantial damage up to and including loss of spacecraft. There is growing recognition for the need to incorporate shielding of critical elements in spacecraft design (Ref. 2). These concerns have resulted in experimental and numerical investigations of several spacecraft shielding concepts. The International Space Station, for example, has been designed with the debris problem in mind (Ref. 3). Typical spacecraft shields such as the Whipple incorporate a bumper shield, several layers of Nextel and Kevlar, and a back wall. Particles impacting the bumper wall break up in a cloud of fragments, which are further slowed down and broken up into smaller particles during passage through the intermediate Nextel/Kevlar barriers. The goal is to sufficiently reduce the size and velocity of the fragments so they do not possess enough kinetic energy to break through the back wall. Additional shielding can be provided for critical spacecraft components by placing them behind other parts. Some satellite makers also consider thermal insulation blankets, common in spacecraft applications, for their debris shielding capabilities in addition to their primary role. The MLI blankets carry superficial resemblance to the Whipple shield’s Nextel and Kevlar intermediate layers as they too are made of multiple, spaced layers. However, the blankets are typically made of Kapton, Tedlar, and Mylar; these are light weight materials and this study demonstrates that they do not provide sufficient hypervelocity shielding.

Experimental techniques are used extensively in the study of high velocity impacts and on the effectiveness of various shielding concepts for the protection of satellites and vital components. Ground based experimental methods have limitations due to the relatively low velocities that can be achieved. While space debris can reach velocities of 70 km/sec or more, current earth-bound experiments rarely exceed 11 km/sec. Numerical methods have provided experimentally validated calculations at the low end of the impact velocity regime (Ref. 2) for metallic spheres penetrating metallic plates. These methods are extrapolated to obtain simulations at higher velocities that are beyond the range of experiments (Refs. 4, 5). The physics of hypervelocity impacts make it possible to adapt the metallic plate hydrocode models to non-metallic shields such as MLI blankets. The analysis described in this work expands the concepts of hypervelocity impact shield models to multi-layered thermal insulation blankets made of any material.
The models for both metallic plates and MLI blankets were confirmed by simulating a set of ground tests. The proven models were then used to assess the effectiveness of a MLI blanket as a debris shield for a solid state power amplifier (SSPA). The device is located inside a spacecraft but is exposed to the space environment.

**High Velocity Impact Physics**

The governing equations of high velocity impact dynamics are conservation of mass, conservation of momentum, and conservation of energy with inertia effects playing a dominant role (Ref. 6). Stress wave propagation in the colliding bodies determines their breakup. Finally, high velocity impact events are transient phenomena; steady state conditions may not exist at all or may be attained long after the penetrating particle and its fragments have reached the final barrier.

The colliding, sliding, and eroding surfaces of penetrator and plate generate shock waves that propagate in both bodies as stress waves. The pattern and extent of the impacting bodies’ breakup depend on the impact kinetic energy, the shape of the stress waves, their velocity, and the extent of their advance. The initial stress wave generated by the impact shock wave propagates into unstressed material at the elastic wave velocity (speed of sound) which can be shown to be

\[ c = \sqrt{S/\rho} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( c \) is the elastic wave velocity, \( \rho \) is the material’s density, and \( S \) is the slope of the material’s stress-strain curve in the elastic regime (Ref. 6). The elastic wave velocity in aluminum, one of the materials used in the calculations, is 5.2 km/sec. Similarly, plastic stress waves are formed once the material strains are in the plastic regime. Plastic stress waves travel at the plastic wave velocity which is also defined by Equation (1) except that \( S \) is now the slope of the material’s stress-strain curve in the plastic regime. Typical plastic wave velocities are lower than their elastic counterparts due to the smaller slope of the stress-strain curve in the plastic regime. The impact event depends heavily on the relative magnitude of the impact velocity and the elastic wave velocity (speed of sound). At subsonic impact velocities the stress waves will propagate deep into the colliding bodies while they are still in contact. At supersonic impact velocities the stress waves will form on the colliding surfaces and will complete their propagation into the bodies after contact has ended. The fragmentation processes will take place over largely similar times, regardless of the impact velocity, as the stress waves in the colliding bodies travel at their materials’ elastic and plastic wave velocities.

Shock waves generated by high velocity impacts (Refs. 4,5) or explosive detonations (Refs. 7,8) generate high frequency, high magnitude impulse loads on structures. Solid materials under these conditions become highly deformed immediately after shock wave impact and exhibit fluid-like behavior due to the high strain rates to which they are subjected. The materials are in the extreme end of the stress-strain curve’s plastic regime; their elastic properties are therefore largely irrelevant in hypervelocity impacts.

The two properties that play a significant role in high magnitude, high frequency impulsive loading events are the materials’ speed of sound and density. Subsonic and supersonic impact velocities (relative to the materials’ speed of sound) yield two distinctly different penetrator fragmentation mechanisms (Refs. 4, 5). Resistance to penetration, on the other hand, is proportional to the shield’s mass. This leads to the interesting observation that an aluminum plate of the same areal density (weight per unit area) as the actual shield can be substituted for it in the simulation. MLI blanket materials such as Kapton or Mylar can be simulated in hypervelocity impact calculations by replacing them with aluminum plates of a thickness such that the areal density is unchanged. This is the so-called “equivalent thickness aluminum plate” assumption and it has been used in the MLI blanket models that were developed for this analysis. The blanket fragmentation pattern, however, can not be properly simulated with the equivalent thickness aluminum plate due to differences in the materials’ speed of sound. This aspect of the simulation is considered to be of lesser importance in this analysis than the accurate assessment of a hypervelocity shield’s penetration resistance. The penetrators, on the other hand, were simulated with their actual materials since their fragmentation determines the shield’s penetration extent.
HYDROCODE MODEL

Hydrocode Overview

LS-DYNA3D, a vectorized explicit three-dimensional finite element hydrocode, has been used to construct detailed computational models for the study of the dynamic behavior of bodies undergoing high velocity impacts. The program solves the time-dependent momentum equations in Lagrangian formulation subject to position and velocity initial conditions, and to traction (force) and displacement boundary conditions (Ref. 9). Contact discontinuities on internal boundaries are handled by satisfying stress boundary conditions at these interfaces. The code is capable of simulating stress wave propagation in inelastic solids and the resulting high strain rates and large deformations. A contact-impact algorithm permits gaps and sliding along material interfaces; friction can be modeled into the simulation. Inputs for the code are geometry, material properties, and contact surface specifications. The outputs from the code for the modeled system include time histories of the positions, displacements, velocities, accelerations, pressures, densities, energies, stresses, and strains for nodes and elements of all materials. These variables completely define the analyzed system at any point in the calculated time interval.

Simulation results are given in the following units -

Velocity - cm/μsec = 10^1 km/sec
Acceleration - cm/(μsec)^2 = 10^{10} m/(sec)^2 = 10^9 g
Pressure, stress - Megabars (Mbars) = 10^6 atmospheres
Energy - 10^7 N-cm = 10^5 Joule

Models

Two simulation models were used in this analysis, a validation model and an application case model. The model that was developed for fragmentation mechanism analyses (Refs. 4,5) was used for the verification cases of aluminum spheres penetrating aluminum plates. The model was then modified for the MLI blanket verification cases. The blankets were modeled as either a single equivalent thickness aluminum plate or as several spaced aluminum plates, having the same aggregate thickness as the single equivalent thickness plate. The important idea of the multi-layer model is to account for the effect of multiple shocks experienced by the penetrator as it passes through the MLI blanket. Inducing multiple shocks allows for more fragment spreading between layers, which in turn tends to reduce the loading on subsequent layers and the likelihood of penetration. Also, the penetrator has more time to fragment when passing through the plates and open spaces of a multi-layered model than when it penetrates a single sheet. These are the two effects that would enable a MLI blanket to have better protection capability than a single aluminum sheet of equivalent thickness. The number of equivalent thickness aluminum plates was set to the number of sub-blankets (3) in the model verification cases or to the number of blanket layers (10) in the SSPA application cases. It is shown in the verification discussion to follow that representing MLI blankets by multiple sheets of aluminum is validated by comparison with experimental data.

The penetrators for all model verification cases were aluminum spheres. The SSPA analysis modeled penetrators made of aluminum, quartz (two densities), and ice in order to consider a range of possible space debris compositions. Choice of penetrator material affects its breakup; fragmentation in hypervelocity impacts is caused solely by stress waves moving at the speed of sound in the penetrator's medium. The SSPA wall was modeled as an aluminum plate. Propagation of the impact-induced stress and shock waves plays a key role in determining whether a meteoroid fragment will successfully penetrate the MLI blanket and the SSPA wall.

The solid materials were all set up as an isotropic-elastic-plastic-hydrodynamic type material with an equation of state (Refs. 4, 5, 9). The equation of state is designed for the hypervelocity regime, which is characterized by high frequency, high magnitude pressures and accelerations. The materials fail when they reach a user selected strain level. The maximum stresses that the materials can withstand are independent of the impact velocity; only the failure strain and the materials' stress-strain relationship determine them. The interface between penetrator and plate was set up as surface
to surface eroding contact (Ref. 9). The materials' type and the interfaces are appropriate for the current problem, which is characterized by colliding, sliding, and eroding surfaces.

MODEL VERIFICATION

The validity of the numerical results depends on the validity of the model, including the assumption that aluminum sheets of equivalent thickness can represent MLI blankets. To address this issue, a set of ground tests of hypervelocity projectiles impacting aluminum plates and MLI blankets (Ref. 10) were simulated to test the agreement of hypervelocity numerical models with experimental data. Table 1 presents a description of these test cases along with both experimental and simulation results. Three cases involved aluminum plates and four involved MLI blankets. Criteria for determining agreement were aluminum plate penetration and number of MLI sub-blankets penetrated. In every case, the simulation results agreed with the test data.

Table 1. Hypervelocity Model Validation Cases (Ref. 10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Ref. 10 table #</th>
<th>Ref. 10 item #</th>
<th>Penetrator sphere diameter (cm)</th>
<th>Test target thickness (cm)</th>
<th>Simulation target thickness (cm)</th>
<th>Test target material</th>
<th>Simulation target # layers</th>
<th>Impact velocity km/sec</th>
<th>Test penetration (4)</th>
<th>Simulation penetration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.03969</td>
<td>.2032</td>
<td>.4826</td>
<td>MLI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>.03969</td>
<td>.2032</td>
<td>.4826</td>
<td>MLI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>.15875</td>
<td>.2032</td>
<td>.4826</td>
<td>MLI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.02</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>.03969</td>
<td>.2032</td>
<td>.4826</td>
<td>MLI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>.07874</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>MLI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.07874</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>MLI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.07874</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>MLI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.07874</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>MLI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Al 6061-T6
(2) Equivalent aluminum thickness
(3) Total blanket spacing (front to back) is .635 cm (.25 inches)
(4) MLI blanket consists of three sub-blankets

Penetrator size and material (Al 1100) were the same for both test and simulation. The impact angle was normal for all cases. The MLI blankets in cases 4 through 6 are composed of 46 layers of Kapton, Mylar, and polyester netting, grouped in three sub-blankets (Ref 10). The blanket's areal density is 0.0985 g/(cm)². The aluminum plate equivalent thickness for this MLI blanket is 0.03653 cm. The hydrocode model simulates the MLI blankets as either a single sheet (cases 4 and 5a) or three sheets (cases 5b and 6) of equivalent thickness aluminum plates, Figure 4. The total thickness of plates and spacing was set to 0.625 cm, considered to be approximately the thickness of a typical MLI blanket. The blankets in cases 4 and 6 were penetrated while the penetrator in case 5 was stopped at the second sub-blanket, Figure 5. The maximum pressures of both penetrator and target, Figure 6, were lower in case 5b than the ones of case 3 due to the thinner plates of case 5b. The penetrator reaches pressures of up to 0.42 megabars; the first sub-blanket which absorbs most of the penetrator's kinetic energy, goes up to 0.37 megabars. The second sub-blanket attains a maximum pressure of 0.11 megabars and stops the penetrator. No fragments reach the third sub-blanket and its pressure stays at zero. A comparison of cases 5b and 6 yields an interesting observation. The projectile velocity in case 6, 4.0 km/sec,
was lower than the case 5b velocity, 7.7 km/sec, but the projectile penetrated all three MLI sub-blankets in case 6 whereas it only penetrated one sub-blanket in case 5b. The speed of sound in the aluminum projectile is 5.2 km/sec. The impact velocity in case 6 is therefore subsonic while the velocity in case 5 is supersonic. The penetrator’s fragmentation mechanisms are different at subsonic and supersonic impact velocities (Ref. 5). This demonstrates that it is insufficient to conclude what constitutes effective shielding by analyzing only high velocity cases, or only low ones.

The numerical results fully agree with the experimental data. Therefore, the hypervelocity impact models for assessing penetration resistance of both metallic plates and MLI blankets have been confirmed.

SSPA - MLI BLANKET APPLICATION ANALYSIS

Issue

There is a concern regarding the space debris hazard posed to a spacecraft’s Solid State Power Amplifier (SSPA). The SSPA is located inside the spacecraft, but is directly exposed to the orbital space environment. A 10-layer MLI blanket insulates the SSPA and is the only barrier shielding it from the space environment. The issue is whether the SSPA can withstand the debris fragment cloud if the blanket is located at a minimum standoff distance from the wall. The standoff allows spreading of fragments, which in turn helps to reduce the loading on the SSPA wall.

The MLI blanket’s equivalent thickness is 0.0102 cm; the meteoroid diameter is 0.22 cm. The meteoroid’s mass is 2.654 x 10⁻³ g, assuming a spherical shape and a density of 0.5 g/cm³. Two methods, yielding 6.44x10⁻⁴ (Cour-Palais model) and 8.40x10⁻⁴ (Gruen model) calculated the probability that the SSPA panel will be struck by a meteoroid of this size or larger. A standoff distance of 20.83 cm and a 20 km/sec normal impact velocity were assumed. A meteoroid moving at 20 km/sec will take approximately 10 µsec to traverse the 20.83 cm span between the MLI blanket and the SSPA wall. For a meteoroid composed largely of ice, for which the speed of sound is 1.65 km/sec, the stress wave will traverse the diameter of the meteoroid (.22 cm) in ~1.3 µsec, the time it takes the meteoroid to travel one 8th of the distance from the MLI blanket to the SSPA panel. Hence, if the meteoroid does fragment, there will be plenty of time for fragment cloud spreading.

The assumption of 20 km/sec impact velocity at a normal angle represents one scenario. However, both the velocity and the impact angle have a considerable range of values. The average meteoroid hypervelocity impact event for this case is in reality closer to 20 km/sec at 51.8 degrees from the normal.

Hydrocode Simulation

A hydrocode analysis was performed on the MLI blanket – SSPA wall configuration. The blanket was placed at a 20.83 cm standoff distance from the SSPA panel. A meteoroid of mass 2.654x10⁻³ g was modeled at the average impact velocity of 20 km/sec at a normal impact angle. The SSPA wall was modeled as a 0.00254 cm thick aluminum sheet. The MLI blanket is composed of 10 Kapton layers and has an areal density of 0.02658 g/cm². The aluminum plate equivalent thickness for this blanket is 0.00986 cm. The MLI blanket was modeled in two ways. For one set of cases, the MLI blanket was represented by a single sheet of aluminum with the same areal mass density. For the second set, the MLI blanket was modeled as 10 equidistant sheets of aluminum with the same areal mass density as the MLI blanket. The total distance between the external faces of the first and last layer was set to the same value as in the validation cases’ MLI blanket, .625 cm.

Table 2 shows the description and results of the six hydrocode cases that were set up to assess the effectiveness of the MLI blanket. Several different penetrator materials were considered to account for the uncertainty in material composition of the meteoroid. Cases 1 and 2 modeled the blanket as a single aluminum sheet. Cases 3 through 6 incorporated 10 sheets of aluminum. Case 6 is closest to the most likely scenario for several reasons. The 10 aluminum sheets account for the multi-shock and increased penetrator fragmentation time effects of the MLI blanket layers. Ice was considered to be a representative material because meteoroids are generally thought to be of cometary origin. In addition, the density of ice, 0.9 g/cm³, is closest to the value of 1 g/cm³ associated with the Gruen meteoroid model.
Table 2. MLI Blanket - SSPA Simulation Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Penetrator material</td>
<td>Al 7075-T6</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ρ=2.7 g/cc</td>
<td>ρ=5 g/cc</td>
<td>ρ=5 g/cc</td>
<td>ρ=2.2 g/cc</td>
<td>ρ=9 g/cc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target thickness (cm)</td>
<td>.00986</td>
<td>.00986</td>
<td>.00986</td>
<td>.0660</td>
<td>.00986</td>
<td>.00986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target # layers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLI blanket penetration</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (stopped by 10th layer)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSPA penetration</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All cases have the following characteristics in common –
(1) Penetrator shape – sphere, diameter=0.217 cm
(2) Target material – Al 7075-T6
(3) Impact velocity – 20 km/sec
(4) Impact angle – normal to target
(5) MLI blanket – SSPA stand-off distance = 20.83 cm

Results

Case 1 is a baseline configuration; the aluminum penetrator and target have been tested extensively and were successfully simulated in the verification phase of this analysis. The penetrator easily perforates both the equivalent thickness aluminum sheet and the SSPA panel. Case 2 is similar to case 1 but uses different assumptions for the penetrator’s material and density. Case 3 is the same as case 2 except that 10 equidistant aluminum sheets now model the MLI blanket. Case 4 represents the upper limit of possible protection – the 10 aluminum layers have the actual thickness of the MLI blanket Kapton layers. The end effect is a 10-layer barrier with 6.694 times the areal density (mass) of the MLI blanket. Case 5 explores the upper limit for a quartz penetrator’s density. The last case is for an ice penetrator with a different density and material speed of sound than the quartz cases.

All but one of the hydrocode cases showed that the meteoroid easily penetrated all 10 layers of the MLI blanket as well as the SSPA wall. Case 4 showed that an MLI blanket that is at least 6.694 times thicker would be needed to stop the penetrator. If the meteoroid impacts at 51.8 deg, the amount of mass along the path of the meteoroid increases by a factor of 1.618. In this case, an MLI blanket which is at least 6.694/1.618 = 4.14 times thicker would be needed to stop the penetrator. Based on this result, it is clear that a single, 10-layer MLI blanket offers no protection against the meteoroid of the analysis case.

The hydrocode simulation of case 6, which is closest to the average scenario, is presented in Figures 7-9. The snapshots show the penetration through the MLI blanket sheets and the SSPA wall. It is clear from the Figures 8 and 9 that the meteoroid survives passage through the MLI blanket and SSPA wall mostly intact and subsequently proceeds directly into the electronics.

It should also be noted that the MLI blanket used in the model validation tests (Ref. 10) is approximately four times heavier than the MLI blanket of the SSPA application, hence resulting in effective shielding at 7.7 km/sec.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Hypervelocity impact-shielding models were developed for metallic plates and MLI blankets. The hydrocode models successfully duplicated experimental data from aluminum plates and MLI blanket tests.
2. Resistance to hypervelocity penetration is proportional to the shield's mass; hence, substitution of equivalent thickness aluminum plates for the shields' materials is valid for hypervelocity impact events. Note that the implication here is that there is no need to substitute aluminum (or any other material) for the shield's media if the shield's geometry and structural properties are known. The shield's composition, i.e., number of layers, their thickness, material, density, and interstitial spacing provides all the information needed for direct simulation of hypervelocity impacts, i.e., mass and geometry.

3. In the application case, the 10-layer MLI blanket does not provide the SSPA with sufficient protection from space debris impacts.

4. MLI blankets can provide some limited shielding during launch, orbit insertion, short duration missions, and for non-critical components. The blankets provide much less penetration protection than metallic plates and should not be considered as an alternative to properly designed hypervelocity impact shielding.

5. Hydrocode models provide a fast, handy tool for assessing the effectiveness of MLI blankets and other barriers as hypervelocity impact shields.
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Figure 1 – Validation case 3
$t=0$

Figure 2 – Validation case 3
$t=1.3 \, \mu\text{sec}$

Validation Case 3 - Pressure Maxima
Penetrator and Plate

Figure 3 – Validation case 3
Pressure maxima – penetrator and plate
Figure 4 – Validation case 5b

$ t = 0 $

Figure 5 – Validation case 5b

$ t = 1.5 \mu sec $
Figure 7 – SSPA case 6
View of model – MLI blanket, meteoroid, and SSPA wall

Figure 8 – SSPA case 6
MLI blanket penetration, t=0.75 µsec

Figure 9 – SSPA case 6
SSPA wall penetration, t=10.95 µsec
OUTGASSING OF FLOWN AND UNFLOWN MIR SOLAR CELLS
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ABSTRACT

A solar panel array with more than ten years space exposure was removed from the Mir core module in November 1997, and an eight panel section was returned to Earth in January 1998. Several solar cells were removed from panel eight of the returned array and placed in a high vacuum system with a residual gas analyzer (200 amu mass spectrometer) and a cold finger. Similar unfown solar cells of the same vintage were later obtained from Energia. Several of the unfown cells were also placed in the vacuum system and outgassed residues were collected on the LN2 cold finger. Almost 3 mg of outgassed residue was collected from a string of three unfown solar cells over a period of 94 hours under vacuum. The collected residue was weighed with a microbalance, and then the residue was analyzed by FTIR spectroscopy, and by gas chromatograph-mass spectroscopy. About 25 outgassed constituents were separated by the gas chromatograph, and a high-resolution mass spectrum was obtained of each constituent. Molecular identifications have been made for the constituents. The constituents are primarily cyclic siloxanes, and several of the constituents are isomers of the same molecule. Most of the outgassed constituents have a molecular mass of about 500 amu.

Almost one mg of residue was extracted from one cm$^2$ of coverglass/adhesive from a flown solar cell by soaking in isopropyl alcohol for 30 minutes. The gas chromatograph separated about 20 constituents. The constituents are mostly cyclic siloxanes with linear branches, hydrocarbons, and phthalates. The typical molecular mass is about 600 amu.

These identifications of specific outgassing molecules have resulted in a more complete understanding of the SiO$_x$ contamination on the Mir solar cell coverglasses, and on the MEEP experiment trays and optical specimens during the Shuttle-Mir Phase One flight experiment program. Adjusted outgassing rates based on the data reported here, and/or measured outgassing rates and specific molecular identifications of ISS hardware samples are needed to input into model predictions of induced environment effects of the ISS.

INTRODUCTION

A photograph of the first-deployed solar-panel-array on Mir is shown in Figure 1. The solar-panel-array was still attached to the Mir core module during the STS 76 photographic survey, and a close-up on-orbit photograph of the mid-section of the array showing the eighth panel of the returned portion of the array is shown in Figure 2. The whole solar array was detached from the core module in November 1997, and one of four eight-panel sections was returned to Earth in January 1998. Seven of the eight panels were returned to Russia, and the eighth panel remained in the United States. The pronounced scattering of light (as seen as bright-white areas in Figure 2) by oxidized silicone films on the solar cell coverglasses is readily apparent in bright light, and has been previously reported and discussed (ref 1).

Study of the returned section of the solar array is part of the International Space Station (ISS) Risk Mitigation Program. The investigation plan, schedule, and preliminary results have been reported by Visentine et al. (ref 2). Initial hardware cleanliness studies of the returned array at NASA Langley Research Center were directed toward study of the detergent-like residues on the returned array similar to those on the Mir Environmental Effects Payload (MEEP) which have been reported by Harvey et al. (ref 3).

A second, prevalent type of contamination was very thin films consisting of irregular shaped spots of millimeter size which are readily visible in brilliant colors when the solar cell coverglasses are viewed with a 50x brightfield microscope. These prolific, overlapping, and almost ubiquitous patterns strongly suggest wetting of the coverglass surfaces and have been attributed to hydrazine thrusters residue (refs. 4, 5, and 6).

A third type of contamination is the SiO$_x$ films produced by self-contamination from the silicone potting compound and adhesive. Silicone oils oozed from the potting compound, wetted the space-exposed coverglass surfaces, and was converted to SiO$_x$ by atomic oxygen in low Earth orbit (LEO)(ref. 1).
A fourth type of contamination is SiO$_x$ particles and glass fibers resulting from the degradation of silicone potting and adhesive (ref. 4). The SiO$_x$ films and the debris SiO$_x$ particles show that the silicone potting and adhesive undergo changes when exposed to the LEO environment. The SiO$_x$ films indicate a uniform creep or wetting of silicone oils across the coverglass with subsequent oxidation to SiO$_x$. Plumes of heavier and coarser SiO$_x$ films at some coverglass edges (figure 3) indicate microeruptions of silicone gas and particles.

OUTGASSING MEASUREMENTS AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES

Solar cell 9,5 was removed from panel eight of the returned array and placed in a small (less than 1 ft$^3$) high vacuum chamber equipped with a 200 amu residual gas analyzer. A mass spectrum (figure 4) obtained during high vacuum exposure of this solar cell indicates a very small amount of silicone outgassing. Nine solar cells of the same vintage as the cells in the returned array were obtained from the Russian vendor Energia. Three individual cells (#25, 26, and 27) were separately placed in the small high vacuum chamber, and mass spectra obtained at lower gain. Figure 5 is the mass spectrum of unflown cell #25. Unflown cells #26 and #27 had similar mass spectra. The mass spectra from cell 9,5 and the unflown cells indicate about two orders of magnitude higher outgassing from the unflown cells than from the flown cell.

Three of the unflown cells (string 1) were placed in the small vacuum chamber, and outgassed residue was collected on a LN$_2$ cold finger during 95 hours of vacuum exposure. Almost 3 mg of outgassed residue was collected on the cold finger. The collected residue was measured with a Cahn microbalance, and then analyzed by FTIR spectroscopy. An FTIR spectrum of the unflown cells outgassed residue is shown in Figure 6. The initial outgassing, $G = \text{mass/area-time averaged over the 95 hours of vacuum exposure}$ can be calculated. The initial outgassing rate was about $1.40 \times 10^{-10}$ gm/cm$^2$-sec.

The unflown outgassed residue was then analyzed by gas chromatography. A gas chromatogram of the unflown outgassed residue is shown in figure 7. Figure 7 shows that there are at least 26 constituents in the unflown outgassed residue-mixture.

The first constituent was eluted at 18.154 minutes, and has abundant mass fragments of 55 and 173 atomic mass units (amu), and may be an ether (figure 8). The second constituent was eluted at 18.384 minutes and has abundant 73 amu Si(CH$_3$)$_3$ and 135 amu Si(CH$_3$)$_2$C$_2$H$_5$ mass fragments and hence is a methyl-phenyl silicone. The 417 amu mass peak in figure 9 is probably the molecular ion. The molecular mass of most of the cyclic methyl silicones is the molecular ion plus the 15 amu methyl radical, CH$_3$. A possible molecular configuration of molecular mass 432 is shown in figure 10.

Constituents 4, 5, and 7 are clearly hydrocarbons with abundant alkyl mass fragments of 43, 57, 71, and 85 amu. Constituent 13 is a phthalate with the characteristic 149 amu abundant mass fragment. All of the other 21 constituents are methyl or methyl-phenyl silicones with probable molecular masses in the range 405 to 637 amu. Several isomers of molecular masses 405, 479, 503, and 553 are present. The elution times, probable molecular mass, and chemical class (including number of silicon atoms) of the 26 constituents are listed in Table 1.

Residue from one cm$^2$ of adhesive and scrim from flown solar cell 3,1 was extracted by soaking for 30 minutes in isopropyl alcohol. The alcohol was allowed to evaporate, and the extracted residue weighed (0.748 mg) with the Cahn microbalance. An FTIR spectrum of the extracted residue is shown in figure 10. Figure 10 shows that there are at least 19 constituents in the flown-extracted residue from solar cell 3,1.

The first constituent was eluted at 22.55 minutes, has an abundant mass fragment (base peak) at 149 amu, and hence is a phthalate. This is the same constituent as the 13$^{th}$ constituent of the unflown outgassed residue. Constituents 2 (figure 12) and 3 are hydrocarbons. Constituents 4 and 8 are phthalates. All of the other constituents are methyl (figure 12) or methyl-phenyl silicones with seven or eight silicon atoms. Table 2 lists the elution times, probable molecular mass, and chemical class of the extracted residue constituents.

CONCLUSIONS

The initial (100-hour) outgassing rate of the Mir solar array was probably about $1 \times 10^{10}$ gm/cm$^2$-sec. The outgassed residue was a mixture of about 25 chemical compounds, mostly methyl-phenyl silicone oils. Several isomers of some of the silicone compounds were present. A few hydrocarbons and a phthalate were also present. The average molecular mass of the outgassing constituents was about 500 amu.
The residual oil within the flown cells (i.e., potential outgassing residue) was similar to that of the unflown solar cells, but was much less abundant, typically had one or two more silicon atoms per molecule, and was about 100 amu larger mass.

This information can be appropriately adjusted to predict short term and long term outgassing of solar arrays on the ISS. GC-MS can be well suited for detailed study of some outgassing residues. Information regarding the number of constituents in an outgassing mixture, and molecular masses and chemistry can validate assumptions regarding outgassing decay, and space exposure effects such as oxidation and polymerization. Each constituent or chemical compound in an outgassing mixture has its own outgassing rate. The chromatograms provide information on the number of outgassing rates needed to accurately characterize the outgassing of the mixture over time. The molecular weight distribution and chemistry can be used to synthesize mixtures for detailed laboratory measurements under greatly varying conditions, and to use reference library and literature search data as inputs for calculated outgassing of specific hardware under expected conditions.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1- Unflown Outgassed Residue</th>
<th>TABLE 2- Flown Extracted Residue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GC peak</td>
<td>Elution time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>18.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>18.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>19.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>19.873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>20.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>21.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>21.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>21.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>22.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>22.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>22.478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>22.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>22.587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>22.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>23.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>23.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>24.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>24.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>24.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>25.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>25.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>25.873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>25.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>26.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>26.093</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: HC = hydrocarbon
Figure 1. Photograph of core-module solar-array on-orbit.

Figure 2. STS 76 on-orbit photograph of panel 8.
Figure 3.- Photograph of removed cell 9,5 with SiO_x plume on coverglass.

Figure 4.- RGA mass spectrum of outgassing from removed solar cell 9,5.

Figure 5.- RGA mass spectrum of outgassing from unflown solar cell #25.

Figure 6.- FTIR spectrum of outgassed residue from three unflown solar cells.
Figure 3.- Photograph of removed cell 9,5 with SiO\textsubscript{x} plume on coverglass.

Figure 4.- RGA mass spectrum of outgassing from removed solar cell 9,5.

Figure 5.- RGA mass spectrum of outgassing from unflown solar cell #25.

Figure 6.- FTIR spectrum of outgassed residue from three unflown solar cells.
Figure 7.- Gas chromatogram of residue from three unflown solar cells.

Figure 8.- Mass spectrum from first eluted constituent of unflown outgassed residue.

Figure 9.- Mass spectrum from second eluted constituent of unflown outgassed residue.

Figure 10.- Possible molecular diagram of second eluted constituent of unflown outgassed residue.
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where \( M = \text{CH}_3 \)  
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Figure 11: FTIR spectrum of residue extracted from a flown solar cell.

Figure 12: Gas chromatogram of residue extracted from a flown cell.

Figure 13: Mass spectrum of seventh constituent eluted from residue extracted from a flown cell.

Figure 14: Possible molecular diagram of seventh constituent eluted from extracted residue.

where $M=\text{CH}_3$
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ABSTRACT

The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory is developing a knowledge-based approach to standardizing spacecraft modeling and simulation (M&S) as well as sustaining design and design-process knowledge. The approach supports inter-organizational collaborative development, distributed simulation capabilities, plug-and-play capabilities to support rapid prototyping and software reuse, and design reuse. We define an object-oriented class decomposition of an abstract spacecraft along both functional and physical lines, and standard interfaces to each object. Mixed-fidelity spacecraft modeling and simulation software components inherit standard interfaces from the abstract classes as well as define their own unique interfaces, which enable them to be integrated seamlessly into a federated simulation of multiple simulation components. In addition, we define a knowledge base architecture that incorporates the object-oriented class decomposition, simulation component descriptions, and designs of federated simulations composed of individual simulation components. Since the knowledge base is platform-independent, its contents can be used to generate a federated simulation that runs on multiple distributed simulation platforms. Finally, we define an approach to sustaining design and design-process knowledge that extends the knowledge base to represent history, information, and experience with designs and design components.

INTRODUCTION

The current methodology for spacecraft design separates spacecraft design from testing and integration processes (refs. 1, 2). The spacecraft design process helps designers understand the behaviors of different design options and lets them pick those options that promise optimal performance. Usually, modeling and simulation is used in the design process to create conceptual architectures of spacecraft, which is later translated into a detailed design. Modeling and simulation is executed in an ad-hoc and as needed manner, and few of the simulations are ever reused or used for validation and testing. Some of the design process is performed with computer simulations, but others are performed with calculations using spreadsheets and paper. Given the ad hoc nature of the process, it is difficult to create a federation of these simulations to validate and test the integrated spacecraft. Due to the lack of consistency and standardization, the process has traditionally been slow and tedious.

The overall spacecraft design process is structured by creating design teams that are responsible for individual subsystems. Each team employs various simulations and calculations to examine the feasibility of their subsystem designs. The simulations and calculations test specific properties in specific scenarios and are often discarded after their use since they are not generally reusable. Furthermore, since subsystem teams do not usually work closely together, sub-
system simulation results and calculations are often shared through oral and data exchanges including flat files, excel spreadsheets, and word of mouth. Certainly simulations from different subsystems are not interoperable. As problems are discovered, the subsystem designs are iterated upon and checked against other subsystems until an overall system design is reached. However, the communication between design teams is ad hoc, slow, and subject to error.

Our vision is to facilitate the process of inter-organizational spacecraft design through a standards-based and knowledge-based approach. Imagine the following scenario. Two organizationally and physically separated design teams are tasked with creating a guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) system and a power system. Design engineers from both teams browse through many design cases stored in a knowledge base that describe previous spacecraft designs. The GNC team does not find a previous design that approximates the requirements of this mission, although they learn some of the pitfalls encountered by previous mission designers. In contrast, the power system team finds several examples of power system designs from previous missions that can be modified for this mission.

The GNC team creates a new design using design tools that are familiar to them. They begin by selecting and connecting components essential to the GNC system. To find the best reaction wheel for the design, they navigate to both the Acme Reaction Wheel and the Reaction Wheel Depot Web sites with their Web browsers, and download the descriptions and simulations of their respective wheels. They select the first reaction wheel and place it into their design. After all the components are selected and connected, the designers press the "Run Simulation" button to create a federated simulation that corresponds to the design. They examine the results of the simulation run and repeat the process with the second wheel. They find that the Reaction Wheel Depot’s wheel performs better, but there are still modifications to be made to the design. Specifications and parameters are altered, and simulations are refined. Finally, the GNC appears to meets the requirements. During this process, simulation results and designer annotations are recorded in the knowledge base for use by other members of the mission design team and future design teams.

Simultaneously, the power system team also designs their subsystem and creates a corresponding simulation. Using a different design tool that is familiar to the power system team, the design is modified to meet the requirements of the new spacecraft. Before too much effort is placed into increasing the fidelity of both models, the subsystem designs are merged and tested until they interoperate seamlessly and without flaw. The design process continues and more functionality is added. Both subsystems are tested within the context of all spacecraft subsystems. Soon software is replaced by hardware-in-the-loop and the virtual spacecraft becomes a reality!

We have created knowledge- and standards-based architecture and prototype that enables this vision of rapid spacecraft development and validation. To fulfill this vision, the following tasks must be accomplished:

- Industry-wide acceptance of spacecraft standards for distributed and collaborative modeling and simulation.
- A knowledge-based architecture for representing standards, components, designs, and design knowledge
- A distributed simulation platform that operates over a wide area network
- A tool to capture and represent design knowledge

The next sections describe the simulation object and interface standards, the knowledge-based architecture, the knowledge base, the distributed simulation platform, and the design knowledge representation tools that are needed to support our vision.

DESIGN STANDARDS

The goal of developing spacecraft component standards is to facilitate the rapid development and validation of mixed-fidelity distributed simulations of spacecraft in a plug-and-play fashion (refs. 3, 4). The standards represent an object-oriented decomposition of a generic spacecraft both physically and functionally. The objects define standard interfaces to other objects. Spacecraft component simulations then define their interfaces by describing the objects from which they inherit. Any component simulation that adheres to the standards will automatically interface to other standard component simulations. Since the standard interfaces are not dependent on any particular implementation, the component simulations can be assembled in a plug-and-play fashion and will automatically interoperate. In addition, to encourage creativity and innovation, the standards are extensible. They will not inhibit novel component and subsystem design.
The first version of the standards (ref. 5) has been developed by studying multiple and varied candidate spacecraft that represent a rich and varied set of systems. The three spacecraft that we studied are: Thermosphere – Ionosphere – Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED), an scientific earth orbiting spacecraft that is in the design phase, MSX, a large and complex earth orienting spacecraft containing a variety of imaging sensors, and Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR), a deep space mission currently on its way to rendezvous with and orbit an asteroid. While the requirements and components of these spacecraft vary significantly, common structures and functionality have been abstracted from them. From these abstractions, a set of standard object-oriented classes and interfaces were defined that can be used to represent all of these spacecraft and we believe that the standards will fit most other mission requirements and spacecraft designs. Together, the classes and interfaces constitute the set of standards. Spacecraft designers at NASA and Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) will review the standards for general community acceptance.

Based on the results of the standards study, we have created both a physical and functional decomposition of a generic spacecraft. The functional decomposition represents a generic spacecraft subsystem hierarchy. Spacecraft are decomposed into subsystems, and subsystems are decomposed into components. For example, an attitude system class is composed (in part) of star camera and reaction wheel classes. In contrast, the physical decomposition describes how components inherit abstract classes that are common to other components. It represents common properties that are represented in components and subsystems. For example and a reaction wheel object inherits from the massive object and powered object classes.

The overall functional decomposition of a spacecraft identifies the classical nine spacecraft subsystems. These are the attitude determination and control (or guidance, navigation, and control), command and data handling, instruments/payload, mechanical and structural, navigation, power, propulsion, telecommunications, and thermal control subsystems. In addition, an environment class models the physics with which spacecraft interact. Each subsystem is represented by abstract classes and interfaces. Examples of interfaces include mechanical, electrical, and data communications among the subsystems. In addition, physical interactions are modeled by interfaces among the subsystems and the environment.

The subsystems are also decomposed into common standard component classes. The component decomposition does not reflect the subsystems of any particular spacecraft. Rather, it reflects the types of components common to broad classes of spacecraft subsystems and their standard interactions. For example, an attitude control class may contain and interact with component object classes including reaction wheels, torque rods, thrusters, star trackers, gyroscopes, accelerometers, sun sensors, horizon sensors, magnetometers, and a bus interface. A telecommunications subsystem object may contain and interact with object classes including antennas, receivers, transmitters, amplifiers, transponders, diplexers, power splitters, and RF switches.

Many spacecraft components share common physical characteristics. For example, components often have mass, consume power, generate heat, generate electromagnetic noise, and communicate. Therefore, we represent abstract classes and interfaces that represent these common characteristics. Accordingly, classes like massive object, powered object, and data source object represent standard aggregation of and interfaces to abstract physical properties common to a wide variety of spacecraft components. The massive object class provides inheritance of attributes that include mass, center of mass, size, position, and orientation. The powered object class provides attributes that include steady state power, maximum power, heat generated, e/m noise generated, and power status. Similarly, the data source class provides attributes that include update rate, data rate, response time, data storage, and on/off status.

Actual component simulations that model the behavior of spacecraft components multiply-inherit from standard physical and functional classes. For example, component simulations that model the behavior of a standard reaction wheel inherit the standard interfaces of the reaction wheel class. In addition, since a reaction wheel has mass and is a powered object, it inherits from the standard massive object and powered object classes. Figure 1 depicts a reaction wheel with standard interfaces including setTorqueCommandVoltage(), publishWheelSpeed(), publishWheelMomentum(), and publishWheelTorque(). It also inherits standard interfaces from massive object, such as getMass(), getCenterOfMass(), getPosition(), and getOrientation(); and from powered object, such as getSteadyStatePower(), getMaxIMUMpower(), and getHeatGenerated(). Similarly, Figure 2 depicts a star tracker that inherits from a star tracker class. It
has standard star tracker interfaces including setFieldOfView(), setSensitivity(), publishCoordinateError(), setNumberOfStarsTracked(), publishQuaternion(), and publishTime(). In addition, it inherits standard interfaces from massive object, powered object, and data source object.

Actual components are not necessarily unique to individual subsystems. Some spacecraft components are dual-use and must be represented by several classes. An example of this is a battery that serves as the spacecraft chassis. The simulation of such dual-use components is facilitated by the standards since they also inherit from all applicable classes that describe their behavior and usage.

In addition, component simulations are not restricted to implementing only standard methods and interactions. They may extend the standards by specifying their additional unique capabilities. Since the simulations adhere to the base standards, their specifications need only list the incremental interactions that are supported.

During the early stages of the design process, it is not always necessary or practical to provide high-fidelity simulations of subsystem components. Often, engineers need to focus on key component interactions to test the gross viability of a subsystem design. When the rough design is created, then the simulation software can be enhanced to provide higher fidelity modeling and simulations. Our standards approach supports this by allowing simulations to inherit from just the classes for which functionality is implemented. Thus, a low-fidelity star tracker simulation may only need to inherit from the star tracker and the data source object classes. Similarly, a low-fidelity reaction wheel simulation may need to inherit from only the reaction wheel class, but not the massive object and data object classes. A low-fidelity federated simulation can be assembled from low-fidelity component simulations that interact through the standard interfaces. After confirming the design viability at a rough level, the fidelity of the simulation can be enhanced to validate and test more detailed aspects of a design. The simulation software can be upgraded to higher fidelity simulations and can inherit incrementally from additional abstract classes such as massive object and powered object. As designs become more mature and detailed, the simulation standards can support the evolution and growth of increased fidelity spacecraft simulations.

**ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS**

Supporting the standards is a knowledge-based architecture that represents spacecraft designs and simulations from multiple perspectives. The standards are embodied in a knowledge base and allow multiple spacecraft designers to design, develop, modify, and validate designs in an integrated fashion. In particular, a three-tiered knowledge-based architecture is employed to represent design knowledge from three domain perspectives (ref. 6). The top layer represents knowledge from the perspective of the designers’ concepts and ideas. At this level, designers interact with design tools to represent the mechanical, electronic, and environmental interactions of spacecraft components. The interfaces at this level represent and support the design concepts of spacecraft designers.

The middle layer of the architecture represents the knowledge base. This level is where the designs expressed at the top layer are stored. The knowledge base itself is three-tiered, representing the synthesis of spacecraft object-oriented modeling standards, knowledge of component capabilities, and designs. In addition, knowledge sustainment information
is stored at all tiers of the knowledge base. The representations are abstract, which ensures independence of and interoperability with multiple spacecraft design tools and simulation platforms.

The bottom layer represents knowledge from the perspective of simulations. Design information can be extracted from the knowledge base and expressed in the format of target simulation platforms. The expressions become specific directives to simulation tools, which test and validate spacecraft designs. In addition, this layer represents captured knowledge from simulation results that can be analyzed by spacecraft designers.

Multiple graphical user interface tools can be employed to design the spacecraft. The focus of this work is not to explore design tools. However, the design tools should allow the integration of components based on the standards. For example, a subsystem may be assembled via a graphical user interface, such as depicted in Figure 3, that allows designers to select the components of their design (from a palette, perhaps), place them onto a design area, and connect them according to the intended design. The connections are facilitated by the knowledge of standard component interactions that represent method calls with standard parameters. After the design is completed, it is stored in the knowledge base, which is used to validate the integration of the components.

KNOWLEDGE BASE

The knowledge base is the key to providing an environment for rapid and collaborative distributed simulations (ref. 7). It embodies both design and the simulation representations. From the design perspective, it facilitates rapid subsystem design and enables integration with other subsystems. Since the representation is abstract, designers can create designs using tools that are familiar to their own domain. However, the products of the tools must express designs abstractly so that they can be stored in the knowledge base. Thus, while our project is not recommending a specific design tool, we are developing a prototype that exemplifies the types of functionality and design capabilities that collaborative spacecraft design tools should offer.

The knowledge base is also three-tiered, as shown in Figure 4, which is modeled using the IDEFIX (ref. 8) notation. The top level represents the standards, which include both the physical and functional decomposition of generic spacecraft. In addition, it represents the structure of standard interfaces, whether interfaces call or are called in particular classes, the parameter orders, and the semantics of their parameters (e.g., type and units). For example, the standards layer represents both the massive object and the structure classes, which are stored in the “Abstract Classes” entity of the knowledge base. One of the interfaces of the massive object class is getMass(), which is called by the structure class. Thus, getMass() is stored in the “Methods” entity of the knowledge base and is associated with the massive object and structure classes by virtue of its representations in the “Standard Methods” entity. However, the knowledge base represents the getMass() method as a called interface in the massive object class, while it is represented as a caller in the structure class. The parameters and their order and semantics are stored in the “Parameters” entity.

The middle layer of the knowledge base represents component simulations that are based on the standards. Component descriptions are placed in the “Component” entity. Standard abstract classes from which they inherit are
represented in the “Component Standards” entity. Unique component methods are represented in the “Methods” entity and are related to specific components in the “Special Methods” entity. The component descriptions may be acquired from different sources, including manufacturer Web sites and component simulation libraries, which must provide the abstract classes from which the associated simulations inherit, their interfaces, their additional unique methods, and component-specific properties.

The bottom layer of the knowledge base represents specific designs assembled from component simulations that adhere to the standards. Designs are captured in the “Design” entity and specific components that are employed in designs are captured in the “Design Component” entity. The calling and called-by interfaces among components and subsystems as specified by the designer are stored in the “Methods of a Component” and the “Initialization Value” entities.

The knowledge captured by the three layers describes designs in the abstract. This makes it feasible to extract specifications that drive simulations on multiple simulation platforms, including the Department of Defense (DoD) High Level Architecture (HLA) (ref. 9) and the JPL Millenia Engine. The knowledge base also captures information about requirements and experience with components and designs that can help guide future designers (not shown in Fig. 4). This knowledge will be described in the Knowledge Sustainment section of this paper.

DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION ARCHITECTURE

Since the knowledge base is an abstract representation of the standards, components, and designs, software tools can automatically extract information to drive distributed simulations on a variety of platforms. However, to demonstrate the feasibility of our knowledge-based approach, we have selected the HLA platform. HLA was developed in the mid-1990’s by the Department of Defense (DoD) to support the interoperability and reuse of simulations and is used by the DoD to support war-gaming and training. However, the utility of HLA extends far beyond the military. It is applicable to a broad range of areas including spacecraft design. It provides a general and uniform environment that supports simulations involving pure software representations, man-in-the-loop simulators, hardware-in-the-loop simulators, event driven simulators, and live components. It supports an object-oriented approach to the development of distributed and interactive simulation models and environments, which is the type of environment needed to support the goals of our spacecraft M&S standardization effort.

HLA is rapidly being accepted as a general architecture for the specification of distributed simulations. In November 1998, the Object Management Group (developers of CORBA) adopted HLA as the Facility for Distributed Simulation Systems. Version 1.3 of the HLA specification has been accepted by the Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization for open standardization through the IEEE (ref. 10). Draft standards were made available in April 2000. A number of other countries are adopting HLA for their M&S activities.

As a proof of concept for our knowledge- and standards-based approach, we are developing a simulation of the TIMED satellite’s attitude control system (ACS). The TIMED ACS includes flight computers (two Attitude Interface Units (AIU) and two Attitude Flight Computers (AFC)), actuators (four reaction wheels and three redundant magnetic torque rods), sensors (two star trackers, an internally redundant Inertial Reference Unit (IRU), redundant magnetometers and sun sensors), communication busses (using the 1553 protocol) and the rest of the spacecraft linked together, as shown in Figure 5. Each of the component simulations currently is being adapted to the draft standards. The simulation components are being placed on distributed and networked computers to be used by various designs. We will create multiple versions of the ACS design and show how the design descriptions can be represented in the knowledge base. Then, we will demonstrate that

![Figure 8. TIMED ACS Block Diagram](image-url)
Simulation Object Model (SOM) and (Federated Object Model) FOM files can automatically be extracted from the knowledge base to drive the distributed simulations on the HLA platform. Then, we intend to demonstrate the flexibility of the approach by using the design tool to create models of the MSX and NEAR spacecraft ACS and automatically generate their simulations.

KNOWLEDGE SUSTAINMENT

Knowledge sustainment is the aspect of our approach that preserves knowledge about the design and the design process with the goal of both providing focused assistance to spacecraft designers and accelerating the design activity. Certainly, there are many aspects of knowledge sustainment that can facilitate the design process. We have chosen four areas that appear to have promise.

The first aspect of knowledge sustainment that we are addressing is a mechanism to allow designers to annotate designs with information including design rationale, experiences with designs, performance ranges, and viability for other missions. Engineers will use this capability during all phases of their design activities both for researching other designers annotations and for making annotations available to other designers on this and future missions. The approach to this tool is based on the PROSUS (PROcess-based Support System) (ref. 11).

The second aspect of knowledge sustainment that we are pursuing uses knowledge-based techniques to ensure that design specifications and behaviors meet requirements (ref. 11). Mission requirements are stored in the knowledge base and are related to the components of a design. During a distributed simulation of a design, the outputs of the component simulations relevant to the requirements are monitored and captured. Then, a tool analyzes the outputs with respect to their compliance with the requirements and displays the results to the designers. The designers will either be satisfied with the results or will iterate on the design until it complies with requirements. In either case, annotations will be made in the knowledge base that will guide the design choices of future spacecraft designers.

The third aspect of knowledge sustainment that we are pursuing captures knowledge about how to visualize the performance of a simulation. Often, the results of a simulation run are presented to designers in a rough, tabular form, which does not provide much intuition into the behavior of the simulation. Designers can make better and faster decisions when the information is presented graphically and in a way that highlights the issues that need to be addressed. To this end, we capture the visualization needs of designers in the knowledge base. After the simulation output is collected in a file, a process is executed that uses visualization knowledge to display the simulation results to the designer in the preferred format. Based on the results, the designer may choose to modify the design to best meet the design goals.

The fourth aspect of knowledge sustainment that we are addressing is a case-based reasoning capability. Engineers often can “jump start” their designs by examining similar designs employed on other spacecraft. Case-based reasoning tools provide the opportunity to search for similar designs based on component interaction configurations. The case-based tool will recognize the context of the current design and display similar designs found in the design database (refs. 12, 13). Engineers can copy all or part of similar designs into their current design. Simultaneously, they can read other engineers’ design rationale and experience annotations to guide them in creating their current design.

CONCLUSION

We believe that our approach to spacecraft modeling and simulation will greatly improve the current “way of doing business.” It will support collaborative modeling and simulation that is geographically and organizationally distributed. It will support rapid plug-and-play design capabilities, which will facilitate quick platform-independent modeling, simulation, integration, validation, and testing. In addition, knowledge sustainment capabilities will provide design guidance to engineers based on knowledge of other mission design efforts. It will also allow them to search for previous designs and utilize the collective wisdom and experience of spacecraft designers that have accumulated over time.

To date, we have developed the conceptual architecture and are in the process of creating a prototype to demonstrate its feasibility. Specifically, we have developed a first draft document that capture standards relevant to attitude control systems and have designed and created a knowledge base and software that automatically loads it with standards,
component descriptions, and requirements. In addition, we have commenced the coding of the spacecraft design interface, the process that automatically creates HLA object model files, the coding of ACS simulation components of the TIMED spacecraft to be used in our prototype, and the case-based reasoning tool. We expect to complete our prototype in December 2000.
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ASSESSING LEONID METEOROID IMPACT RISKS
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ABSTRACT

The Leonid meteoroid storm produced by the passage of its parent comet, 55p/Tempel-Tuttle has been a concern for satellite operators. The recent close approach of the comet to the Earth took place around January 17, 1998. The debris cloud was expected to be several hundred to several thousand times higher than normal in the ensuing years when the Earth passes by the comet trail. Leonid meteoroid storm intensity was predicted before by analyses for satellite mission planning. The low observed Zenith Hourly Rate (ZHR) displayed in 1998 was due to the large distance between the particle and the Earth. In 1998, all of the Leonid material was located interior to the Earth’s orbit at distances greater than 0.004 AU. In 1999 there will be two streams located interior to the Earth orbit; the first, consisting of material ejected from the comet in 1932, will be 0.0016 AU from the Earth, and the second composed of material ejected from Tempel-Tuttle in 1965 at 0.004 AU. More importantly, there will exist a third stream of cometary debris, located just 0.0008 AU exterior to Earth’s orbit. This stream will consist of the material ejected in 1899, and its close proximity to the Earth means that the space shall be subjected to a Gaussian-like Leonid environment. The predicted probability indicates that there will certainly be a storm with ZHR higher than 1000 in November 1999. It is also likely that there will be another Leonid storm in 2000. A procedure to predict the number of hits by the meteoroids was developed using the ZHR prediction model and the orbit data of GEO communication satellites. The data include the attitude of the satellite and its projected area as a function of orbit position. The number and probability of hits are predicted for these satellites during the 1999 Leonid meteoroid storm. The worst case prediction is also included for comparison.

INTRODUCTION

The Leonid meteoroid storm produced by the passage of its parent comet, 55p/Tempel-Tuttle has been a concern for satellite operators. The recent close approach of the comet to the Earth took place around January 17, 1998. The debris cloud was expected to be several hundred to several thousand times higher than normal in the ensuing years when the Earth passes by the comet trail. Leonid meteoroid storm intensity was predicted before by analyses for satellite mission planning (Refs. 1, 2).

The observed data of Leonid meteoroid storm in 1998 were reported by several authors in the papers presented in the 1999 Leonid conference (Refs. 3, 4). The key findings in these observations were the following:

• No major meteor storm occurred in 1998,
• Peak flux occurred within one hour of the predicted expected time,
• Peak flux was approximately 0.02 meteoroid km⁻² hr⁻¹,
• Storm produced by streamlets ejected ~100 years previously at 0.0008 AU,

The low observed Zenith Hour Rate (ZHR) displayed in 1998 was due to the large distance between the particle stream and the Earth. In 1998, all of the Leonid material was located interior to the Earth’s orbit at distances greater than 0.004 AU. In 1999 there will be two streams located interior to the Earth orbit; the first, consisting of material ejected from the comet in 1932, will be 0.0016 AU from the Earth, and the second
composed of material ejected from Tempel-Tuttle in 1965 at 0.004 AU. More importantly, there will exist a third stream of cometary debris, located just 0.0008 AU exterior to Earth’s orbit. This stream will consist of the material ejected in 1899, and its close proximity to the Earth means that the space shall be subjected to a Gaussian-like Leonid environment (Ref. 4). Table 1 summarizes the predicted probability of storm, $P_{\text{storm}}$, and the ZHR values for years 1998 to 2001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>$P_{\text{storm}}$</th>
<th>ZHR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>$&gt;0.33$</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The predicted probability indicates that there will certainly be a storm with ZHR higher than 1000 in November 1999. It is also likely that there will be another Leonid storm in 2000.

**SPEED OF LEONID METEOROIDS**

The Leonid meteoroid is well known for the high impact speed to a spacecraft. The orbit of the parent comet and the inclination angle determine the approach speed of a meteoroid to a spacecraft. Figure 1 shows a schematic of an elliptic orbit with the Sun at one of its foci.

![Fig. 1 The geometry of an elliptical orbit.](image)

Kepler’s unwritten fourth law gives the speed of an object $V$ (in km/sec) as a function of its distance from the Sun, $r$, and the semi-major axis, $a$. The distances are expressed in astronomical units, AU (Ref. 5).

$$V^2 = 886 \left( \frac{2}{r} - \frac{1}{a} \right)$$

(1)
For a parabolic orbit, where \( a = \infty \), the velocity of 42 km/sec represents the maximum in the solar system. For Tempel-Tuttle, being in a highly elliptic orbit, the velocity at perihelion point where it is also near the closest position to the Earth, is nearly this speed. The orbital speed of the Earth can be evaluated using this equation by setting \( r = a \). The orbital speed of the Earth turns out to be 29.8 km/sec.

The inclination angle is the angle between the orbit plane of the Earth and that of the comet, defined in Fig. 2. In the case of Leonid meteors, the inclination angle is 17° and the comet moves in retrograde direction, i.e., head on to the Earth. The relative velocity between the comet and the Earth is therefore the sum of the two speeds, or 70 km/sec. The relative speed of the comet seen from a satellite has to be adjusted by the orbital speed of the spacecraft. In a geosynchronous orbit with a 24-hour period, the orbital speed is 3.1 km/sec. The relative speed of Leonid meteoroid to the GEO spacecraft is therefore between 67 km/sec and 73.1 km/sec.

![Fig. 2 The inclination angle between the orbit planes.](image)

THE FLUX OF 1999 LEONID STORM

As mentioned earlier, there will be three streams of cometary debris in 1999 (Ref. 4). Two streams are located interior to the Earth orbit; the first, consisting of material ejected from the comet in 1932, will be 0.0016 AU from the Earth, and the second composed of material ejected from Tempel-Tuttle in 1965 at 0.004 AU. More importantly, there will be a third stream of cometary debris, located just 0.0008 AU exterior to Earth’s orbit. This stream will consist of the material ejected in 1899, and its close proximity to the Earth means that the space shall be subjected to a Gaussian-like Leonid environment, with satellites closest to the stream receiving many times more flux than those situated on Earth’s Sun-ward side.

The approximate relative distances between the Earth and the Leonid meteoroid streams are shown in Figure 3 (Ref. 4). In the figure, the position of the Sun is to the left along the line connecting the Earth and the Sun. The stream from 1899 comet passage is exterior to the Earth orbit shown on the right-hand side. This stream contributes most of the mass flux to the Leonid storm because of its proximity to the Earth. Therefore, it is expected that the maximum Leonid flux will take place at the satellite midnight point, i.e. at the anti-Sun side or \( \eta = 180° \) of the orbit, as this is the point closest to the meteoroid stream.

The closest encounter in 1999 is predicted to be at 2:20 UT of November 18 (Ref. 4). Other authors predicted that the maximum takes place between 0.5 and 2.5 UT of November 18 (Ref. 3). In this analysis, the peak is assumed to be at 2:15 UT for the convenience of calculation.
Fig. 3 Relative distance of meteoroid streams. 1899 stream is exterior of Earth orbit.

This asymmetric situation will vastly complicate calculations of the Leonid flux or fluence upon the bulk of orbiting vehicles, as both the distance from the Earth and the location of the satellite relative to the anti-Sun point must be considered. Fortunately, in the case of geostationary satellites, it is possible to construct an expression for the Leonid flux at the time of maximum as follows (Ref. 4).

\[
F_{\text{max}} = 1.7 \times 10^{-8} e^{-0.016 [18.76 - 6.61 \cos (\lambda - 35)]^2} \text{ m}^{-0.8}
\]  

(2)

Where \( F_{\text{max}} \) is the Leonid flux for particle mass greater than \( m \) (in grams) per square meter per hour, and \( \lambda \) is the satellite longitude (in degrees) counted west of Greenwich. Note that the greatest Leonid flux occurs at the time when the local longitude is at \( 35^\circ \text{W} \), which is the position at the anti-Sun point where the maximum mass flux of the Leonid stream takes place. The value of \( F_{\text{max}} \) varies between the maximum value and the minimum value at the orbit point of \( \eta = 180^\circ \) and \( 0^\circ \), respectively. The variation between the maximum and the minimum of \( F_{\text{max}} \) can be three orders of magnitude.

The formula in Eq. (2) is based on the following assumptions.

(1) The density of the 1899 stream is the same as it was in 1966 and the stream density obeys a Gaussian distribution with heliocentric distance. Figure 4 shows the intensity distribution of the 1966 Leonid storm (Ref. 6).

(2) The predicted peak time will be correct, and

(3) There is no appreciable contribution to the flux by the 1932 and 1965 streams. Either of these streams has not been encountered previously, so they are completely unknown. However, their recent ejection from the comet implies that they must be relatively dense and less dispersed than the 1899 stream. Brown’s models indicate that roughly 20% of the material encountered in 1999 will be from the 1932 stream. The maximum mass flux calculated by Eq. (2) already accounts for the mass flux from the streams ejected in years 1899, 1932 and 1965.

For the convenience of calculation, let the orbit angle \( \eta \) be used. The equation for \( F_{\text{max}} \) will become

\[
F_{\text{max}} = 1.7 \times 10^{-8} e^{-0.016 [18.76 - 6.61 \cos (180 - \eta)]^2} \text{ m}^{-0.8}
\]  

(3)

Since the storm in 1999 is caused mostly by the mass ejected during the 1899 comet passage, as was the 1966 Leonid storm, it is expected that the shape of the 1999 storm will be similar to that of 1966 storm. Figure 4 shows the intensity in ZHR of the 1966 Leonid storm versus solar longitude.
Fig. 4 The ZHR vs. time for the 1966 Leonid Storm.

Using the data from 1966 Leonid storm as a guide, the storm width at ZHR=1000 is 0.08 when measured in solar latitude $\lambda_0$. Each 0.1-degree of $\lambda_0$ is equivalent to approximately 2.43 hours of the Earth time. The storm width at ZHR=1000 is roughly 1.94 hours, at ZHR=100 is 4.62 hour, and the total width before back to nominal background is 7.3 hours. This analysis covers a period of 12 hours, from six hours before to six hours after the peak of the storm.

THE PROBABILITY OF NO IMPACTS

The probability $P_n$ of $n$ hits by meteoroid is given by the following formula according to a Poisson's distribution (Ref. 7). The quantity $N$ is the average number of hits in the given time interval.

$$P_n = \frac{N^n \cdot e^{-N}}{n!}$$

The probability $P$ of any number of hits, i.e. for $n$ greater than 0, can be calculated as $(1 - P_0)$, where $P_0$ is the probability of zero hit. Setting $n$ equal to 0 in the above equation, the probability of any number of hits becomes unity subtracted by the probability of zero hit, as shown below.

$$P = 1 - e^{-N}$$

When the number of hits $N$ is less than 1, the probability approaches the number $N$. The probability of no impacts (PNI) is simply the following.

$$PNI = 1 - P = e^{-N}$$
PREDICTION OF LEONID 1999 HITS

The Leonid storm impacts on two GEO spacecraft are analyzed with the orbital data from Reference 8. The position of a satellite is described by the orbit angle, \( \eta \), measured from the Earth-Sun line starting from the point closest to the Sun. The value of \( \eta \) is 0° at the near Sun point, and 180° at the anti-Sun point. In the first case, designated as Flight-1, the satellite will be at the orbit angle, \( \eta=99° \) at the time when the peak storm activity is predicted. At the time of Leonid storm peak at 2:15 UT November 18, the local longitude of Flight-1 is 116°W at \( \eta=99° \). In the second case, designated as Flight-2, the spacecraft is at \( \eta=221° \) and the longitude is 4°E at the storm peak. The predicted total number of hits accounts for the time period from six hours before the peak to six hours after. Total length of the time period covers 12 hours.

A third case, designated as Flight-3, is also considered. Since the strongest Leonid trail is outside the earth orbit, the point closest to the Leonid core would be the point opposite to the Sun. The corresponding orbit angle would be \( \eta=180° \). This is the worst case when this orbit position coincides with the peak of the predicted Leonid activities.

The Leonid mass flux impinging on a spacecraft surface is a function of the mass flux density and the cross sectional area of the spacecraft. These parameters depend on orbit position, attitude, and time. At the predicted peak of the 1999 Leonid storm, the maximum mass flux expressed in number of hits per square meter per hour for particle mass greater than \( m \) is given in Eqs. (2) and (3). The size of a particle is converted from the given mass, assuming a spherical shape and a density of 1 g/cm\(^3\). Table 2 shows the conversion of particle size to mass and the factors used in maximum mass flux predictions.

The maximum mass flux is a complex function of cosine of the orbit angle and the mass factor. Figure 5 shows the exponential function of the maximum flux equation for the covered time period – six hours before and after the Leonid peak. The time scale in the figure is centered at the peak of the storm. This figure shows the flux variation caused by the distance between the spacecraft the meteoroid trail for both Flight-1 and Flight-2. At the beginning of the covered period, the mass flux for Flight-1 is at a low point and starts to increase as it moves along the orbit, while Flight-2 begins with a high mass flux rate for the same time period. At the peak of the storm, Flight-2, being closer to the \( \eta=180° \) anti-Sun point, sees a much higher mass flux of the Leonid storm than Flight-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle Size, ( \mu m )</th>
<th>( m, g )</th>
<th>( m^{-0.8} )</th>
<th>( 1.710^{-0.8} m^{-0.8} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.24x10^{-13}</td>
<td>6.68x10^{9}</td>
<td>1.136x10^{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.55x10^{-11}</td>
<td>1.40x10^{8}</td>
<td>2.386x10^{0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.24x10^{-10}</td>
<td>2.66x10^{7}</td>
<td>4.518x10^{-1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.24x10^{-7}</td>
<td>1.06x10^{5}</td>
<td>1.799x10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5.24x10^{-4}</td>
<td>4.21x10^{2}</td>
<td>7.161x10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>5.24x10^{-1}</td>
<td>1.68x10^{0}</td>
<td>2.851x10^{-8}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The flux at other time before or after the peak can be calculated using the maximum flux equation and adjusted according to the longitude of the location and the elapsed time. Assuming the Leonid storm of 1999 takes the same shape of the 1966 storm as shown in Figure 4, the mass flux before and after the peak has to be multiplied by a normalizing factor. A plot of the normalizing factor is shown in Figure 6. The unity coincides with the peak flux value of the 1966 Leonid storm. Figure 7 shows the projected cross-sectional areas of the spacecraft and the solar arrays of Flight-1 and Flight-2. Flight-3 uses the same projected cross-sectional areas of Flight-1 in the calculation.
A spreadsheet was developed to calculate the Leonid flux during the 12-hour period centered at the predicted peak. The first column in the spreadsheet shows the time in UT. The mass flux for particle sizes greater than 10μm, 100μm, 1000μm, and 10000μm are given in the last four columns. The total mass flux in the size ranges between 10-100, 100-1000, and 1000-10000 μm is given separately at the bottom of each column. The probability of no impact (PNI) is also calculated using Eq. (6). Table 3 summarizes the results.

Table 3 Summary of number of hits and probability of no impacts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle size, μm</th>
<th>10-100</th>
<th>100-1000</th>
<th>1000-10000</th>
<th>All ≥ 10μm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flight-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Area # hits</td>
<td>1.033E-01</td>
<td>4.114E-04</td>
<td>1.638E-06</td>
<td>1.037E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI</td>
<td>0.9018</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.9015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Array # hits</td>
<td>3.045E-02</td>
<td>1.212E-04</td>
<td>4.845E-07</td>
<td>3.057E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI</td>
<td>0.9700</td>
<td>0.9998</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.9699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Area # hits</td>
<td>5.279E-01</td>
<td>2.102E-03</td>
<td>8.401E-06</td>
<td>5.301E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI</td>
<td>0.5898</td>
<td>0.9979</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.5885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Array # hits</td>
<td>8.410E-02</td>
<td>3.349E-04</td>
<td>1.338E-06</td>
<td>8.444E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI</td>
<td>0.9193</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.9190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Area # hits</td>
<td>1.237E-00</td>
<td>4.888E-03</td>
<td>1.953E-05</td>
<td>1.232E-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI</td>
<td>0.2930</td>
<td>0.9951</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.2916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Array # hits</td>
<td>3.776-01</td>
<td>1.504E-03</td>
<td>6.009E-06</td>
<td>3.791E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI</td>
<td>0.6855</td>
<td>0.9985</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.6845</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Prediction shows that Flight-2 will receive more hits from the Leonid storm than Flight-1. This is consistent with the maximum mass flux variation shown in Figure 5. The portion of Flight-2 orbit at the time of storm peak is closer to the high flux region of Leonid storm than Flight-1. The bulk of mass flux comes from the short time span centered at the storm peak. The results in Table 3 show that the number of hits on Flight-2 is approximately five times that of Flight-1. Flight-3, represented the worst case, shows a mass flux more than 10 times that of Flight-1 and more than two times that of Flight-2. This is the upper bound of the number of hits.

The probability of hit, (1-PNI), by any particles greater than 10 μm is 0.10 for Flight-1 and 0.41 for Flight-2. The probability of hit on the solar array is smaller than that for the entire spacecraft, because of the smaller cross-sectional areas. The probability of getting hit by particles larger than 10 μm is 0.03 for Flight-1 and 0.08 for Flight-2. There are no hits by particles larger than 1000 μm, including the worst case, Flight-3.

The high speed of particles in Leonid meteoroid storm causes serious concerns for satellite operators. When a small particle packed with such high approaching velocity hits a spacecraft, the impact can result in structural damage or electrical damage caused by plasma production. The smaller particles are much more numerous than the larger particles in a meteoroid storm. Using the same formula given in Eq. (3), the mass flux for particles larger than 1 μm is calculated. Table 4 summarizes the predicted number of impacts by particles ranging from 1 to 5 μm and from 5 μm to 10 μm, and the probability of no hit in the respective size range.

The results tallied in Table 4 show that it is almost certain that the spacecraft and its solar array will be hit by meteoroid particles of size less than 5 μm in all cases. The probability of hit by 5-10 μm particles is 0.42 for Flight-1 and 0.9 for Flight-2. The probability of hit on the solar array is 0.15 for Flight-1 and 0.3 for Flight-2. In terms of number of hits, Flight-2 will see four to five times more hits in the 1-5 μm particle size range, and two to four times more in the 5-10 μm particle size range than Flight-1. Again, the Flight-3 is the upper bound for the number of hits. This worst case shows about 10 times higher than the predicted number of hits of Flight-1 and more than two times higher than Flight-2. The variation is caused by the combination of orbit position at the time of peak Leonid activity and the orientation of the spacecraft. The latter determines the cross-sectional area of the spacecraft that intercepts the incoming meteoroid stream.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle size range</th>
<th>1-5 μm</th>
<th>5-10 μm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flight-1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Area # hits</td>
<td>2.598E+01</td>
<td>5.460E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Array # hits</td>
<td>7.655E+00</td>
<td>1.609E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.8514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flight-2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Area # hits</td>
<td>1.305E+02</td>
<td>2.269E-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Array # hits</td>
<td>2.078E+01</td>
<td>3.615E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flight-3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Area # hits</td>
<td>3.086E+02</td>
<td>6.487E-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Array # hits</td>
<td>9.495E+01</td>
<td>1.966E-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1359</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A procedure to compute the mass flux, number of hits, and the probability of impacts has been developed for the 1999 Leonid meteoroid storm. The results show that for the two GEO spacecraft flights, Flight-2 will see approximately five times more impacts than Flight-1. The probability of having impacts of particles larger than 10 μm is 0.1 for Flight-1 and 0.41 for Flight-2. The probability of hits by particles between 1 and 10μm is much higher, as indicated in Table 4. It is almost certain that the spacecraft will be hit during the 1999 Leonid storm by particles in the 1-10 μm size range. The number of hits is also calculated for the worst case, Flight-3, where the spacecraft is passing through the anti-Sun point of η =180° at the peak of Leonid storm.

It is recommended that the satellite operator use these estimates of hit to plan for mitigation measures during the period of predicted Leonid storm. It is especially pertinent to assess the potential damages that might be caused by impacts of small meteoroid particles and to develop necessary mitigation strategies (Ref. 9). There were no known reports from the spacecraft operators throughout the world during the 1999 Leonid storm.

Since Leonid meteoroid storm for year 2000 and beyond is also predicted to be a highly likely event, it is recommended that a similar mass flux prediction and probability of hit analysis be performed. The data from the analysis will be needed for mission planning when the next Leonid storm comes around.
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ABSTRACT

On June 11, 1999 the Department of Energy dedicated the single largest piece of the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in Livermore, California. The ten (10) meter diameter Aluminum Target High Vacuum Chamber will serve as the working end of the largest laser in the world. The output of 192 laser beams will converge at the precise center of the Chamber. The laser beams will enter the Chamber in two by two arrays to illuminate 10 millimeter long gold cylinders called hohlraums enclosing 2 millimeter capsule containing deuterium, tritium and isotopes of hydrogen. The two isotopes will fuse, thereby creating temperatures and pressures resembling those found only inside stars and in detonated nuclear weapons, but on a minute scale. The NIF Project will serve as an essential facility to insure safety and reliability of our nation's nuclear arsenal as well as demonstrating inertial fusion's contribution to creating electrical power.

The paper will discuss the requirements that had to be addressed during the design, fabrication and testing of the Target Chamber.

A team from Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and LLNL with input from industry performed the configuration and basic design of the Target Chamber. The method of fabrication and construction of the Aluminum Target Chamber was devised by Pitt-Des Moines, Inc. (PDM). PDM also participated in the design of the Chamber in areas such as the Target Chamber Realignment and Adjustment System, which would allow realignment of the sphere laser beams in the event of earth settlement or movement from a seismic event.

During the fabrication of the Target Chamber the sphericity tolerances had to be addressed for the individual plates. Procedures were developed for forming, edge preparation and welding of individual plates.
Construction plans were developed to allow the field construction of the Target Chamber to occur parallel to other NIF construction activities. This was necessary to achieve the overall schedule. Plans had to be developed for the precise location and alignment of laser beam ports.

Upon completion of the fabrication of the Aluminum Target Chamber in a temporary structure the 130 ton sphere was moved from the temporary construction enclosure to its final location in the target building.

Prior to the installation of a concrete shield and after completion of the welding of the chamber penetrations vacuum leak checking was performed to insure the vacuum integrity of Target Chamber.

The entire spherical chamber external surface supports a sixteen (16) inches thick reinforced concrete shield after installation in the target building.

The final task is a total survey of the laser ports and the contour machining of spacer plates so that laser devices attached to these ports meet the alignment criteria.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by University of California Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.

INTRODUCTION

On December 19, 1996, the U. S. Department of Energy issued the Record of Decision for the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the Stockpile Stewardship and Management Program, approving the construction of the National Ignition Facility (NIF). The NIF is currently under construction at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) where it will be the latest in a series of high-power laser facilities used for research in inertial confinement fusion. The world-class NIF design team includes experts from LLNL, SNL, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), and the University of Rochester’s Laboratory for Laser Energetics (URL). When completed the NIF will house 192 laser beamlines that run the length of the facility and direct their energy inside the target chamber upon a fusion fuel capsule the size of a BB.

The task facing a team of engineers from LLNL and SNL was to design and deliver a vacuum vessel that would be capable of operating at least 30 years, withstand earthquakes as well as debris and gamma radiation from experiments, maintain deep vacuum and ultrafreezing environments required for experiments, and accommodate nearly a hundred diagnostic instruments, 192 beamlines, and associated optics and equipment. All of the chamber work also had to be completed on a schedule consistent with the building schedule so that installation of the chamber could be accomplished without impacting building progress. The engineering team first consulted with laser
scientists, optical experts, target physicists, laser physicists, and facility designers at LLNL, SNL, LANL, URL, and the Defense Threat Reduction Agency about their requirements for the target chamber. These requirements included the absolute synchronization of laser beams arriving at the target simultaneously, fixed focal plane distances from the final optics to the targets, minimizing x-ray influence on the chamber walls, close proximity of myriad instruments, and ease of ingress and egress of systems to transport, hold, and freeze the tiny targets. The result was a 10 centimeter thick spherical vessel measuring 10 meters in internal diameter, with over 200 holes of varying diameters located over its surface to accommodate the beamlines, diagnostic instruments, vacuum pumping system and other equipment. Sphericity was very important in this design and the stated requirement was for the inside diameter of the chamber to be within ½% of the theoretical diameter or 5 cm rather than the ASME Code requirement of 1% or 10 cm. The material chosen for the chamber was ASME A5083-0 aluminum. This is a strain-hardening alloy that is very formable and weldable. It also possesses a chemistry that will have low activation from neutrons and gamma rays formed in the destruction of the targets.

ANALYSIS

The analytical modeling of the target chamber was carried out by both SNL and LLNL using Patran and Nastran. Both static and dynamic seismic analyses were done. The seismic models also considered the interaction with the building and support pedestal. The exterior 40 cm concrete neutron/gamma ray shield was modeled as a dead weight non-supporting member (this was considered as a worst case). An initial concern was the determination of the required chamber shell plate thickness, considering the number and placement of the port holes, to produce a chamber that would not buckle and maintain a factor of safety of three (based on yield stress) under normal operating conditions. A 10 cm wall thickness met this criteria (an additional forming thickness was added for fabrication).

Due to the distribution of the optics and diagnostic ports the vertical weight of the chamber would have to be supported on a relatively small pedestal area. This would not provide adequate lateral support to the chamber during a seismic event. Thus a total of 17 lateral seismic restraints were added above and below the equator. This effectively tied the chamber to the building. The seismic analysis had to consider the interaction of these supports both on the chamber and the building.

FABRICATION

The contract for the target chamber and its neutron/gamma ray shielding was awarded to Pitt-Des Moines, Inc. (PDM) in July 1997. The method of fabrication and construction of the target chamber was PDM’s responsibility. Due to the extreme thickness of the chamber shell, 111 mm – after allowance for thinning during the forming process, and the fact that final welding of the shell segments would be done in Livermore, it was determined that every effort should be made to maximize the size of the shell plate segments thereby decreasing the amount of welding. PDM used its normal spherical vessel plate layout pattern of an expanded cube (6 sides) with 3 plates per side (18 plates total). The design, looking like a giant volleyball, features 6 symmetric middle plates and 12 asymmetric outer plates. As manufactured, the 18 aluminum plates measure 2.4 by 6.9 meters and weigh about 7.5 tons each.
Accurate fabrication of the shell plate segments was essential in delivering the target chamber within the stringent tolerances prescribed by LLNL. The aluminum plates were manufactured domestically and sent to France to be warm formed in a closed die press to a calculated radius of curvature that would allow for weld shrinkage. These segments were then shipped back to the United States and after removal of the excess edge material, the edges were precisely machined to the proper dimensions with the required weld preparation applied. The first 'set' of three plates were trial fit together and inspected for dimensional accuracy. They were found to be acceptable and the remaining plate segments were machined, re-inspected for dimensional accuracy and sent to Livermore for assembly.

CONSTRUCTION

Due to the fast track nature of the project and the need to control the environment where the chamber was assembled, a protective temporary enclosure was designed and constructed. This allowed for temperature control and shielding from the wind and sun, elements that could seriously effect the quality of the welding process and precision of the installed port locations. A 2-ton polar crane was also incorporated with the enclosure to assist with the placement of the ports for welding into the chamber.

Once on site the first three plates that formed the bottom portion of the sphere were welded together as a subassembly and placed on the pre-assembled chamber support structure. All chamber welding was done using the gas metal arc welding (GMAW) process. The shell complete penetration butt welds took approximately 155 passes to complete and the welding was sequenced to control weld shrinkage/distortion in order to maintain the necessary geometrical tolerances. Once the bottom three-plate subassembly was placed on the chamber support structure the remaining plates that formed the sphere were fit together without welding and the champ-
ber geometry was checked by precision survey with a laser tracker to verify proper sphericity prior to welding. Again, the sequencing of the welds was necessary to assure control of critical dimensions. During the welding process the chamber sphericity was re-checked to assure the requisite shape was being maintained.

**PENETRATION INSTALLATION**

After welding was complete, the laser tracker was again used to perform a precision survey of the interior surface. This survey verified that the chamber was well within tolerance (slightly over ¼% or 2.54 cm) and established the best-fit center of the sphere. The tracker was then used to accurately mark all port locations referenced from the best-fit center as well as over 400 beam dump brackets. PDM then developed special fixtures to bore pilot holes for the ports. These pilot holes became the reference feature used by PDM’s specialty machining subcontractor to precisely bore the holes for the ports. Each hole was set specifically to a diameter not more than 3.2 mm larger than the outside diameter of the specific port designated for that location. This was done to minimize the potential for subsequent welding of the port to the chamber to cause the port to fall outside its prescribed location tolerances. PDM then used other custom designed fixtures to accurately position the ports in the holes for welding.

**PLACEMENT OF CHAMBER IN TARGET BAY**

Once this work was complete PDM joined forces with LLNL personnel to move the target chamber from the temporary enclosure to its final location in the Target Bay of the NIF Building. At this point the target chamber weighed approximately 130 tons and the move was accomplished in two steps. First the chamber was lifted from the temporary enclosure by a 14-story-tall Manitowoc 4600 ringer crane and moved approximately halfway to the Target Bay. There it was displayed and dedicated at a ceremony attended by Energy Secretary Bill Richardson and representatives of the science communities in Great Britain and France who are pursuing similar experiments. The following week it was lifted again by the repositioned Manitowoc 4600 and set in the Target Bay on its massive concrete support pedestal.
At this time the Target Bay walls were roughly half their final height thus the remaining tasks were coordinated with other subcontractors responsible for completion of the conventional building facilities. With the chamber set roughly in final position it was time to test the vacuum integrity of the chamber.

VACUUM LEAK CHECKING

The target chamber is designed to operate at $5 \times 10^{-5}$ Torr for non-cryogenic target shots and $5 \times 10^{-6}$ Torr for cryogenic target shots. The requirement for surface finish was mill finish or equal. After all of the fitting and welding that took place the chamber's interior surfaces were hand smoothed with fine grit flapper wheels to approximate the mill finish. The chamber was thoroughly rinsed with a high-pressure water spray. Subsequent construction dust was swept out prior to initial vacuum pumping of the chamber. Temporary o-rings were installed in all 217 flanged joints on the chamber and attached plenum.

The pumping system used for helium spray probe leak testing of the target vacuum chamber consisted of an atmospheric rotary vane pump (120 cfm) and a mechanical pump (140 cfm) that would pump the chamber from 760 Torr to 20 Torr. Then a Roots blower (1250 cfm) was turned on and backed by the mechanical pump. Below $10 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, a 6-inch turbomolecular pump (500 l/sec) was gradually valved in and the Roots/mechanical unit was valved out. Then a 10-inch turbomolecular pump (2000 l/sec) was brought on line. Once the chamber pressure was below $1 \times 10^{-4}$ Torr a 20-inch cryopump was turned on. Note that during the early stages of leak testing the chamber pressure would not allow for more than just barely opening the 6-inch turbopump valve.

Testing was being performed while the building was still being constructed around the chamber and conditions were not ideal when the o-rings were installed and pumping system components mounted. Despite this, testing proceeded much as planned with repeated cycles of pumping down – leak testing – venting up to repair leaks. Each successive pump down cycle resulted in an improved base pressure and smaller leaks not visible at higher pressure were identified and corrected. The source of these leaks was about equally split between weld leaks in the ports and o-ring leaks. Once all leaks were eliminated the chamber was segmentally bagged to verify the integrity of all shell butt welds and port welds. The combination of pumps used above was able to take the target chamber repeatedly to a pressure of less than $8 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr! A final rate of rise test was performed to establish a baseline. This was subsequently successfully compared to a repeated rate of rise test performed after application of the neutron/gamma ray shield to verify that the vessel was still sound.

CHAMBER SHIELDING

The neutron/gamma ray shield consists of 16 inches of borated concrete applied as layers of gunite sprayed onto the outside shell of the target chamber. Two layers of steel reinforcing bars were mounted in a grid pattern to studs welded to the chamber. A bonding agent was used to improve the tie between the concrete and the chamber shell. The tubular portions of the ports and all structural supports below the surface of the concrete were isolated from the concrete to guard against an overstressed condition in the event of a seismic occurrence. After all of the gunite layers were applied and the concrete cured for about six weeks the surface was hand worked to a smooth finish and painted with two coats of epoxy paint.
CHAMBER SURVEY

The next significant activity was to re-evaluate the spherical geometry of the chamber after placing over 200 tons of concrete on the exterior. Again, a precision survey with laser tracker was done to determine the current best-fit center based on evaluating the most critical chamber components: the location of the 72 Final Optics Assembly (FOA) or laser ports. Now knowing the location of the best-fit center and its relationship to the FOA ports, the chamber was ready to be accurately positioned on the pedestal support.

CHAMBER ALIGNMENT

Since most of the surface of the chamber has ports installed it was obvious that the equipment necessary to position the chamber could not be permanently installed. PDM developed system of hydraulic jacks and multi-ton rollers that could elevate, translate and rotate the chamber in small incremental moves. This system was installed on a substantial steel jacking ring that is supported through embedments in the chamber pedestal support. A second jacking ring is attached to the chamber support structure and lines up directly above the jacks and rollers. PDM, with the help of the precision surveyors using two laser trackers on opposite sides of the chamber, was able to place this massive structure within less than 1 mm of the desired location.

Once in position the actual gaps between the base of the chamber support and the top of the pedestal were measured and custom shims were machined and installed to lock the chamber in position. Next a number of horizontal seismic stabilizing struts were tied to the chamber. The chamber was then given a rough cleaning with warm water and a low concentration of detergent. All ports then had their covers removed and the flange faces and o-ring grooves wiped clean. The covers were reinstalled along with the vacuum pumping system components, except for the cryopump. The chamber was then pumped down to below $10 \times 10^{-5}$ Torr and all flanged connections were leak tested to verify vacuum integrity.

FOA SPACERS

At this time the Target Bay is not environmentally controlled and the variation in temperature does not allow measurements with the necessary degree of accuracy to be made to verify the final position of the chamber. Another task that is related is the measurement of the position of each FOA port flange. Once the plane and location of the flange surface can be established, custom-machined spacers will be made for each of these ports. The purpose of the spacers is to correct the plane to within 0.23 degrees and the position to within 0.12 mm for the equipment that mounts to this port.

PROGRAM STATUS

The NIF construction project is scheduled for completion by the end of fiscal year 2004. Some of the beam lines will be in use well before that date, however. The current plan calls for making a few beam lines available many months before the end of project construction so that integrated beam lines can be tested and the experimental communities can begin using NIF’s advanced ca-
ibilities. The goal for fusion ignition and energy gain on NIF is scheduled toward the latter half of this decade.
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LIGO BEAM TUBE LEAK TESTING
A Case Study of Ultrahigh Sensitivity Vacuum Leak Testing of Very Large Structures
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ABSTRACT

This Case Study presents an example of ultrahigh sensitivity leak testing of very large vacuum structures. Five key concepts are presented which can be applied to save time, trouble and money in the leak testing of vacuum systems. The case study will illustrate how these concepts were applied on the recent LIGO project, with successful outcomes of reduced cost, schedule and improved test confidence. While the details of application of the concepts will vary on other projects, observance of them can save any vacuum leak testing program time, trouble and money.

INTRODUCTION

There are two LIGO observatories, one at Hanford, Washington, and the other in Livingston Louisiana. Each LIGO observatory is a very long “L” shaped vacuum chamber with each arm of the L being a separate beam tube 1.2 meters (four feet) in diameter and 4 kilometers (2.5 miles) in length. Total internal volume of each LIGO is in excess of 332,000 cubic feet. The beam tubes are operated at vacuums of $10^{-9}$ torr and better. The LIGO project required the manufacture, leak test, site installation, and re-leak testing of nearly ten miles of beam tube, which contained more than 70 kilometers (44 miles) of vacuum boundary welding.

Figure 1. Aerial photograph of the Hanford LIGO X arm.
This case study demonstrates ultrahigh sensitivity leak testing. The LIGO beam tubes were tested and certified to have no single leak of \(1 \times 10^{-10}\) scc/second helium. A total air leakage (air signature) assessment of the finished structure has been performed on each 1.24 mile long module (one half of an arm) of the beam tube. Six of the 1.24 mile modules currently show total air burdens below the lower limit of detection, which is approximately \(2 \times 10^{-10}\) scc/sec. Two of the modules are indicating low \(10^{-9}\) total air burden, although the source of that burden has not been identified, and is most likely in a valve or mechanical connection.

The LIGO project required leak testing of eight beam tube modules, each of which is 83,000 cubic feet in volume, to the sensitivity necessary to certify no leak of \(1 \times 10^{-10}\) scc/sec.

The objective of this case study is to identify key concepts that can be used to build a successful leak testing program. A “successful” leak testing program is one that controls cost, schedule and test confidence.

The LIGO beam tube section manufacturing and leak testing operations are described. That description provides examples that illustrate five key concepts, and how consideration of those concepts drove decisions and outcomes in the leak testing program.

**BEAM TUBE MANUFACTURING**

**Beam Tube Fabrication**

The beam tube was manufactured in sixty-five foot long sections. The tube sections were manufactured from a 3.2mm (one eighth inch) thick stainless steel strip that was spiraled (rather like the cardboard center to a paper towel roll) and welded.

![Figure 2. A beam tube section at the fabrication plant.](image)
A thorough visual examination was performed on all welding. Welds examined included the welding of the spiral, welding of external stiffeners to the one eighth inch thick tube to stiffen it for vacuum service, welding of an expansion bellows to half of the tube sections, and welding of the pump ports to the tube. Visual examination was a critical element in the success of the leak-testing program, and will be discussed in detail later in this paper.

After completion of the visual inspection and repair of any observed welding anomalies, the beam tube sections were taken to the testing facility.

**Beam Tube Section Test Equipment and Facility**

Figure 4 is a photograph of the beam tube section testing facility located in the fabrication plant. Three identical test stations were provided in the testing facility. This permitted the pumping of three beam tube modules at one time. Figure 5 is a sketch of a tube section test station. These test stations were used for hood or bag test to confirm that the total leakage rate for a tube section was less than $1 \times 10^{10}$ scc/sec. helium.

The most obvious structures in the test facility are the large steel hoods. Steel hoods were constructed and utilized instead of using the more conventional plastic helium hood/bag. The rigid steel helium hood offered a number of important advantages:

- it significantly reduced the labor required to perform a test
- it provided a significant improvement in helium background control
- it facilitated consistent helium concentrations.

Figure 3. Welding 1/8” thick stainless steel on the spiral tube mill.
The hoods were attached to a mechanical vacuum pump, with the vacuum pump exhaust vented through the building roof. This pump was used to initially evacuate the air from the hood, and to evacuate helium from the hood at the end of the test sequence.

Figure 4. A view of the beam tube section testing facility including tests of both “standard” length and odd length tube sections.

Figure 5. Sketch of a beam tube section test station.
Each test station included a pair of end heads for sealing off the open ends of the tube sections. These heads were supported on track mounted carts. The "far end" head included a vent valve for venting the tube after test completion, and a low $10^{-10}$ scc/sec calibrated leak for full system calibration. The "near" end head included a six-inch roughing port, and a twenty-inch diameter high vacuum pumping port. The twenty-inch diameter high vacuum port lead to a gate valve, an LN$_2$ filled cold trap, and a 17,000 liter per second diffusion pump. A roots blower and rotary vane pump set was mounted on the near end cart for rough pumping and initial diffusion pump backing, and an eleven cfm vane pump was mounted to the cart to provide long term backing for the diffusion pump.

These three leak test stations were in a large, closed room within the beam tube manufacturing plant. A positive pressure room ventilation system was provided, with air supplied from outside the manufacturing facility. The air inlets were on the upwind side of the manufacturing plant, and the exhausts were to the down wind side of the plant.

A two-inch diameter branch of the diffusion pump foreline ran out through the nearest wall of the test room, through an adjacent wall into a control room. Inside the control room the foreline was connected to a small, manually fed LN$_2$ trap, and a manual isolation valve leading to a helium mass spectrometer. The control room was equipped with three computers for controlling the leak test stations by means of laboratory software, and three helium mass spectrometer leak detectors, one for each test station. As with the test room, this control room had positive air pressure compared to the surrounding facility, and was supplied with air from the outdoors, upwind side of the manufacturing plant.

Helium concentration sampling and return lines ran from an attachment point on each rigid hood bottom half, out of the test room to a binary gas chromatograph located in the manufacturing facility adjacent to the test room. This equipment provided a positive measurement of the helium concentration in the test hood, at an elevation below the lowest area of interest.

**VACUUM PUMPING AND TEST SEQUENCE**

Upon completion of manufacture, the beam tube sections were delivered to the test facility. There, each beam tube section was set on the tube stands in one of the three test stations. The end head carts were rolled up to the tube, and the tube ends sealed to the heads. The beam tube was rough pumped by the roots and vane pump set mounted on the near end cart. Then the tube section was then high vacuum pumped with the 20-inch cold trapped diffusion pump. The diffusion pump was initially backed by the roots and vane pump for a few minutes. The mass flow was then small enough to allow backing of the diffusion pump with a small eleven cfm vane pump. The tube section was vacuum conditioned with high vacuum pumping for a few hours.

While the tube was vacuum conditioning, the technicians would seal the test hood around the tube, and evacuate the helium test hood to a pressure of a few torr.
After the tube section was evacuated to a pressure in the low 10\(^{-6}\) to mid 10\(^{-7}\) torr range, the leak testing sequence was started. Immediately prior to the test sequence, the LN2 trap in the foreline and the helium mass spectrometer internal cold trap were topped off with LN2. With the helium mass spectrometer leak detector (the HMS) still isolated from the test system, the HMS auto calibration sequence was initiated, and an internal calibration of the HMS was performed. Upon completion of the HMS calibration sequence, the isolation valve to the diffusion pump foreline was opened, and the small forepump on the pumping skid was isolated. This left HMS as the only backing for the diffusion pump. The test system response was then calibrated against the signal from a low 10\(^{-10}\) scc/sec calibrated leak mounted to the far end test head.

Upon completion of the pre-test calibration, the test hood, which had been evacuated to a few torr, was filled with helium to a pressure of 720 to 740 torr. The helium concentration in the test hood was measured, and the test dwell was observed. Upon completion of the test dwell time, the system was again calibrated against the far end calibrated leak. As soon as this post test calibration was completed, the helium mass spectrometer leak detector was isolated from the test system. All readings were recorded, the test response was corrected for helium concentration and helium hood pressure, and the test was evaluated for acceptance. The helium in the hood was evacuated, vented with air and evacuated again. This air “sweep” was repeated at least two times before the hood was opened to the test room.

**FIVE KEY CONCEPTS**

We have identified five key concepts that are critical to any ultrahigh sensitivity leak testing program for large structures. The unifying theme underlying these concepts is to maximize the Signal to Noise ratio of tests at every opportunity. The Key Concepts are:

1. Minimize Instrument Servicing (by maximizing preservation)
2. Helium Mass Spectrometer Leak Detector Selection
3. Helium Background Control.
5. Upstream Process Control.

1. **Minimize Instrument Servicing (by maximizing preservation.)**

When testing to 10\(^{-11}\), and 10\(^{-12}\) scc/sec sensitivities, instrument preservation is vital. Any time you service a helium mass spectrometer leak detector, you are in for at least a one to two shift delay in getting the machine back to it’s stable peak. Worse, an unfortunate percentage of the time you may be in for as much as a week of getting the machine back to peak condition. Frequently, the delays will turn out to be caused by self-inflicted issues that arise from the servicing of the instrument.

It is important to define “service” of the instrument. We are not talking about changing the air filter and the changing backing pump oils. We are speaking of any service that requires breaking the seal of the vacuum boundary.
There are some good service organizations, but very few users actually work at these sensitivities, and specifically not these sensitivities for large structures. The technicians who service your equipment are usually not accustomed to taking the precautions necessary to keep the instruments working at this fine a peak. Anytime you can prevent a major service; you are saving schedule and money.

You may note the following features that were designed to minimize the need for instrument servicing in the case study:

1.1 The amount of time that the instrument was on line with the test system is minimized. Time on line leads to mass through the instrument including contaminants. The less contamination that goes through the instrument, the less often it will need service. Typically, the HMS instruments used on the LIGO beam tube project saw less than 15 minutes exposure to the test system for any given test.

1.2 The next measure was the use of the external cold trap in the line leading to the helium mass spectrometer. Again the philosophy is to minimize the mass of contaminants going through the instrument. In the case of the mass spectrometers being used behind diffusion pumps, it is worth noting that the diffusion pump oil is an insulator. Although only minute traces of diffusion pump oil come back through the foreline, the philosophy stands: Contaminants that can be trapped before entering the instrument will never affect the instrument.

1.3 The use of an external isolation valve mounted directly to the HMS instrument test port makes it possible to isolate the helium mass spectrometer leak detector from test hardware without venting the instrument test port. The instrument was never vented to isolate it from a test. Many of these instruments were used for weeks at a time without having the test port vented. This minimizes mass flow through the instrument, and preserves the vacuum conditioning of the test port and valve block in the instrument. Although many people regard this as an extreme measure, it is all part of a philosophy that protects the instrument “in the extreme”. This philosophy is meant to preserve as stable and sensitive an instrument as possible, while minimizing the need for instrument servicing.

1.4 Limit access to the test instrument. Our technicians did not service the helium mass spectrometers. When an instrument would not adequately calibrate or was not sufficiently stable to perform the required test, the technicians would summon the Testing Manager, or would exchange the instrument for another unit. The Testing Manager would make the necessary adjustment and repairs, or would arrange for repair by the instrument manufacturer’s personnel. The beam tube project required six helium mass spectrometer leak detectors to support the manufacture and installation of the beam tube and it’s appurtenances. The project had a total of seven leak detectors to cover the operations in the manufacturing test facility, valve tests at manufacturing, and leak testing at the installation site. Having multiple helium mass spectrometer leak detectors also provided a means to cover those instances when one of the instruments was not operating adequately.
1.5 Never use a helium mass spectrometer leak detector when a pump was all that was required. Using the helium mass spectrometer leak detectors as a pump is a common practice in many facilities. They are frequently used for roughing, and vacuum pumping test objects prior to leak testing. It is a rather expensive practice. If you can save one service call on your leak detector by using external roughing pumps, you have saved more than the cost of several vane pumps. One delay of a time critical test may easily pay for a 50 liter per second turbo pump stand. Pumps are inexpensive compared to leak detectors and their service.

A collection of mechanical roughing pumps and 50 liter per second turbo pump stands were used for all roughing, and vacuum conditioning leading up to vacuum leak tests for the LIGO beam tube project. This is consistent with the philosophy of minimizing mass flow through the instrument, and limiting HMS time on line.

The test sequence discussed previously was used for testing 800 beam tube sections that were manufactured for this project. There were more than 1000 tests of other items including valves, test ports, external hardware, pumps and other vacuum assemblies. These tests were perhaps more typical of the miscellaneous testing that is common in a space simulation test facility. The same philosophy of instrument preservation applied to all of the testing.

2. Instrument Selection

Selecting the right helium mass spectrometer can be crucial. We offer the following suggestions:

2.1 The ability to "zero" out the system background is necessity when testing in the $10^{-10}$, $10^{-11}$ or $10^{-12}$ scc/sec leak sensitivity ranges on large systems. Large systems will have a background, and the zero function makes it possible to distinguish $10^{-11}$ and $10^{-12}$ signals from a stable $10^{-9}$ range background with a zero function.

2.2 All manufacturers claim to have first class service support. Investigate this claim carefully. CB&I owns helium mass spectrometers from four major manufacturers, and the service organizations are not equal. We were very pleased with the service and support we received from the manufacturer of our six primary helium mass spectrometer leak detectors at LIGO.

2.3 Consider carefully before purchasing a helium mass spectrometer from a manufacturer whose home market is geographically distant from your location of use. On other projects we have often been told that a needed part for one of our helium mass spectrometers is on back order on another continent. Again, we did not have these problems with our instruments at LIGO and we were very pleased with the support we received.
2.4 Investigate the manufacturer's commitment to long term support of the instrument. We have had one manufacturer stop parts and service support for an instrument that was only five years old. Again, this was not the case with the supplier of the instruments for LIGO, but it has happened with other instruments in our fleet.

3. Helium Background Control.

The design of the beam tube test facility and the rigid hoods were crucial for helium background control. To perform a test that will certify leak tightness to $1 \times 10^{-10}$ scc/sec, the operational sensitivity of the system will be low $10^{-11}$ to mid $10^{-12}$ scc/sec, which is very close to the maximum instrument sensitivity commercially available from direct flow helium mass spectrometers. When working at these sensitivities, helium background control is essential. Helium background becomes noise to the test. This noise from the helium background can be nearly impossible to distinguish from the actual test signal, and can very quickly invalidate a test. Further, dealing with inadequately controlled helium background is time consuming.

There are many potential sources of helium background. The first and most obvious is the helium used in the hood during the test. A second source was the helium bottle racks and piping bringing the helium to the test room. More subtle, but a nonetheless important source is related to the use of helium in the shielding gases used for welding. In our LIGO case study, the shielding gas for welding on the spiral tube mill was 75% helium. The shielding gas for the manual GTA welding of ports, and the automated welding of the expansion bellows was also a high helium mixture. These sources were located in the same manufacturing plant as the test facility, and were sources of helium background to the testing operation.

Examples of measures used to control helium background include:

3.1 Isolating test object and test systems from facility helium sources. The case study test room was an entirely enclosed room including walls and roof. Taking the air supply for this room from the outdoors, upwind of the plant, and exhausting downwind of the plant was a helium background control measure.

3.2 Isolating the helium mass spectrometer leak detectors from the helium hood and other sources of helium. The case study HMS's were located in a separate room with a separate external air supply. Although the helium mass spectrometer control room was close to the test room, the two rooms were constructed with separate walls, with an airspace between those walls to reduce the possibility of helium background in the test room affecting the helium mass spectrometers. A further control that became necessary when operating at these sensitivities was that the room containing the helium mass spectrometers was "locked down" during each test. The helium mass spectrometers were being operated at sensitivities that were occasionally affected if the door of the room was opened and closed.
3.3 GN\textsubscript{2} bleed on helium mass spectrometer foreline. Although not used in the case study, other parties have testified to the effectiveness of putting a nitrogen bleed into the foreline of the helium mass spectrometer turbomolecular pump. The goal of this measure being to reduce backstreaming of helium from the surrounding environment via the forepump exhaust.

3.4 Helium background from hoods or hood bags. The use of rigid hoods instead of polyethylene bags for containing helium around the tube section during the test is a significant means of controlling helium background. In the case study test sequence, once the beam tube was satisfactorily evacuated to the low $10^{-6}$ or $10^{-7}$ torr pressure range, and the hood was sealed to the tube, then the hood would be evacuated using a mechanical pump.

a. Once the test system was calibrated, the hood would be backfilled with helium to an absolute pressure of approximately 720 to 740 torr. By keeping the hood at a net pressure lower than the surrounding test room, the net flow of helium from the hood to the room was functionally eliminated.

b. Upon completion of the test, the hood was evacuated with the mechanical pump set, and the exhaust of the pump was routed through the roof of the manufacturing facility, and exhausted above the plant roof. The hood would then be vented with air, and re-evacuated to sweep the residual helium from the hood enclosure.

c. Evacuating helium from hood bags when bags are used. There were twelve “odd length” tube sections manufactured. These sections would not fit the rigid hood, and had to be “bag” tested. The polyethylene bags were carefully made and sealed, and the helium content of the bags was evacuated from the bag through the vacuum pump vented through the roof.

d. Similar to c. above, when testing nozzles, valves and other miscellaneous fittings using helium bag hoods, we use “swimming pool hose and shop vacuums to evacuate the hood bags before test, and to evacuate the helium from the bags after test. Using the swimming pool vacuum hose, you can economically evacuate the helium from a bag to the nearest outdoor vent from a building, thereby controlling helium background in the area near a chamber or other test object.

The effects of handling helium in a facility was dramatically demonstrated in the case study. The helium background in the manufacturing test facility would rise during each of the polyethylene hood bag tests. The test facility was effectively shut down due to helium background for four or more hours after each helium bag test of an odd length tube.


Actual measurement of helium concentrations in hoods and bags offers a substantial improvement in helium mass spectrometer leak detection.

Measurement of the helium concentration reduces the cost of testing, while simultaneously making a dramatic improvement in test reliability (and test confidence.) It is a genuine win-win proposition.
Traditionally, helium mass spectrometer leak testing personnel do not make actual measurements to determine the helium concentration in hoods and bags. Instead, they make an assumption concerning the helium concentration. If they are very conscientious when using a hood bag, they will evacuate the bag with a shop vacuum or other similar device. They will then fill the bag with helium while venting through a small vent hole. They will ultimately close the vent, top off the bag, and then assume a 50% concentration of helium in the bag. However, when actual measurements of the helium concentrations are made, it becomes immediately apparent that the assumption of at least 50% helium evenly distributed in the bag is entirely unfounded. The helium immediately rises to the top of the bag, and the air is in the lower elevations of the bag. The margin of error can be as much as two orders of magnitude, with concentrations in some portions of a bag being as little as 0.5% while concentration at the top of the bag will exceed 95%. The air and helium in the bag may eventually intersperse, but not within a time reasonable for a leak test.

In the LIGO Beam Tube, we used two different means of measuring helium concentrations. At our testing facility in the manufacturing plant, we had a binary gas chromatograph tuned for helium. This equipment was plumbed through a circulation pump to the test hood. The attachment point for this gas chromatograph was below the elevation of the lowest point of interest on the test object. This piece of equipment registered helium concentration directly.

An alternative means of measuring helium concentration is the portable oxygen meter. This is a small unit used by safety personnel for checking oxygen sufficiency, and by welding personnel for measuring the adequacy of purged areas for welding. This handheld, battery powered device measures oxygen content in percent. It can be used for measuring helium by means of the assumption that air is 20% oxygen, that the air concentration in a helium hood or bag is five times the oxygen, and that the balance is helium.

Figure 6. Photo of a handheld oxygen meter.
The binary gas analyzer is preferable, as it is a positive for helium test where as the oxygen meter provides a measurement of air exclusion. At the time that the LIGO project was started, binary gas analyzers were bulky, 110 VAC devices best suited to a fixed facility. Today there are handheld battery powered units available that offer the portability of a handheld unit, with the benefit of being a positive test for helium rather than a negative test for air.

The benefits of helium concentration measurement derive from a number of facts. These include:

4.1 Diffusion theory indicates that the air and helium in a bag or hood will diffuse into one another. Unfortunately, in the time frames applicable to leak testing, helium and air stratify immediately and nearly completely. We have conducted experiments with multiple detectors mounted in a helium bag on a leak test. Even though the helium fill of an evacuated bag is conducted from the bottom of the bag, there is a clear and marked stratification.

4.2 The technicians became much more adept and efficient at making hood bags when they had the “feedback” of attempting to fill the bags with an objective helium concentration measurement.

4.3 It was found that it was no longer necessary to “vent” the hood bags during fill. We now make our bags with a “dead leg” extending from the lowest elevation of the bag. The air that remains in the bag will wind up in the dead leg. The use of the dead leg results in a much lower helium background in the immediate area than the earlier “vent while filling” method.

4.4 As a consequence of the two preceding items, helium consumption for the purpose of filling most bags was reduced. The benefit being both a savings in helium, and a reduction in the helium background in the area surrounding the test.

There is another beneficial application of measuring helium concentrations. When leak hunting an object with a leak, such as a chamber shroud, it is possible to rapidly narrow the leak search by means of helium concentration measurements. The elevation of a leak can be rapidly determined by mounting multiple helium (or oxygen) sensors in the hood bag and simultaneously monitoring the leak detector and helium concentrations during the bag fill. We have done this when hunting for a leak in a large shroud. The distinct change in leak rate signal as the helium/air interface zone reaches the elevation of the leak is remarkable, and provides a nice indication of approximate elevation.

5. Upstream Process Control.

The Most Critical Concept: DON’T HAVE LEAKS! It is much less expensive to prevent a leak than to locate one that requires repair. Simply stated, if you have leaks that must be located and repaired in a large high vacuum or ultrahigh vacuum system, then you lose control of cost and schedule.
Leak hunts are notoriously difficult to estimate for direct cost and schedule impact, and the indirect cost and schedule impact will usually dwarf the immediate impacts. If the testing is part of a production sequence, then there are delays and costs to other processes that are affected by the leak hunt. Less obvious, but potentially as important is the effect of a leak hunt on your equipment. One of our concepts was to minimize service of the helium mass spectrometer leak detector. One of the most important measures in doing that is to minimize the time the instrument is on line and susceptible to contamination, and to minimize the mass flow of contaminants through the instrument. Unfortunately, leak hunts typically mean many hours of testing with the helium mass spectrometer open to a chamber, vessel, or assembly that is leaking. This greatly accelerates the need for servicing the instrument, with all of the potential delays and costs that are associated with that activity.

Fortunately, the overwhelming majority of leaks are preventable, particularly in the case of weld leaks. The visual inspections by the Welding and Quality Assurance Supervisors on the LIGO project detected and subsequently repaired hundreds of welding anomalies. These anomalies such as weld starts and stops, were repaired prior to any leak testing. The majority of these anomalies would not have produced vacuum leaks, however, the cost of making these touch up welds is far less expensive than the cost of hunting down and repair leaks during leak testing. The thoroughness and diligence of the welding supervisors and welders was a critical element of the success of the LIGO leak testing program.

For the LIGO beam tubes, the welding engineering and quality control measures utilized for the project were adequate to produce 43 miles of one eighth inch thick stainless steel weld without any one weld leak equal to or greater than $1 \times 10^{-10}$ scc/second.

There were leaks detected in mechanical equipment and welds in mechanical equipment from vendors. There were also a few leaks at mechanical connections, but none in the beam tubes and the beam tube welds.

Surprisingly, a great many of the individuals and companies that work in the vacuum industry take the production of leaking components that for granted. There is a culture that assumes leaks will be produced, and that they will have to be located and repaired. This is a very expensive cultural assumption or paradigm. The cost and schedule consequences of leak hunting are so substantial that the individual or organization that will make the investment in process control to eliminate the leaks will be handsomely rewarded.

Specific, identifiable investments were made in welding engineering and quality assurance of the LIGO beam tubes to minimize the possibility of a weld leak. While these were expensive measures, there was a clear understanding that the cost and schedule consequences of producing beam tube sections with leaks was far more expensive. The net result exceeded expectations. Not only were no tubes presented for leak testing with a leak, but each of the welding engineering and quality control measures intended to prevent leaks turned out to be effective in providing greater productivity for the processes. The
purportedly "expensive" measures paid for themselves in increased productivity entirely apart from the savings against leak hunting.

CONCLUSION

The successful ultrahigh vacuum leak testing program developed on the LIGO program demonstrated the importance of five key concepts.

1. Minimize Instrument Servicing (by maximizing preservation)
2. Helium Mass Spectrometer Leak Detector Selection
3. Helium Background Control.
5. Upstream Process Control.

Close attention to these concepts allowed the program to maximize the signal to noise ratio of tests. This enabled the project to achieve a high degree of test confidence while being completed at reduced cost on an accelerated testing schedule.
The Institute of Environmental Sciences and Technology’s Twenty-first Space Simulation Conference, “The Future of Space Testing in the 21st Century” provided participants with a forum to acquire and exchange information on the state-of-the-art in space simulation, test technology, atomic oxygen, programs/system testing, dynamics testing, contamination, and materials. The papers presented at this conference and the resulting discussions carried out the conference theme “The Future of Space Testing in the 21st Century.”